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Preface

REX has been around since  1979.  Mike Cowlishaw's  authoritative
and lucid book on the language appeared in 1985, though it was based
largely on his language definition which had existed in written form
for several years.

Various REEK books have come out since 1985, but, oddly, it seems
to me, none appears to have been designed to teach the language in a
discursive  way  and  with  a  platform-independent  viewpoint.  Mike's
book is very good, but it is a language definition, and often doesn't go
far enough in the area of explanation and motivation. All the other
REX books of which I am aware miss the mark in one way or another.
There are tutorials which are superficial and somewhat lightweight.
Other books are full of tables and syntax diagrams, but offer little in-
depth explanation of how RE2ex actually works and why.  Still other
books are limited to particular REX implementations. (O'Hara and
aomher§s Modern Programming Using REXX ±s an e;neerfuion fronL
these observations. But it is a special case in that its aim is more to
teach programming than to teach REX.)

This situation is unfortunate, as I have heard many wistful requests
over the years for the recommendation of a good book from which to
learn REX. The best answer available was, "Read Cowlishaw." Now,
there should be no mistake about this: REX is a very approachable
language, and most people get into it easily with the help of available
documentation and some good examples. It was designed to be easy to
learn and to use.

But mastery of the language is another matter. It has shimmering
blue depths that, I have found, very few users ever seem to plumb. In
truth, REX has some very unusual features and concepts, which are
found in few other languages, especially the better-known ones. These
aspects  of the  language  are  often inadequately understood even by
quite  proficient users  of REX,  including implementors  of the  lan-
guage. (And I have been no exception.) The very existence of some of
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these subtleties, of course, goes unnoticed by the more casual users of
REX.

I hope the present book will help illuminate the language in general,
as well as some of its more arcane details. The time certainly seems
right for this,  because  REX now  appears  to be  catching on,  even
though it is rather late in the game for a new language to stand much
of a chance to break into the ranks of popular programming languages.

ChcLrl,es D coney
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I became involved in REX as an implementor of the language rather
than as a user. I had written most of a REX interpreter before I wrote
very many lines of code in REX itself. After all, one must have such
an implementation before one can write programs, and no implemen-
tation existed on personal computers, which is what I was primarily
using at the time.

This was around 1984. I realized that a clean, high-level procedure
language would be a great asset in conjunction with other applications
I wished to develop. The synergy of this coupling of an application and
a general-purpose programming language is a fact which is only now
beginning to be widely understood. I had heard about REX from a
presentation Mike Cowlishaw made in 1981, when I was still working
with  large  mainframe  computers.  I  quickly became  convinced  that
REX was the right language for my purposes.

Around the same time, Kevin Kearney had similar ideas, related to
the  programmer's  editor,  called  KEDIT,  that  he  was  developing.
Though I already knew Kevin, Dave Gomberg acted as a catalyst at a
critical time, bringing us together in collaboration on a new version of
the language (called "Personal REX") which we introduced in 1985.
This was the first implementation of REX developed outside IBM.

Over  the  years,  Mike  Cowlishaw  has  patiently  and  insightfully
answered, via electronic mail and in personal conversation, innumer-
able questions about the fine points of REX and his overall vision of
the language. Mike is a gentleman and a credit to the programming
profession.

However, I owe my greatest debt concerning REX to the commu-
nity of REX users in general, and to the users of Personal REX in
particular. These people, who have had the good sense to recognize a
decent language when they saw it, have contributed in many ways.
They have helped promote a worthy tool against the understandable
skepticism of those who wonder why the world needs yet another pro-
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gramming language.  They have  informed  each  other  and their col-
leagues  about  the  finer  points  of  the  language.  And  they  have
instructed me, countless times, by their questions and their sugges-
tions, in both the strengths and weaknesses of the language, and also
in how it can best be used.

By the way . . . I am a REX user, too. Though the language isn't
perfect, it is good enough to use for everything from small personal pro-
gramming chores to large-scale application prototyping. It has proven
to be the right choice as a scripting language for the communication
program (REXTERM) I developed to use with it. And now that this
book is completed, I am eagerly looking forward to having a little more
time to develop some of the other applications I originally wanted to
before I had written my first line of REX.

Charles Daney
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Inti-oduction

REX is, preeminently,  a language for personal programming.  It is
quick, easy to maneuver, and fun to drive-like a sports car. It excels
at the kinds of things an individual computer user needs to do for his
or her own purposes: menu systems,  customized front-ends to other
programs, personal utilities, prototyping of new ideas, and so forth.

All popular programming languages have their own distinctive place
and personality. C, for instance, is a pickup truck with standard trans-
mission and 4-wheel drive. C++ is a pickup truck with automatic trans-
mission, leather upholstery, and a cellular phone. Ada is a World War
11 battleship, and so on.

But for writing code quickly, easily, and enjoyably, REX is hard to
beat.

WHAT FIEXX IS

REX is a modern, structured, high-level programming language that
was consciously designed for ease of both reading and writing. It was
designed  and  first  implemented  between  1979  and  1982  by  Mike
Cowlishaw of IBM. Though it was primarily developed by one individ-
ual,  it was  widely disseminated within IBM  during that time,  and
improved by the feedback of hundreds of users. REX was first made
commercially available  as the  system procedure language for IBM's
VM/CMS operating system in 1983.

1
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When IBM's  Systems Application Architecture was  announced in
1987, REX was included as the standard system procedure language.
By that fact, IBM indicated that REX would eventually be imple-
mented in a standard way on all of their strategic computing systems.
An implementation for the MVS system appeared in 1988. In 1990, an
implementation of REX from IBM  appeared on personal worksta-
tions in version 1.2 of OS/2.

Long before then, REX had been implemented by others on various
computers  and  operating  systems.  The  first  such  implementation,
known as Personal REX, was developed for MS-DOS by the author
and Mansfield Software Group in 1985. We followed this with a version
of REX for OS/2 in 1989. ARexx for the Commodore Amiga made its
debut in 1987.

At the present time, IBM has widened the availability of REX in its
systems to include OS/400. Other vendors have developed versions of
REX for Unix and for Tandem computers. Thanks largely to the rela-
tive clarity and completeness of Mike Cowlishaw's original definition
of REX, there is a high degree of compatibility among existing ver-
sions of the language.

Ease of use in end-user personal programming was the predominant
objective in the design of REX. Several key characteristics contribute
to this ease of use. They include:

character-string orientation
dynamic data typing (no declarations)
reliable, machine-independent arithmetic
automatic storage management

protection from "crashing"
content-addressable data structures
straightforward access to system commands and facilities
few artificial limitations

In this introductory section, we will touch on each of these points. It
should be mentioned, also, that REX's ease of use does not limit its
appeal to end users only. The same characteristics make it useful to
professional  programmers  as  a  utility  programming  language  for"quick and dirty" jobs, because REX programs can be developed and
debugged much faster than programs in most conventional languages,
even if the user is an experienced programmer.

In overall appearance, REX is a fairly conventional language, not
too much unlike Pascal, C, or other languages which trace their ances-
try to Algol.  This  is  in  contrast to  languages  like  Snobol,  LISP,  or
Smalltalk, which explore very different approaches to programming.
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Thus, REX has much in common with other Algol-like procedural
languages-variables,  expressions,  control  structures,  subroutines,
and I/0 facilities.

The following is a complete REX program that prompts for a file
name, then asks the user to make a selection from a menu, and exe-
cutes a command corresponding to the selection. The fact that the pro-
gram   should   require   no   further   explanation   to   be   understood
illustrates the naturalness and readability of the language.

/*   execute   fi.le   uti.li.ti.es   */
say    'Enter   fi.le    name:  '

pull    fi.le_name
say    'Choose   a    fi.le   operati.on    by   number:  '
say    '        1    -Edl.t'

say    '       2    -Prl.nt'
say    '       3    -Delete'

pull    response
sel ect

when    response   =   1   then
'edi.t'    fi.le    name

when    response   =   2   then
'pri.nt'    fi.le_name

when    response   =   3   then
'erase'    fi.le   name

o t h e r w i. s e
say    response    'i.s    an    I.ncorrect   choi.ce.  '
end
e x l. t

One important point about this program arises from the fact that
REX originated as  a  system procedure  language.  Specifically,  the
capability of executing system or application commands is an integral
part of the language, rather than a function which is available (if at all)
only through library routines. In other words, like a Unix shell lan-
guage or the MS-DOS and OS/2 batch language, REX automatically
passes  commands  to  the  surrounding  "environment"  for  execution.
We'll have more to say about this when we explain how REX can be
used as a universal macro language.

Perhaps the most noteworthy departure of REX from other Algol-
like languages is its "natural" data typing. All data is treated as char-
acter strings.  Numbers,  including both integers  and reals,  are just
special cases  of strings.  Numbers need to be recognized as  such for
computational purposes only, but no explicit conversion, no "format-
ting," is required for communications with humans.  This  alone is  a
major aid to usability, as any novice who was ever baffled by a "format"
statement can testify.
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Another consequence of this approach is that data declarations are
never required (or even possible). Data declarations in other languages
are really provided for the convenience of the computer, not the user.
They are an accommodation of the fact that computers use a variety of
internal data representations for different purposes and must be told
which representation to use for a given data item. REX isolates the
user from all concern with these internal representations.

A further side effect of treating all data as character strings is that
there need to be no inconvenient limits on the magnitudes of numeric
data items. Although seldom required, hundreds of digits can be ham-
dled in REX as easily (for the user) as five or six. Errors both gross and
subtle that result from the inability to represent a number in a particu-
1ar word size simply aren't possible. This also makes REX programs
much more portable between widely different computer architectures.

In particular, REX does not cause a program failure when a com-
putation exceeds a user-definable maximum precision. It does not even
generate wildly incorrect results, as other languages usually do, when
an "overflow" occurs. Instead, it discards the least significant digits of
a result in order to stay within the specified degree of precision.

In conventional languages, data declarations not only specify inter-
nal representations to use, but also define storage allocation.  Since
there are no declarations in REX, it is not necessary to worry about
allocation issues (at least as long as enough storage is available). This
is  another  great  simplification.  All  data  items,  even  elements  of
arrays, are allocated storage automatically when, and only when, they
are required. They are also deallocated automatically as soon as pos-
sible.

Another pleasant benefit of REX's dynamic memory management
is that REX is almost crash-proof, even on a CPU without memory
protection.  One of the most unpleasant experiences in programming
for end users (or professionals) is the tendency for undebugged pro-
grams to crash themselves, or even the operating system, because they
have overwritten their own code, or code belonging to other applica-
tions  or  the  system.  This  is  essentially  impossible  in  REX.  (The
exception is such things as functions provided explicitly to give access
to external memory.)

Another unusual feature of REX is the way cbrrcnys are handled. In
REX,  data variables  have  names  which  are  either sj77apze  or co77t-
poz477cZ.  A sj77apze name is ].ust a sequence of alphanumeric characters
that contains no periods. A compozt7}cZ name is composed of two or more
simple names connected by periods, for example, a g e . f r ed . The portion
of a  compound name before  the  first period is  called the sfe77?,. it is
taken literally.  The remaining portions  of the name are themselves
variables which can be substituted. In effect, these are subscripts.
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In order to work with arrays of any number of dimensions, one uses
a stem followed by the appropriate number of subscripts. For instance,
tempe ratu re . x . y . z is an element of a three-dimensional array called
temperature.  If the variables  x, y,  z have values  1, 2,  3, respectively,
this element is tempe ratu re .1. 2 . 3.

There are several important points here. The first is that no storage
is allocated except for array elements that have actually been assigned
values.  The subscripts may be as large as necessary, but as long as
there are only three elements having values, only three are stored, so
the array can be very sparse.

But more importantly than that, the array subscripts need not be
numeric-they can have any data value at all. This permits cEssocZc[£Zz;e
Z7tcze#j7ig,  in which the  subscripts  are general nonnumeric data.  For
instance, one can have an a ge array whose elements include, in partic-
ular, a ge . f red, a ge . s a 11 y, etc. A computation can deal with a data ref-
erence like  age . person,  where  person  is  a variable that ranges  over
values f red,  sal 1 y, etc.

It should be apparent by now that the uniform representation of
data as character strings is very important in REX. This is connected
with another design objective of the language, which is to place a great
emphasis  on  symbolic  manipulation.  Since  most  system  commands
and application programs interact with users-or with REX-much
more with arbitrary strings of symbols than just with numbers, this is
very appropriate for a system command language.

The most basic operation possible with character strings is concate-
nation, so REX makes it as easy as possible to express. There are sev-
eral flavors of this. The following example illustrates two of them:

'The   date    i.s:  '    month'/'day'/'year'  .  '

Here, strings enclosed in quotes are literals, while month, day, and yea r
are variable names. In this expression, all of these parts are simply
concatenated together, just as written. The extra blank before month is
even retained, because it is actually the operator for "concatenate with
a blank in between." No explicit operator is required to express direct
concatenation. (An explicit operator, " I  I ", is provided for cases where
juxtaposition alone would be ambiguous.)

A large number of other character-string manipulation primitives
are provided in REX by means of built-in functions. Indeed, this is
one of the most agreeable features of REX. Included are such opera-
tions  as  substring,  replacement,  translation,  verification,  insertion,
searching, and the like. There are even operations to reverse the char-
acters of a string or to center a string in a given field. Since it is fre-
quently useful to treat a string as a sequence of "words" delimited by
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blanks,  there  are  a number of functions to  count  and  extract  such
words.

THE APPLICATION PROGRAMMING
INTEFtFACE

There's a lot more to REX than what we've been able to describe so
far. There will be time enough for that later. For now, let's turn our
attention to how REX facilitates end-user computing by providing a
universal macro language.

REX cannot be fully understood or comprehended in terms of its
language features alone. There is an aspect to REX that is ordinarily
not  even  considered to  be  a part  of other programming languages.
Namely, all reasonable implementations of REX come equipped with
an appzzccb£ZoJt progrommz7tg ZJ7£erfcice.  This is  a set of defined inter-
faces that allow applications written in other languages to communi-
cate with REX programs in various ways. Although the details of the
interface necessarily differ from  one  implementation to  another (at
least  in  different  operating  systems),  certain  core  functionality  is
always present.

Of course, it's not unusual for professional programmers to be able to
build a single application using several different languages. However,
application users do not ordinarily have the privilege of adding their
own  code  to  the  application with  conventional  languages  like  C.  If
users are permitted to add code at all, it is in the form of special-pur-
pose "macro" or "script" languages provided by-and specific to-the
application.

What REX offers, rather uniquely with its well-defined application
programming interface, is the ability to allow end users to write appli-
cation extensions in a single language-for any application that sup-
ports the interfaces.

The special-purpose languages embedded in applications today are
vtin:siry calmed mcl,cro languages, script languages, batch languages,
sfaezz Zcb7tgztc[ges,  and so forth. Macro languages (for applications like
spreadsheets and word processors) and script languages (for commu-
nications  programs)  are  especially  well  known.  They  are  designed
with little  but  their  own  application in  mind  and  usually  are  not
very  suitable  for  general-purpose  programming.  Yet,  because  such
languages  are used by far more  people than just professional  pro-
grammers, they actually represent the most widely used computer
languages today.

Though  there  are  some  fortunate  exceptions,  many  of these  lan-
guages are just as hard to use as traditional programming languages.
Even so, because they were conceived and implemented with one par-
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ticular application in mind, they don't have the power and flexibility of
traditional languages.

Furthermore, since these languages are "captives" of their respective
applications, they cannot be used for other applications. They have no
concept of a general-purpose, standardized interface that can be used
effectively by any application or by the operating system itself. In con-
trast to such macro languages, and to traditional programming lan-
guages as well, REX includes a definition of how to interface to other
system components at a functional level.

Probably the most unfortunate thing about such macro languages is
how many of them there are-each application has its own. Yet there
is no useful purpose served by having a different language for each
application.

While these problems are coming to be recognized and better under-
stood,  it is  less well known that the  problems  were  addressed  and
solved long ago with REX. What had to be done was to define both a
sufficiently rich and powerful language and a set of interfaces for com-
municating between that language and other applications. For this to
work, the interfaces are probably more important than specific details
of the language.

The important thing is that REX can communicate with any appli-
cation that implements the required interfaces, so it can act as the sin-
gle "macro" language used by all such applications. Therefore, a user
need only learn a single language in order to write procedures that con-
trol a number of applications.

This is precisely what happened in VM/CMS with REX, and even
more  dramatically  with  ARexx  on  the  Amiga.  In  order  for  this
approach to achieve its purpose, many software vendors must support
the same interfaces in their own applications. As a result, in VM/CMS
and on the Amiga there are now many applications and development
tools-editors, word processors, spreadsheets, database systems, and
communications packages-that use REX as their macro language.

Something even better than being able to use a single language to
control multiple applications sequentially is to be able to do this simul-
taneously. A language such as REX (and the associated interfaces)
that supports this can then be a "glue" that permits combining power-
ful, general tools together in useful and interesting ways. It is an inte-
grating agent that makes it easy to build larger systems out of simpler
building blocks. It facilitates and encourages a modular, building-block
approach to application development.

So, the application programming interface of REX is a feature of
importance equal to the details of the language itself. Unfortunately,
this is the last we can speak of it here, because the purpose of this book
is to provide a comprehensive exposition of programming in REX.
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The details of how to use the programming interface to communicate
between REX and an application form an interesting subject in them-
selves.  But  they  inevitably vary from  one  operating  system  where
REX is implemented to the next,  so they are best described sepa-
rately for each specific environment.

Hopefully, though, an awareness of the existence of this interface
and what it means for the ability to use REX as a universal macro
language will help motivate learning of the language itself, because,
once you've learned REX, you will be able to use the same language
in many different applications.

WHAT'S IN THIS BOOK

Given that caution about what is not in the book, it is appropriate to
say a little about what is. To begin with, the reader may well wonder
how  this  book  relates  to  Mike  Cowlishaw's  T7}e  Z3EX  Lcz7?gz4cLge
(which I will subsequently refer to simply as TRL). As the inventor of
REX, Mike's words are authoritative. His book is a very well-written,
clear,  and concise definition of the language. Unlike most language
definitions, it is eminently readable. It has formed the basis of IBM's
documentation on REX from the beginning, up through IBM's latest
``Systems Application Architecture" (SAA) language specification. My

debt to Mike's book is obvious.
However, it is a language definition. As such, it organizes informa-

tion in a way that is not optimal for actually learning the language. For
instance, all keyword instructions are described in one long chapter,
and all built-in functions in another. This sort of organization tends to
obscure natural functional groupings. Certain instructions and func-
tions are ordinarily used in close association, and it is sometimes diffi-
cult to perceive such affinities in TRL. In this book, on the other hand,
I have tried to group language features together by function and pur-
pose. Character string handling, for example, occupies two consecutive
chapters (string handling per se and the PARSE instruction). All infer-
mation on I/0 is collected into another chapter. And so forth. I hope
that this effort to put related information together as much as possible
will be a substantial advantage in learning REX.

In a few cases, experience with TRL has revealed areas of the defini-
tion that are simply unclear and incomplete. This is most especially sc
in the treatment of I/0. In writing my own chapter on this, I struggled
time and again with questions that were just not answered by Mike's
book. In this case, I have tried to point out what the open questions are<
It is not up to me to provide the final answers, though often my opiniol]
will not be well concealed. The answers will come from users of the lan-
guage and will ultimately be rendered into language standards by the
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ANSI X3J18  committee  (about which I will have  a few more words
later).

Historically, the reason for the problems with I/0 in REX is clear.
This is the only area of the language which was not part of Mike's orig-
inal VM/CMS implementation of REX. Consequently, it was not sub-
jected to the same degree of iterative refinement that benefitted other
parts of the language so markedly.  It is true that Mike developed a
function package for VM/CMS which implemented his  specification,
but it never became part of the released product.

There are just a few other areas where I believe I have been able to
improve on the treatment in TRL. One of these is exception handling.
I believe that the exposition of this was a bit too concise and did not
really explain all of the issues. Another is the  PARSE instruction. It is
generally  recognized  that  Mike's  presentation  was just  a  little  too
informal for a language definition and has allowed a great deal of mis-
understanding over the years. My own exposition is also informal, but
I hope it is a little more complete and that it presents the mechanics of
PARS E a little more clearly.

I have in some cases decided to use new terminology or terminology
that differs in minor respects from that used in TRL.  The primary
example of this is my choice in Chap. 3 to introduce the term sfcife77te7?i
for what was previously called an Z7tsfrz4cfjo7t, and to restrict the latter
term to what was previously called a faeyzuord Z7tsfrL4c£Zo77.  I have also
tried to make a greater issue of the distinction (in Chap. 2) between the
name of a variable and the symbol used to refer to it.

All that being said, I must confess that in some respects I have delib-
erately attempted to be less thorough and precise about some things
than TRL is. The purpose of this book, after all, is to offer instruction
and advice on how to write REX programs. It does not need to bear
the burden of being a complete prescriptive document on exactly what
the language is. I highly recommend that the reader turn to Mike's
book for that. In fact, ideally, TRL should be read along with my book
and, while it is quite possible to learn REX without TRL, no educa-
tion in REX is complete without it.

One of the facets of REX that I don't treat rigorously is arithmetic
and the precise definitions of the arithmetic operators. I feel that, for
the most part, users will find that REX does "the right thing" as far as
arithmetic is concerned, and that it is no more necessary to know the
exact rules REX employs in order to use it than it is to know the exact
rules of a calculator. I feel that excessive preoccupation with these rules
may be a stumbling block to actually leaming the language.

I have not attempted to give all the details for each built-in function
of the language. That is, I have not tried to define exactly what all
legal  arguments  are  for  each  of the  functions,  nor  how  they  will
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behave in all cases. That kind of thing is just plain boring. It's in TRL.
And the best way to learn it is by experimenting with each new func-
tion as you use it.

I won't have much to say about debugging beyond Chap. 13. REX is
rather unusual among programming languages in that it includes a
precise, formal definition of its debugging commands. It is unquestion-
ably a good thing for a language to have built-in debugging capabili-
ties,  since that is a very necessary language feature which is  often
slighted. Having debugging commands included in the very definition
of the language tends to ensure that all implementations will contain a
consistent minimum level of debugging functionality. However, it is
also true that most programming environments today have debugging
tools  of far  greater  sophistication  than  the  minimal  features  that
REX prescribes. At the time of this writing, such tools have not yet
become common for REX. But it is certain that they will.

THE REXX STANDARDIZATION PROCESS

A moment ago I alluded to the ANSI X3J18 subcommittee which at
the time of this writing had just recently begun to draft a standard for
REX. Many present users of REX will wonder why this is neces-
sary, given the existence of TRL, or at least whether substantial work
is needed to turn TRL into a standard. I think the answer, unfortu-
nately, is that quite a bit of work is going to be needed. And this is true
despite the high quality of the definition in TRL, and despite the fact
that RE2ex has suffered much less from divergent implementations
than have most other languages which have been in active use for a
decade.

One reason for this is, as I have stated, that there are certain areas
like I/0 that just aren't adequately defined in TRL. I/0, of course, is
something that is notoriously hard to standardize across diverse oper-
ating systems. However, the purpose of x3J18 is to produce a standard
which will to the greatest extent possible enable true portability of
REX programs from one  environment to the next.  I/0 is  such an
important part of any program that portability is a hollow and mean-
ingless ideal if it does not extend to I/0. Exception handling is another
area in need of greater precision in order to ensure a standard for a
truly portable language.

Portability has, rather suddenly,  become  a matter of much more
urgency, because I.ust in the last two or three years implementations of
REXX have appeared on so many new platforms. Since REX has been
designated as IBM's SAA "Procedures Language," IBM has introduced
versions for MVS, OS/2, and OS/400. Other vendors have added ver-
sions  for  OS/2, Amiga DOS,  Unix,  and other systems.  The  genuine
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need now exists to make many REX programs run in several of these
environments.

Portability of REX programs is of the greatest importance. Even
though REX is essentially a language for personal programming, you
should not assume that means you won't have to port programs that
you write in REX to different environments. In fact, if anything, it
may mean a higher likelihood of the need to port a program once or
more in its lifetime. You may well find that computer technology is
moving so rapidly,  and computing environments  are diversifving so
much, that the tools you write in REX today for VM/CMS are needed
tomorrow  on  MVS,  and  the  day  after  that  on  MS-DOS  or  OS/2  or
Amiga DOS or Unix. It is the charter of X3J18 to make that work as
easily as possible.

REX already has a good head start in the portability area. As we
will see, arithmetic in REX is intentionally defined so as not to be
machine dependent. This is very unlike most other languages, which
rely on hardware-specific data formats and arithmetic operations. It
would be unfortunate to use this inherent advantage in portability by
failing to promote it in other areas, like I/0.

Another  reason  the  REX  standardization  is  becoming  a  more
urgent issue than in the past is that, with increasing usage, various
shortcomings in the language have become apparent. These involve a
variety of things, such as the absence of a true subscript notation, dif-
ficulties in dealing with the scope of variables, and inability to iterate
over all variables sharing a common stem.

On top of that, the value of many of the constructs of ofy.ec£-orze7ttecz
programming is beginning to reveal itself to programmers working in
both traditional and the newer grapfajcoz z4ser Z7iferfcbce (GUI) comput-
ing environments. It is inevitable that some of these constructs will
become available in REX within the next two or three years.

So REX may well experience much more rapid evolution in the next
few years than it has in the last ten. These evolutionary changes need
to be made in a principled way, and with the participation of the entire
(rapidly expanding) community of people and organizations now inter-
ested in REX. Though individual language implementors will usually
spearhead the introduction of particular language innovations, it is
important for these  changes  to be  subject to impartial professional
scrutiny and peer review very early on, before they become de facto
standards.

By ANSI rules, formal participation in subcommittees like X3J18 is
open to all interested parties. Even though you or your organization
must bear your own expenses of participation, you should be aware
that the option is available to you-ven if you are representing only
yourself. If you do become interested in bringing issues to the attention
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of the X3J18 committee, an option that will be more practical to most
is to raise your concerns directly with members of the committee.

X3J18  members  are  accessible  through  a  large  number  of elec-
tronic networks: the Internet, BITNET, the UUCP network, and com-
mercial  networks  like  Compuserve,  BIX,  and  MCI  mail.  (My most
accessible mail addresses are cgd@well.sf.ca.us and 72777.2554@com-
puserve.com.) I, or any other committee member, can provide you with
mailing addresses  of other X3J18  participants.  Please  get in touch
with us if you have concerns about the language.

GETTING STARTED

It is assumed that you have access to one or more REX implementa-
tions through your work or on your personal computer. The very best
way to learn REX is by starting immediately to use it and write pro-
grams. Since RE2ex is a language for personal programming, it is very
likely that you already have one or more pet projects for which REX
would be a very suitable language. I recommend that you plan to begin
implementing these ideas in parallel with the reading of this book. You
may be surprised at how easy it is to write REX without already
knowing it!

Another good approach is to take some of the examples from this
book or elsewhere, enter them on your computer, and start to run them
and modify them to see how they work. (Copies of all the programs in
this book are, of course, available in machine-readable form from the
author.) Use the SAY  and TRACE instructions liberally to step through
the examples one instruction at a time, and observe how values change
and results are produced. Modify the examples and improve them.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of REX that, hopefully, is sufficient
to let you fruitfully begin to work with the examples in the rest of the
book. Unless you already know a little REX, Chap. 2 is required read-
ing. The material in Chaps. 3, 4, and 5 contains the remainder of the
absolute "must know" details of the language. Beyond that point, you
can read the rest of the book in just about any order. There are inter-
dependencies among chapters, as well as forward and backward refer-
ences  (though  hopefully  more  of the  latter).  But  each  of the  later
chapters has been written to offer, as much as possible, a free-standing
treatment of its topic.

A good candidate for the very first example  to work with is  the
REXXTRY  program  at the beginning of Chap.  12.  It occurs late in the
book because  it takes  some  prerequisites  to  explain  exactly how it
works and the language features that it uses. But it can be run without
full understanding. What it allows you to do when you run it is to enter
REX statements, one or more at a time, for immediate execution.
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This lets you see right away what each statement does and observe the
effects of simple variations. You can see at a glance how substitution of
variable values works and how REX expressions are evaluated. It is
very good for working with built-in functions to get a hands-on feeling
for how each works.

And so, all that remains here is to say: I hope you find REX and this
exposition of it to be useful.





Chapter

ca

Language Overview

Lieaming a new language can be intimidating, whether it is a natural
anguage or a computer language. For computer languages, the actual
lifficulty of the learning process depends a great deal on the nature of
he language itself. Because ease of use was a primary consideration in
he design of REX, learning it should prove to be as easy as learning
ilmost any other computer language, and probably easier.

Many readers will already know one or more computer languages.
Since REX uses concepts which are widely used in other popular, con-
;emporary languages, it should be especially easy to learn. That is, lan-
prage  constructs  in  REX  such  as  literals,  variables,  arithmetic
3xpressions, conditional statements, subroutines, and so forth are very
Similar  to  their  counterparts  in  other  languages  like  C,  Basic,  or
?ascal. There are, however, some constructs in REX which are both
)owerful and not present in most common languages. These include
Such   things   as   compound   variables   and   the   PARSE   instruction.
Experienced programmers can use much of their present programming
mowledge and will want to focus on the distinctive features of REX.

On  the  other  hand,  for beginning  programmers  there  are  many
)oncepts  that have to be learned regardless  of which language  one
Starts with. Since REX is intended to be used as a system command
anguage (among other things), it will in fact be the first serious pro-
pramming language that many people learn.  The book fl4loczer7t Pro-
frommj7tg  UsZ7}g REX by  Robert  O'Hara  and  David  Gomberg  is

15
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highly recommended. It uses REX to provide an introduction to pro-
gramming. While it is beyond the scope of the present text to teach pro-
gramming, beginners will find that much of the REX language is
simple,  intuitive,  and  a  natural  step  from  using  operating  system
batch files and application macros.

GETTING STARTED

A complete REX program may consist of as little as a single line, for
instance:

say    "hello   world"

This program displays the words hel 1 o  worl d on the screen. Here, SAY
is  a REX reserved word that begins  an output instruction.  " hel 1 o
wo r 1 d " is a literal string. A single blank separates the verb from the lit-
eral. SAY is not always a reserved word in REX. It is reserved and has
a special meaning only when it is the first word of a czclz4se.  SAY could
be used elsewhere in the program, even in the same clause, without
any conflict (though this may not be good REX style).

There are two fundamental program units in REX: the sfclfe77}e7}Z
and the cZc[z/se. There are three types of statements: REX instructions
which begin with keywords such as SAY, assignments of some value to
a variable,  and  commands  to  external  environments.  A clause  is  a
slightly smaller unit of executable code.  Most statements, including
assignments and commands, are single clauses all by themselves. Most
keyword instructions are also single clauses, but a few (such as I F and
DO) are more complex and consist of multiple clauses. Also, for techni-
cal reasons, a label is considered to be a clause which is neither a state-
ment by itself nor part of a statement. We will go much further into
these details in this chapter and the next, but for now you can think o]
a REX program as a sequence of statements.

In REX terminology, the example above consists of a single state-
ment which is also a single clause. Although clauses and lines are not
the same thing, in general, REX programs tend to be written as i]
they were. That is, the usual practice is to put at most one clause on a
line. Multiple clauses can be written on a single line by ending eacl]
clause with a semicolon, but this usually decreases the readability o]
the program. It is possible to write REX programs consisting of thou-
sands of clauses with each one on a separate line and without using a
single semicolon.

So, the end of a line normally means the end of a clause as well.
However, most REX implementations place a limit on the length of a
single line. Most editors or word processors used to write programs do,
too. And for readability (always a very important concern with REX):
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it is desirable to keep lines shorter than the width of the screen or edit-
ing window. The length of a clause in most REX implementations is
also limited, but it is usually longer than 80 characters, which is the
width of most screens.  Therefore,  some mechanism is necessary for
continuing a single clause onto additional lines. This is done by ending
Bach line to be continued with a comma:

say    "To   be   or   not   to   be:",
"That    i.s    the   questi.on."

This example will display the two quoted phrases on the same line of
the screen, because it is really just one clause as far as REX is con-
cerned. It is equivalent to:

say    "To   be   or   not   to   be:    that   i.s   the   questi.on."

Blanks play a very special role in REX-several roles,  actually.
One or more blanks separate individual tokens in a REX clause, just
as in the preceding example where a blank separated the verb and the
Literal. Except within literals, it is irrelevant whether one or more than
One blank is used to delimit tokens.  Therefore,  it is  common to use
blanks to help format a program for greater readability. Above,  for
instance, they were used to line up the quoted phrases.

One of the design goals of REX was to make a language in which it
is especially easy to work with character strings, and to do so in as nat-
ural a way as possible. One of the most frequent operations on charac-
ter strings is concatenation, in which two strings are joined together.
This is expressed in REX simply by writing the two strings together
with one or more blanks in between. So, a third way to write the exam-
ple we have been using is

say    "To   be   or   not   to   be:"    "that   I.s   the   questi.on."

Elere,  there are three fofae7ts in the clause:  the verb  and two literal
Strings. When this statement is executed, the two literals are concate-
nated, and a single blank is inserted between them. Only one blank is
inserted in the concatenation regardless of how many blanks separate
bhe literals.

A REX clause can contain other types of tokens. The verb SAY is a
Special case of a symbol token. Such a token begins with an alphabetic
3haracter  and  extends  to  the  next  delimiter.  Delimiters  are  either
blanks or special characters like ":'', ";", "*'', ``+", and "\". Such delimiter
3haracters may be tokens all by themselves (as are each of the ones
just mentioned),  or they may be the start of longer operator tokens
Such as "\=" (not equal). Operator tokens include the standard arith-
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metic operators  ("+'',  "-'',  "*",  "/',  "**"),  string operators  such as " I  I "
(concatenation) and ">" (comparison), and logical operators such as "&"
(logical and) and "\" (negation).

Numbers are the other ma].or sort of token. A number is delimited
like  a symbol, but it consists  only of numerals,  ".",  ``+'',  "-'',  and ``e''.
Numbers can be integers,  decimals,  or in exponential notation,  and
may be signed. The following are all valid numbers in REX:

666
2 . 718281828
-32768

6 . 63E-27

PUTTING THE ELEMENTS TOGETHER

We now have enough terminology to examine a more interesting REX
program. The task is to convert temperature expressed as Fahrenheit
to Centigrade. The program should ask the user to enter a number ren-
resenting the Fahrenheit temperature and display the corres-pondi]ng..
Centigrade value. It should terminate when the user enters nothing,
but blanks. Here is the program:

/*   Convert   Fahrenhei.t   to   Centi.grade   */
do   forever

say    'Enter   temperature   i.n    Fahrenhei.t:'

parse   pull    fahrenhei.t
i.f   fahrenhei.t   =   '  '    then

e x l' t
centi.grade   =   5   *   (fahrenhei.t   -32)    /   9
say    'Temperature   i.s'    centi.grade    'degrees    C.'
end

Let's look at what's new here, line by line. The first line is a comment.
As in C and PL/I, comments in REX begin with  /*  and end with
* / . Comments may extend over as many lines as necessary without the
need to do anything special to indicate continuation. Beginning every
program with a comment is recommended as good programming style.
It is also required in some implementations of REX in order to dis-
tinguish the file from others that may use a different language.

The second line (do  fo reve r) contains the REX reserved word D0 as
its first token. This begins a loop which extends to the matching END
instruction on the last line. Any other REX statements can occur
between  the  D0  and  the  END.  This  includes  other  D0  statements,  so
that loops can be nested up to an implementation-defined limit, each
beginning with D0 and terminated with END. A D0 statement may have
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a number of optional modifiers that specify a control variable to be
incremented on each iteration, or define conditions on when the loop
should be  ended.  In this  case,  the  keyword  FOREVER  means  that the
D0  statement  itself  has  no  specified  terminating  condition.  Other
instructions within the body of the loop can cause it to terminate. In
this example, that is the function of the EX IT instruction on the sixth
line.

The third line is a SAY instruction. In this case, the literal string has
been delimited with single quotation marks ( ' ) instead of double ones
("). This is done as a convenience in case quotation marks need to be
part of the literal, as in

"Jump!"    he    sai.d.'

That is, all literal strings are terminated with the sort of quotation
mark with which they began. An exception to this is made if the quo-
tation character is doubled. Within a literal that begins with the same
sort of quotation mark, the doubled one is treated as if it were a single
tne that is part of the literal, so that

""Jump!"'    he   sai.d."

is exactly the same literal.
The next line,  parse   pul 1    fahrenhei.t,  reads  user input.  It is  the

most common input instruction in REX, corresponding to the output
SAY instruction. PARSE  PU LL causes a read to the keyboard, which is ter-
minated when carriage return (Ente r) is pressed. Everything typed up
to (but not including) the carriage return is assigned to a REX vari-
able, f a h ren h e i t in this case.

There is actually a shorter input instruction,  PU LL. This does input
just like PARS E  PU L L, but has the additional side effect of converting the
input  to  uppercase.  (PULL  is  shorthand  for  PARSE  UPPER  PULL.)  Some-
times this is useful; more often it is annoying. Here it doesn't matter,
since the input should be a number.

A REX variable like fa h renhei. t is any symbol beginning with an
alphabetic character, except for a reserved word occurring at the start
of a clause. (In certain kinds of statements, such as DO, there may be
reserved words  after the  first token.) Variable  names  may be very
long-up to 250 characters in most implementations of REX.

REX is generally not sensitive to alphabetic case. So symbols can
be written in either upper- or lowercase, or any mixture, and no dis-
tinction is made. The convention in this book will be to use lowercase
in most examples and uppercase for REX reserved words mentioned
outside of an example  (for emphasis).  The most obvious instance in
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which case matters is in character string literals.  Internally, REX
converts  the  whole  program  (except  for  literals  and  comments)  to
uppercase.

The next two lines of the example,

I.f   fahrenhei.t   =    '  '    then
e x l' t

begin with an  I F instruction that performs a test and executes other
instructions according to the results. Technically, REX considers this
statement to consist of several clauses. The first begins with  I F and
concludes with an expression that must evaluate to 1 or 0.1 represents
frzte,  and o represents fcIZse.  In the present case, the expression uses
the ``=" operator to compare the value of the variable FAH RE N H E I T to the
literal string " (null or empty string). One of the convenient character-
istics  of the  "="  (equality)  operator when comparing strings  is  that
leading and trailing blanks are ignored.

This behavior of ignoring blanks in circumstances where they are
not meaningful is common throughout REX; it is one of the ways in
which REX tries to be helpful.  In the present instance it is useful
becaus~e  the  user  is  expected  to  type  either  a  number  or  nothing.
Several blanks  are  taken  as  equivalent to nothing;  it is  considered
irrelevant whether any blanks are entered before or after the number.
Blanks are in fact stored internally. The "=" operator just happens to
ignore them. Blanks in the middle of a string are not ignored. If it is
important to  recognize  leading or trailing blanks,  another operator
("= ='', exact equality) can be used.

TH E N is a reserved word in an I F clause. In fact, it is considered to be
a separate clause all by itself. Its purpose is to mark the end of the
conditional expression. The statement immediately following TH EN is
executed if (and only if) the expression after I F evaluates to 1. Here,
that is the case, provided that the expressions on either side of ``=" are
the same except for leading and trailing blanks.  (Alphabetic case is
significant to the "=" operator.) The expression here is evaluated by
taking the value of the FAH R E N H E I T variable and comparing it to a null
string. If this value contains any nonblank characters, the value of the
whole expression is 0, and the statement after TH EN would not be exe-
cuted.

In  the  present  example,  the  clause  after  THEN  is  another  REX
reserved word,  EX IT. This instruction terminates not only the D0 loop
but the entire REX program, and allows control to return to the oper-
ating system. The statement after TH E N could be any legal REX state-
ment, including another I F statement. In case several statements need
to be executed when the condition is true (i.e., 1), they can be enclosed
between a  DO  .  .  .  END pair.
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The end of the I F statement is recognized because the line following
EXIT  begins  with  a token  other than the  reserved word  ELSE,  which
would be used if there were a statement to be executed in case the con-
ditional expression has the value 0. Since there is no such statement in
this example, the next statement will always be executed.  The next
statement here

centi.grade   =   5   *    (fahrenhei.t   -32)    /   9

is an assignment, recognized by the presence of the assignment opera-
tor as the second token in the clause. Here, the variable named C ENT I -
G RAD E is given the value of the expression on the right-hand side.

In this case the expression is purely an algebraic one. Although that
value of the variable FAH RE NH E I T was stored as a character string, and
could be used as such if appropriate, here it is automatically treated as
a number. This illustrates one of the key characteristics of REX: as
little distinction as possible is maintained between different data types
until they are actually used. RE2ex neither requires nor even possesses
data type  declarations.  All  data is  stored internally  as  a  character
string (at least in principle). Only when values are actually used are
any conversions made-if necessary and if possible. Of course, only cer-
tain character strings represent numbers, and conversion may not be
possible.  In our example, the user may have entered a nonnumeric
value such as OK, which would cause an error when the expression is
evaluated. Although the example has no error checking, REX has
various ways to do checking, and a serious program certainly should
have appropriate checks.

Since the algebraic expression involves division, the result will prob-
ably not be integral. REX takes care of the decimal part automati-
cally, even though no declarations were used to distinguish between
integral, fixed point, or floating point numbers. The default precision
that REX supports is implementation dependent, but frequently it is
nine digits (apart from the exponent, if any). If more or less precision is
required for a particular purpose, it can be requested. The maximum
precision that REX supports depends on the implementation, but can
be very large, even thousands of digits.

The last interesting line in the example is

say    'Temperature    i.s'    centi.grade    'degrees    C.'

The part of the clause after SAY is actually an expression consisting of
the  concatenation  of two  literal  strings  with  a  variable  value.  The
value of centi grade is a computed number, but, because it occurs in a
character string expression, it is automatically converted to the print-
able character representation of the number. Concatenation of strings
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is implicit in the expression; no explicit operator is required. The string
concatenation automatically includes a blank between each operand as
a convenience. The result displayed by this instruction might be, for
instance,

Temperature    i.s    37.7777778   degrees    C.

This would be the result of converting 100 degrees F. The result has
been expressed with exactly nine digits of accuracy and has even been
rounded up  appropriately. No complicated formatting directions  are
required to produce this output, so such common forms of output are
simple and natural to write. However, there are ways to display the
answer with less precision if desired.

Concatenation works the way it does in order that the form of the
expression in the program resembles the final output as  closely as
possible  (i.e.,  with blanks  inserted).  In  case  concatenation  without
intervening blank is required, an explicit operator (" I  I '') can be used.
Thus,

say    'Temperature    i.s     I  I  lcenti.gradel  I  '    degrees    C.  I

would produce the same results. Notice that the blanks have simply
been moved inside the literal strings. In many cases (and this is one of
them), the explicit operator can be dispensed with, so that

say    'Temperature    i.s    'centi.grade'    degrees    C.'

also produces the same results.  REX parsing rules still allow this
expression  to  be  resolved  into  three  tokens  (literal,  symbol,  literal)
with an implied concatenation operation between tokens. But because
there is no blank between the tokens, none is added by the concatena-
tion operator. Although the detailed rules of how REX handles such
expressions  are  somewhat  complicated to  fully  enumerate,  the  net
result is intuitively just what it should be, with a minimum of required
symbols.

PROGRAM STF]UCTURE

Viewed from a top-down perspective, a REX program consists of a
series of sfcIfe77te7tfs.  There are several different kinds of statements.
The example we just examined consisted predominantly of Z7?sfrz4c£Zo7t
statements beginning with REX keywords like DO, SAY,  PU LL, and I F.
The  only other  statement type  present was  one c[ssjg7?meJ?i,  distin-
guished by the presence of the = sign as the second token.
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There are a couple of other program elements not illustrated yet.
Lclbezs, which consist of a symbol followed by a colon, may be mixed in
among statements. Labels are used to define the start of an internal
subroutine or function.

Finally, there is a third type of statement, the com77tcb7tcz,  which is
unique to REX among popular languages. This is literally the "every-
thing else" category.  REX assumes that anything which is not an
instruction,  assignment,  or label is  a  command.  A command is  not
interpreted by REX itself. Instead, it is passed to an external envi-
ronment  like  an  operating  system  or  application  program  that  is
equipped to process commands. In a typical operating system like MS-
DOS or OS/2, COPY,  ERASE, and SORT are examples of commands.

REX's  ability  to  handle  commands  is  very  important,  since  it
makes it possible to write bcIfcfa procedures and application 77tcbcros or
scrzpfs in REX. Although other languages may provide such capabil-
ity through library functions, it is seldom an intrinsic part of the lan-
guage  as  in  REX.  Hence,  other  languages  are  unable  to  handle
commands  as  naturally  as  REX  does.  Since  a  command  is just
another  type  of statement,  commands  in  effect  provide  a  way  to
extend  the  language  by  introducing  new  directives.  For  instance,
when  REX is  used  as  a  language  for  writing  scripts  for  a  com-
munication program, the program itself may provide commands like
SEND and WAIT. In use, these can be regarded almost as part of REX
itself. The benefit to an application program in employing REX as a
script or macro language is that the application needs to supply only
its own specific commands, while all of the standard language facili-
ties like variables, arithmetic, 1ooping, and subroutines are provided
by REX.

Although  REX  doesn't  ultimately  execute  operating  system  or
application commands, it can process command statements by substi-
tuting variable values and evaluating arithmetic or character string
expressions. An example of this might be

'copy'    source_fi.le   desti.nati.on_fi.le   opti.ons

This statement is actually a REX expression that begins with a lit-
eral string and is followed by three symbols. The symbols are variable
names for which the current values are substituted. Finally, all strings
are concatenated with single intervening blanks to produce a result.
This statement is a command because it is not any of the other three
types,  so it is then passed to the default execution environment for
execution.

Since commands are application-specific, they play no further part
in the structure of a REX program as such. The other three clause
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types (instructions, assignments, and labels) do, so we will concentrate
our attention on them.  There are currently about 25  (depending on
how  they  are  counted)  different  instruction  types.  Some  of these
instructions,   specifically   CALL,   DO,    EXIT,    IF,    ITERATE,    LEAVE,    RETURN,

S E LECT, and S I GNA L, define the flow of control within a REX program.
That  is,  they  provide  for  testing,  iteration,  and  subroutines.  The
remaining instruction types perform diverse functions like I/0  (SAY,
PU LL), string parsing (PARSE), variable handling (DROP), and debugging
(TRACE).  Assignment  statements   can  conveniently  be  regarded  as
another type of variable handling instruction, even though an assign-
ment doesn't begin with a REX keyword.

Testing is the simplest control flow construct. As illustrated in the
earlier example, REX uses an  I F . . . TH EN  . . .  E LSE . . . format for this
fundamental  operation.  The  ELSE  part  of this  construct  is  optional.
There  is  no  specific  keyword  (such  as   ENDIF  in  other  languages)
required to end an I F statement. Context and REX syntax rules are
sufficient  to  handle   I Fs  unambiguously.  A  complete   IF  statement
might be:

i.f   ti.me   =   0   then
say    "Cannot   compute   speed."

else
say    "The    speed    i.s"    di.stance/ti.me    "Kin/Hr."

return

Here,   RETURN  (to  return  from  a  subroutirie  or  main  program)  will
always be executed, because only one statement can ordinarily follow
TH E N or E LS E. The exception to this, if multiple statements are required
to follow THEN or ELSE, is a series of statements bracketed by DO  .  .  .  END.
For instance:

i.f   ti.me   =   0   then
say    "Cannot   compute    speed."

else   do
say   di.stance    "travelled    1.n"    ti.me    "hours,"
say    "The    speed    i.s"    di.stance/ti.me    "Kin/Hr."

end
return

As always, the indentation is used only for clarity. As far as REX is
concerned, all statements could begin at the left margin. It is, however,
necessary to place the  ELSE on a new line unless the clause following
TH E N is terminated with a semicolon.

I F statements can also be nested, as is commonly done when several
alternatives must be handled:
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I.f   hour   <   12   then
say    "Good    morni.ng!"

else   i.f   hour   <   18   then
say    "Good    afternoon!"

else
say    "Good    eveni.ng!"

Here,  the  second  I F  statement occurs following the first  ELSE.  DO . . .
E N D pairs can also be nested within each other and within I Fs as appro-
priate.

When a program must provide for testing many alternatives, a bet-
ter way to  do it than with nested  IF  statements is  with the  SELECT
instruction.  As  with  IF,  the  SELECT  instruction  really begins  a  com-
pound statement, which might be something like:

sel ect
when   country

composer   =
when   country

composer   -
when   country

composer   =
o t h e r w i. s e

composer   =
end

'Austri.a'    then
I MOza rt '

'Russi.a'    then

' T c h a I.  k o v s k y '

'Fi.nland`     then

I  S 1'  b e 1  1.  u s  '

' Beethoven '

Here,  after  SELECT there is  a series  of WHEN  .  .  .  THEN  .  .  . pairs,  conclud-
ing with an OTHERWI SE  and finally an  END. As with  I F,  some true/false
condition follows each WH EN, and a statement to be executed when the
corresponding condition is true follows  TH EN.  Only the statement fol-
lowing the first true condition is executed.  If none of the  WHEN  condi-
tions is true, the statement following OTH E RW I S E is executed. If multiple
statements need to be executed for each condition, they are grouped
within  DO  .  .  .  END  pairs  after  THEN.   SELECT  statements  can  be  nested
within themselves and I Fs in any combination up to some implemen-
tation-defined level of complexity.

The  next major type  of control flow is  iteration,  i.e.,  1ooping.  All
REX loops begin with a D0 instruction. By itself, D0 is used together
with  END to group statements.  In that case, the enclosed statements
are executed only once. However, there are more complex forms of D0
that provide for a wide range of loop control.  Loops may repeat the
statements within their range a specific number of times (or forever).
Loops  may have  a  control  variable  that  is  incremented  each  time
through. Loops may, finally, have logical conditions that cause them
to terminate.
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For instance, to sum IV terms of a geometric series of powers of a
variable X:

sum   +   x   **    i

(X**I  is the expression for exponentiation.) Here  I  is the control vari-
able. It is initialized explicitly to  1  and incremented (implicitly) by 1
each time through the loop, terminating at the point where it would
exceed the value of the variable N. Expressions could be used instead of
constants or variables for the initial and limit values. Increments other
than 1 can be specified explicitly.

If initial values, increments,  and limits for a control variable are
specified by a variable or expression instead of a constant, the quanti-
ties   are   evaluated   only  once,   before   the   loop   is   first  executed.
Sometimes it is desirable to decide whether to continue a loop based on
quantities that are evaluated each time through. In that case, a sub-
clause consisting of either of the keywords WH I L E or U NT I L (or both) fol-
lowed by an expression may be used.  Thus, if we wanted to  sum a
geometric  series up  to the point where  each summand is less than
some limit, we might revise the preceding example to read:

1    untl'l

+x**
<   1e-10

(X must have a value less than 1 for this to work. And, of course, this
example  is  needlessly  inefficient  because  it  evaluates   X**I   twice.)
Conceptually, the difference between WH I LE and U NT I L is that the former
is tested at the top of the loop and the latter at the bottom. Note that no
limit value for the control variable was supplied with a T0 expression,
but an increment was explicitly specified with a BY expression.

A D0 loop does not need to have a control variable. Instead, it may
simply specify how many times the loop is to be executed, using a con-
stant, variable, or full expression. As we saw in the temperature con-
version example above, this repetition count can even be  forever. In
this case, some means is still required for getting out of the loop. Any
D01oop will be terminated by a RETU RN instruction (which returns from
a subroutine) or an EX I T instruction (which ends the REX program).
Another, less drastic way to get out of a D01oop is provided by the LEAV E
instruction. It is particularly useful in a loop that is processing user
input, for instance:
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do   forever
say    'Enter   next   command:  '

pull     command
i.f    command   =    'OUIT'     then

l eave
/*   other   command   processi.ng   */
end

Here, if the user types q u i. t, the response is converted to uppercase by
PU LL, the  LEAVE instruction is executed, and control passes to the next
statement after the EN D instruction.

A similar requirement in a loop is to be able to go back to the start
of the loop from somewhere in the middle, i.e., before the END instruc-
tion. This need is also frequently encountered when processing user
input:

do   forever
say    'Enter   a    number   between    1    and    10:  '

pull    number
I.f   number   <   1     I    number   >   10    then    do

say    'Number   entered   was    out   of   range.  '
1' t e r a t e
end

/*   process   the   number   entered   */
end

In this example, " I '' is the symbol for logical or: the compound condi-
tion in the  I F  instruction is  true if either  NUMBER <  1  or  NUMBER >  10  is
true. If the condition is true, the two instructions bracketed by a DO . . .
END pair are executed. The second of these is  ITERATE, which goes back
to the start of the repetitive D0 instruction. Note that the D0 instruction
on the fourth line of the example has no control variable, repetition
count, or UNT I L/WH I LE condition.  So it is not a repetitive DO; it does not
introduce a loop; and it is ignored by  LEAVE  and  ITERATE instructions.
These instructions always refer to the innermost repetitive D0 loop in
which they occur.

The third and last type of control structure in REX is the proce-
dure.  A distinction is  sometimes  made between two types  of proce-
dures:  subroutines  and  functions.  A function  must return  a value,
while a subroutine usually does not. However, in REX the same pro-
cedure may sometimes return a value and sometimes not, so this dis-
tinction isn't always relevant.

In most languages, procedures are identified unambiguously by the
language syntax, by using special keywords or symbols. This is not the
case in REX. A procedure must begin with a label (i.e., a symbol fol-
lowed by a colon), but not all labels introduce procedures. Whether or
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not a given label actually introduces a procedure depends on how it is
used.

There are two ways a label can be used so as to be the beginning of
a  procedure,  corresponding  to  the  distinction  between  subroutines
and  functions.  A  subroutine  procedure  is  invoked  with  the  CALL
instruction:

call    get_user_i.nput
/*   other   processi.ng   */

®,

g e t_u s e r_i. n p u t :
say    'Enter   data:'

parse   pull    data
return

The name of the procedure here is g e t_u s e r_i. n p u t , which is the label
before the first instruction of the procedure. A function procedure is
invoked by using the  name  of the  procedure  in  a fzJJ?c£Zo7t  refere7?ce
within a REX expression. A function reference consists of a symbol
followed immediately (with no blank spaces) by a left parenthesis. The
preceding example could be modified slightly to use a function refer-
ence instead of a subroutine call:

answer   =   get_user_i.nput(  )
/*   other   processi.ng   */
®,®

g e t_u s e r_I. n p u t :
say    'Enter   data:'

parse   pull    data
return   data

There are several things to notice about this example. Although the
procedure  has  no  parameters,  it was  necessary to  use  parentheses
around an empty argument list in order to identify it as a function ref-
erence. Also, the  RETU RN instruction that ends the procedure contains
an expression (here just a variable name) that is returned as the value
of the function. In the example, the returned value is then assigned to
another variable.

There is one subtle point to note about REX procedures. Unlike the
END of a DO  .  .  .  END pair, the  RETURN instruction in a procedure does not
have a syntactic function. That is, the RETU RN does not necessarily con-
stitute the last line of the procedure. This is particularly true if the
RETU RN occurs inside some conditional ( I F or SE LECT) construct. In fact,
in REX it's not really possible to identify syntactically where the end
of a procedure is to be found. The end of a procedure, as well as the
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beginning,  is defined purely by the flow of control during execution
rather than by syntax. This circumstance can be a source of confusion
and errors in REX programs,  so programmers need to take extra
care, using comments and blank lines, to make it very clear to a reader
where a procedure begins and ends.

It is not necessary that all procedures used in a REX program be
defined (by a label) within the program. In the first place, REX comes
with a large number of predefined built-in functions. These functions
deal mostly with input/output and with character string manipulation.
The character string functions are noteworthy because they augment
the already strong support REX provides for working with character
strings.  Many character string operations,  like substring,  character
replacement, and blank-delimited token parsing, are implemented as
built-in functions. Many less common operations are, also. This sup-
port adds up to a great deal of power and flexibility for handling char-
acter strings with REX.

In addition to built-in functions, REX also allows for external pro-
cedures, i.e., procedures defined in other files. This gets into an area of
the  language  that is  implementation  dependent.  Most implementa-
tions of REX allow invoking an external procedure as either a sub-
routine or function by using the file name in the  CALL instruction or
function reference.  Procedures that are internal to another file, i.e.,
defined by a label within the file, usually cannot be invoked in this
way.  However,  other  implementation-specific  mechanisms  such  as
fzJ7?cfjo7t pcbcfacbges are usually available for allowing REX programs
to access external procedures, which may be either system-wide or part
of a specific application, and which may be written in other languages.

THE REXX DATA MODEL

Now that we know at the highest level what the structure of a REX
program is, it's time to look more closely at how REX manages data.
There are two primary facts to remember about the REX data model.
The first is that all data is stored (conceptually at least) as character
strings. That is, REX in general does not recognize data types. All
data in REX, without exception, can be handled as a character string.
It can be concatenated with other strings. String operations like sub-
string can be performed on it. All data can be input and output without
the need to perform conversions.

Certain operations in REX, like arithmetic, do require the data to be
understandable as a number, and will give an error if it isn't. But con-
versions in such cases are implicit and automatic. Even when data has
to be treated as numeric, the user is relieved of the requirement present
in other languages to be concerned with the intemal representation of
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the  number.  That is,  there is  no  distinction made between integer,
binary, decimal, or floating point representations. Indeed, there is little
need to be concerned with the precision of a number, i.e., the size or
number of significant digits in it. By default, REX allows for nine sig-
nificant digits. If necessary, this default limit can be raised, subject only
to limits of the specific implementation and available space.

The second primary fact about data in REX is that the language
makes no provision at all for declaring data. In other languages, data
must usually be declared for at least three reasons: to specify the type
of the data, to specify the amount of storage required for the data, and
to specify the name used to access the data. All of these reasons are in
reality designed for the convenience of the language processor rather
than for the  convenience  of the  user.  REX handles  each  of these
details automatically. As just explained, it handles any necessary con-
versions implicitly. It automatically manages storage allocation. And it
can always recognize variable names from context. Since REX elimi-
mates these needs for declaration of data, the language does not have
any data declarations.

All data items in REX are referred to with a symbolic name. REX
has no other way, such as pointers, to access data. This makes REX
very safe to use, since it is impossible to reference memory that has not
been allocated. REX symbols are tokens that contain only the upper-
and  lowercase  alphabetic  characters,  numerals,  and  certain  special
characters ("!'', ".", "?'', and "_''). Not all valid REXX symbols can be used
as the name of a variable, but the precise rules are not important at this
point. Variable names can usually be quite long, though this is imple-
mentation dependent. Commonly the limit is 250 characters or more.
REX always converts symbols to uppercase before interpreting them.

A REX variable acquires a value when it is the target of an assign-
ment or in a few other specific cases such as PARSE. Such a variable is
said to be initialized. It is legal in REX to use uninitialized variables.
This is because any uninitialized variable is assumed to have a value
that is the same as its name. Although there are a few times where this
convention is convenient, it is usually not any more advisable in REX
than it is in any other language. While a REX program will never
crash simply because it refers to an uninitialized variable (as can hap-
pen in many languages), it certainly may malfunction and give incor-
rect results. Though not the default, it is possible to force REX to
raise an error condition when an uninitialized variable is used inad-
vertently.

There are two kinds of variables in REX: simple and compound. So
far,  all  examples  we  have  presented  use  simple  variables.  These
behave much like variables in any other language. The other kind of
variables, compound variables, is one of the most significant and char-
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acteristic features of the language. Compound variables are similar to
arrays in other languages, but with significant differences (as well as
advantages and disadvantages).

A compound variable is referred to with a symbol that contains one
or more periods in it, such as:

a r r a y .  1.

tw o_d i. me n s i. o n a 1 _a r r a y . i.  . j
database_record . type . f i el d . name

Each part of such a symbol is a simple symbol. We may speak of sim-
ple and compound symbols as (respectively) those that do not or do con-
tain a period. There is a fundamental distinction in REX between the
symbol that refers to a variable and the actual name of the variable,
although it is relevant only for compound variables. While it is true for
simple variables that the symbol which refers to the variable and the
variable's name are the same, this is not true for compound variables.

Let us agree to call each portion of a compound symbol delimited by
periods a 7tocze. The first node, up to the first period, is called the sfe77t.
The rule for mapping a symbol to a variable name is as follows: for each
node in the symbol except the stem, substitute the value of the variable
named by the corresponding simple symbol. As a special case, for each
node corresponding to a simple symbol which names an uninitialized
variable,  substitute  the  name  in  uppercase.  (This  is,  after  all,  the
"value" of an uninitialized variable.) The stem does not undergo sub-
stitution (but it is uppercased). The result is the name of a variable.
(The periods are retained, too, so the name contains at least as many
periods  as  the  original  symbol.)  This  name,  sometimes  called  the
czerjz;ecg  7tcb77te,  is  then  used just  like  an  ordinary  (simple)  name  in
whatever way is appropriate for the context.

To take the simplest example, suppose

x-1

and y is undefined. Then

foo.x   =    'Renoi.r'
foo.y   =    'Monet'

assigns  values  to  two  variables,  having  derived  names  F00.1  and
F00 . Y, respectively. The statement

say   foo.x   foo.y

displays  Renoi. r   Monet. Many different symbols can refer to the same
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variable if they produce the same derived name. For instance, if

z  -`Y'

then

say   foo.1   foo.z

produces the result  Renoi. r   Monet  as before.  Keep in mind that there
are  symbols which cannot be the names  of (simple) variables.  Such
symbols include numbers, or any symbol that begins with a number.
When symbols like this occur in a node of a compound symbol, they are
used literally (after being uppercased). The symbol foo .1 is an exam-
ple of this.

For additional examples of the general process, suppose the follow-
ing assignments have been made:

1'    =    100

j  -  -30
type   =    '01abc'
fi.eld   =    'salary'
name   =    'H.     P.     Lovecraft'

Then the symbols

a r r a y .  1.

tw o_d i. in e n s I. o n a 1 _a r r a y .  i.  . j
database_record . type . f i. el d . n.ame

correspond to the following derived names:

ARRAY  .100

TWO     DIMENSIONAL    ARRAY.100.-30

DATABASE_RECORD.01abc.salary.H.     P.     Lovecraft

Note that the values of the simple variables that are substituted may
contain  lowercase  letters  which  are  not  uppercased.  In  fact,  those
values may contain any characters at all, even blanks, special charac-
ters, and extra periods. So variable names may contain arbitrary char-
acters.

Because variable names may contain arbitrary characters, there are
many names which cannot appear explicitly in a program. This is the
case, for instance, with names that contain blanks or operator symbols.
Such names can be referred to only when derived from an appropriate
compound symbol.
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The periods occurring in the original compound symbol remain in
the compound name,  and additional periods may occur if they form
part  of the  value  of one  of the  simple  variables  being  substituted.
Unlike  a  compound  symbol,  however,  a  compound  name  should be
thought of as having only two parts: the initial part up to and includ-
ing the first period (the stem), and everything else (which may contain
additional periods).

When REX goes to look up the value of a compound variable, it first
searches for the stem. Then under the stem it searches for the suffix
consisting of the remainder of the name, just as if this suffix named a
simple variable in a private 7tcI777e spc[ce defined by the stem. This suf-
fix is called the fcbzz.  If the resulting name is not found, the original
compound symbol still refers to a value which is the derived compound
name, according to the normal rules by which REX handles unde-
fined variables.

Though the details of this process for working with compound vari-
ables are somewhat involved, REX compound variables turn out to
be  a  very  powerful  and  useful  facility  of the  language.  Compound
variables  can be used very much as  arrays  are in other languages.
Even so, the REX approach has several advantages. It is not neces-
sary (or possible) to determine the size of an array in advance; storage
is allocated as needed, and there can even be large gaps in the array
without wasting space. Also, though compound variables can be used
as if they were arrays of a specific number of dimensions, they can
also be used without any specific fixed dimensionality if that is con-
venient.

REX  compound  variables  have  the  significant  advantage  over
arrays in most other languages in that the "subscripts" need not be
numeric; they can be any valid character string (up to some implemen-
tation-defined maximum length). This permits very useful associative
retrieval of data. For instance, database records pertaining to individ-
uals can be retrieved directly by the name of the individual:

i. n d i. v i. d u a 1 _ b I.  r t h d a y .  n a in e

I.ndi.vi.dual     emai.l     address.name

I. n d i v i. d u a 1 _j o b_t i t 1 e . n a in e

These symbols might be used to work with a personnel file. To access
any piece of data, it is necessary to have only the actual name as the
value of the variable  NAME.  (All current REX implementations keep
data  in  memory  only;  they  do  not  refer  directly  to  external  files.
Therefore,  this  example  assumes the  data has been loaded in from
some sort of file. But in principle REX could transparently use disk
files for its data.)
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SCOPE OF VARIABLES

A second important aspect of the REX data model involves the scope
of variable names. To begin with, each separate REX program main-
tains its variables independently of every other REX program.  In
other words,  REX variables  named in  one  program file  are  com-
pletely unrelated to those named in another file. In fact, one REX
program's variables are completely inaccessible from any other REX
program's variables. This is usually an advantage in working with a
system  of multiple REX programs,  since  naming conflicts  cannot
occur. On the other hand, it can also be an inconvenience when shar-
ing data is necessary.

Within a single REX program, the scoping rules have to do with
exactly when the same variable name refers to the same data. The only
time the scope of a name is an issue is when internal procedures are
invoked. In the examples of procedures already given, there has been
just a single scope for all names. That is, names used in one procedure
will refer to the same data when used in other procedures that the first
procedure either calls or is called from. Such names are "global," and
this is the default in REX.

It is often convenient, however, to use the same name for different
data in different procedures. For instance, it is common to use vari-
ables like  I  and J  as loop control variables. In fact, it is both a nui-
sance  and  a  frequent  source  of errors  to  have  to  provide  unique
names for loop variables in all procedures.  Further, to avoid unin-
tended side effects, it is usually good practice to isolate separate pro-
cedures from each other by giving each a unique "name space" and
eliminating the  possibility of variable  naming conflicts.  Therefore,
REXX provides  a way for any procedure to hide its  own variables
from any procedure which invokes it. This is done with the P ROC E DU RE
statement. If used, it must immediately follow the label which names
the procedure:

/*   compute   the   area   of   a   ci.rcle   */
a red :

procedure
arg    radi.us

pi    =   3.14159
return   pi.    *    radi.us   **   2

In this example, there is one new instruction, ARG, whose purpose is
to assign the procedure's argument to the variable RAD I US. Because of
the  PROCEDURE instruction,  all variables in this procedure (RADIUS  and
P I ) are local to the procedure and distinct from any variables with the
same name in the calling procedure. In particular, they are undefined
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until they receive a value from an assignment or an instruction like
ARG. The variables used in the calling procedure are hidden from the
called procedure and from any procedure which the called procedure
might call in turn. Likewise, the variables of the called procedure are
hidden from the caller. However, the variables of the called procedure
are not necessarily hidden from any procedure it calls, unless the lat-
ter also begins with a PROCEDURE statement.

Although purely local variables are probably preferable as the rule,
global variables are often very useful as an exception. It is possible to
use an option on the PROC EDU RE statement to explicitly name variables
that are to be shared. For instance, it's inconvenient and inefficient to
assign a value to P I in every procedure that uses it, since P I is really a
constant. Therefore, one would normally assign its value just once in
the main procedure and use the EXPOSE option to make it available in
procedures that need it with the instruction

procedure   expose   pi.

If there is a chain of several calling procedures,  each must  EXPOSE
any variables that are to be shared. REX scoping rules are dynamic
in nature,  rather than static.  This means that it is not possible to
determine by a syntactic analysis of the program when a given name
actually refers to the same data. Instead, this always depends on the
exact sequence of procedures which are called. In this case, assuming
P I is first assigned in the main procedures, the same data will be avail-
able to the AREA procedure only if all other procedures in the calling
hierarchy either do not use a  PROCEDURE  instruction or else explicitly
expose  P I .

A related issue is the way in which arguments are passed to proce-
dures.  Every  procedure  (or  function)  call  may  supply  zero  or  more
arguments. For a function call, the arguments are in the form of a list
of values, separated by commas, and all enclosed in parentheses. For
instance, to use the area function defined above, one might have:

pull     radi.us
say    'The   area    of   the   ci.rcle    i.s'    area(radi.us)

In REX, arguments are always passed dy I/cJZL4e.  This means that
arguments are evaluated when the procedure is called and only the
resulting  value  is  available  to  the  procedure.  The  procedure  can
change the value of a variable which happens to be used as an argu-
ment only if no  PROCEDURE statement occurs in the procedure or if the
variable is explicitly exposed. Even if the value of a variable is changed
in this way, the value passed as an argument is not changed, since it
was computed when the procedure was called. Notice that in the cur-
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rent example, the symbol radius refers to different variables in the
called and calling procedures because of the PROC EDU RE statement, and
the fact that the same symbol is used is merely a (possibly confusing)
coincidence.

REX procedures which are not functions, i.e., do no return values,
are invoked with the  CALL instruction, and their arguments are also
specified as a list of values, but the list is not enclosed in parentheses.
(This is a source of frequent confusion in REX.) If we changed the
area example slightly so that it was simply a procedure invoked only
for its side effect, it might look like this:

pull     radi.us
call    area    radi.us
/*   other   code.  .  .    */

®,

area:    procedure   expose   pi.
arg    radi.us
say    'The   area    of   the   ci.rcle   i.s'    pi    *    radi.us   **   2
return

There are several ways of accessing the arguments passed to a proce-
dure. So far, we have illustrated only the ARG instruction. Although it
has the appearance of a declaration, it is not. Instead, ARC is an exe-
cutable instruction which causes the assignment of the first argument
to the named variable, just as if an ``=" assignment operator were used.
If the variable in question happened to be exposed, its value would be
changed even in the calling procedure.

If the procedure has more than one argument, then more than one
variable name can be used in the ARC instruction, each name separated
from the others by commas. For instance, we might modify our exam-
ple to display the area of a rectangle instead of a circle:

pull     hei.ght   wi.dth
call    area    hei.ght,    wi.dth

®®

area:    procedure
arg    ht,    wd
say    'The   area    of   the    rectangle   I.s'    ht   *   wd
return

A RG assigns arguments to variables in the same order as they occur in
the argument list. ARG,like PU LL, is a special case of the general REX
PARSE  instruction,  because  it  is just  shorthand  for  PARSE    UPPER    ARG.
Hence, it can do interesting character string parsing as well. But in the
most common case, as illustrated here, there is a one-to-one correspon-
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dence between arguments passed and variables. In this case, you might
just remember that there should be as many commas in the list follow-
ing ARG as there are in the argument list that is passed.

The other main way of accessing arguments is with the ARG ( ) built-
in function. The argument passed to ARG ( ) is the number of the argu-
ment passed to the current procedure, and its value is the value of that
argument. Here is a completely equivalent form of the last example:

pull     hei.ght   wi.dth
call    area    hei.ght,    wi.dth
®,®

area:    procedure
say    'The   area    of   the    rectangle    i.s'    arg(1)    *   arg(2)
return

STRING MANIPULATION AND PARSING

One of the most important strengths of the REX language is its char-
acter string handling ability. As noted earlier, REX has no explicit
data types and all data can be manipulated as character strings. This
is not a limitation for most applications where REX is naturally used
(application macros,  command procedures,  prototyping,  etc.),  and is
actually quite convenient. Further, because RE2ex specializes in han-
dling character strings, it does it very well and offers many built-in
facilities for this purpose.

The most frequent strin
with a simple operator (" I

3 operation, concatenation, can be expressed
") or in many cases none at all (direct abut-

tal of tokens). Equality and comparison operators for strings are the
same as for numeric values, and the distinction is usually immaterial.
REX even tries to work with strings in a way that is most natural in
ordinary applications, so leading and trailing blanks are ignored in the
standard  equality  and  comparison  operators.   Alternative   "exact"
equality and comparison operators are also available when leading and
trailing blanks should not be ignored.

String handling is greatly facilitated by the fact that storage alloca-
tion and management in REX is completely automatic. It is never nec-
essary to specify the (maximum) length of a string or to allocate space
for it. Providing temporary storage for intermediate results is also han-
dled transparently, and there is no need for "garbage collection."

REX has two other significant features designed for manipulating
character strings. The first is a collection of string-oriented, built-in
functions and the second is the PARSE instruction.

A number of REX's string handling functions provide services com-
monly available in other programming languages. Some examples are:
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SU BSTR ( )             substring of argument string
LENGTH ( )             length of argument string

POS ( )                   position of one argument string in another
CO P I ES ( )             arbitrary number of copies of argument string

REX string functions extend far beyond such standard capabilities,
however. One interesting group of functions is based on the frequently
occurring situation of regarding a string as a sequence of words delim-
ited by blanks. Strings of this sort include natural language text (after
punctuation  is  removed)  as  well  as  short  lists  ("bread  eggs  butter
onions tomatoes"). In this category are functions like W0 RD ( s t r i. n g , n ) ,
which returns the 7tth word in the  string,  and  WORDS( stri. ng ), which
returns the total number of words in the string.

There  are  quite  a  few  other  string  functions  for  miscellaneous
purposes,  some  of  which  have  surprisingly  powerful  capabilities.
Among  these  are  COMPARE( ),  which  determines  whether  or  not  two
strings are identical and otherwise returns the first position in which
they differ;  I N S E RT ( ) , which inserts one string at an arbitrary position
in  another;  STRI P( ),  which removes  any  specific  character from the
beginning or  end  of a  string;  VERI FY ( ),  which tests  a  string for the
occurrence  or  nonoccurrence  of  a  specific  set  of  characters;   and
TRANSLATE( ),   which   replaces   any   desired   characters   with   specific
others.

To show a bit of the flavor of string handling in REX, here is a lit-
tle program that takes a time in the form HH : MM (hours and minutes)
and displays the value in English:

pull     hours    ":"    mi.nutes
numbers   =   "one   two   three   four   fi.ve   si.x   seven   ei.ght",

"ni.ne   ten   eleven   twelve"

teens   =   "eleven   twelve   thi.rteen   fourteen   fi.fteen",
"si.xteen   seventeen   ei.ghteen   ni.neteen"

tens   =   "ten   twenty   thi.rty   forty   fi.fty"
hr   =   word(numbers,hours)
sel ect

when   mi.nutes   =   0   then
ml.n   -"o,clock"

when    ri.ght(mi.nutes,1)   =    '0'    then
mi.n   =   word(tens,mi.nutes%10)

when    left(mi.nutes,1)   =    '0'    then
mi.n    =    "oh-"  I  lword(numbers,mi.nutes)

when    left(mi.nutes,1)   =    '1'    then
mi.n   =   word(teens,mi.mutes-10)

o t h e r w i. s e
mi.n    =   word(tens  ,mi.nutes%10)"-"  I   I,

w o r d ( n u in b e r s , in i. n u t e s / / 1 0 )
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end
say     'Ti.me    i.s'     hr    mi.n'.'

For instance, when the input is 10 : 33 this program displays

Ti.me   i.s   ten   thi.rty-three

There are a few features of REX used here which haven't been
explained yet, such as the use of a literal in the PU LL instruction and
the "%" (integer division)  and "//" (remainder)  arithmetic operators.
However, apart from illustrating string handling in REX, the main
point to be made here is how transparently REX deals appropriately
with data as either numbers or strings. Arithmetic can be performed
directly on character strings when appropriate. In particular, notice
how the variable minutes can be used as easily with string functions
( R I GHT ( ) ,  LE FT ( ) ) as with numeric operators. Of course, a real program
would  have  error-checking  to  ensure  that  only  valid  numbers  are
involved.

This example also illustrates how one often uses lists of words sepa-
rated by blanks instead of arrays. The W0 RD ( ) built-in function is used
to access specific elements of the list.

The use of the  PU LL instruction here also bears further discussion.
PIJ L L is reallyjust a shorthand form of the PA RS E instruction. The exam-
ple could have been written equivalently with the line

parse    upper   pull    hours    ":"    mi.nutes

instead. The full interpretation of this instruction is: "read a line of
input from the user, assign everything before ":" to the variable hou rs
and everything after ":" to in i. n u t e s ."

The PARSE instruction (or its equivalents implied by PU LL and ARC) is
used frequently in REX programs. It is able to take strings from a
number  of possible  sources  and break them  apart  into  constituent
parts using a fairly natural notation. The part of the instruction that
tells how to parse the string is called the pcbrse fe77apzczfe. The simplest
form of a template is just a list of variable names. The input string is
divided into blank-delimited words which are assigned, in order, to the
variables. If there are more words than variables, the entire remaining
part of the string is assigned to the last variable. If there are more vari-
ables than words, the excess variables are assigned the null string.
This construct is useful in reading several numbers from a user, or tab-
ular data from a file. For instance:

do    i.=1    by    1    whi.le    li.nes(fi.le)    \=   0

parse    value    li.nei.n(fi.le)    wi.th    avg.i..1    avg.i..2,
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avg  .  i.  . 3    avg  .  i.  . 4

end

uses the 1 i. n e i. n ( ) function to read a line at a time from a file into com-
pound variables with the stem avg. Each line of the file contains four
numbers separated by blanks, but otherwise in a free format. The file
is easy to maintain with a text editor because there is no need for a
restriction  to   specific  column  numbers.   (The   l i.nes( )   function  is
nonzero until the end of the file is reached, which makes it convenient
for terminating input loops.)

It is often helpful to be able to automate the processing of computer
files produced by various applications. When such files are in a report
format suitable for reading by people, they are more of a problem to
process by another program. For instance, a report may have on a sin-
gle line:

Name:     Sam    Spade    Bi.rth-date:     10/4/57    SSN:     000-00-0000

In  many languages,  this  would  require  a  lot  of work to  interpret,
because (for instance) the name might be a variable number of words.
A single PARSE instruction,

parse    var    li.ne    'Name:'    name    'Bi.rth-date:'     bi.rthday,
'SSN:'     ssn

handles the whole thing and assigns each data item to an appropriate
variable.

OTHER FEATURES OF REXX

REX has many additional surprises. You already know enough of the
language to begin writing interesting and useful REX programs. But
there are a number of useful features of the language we haven't had
time to describe yet. We have the rest of the book for that. We'11 just
give a few indications here of some of the highlights.

One of the most important is the extensive library of built-in func-
tions.  The  fact  that  there  are  a  large  number  for  character-string
manipulation has already been mentioned. But there are many others
in the standard list. And most REX implementations add many more
of their own which are specialized for specific environments. Some o±
the standard functions are:

DATE ( )                      returns the current date in a variety offormats
TIME( )                      returns  the  current  time  in  a  variety  of formats  and

permits elapsed timing
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VALU E ( )                     allows access to variables whose names are determined
at run-time

SY M B0 L ( )                  indicates whether a given variable has been initialized or
not

DATATY P E ( )              returns the character or numeric type of a variable

There are also a number of built-in functions for file I/0. Though
REX's I/0 model is relatively simple, it does encompass files which
are  organized  as  either  a  sequence  of characters  or  a  sequence  of
records. Subject to the capabilities of the underlying file system, the
I/0  functions  permit random  access  to  any location  in  a  file.  More
specialized  I/O  functions  are  usually provided with  each  particular
REX implementation.

REX has a simple but convenient model of exceptional event han-
dling. This allows programmers to make their code more robust by pro-
viding hc[7iczzers  for  a variety  of exceptional  circumstances,  such  as
uninitialized variables, I/0 errors, and user-generated interrupts. The
handlers can either attempt to recover from the condition, or at least
permit graceful termination of the program, with appropriate error
message and cleanup of any resources that may have been in use.

Lastly, REX has simple debugging capabilities as part of the lan-
guage definition. Through the TRACE instruction, it is possible to trace
program execution at varying levels of detail. You can request a trace
of each statement executed, the evaluated results of an expression, or
even the intermediate results during expression evaluation. The trace
can be nonstop, or interactive. During interactive tracing, you can exe-
cute any REX statement, so you can display and change variables,
call subroutines, issue system commands, and so forth. It is also possi-
ble to reexecute most program statements during interactive tracing,
so that debugging can often continue after errors without a need to
rerun the program.
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Program Structure and Syntax

In this chapter we begin a more formal introduction to the REX lan-
guage. The purpose is to lay out the basic rules by which all REX pro-
grams  can  be  written  and  understood.  There  will  be  a  number  of
definitions  of terms  that  have  already been  introduced  informally.
There will also be lists of such things as possible fofae7t types that can
occur in a REX statement and valid operators. This will be the most
formal chapter in the book. Later chapters will return to a more expos-
itory style that focuses on specific kinds of language features like con-
trol structures, built-in functions, and string handling facilities.

Even so, this treatment will not amount to a precise formal defini-
tion of the language, which can be found in Cowlishaw's 7lfoe REX
LCE7?gz4cbge  or IBM's  SAA documentation.  Instead,  our  objective  is  to
present the features of the language organized according to how they
are employed to do useful work.

Bear in mind, too, that although REX is a fairly well-standardized
language, there are many details which have been left to the discretion
of each  implementation.  You  should  consult your implementation's
User's Gz/Zcze for information on such specifics.

PFZOGRAM  FORMAT

In general, a REX program is contained entirely in a single file. There
are no language provisions (as there are in C, for example) for dividing

43
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a program into multiple files while still allowing a procedure in one fil€
to access procedures and variables in another file. This is not to sa}
that a large program cannot be broken down into a number of separat€
files. It is just that such files can invoke each other only as externa
procedures which have no straightforward means of using the data ant
internal procedures of each other.

Some implementations of REX may provide a way to allow mor{
interaction between external programs. In addition, an implementa.
tion may allow for multiple independent programs in a single file, as €
sort of "library." For our purposes, however, we will always  assum{
that a REX program is coextensive with one file.

The most fundamental unit of a REX program is the token. Ther{
are basically four types of tokens:

Symbols
Symbols consist of a group of legal symbol characters (alphanu

meric characters and a few special ones like "_" and ``."), delimited b]
blanks,  operator characters, or other special characters. Numbers
are a special case of symbols. Other than numbers, symbols are usu
ally variable names, but may simply be used as literals if they art
not valid as either a name or a number.

Literal strings
Literal strings begin with a quote character: either  '  or  ". The]

continue until a matching quote. There are three subtypes: charac
ter, hexadecimal, and binary strings.

Operators
Operators are groups of consecutive operator characters (such aj

``+'', ``*", ``-"). Two operator characters, even if separated by blank

(or even a comment), are part of the same operator token.
Special characters

Special characters are punctuation like ",'', ":", ";", "(", and ")" an(
are tokens by themselves. They act as delimiters and also have addi
tional syntactic functions.

In order to separate a program into its constituent statements, ant
REX language processor (compiler or interpreter) performs a proces!
called tokenization. This process involves examining a source program
character by character in order to identify symbol, literal, and operato.
tokens. Users of REX should know a bit about how tokenizing work
in order to understand various features of the language (such as how
statements are recognized!), so we will describe the tokenizing proces`
in more detail a little further on.
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CLAUSES AND STATEMENTS

The next syntactic level of a REX program is the czcbz4se. This is the
most important unit from the standpoint of understanding program exe-
cution. Every REX program consists of a sequence of clauses which are
processed as units, one at a time. In general, a clause is indivisible and
will always be executed fully if it is executed at all (unless errors occur).

There are four types of clauses. One is a label (a symbol followed by
":''). Labels are not executable; they merely identify a location within a

program.  The  other types  of clauses  are  executable  and  are  better
understood in terms of a related program unit that we call a sfofe773e7i£.
Statements are the basic units of work in a REX program. A REX
program consists of a sequence of statements, some of which are pre-
ceded by labels. Statements themselves consist of one or more clauses.
Some  statements  (such  as  DO . . .  END)  may even  contain other  state-
ments nested within.

There are three types of statements:

Assignments
Any statement whose first token is a symbol and whose second

token is the assignment operator ``=" is an assignment statement. If
the first token is a symbol that is not a valid variable name (i.e., if it
begins with a number or a period), the statement is still formally an
assignment, though it is in error. (If the first token is a literal or an
operator, the statement is technically not even an assignment.) The
first token may be a valid REX keyword, such as SAY. In this case,
a variable named SAY is assigned a value. This is legal REX; it does
not affect the keyword SAY , and should cause no problems (but it may
be confusing to read).

Here are some examples of assignment statements:
name   =   "Peter   Jai.rus    Fri.gate"
address   =   "10    Downi.ng   Street"
1   =   2         /*   wi.ll    cause   an   error!    */

And these are not assignments:
'stuff '   =   'nonsense'/*   evaluates   to   0   */
*  =   'asteri.sk'                 /*   syntax   error   */

Instructions
Any statement that is not an assignment but whose first token is

a REX keyword (there  are  about 25  of these)  is  an instruction.
Instructions are directives which are part of the REX language,
and which are used mostly to determine flow of control ( I F, DO, CA L L),
perform I/0 (SAY,  PULL), manipulate character strings (PARSE), or set
options(NUMERIC).
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Commands
Any statement that isn't an assignment or instruction is,  auto.

matically,  a  command.  Such  a  statement  is  first  evaluated  as  €
REX expression, and the evaluated result is passed to some othe]
program (an application or the operating system) as a command t(
be handled by that program. In REX terminology, a program thai
handles commands is called a commci7?d e7}z;jro7?me7tf or simply ar
e7tujro7?77?en£.  (This  is  unfortunate,  as  various  operating  systems
often use the term to mean something quite different.)

Given this  typology of statements  we  can list two  other types  o:
clauses: assignments and commands. Every assignment or commanc
is considered to consist of a single clause. Most instructions are als(
just single clauses. The sole exceptions are instructions that begin with
the keywords  I F,  DO, and SELECT. These instructions always consist o:
several clauses and may even contain other statements. For instance
in the statement

i.f   today   =    'Tuesday'    then
say     'Thi.s    must    be    Belgi.urn.  '

else
say    'Thi.s   must    be    France.  '

i. f  today  =   ' Tuesday '   is a clause, then and el se are each clauses, an(
both say instructions are clauses. The say instructions are also state
ments that are embedded within the i. f statement. The fourth type o
clause, then, consists of individual instructions except for  I F,  DO, an(
S E LECT, as well as certain specific constituents of the latter three. (Fo]
instance,   the   THEN   in   an   IF   statement   is   always   a   clause   b]
itself.)

The reader should note that we have adopted a terminology which i{
somewhat  different  from  Cowlishaw's  in  7lfae  REXX Lcz7tgztclge  ant
other references based on it. The latter use the term faeyzuord Z7tsfrL4c
£Zo7t to mean the same thing as what we have called simply an Z7tsfrz4c
fjo7t.  They use  the  term  j73sfrz4c£Zo7?  to  mean what we  have  called  €
sfofeme7t£,  i.e.,  a  more  general  concept  encompassing  assignments
(keyword) instructions, and commands. We have found that users eas
ily confuse Cowlishaw's terms Z7tsfrz4cfjo7i and faeyzoord Z7tsfrz4c£Zo7t,  st
we have decided to use sfclfe77te7tf for the more general concept.

To illustrate further: a statement like say   "Hel 1 o" is also, simulta
neously, a clause and instruction, and we may refer to it interchange
ably  as  statement,  clause,  or  instruction.  An  assignment  or  al
operating system command is a single clause and also a statement, bu.
not an instruction. A keyword like TH EN,  E LS E, or OTH E RW I S E is a claus(
but is neither an instruction nor a statement.
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A label, also, is a clause that is neither an instruction nor a state-
ment. Any statement may be preceded by one or more labels. A label is
simply a symbol followed by a colon (":''). Labels are used as the names
Df internal procedures, i.e., the target of a function reference or a CA L L
instruction. Labels are also used to name the target of a S I G N A L instruc-
tion. Labels are not required to be unique within a file, but only the
first occurrence of a label is used as the target of a function reference,
CALL,  or  SIGNAL.

Since, in our terminology, a label is not a statement, we can exclude
the possibility that a label may occur within a  DO,  I F, or SELECT state-
ment, if we provide that only statements may be embedded within DO,
I F,  or  SELECT. Although one can construct contrived examples of pro-
grams that have labels inside a  D0 loop, for instance, and where the
example might even be expected to execute properly, it doesn't seem
Like there is any useful purpose in allowing this possibility. (Most cur-
rent implementations do not rigorously enforce this limitation, how-
ever, thereby treating labels as if they were also a type of statement.)

MORE ABOUT CLAUSES

The concept of clauses is very important in REX, since the clause is
the basic execution unit. In writing REX programs you need to be
aware of clauses, because of the rules that specify when semicolons or
continuation characters are required. For instance, since

say    "Enter   today's   date";    say    "Use   mm/dd/yy   form."

contains two clauses on one line, the semicolon has to be used to sepa-
rate them. But

Say'
"Enter   today's   date.    Use   mm/dd/yy   form."

is a single clause. The comma must be used after s ay to continue to the
next line. The code is syntactically valid without the continuation, but
will not work as intended. REX tends to require more use of line con-
tinuation characters than do other languages, such as C, where a pos-
itive indication (the semicolon) of the end of a statement is required. So
the occasional need for continuation characters is the price we must
pay for being able to leave out semicolons most of the time.

Another reason for paying attention to clauses is that implementa-
tions typically have limits on the length of a single clause. Simply con-
tinuing a clause to extra lines will not overcome such limits.

Yet another reason is that statement type recognition depends on
certain details which are revealed at the clause level of analysis. For
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instance, keywords like SAY  are recognized only at the beginning of a
clause,  so  it  is  important  to  know  where  clauses  begin.  This  isn't
always obvious. In an I F statement like

i.f   n   >   100   then
say    "Value   of    'n'    I.s    out    of    range."

there is an explicit REX rule which says THEN  is a clause by itself,
which makes it possible to recognize the SAY instruction. (This rule also
means that an I F statement can be continued to another line before or
after TH E N without a continuation character being required.)

Finally,  several features  of REX are  tied to  the  definition  of a
clause. For instance, during interactive tracing one clause at a time is
executed before a pause. Certain events, such as external conditions
like  HALT,  are recognized only at clause boundaries. And the built-in
functions DAT E ( )  and T I ME ( )  are synchronized so that they give consis-
tent results within one clause.

But, as we have seen, the concept of a clause includes a hodgepodge
of different things. We can, perhaps, clarify the concept somewhat by
examining  how  clauses  are  delimited.  Basically,  a  clause  is just  a
sequence of tokens that is terminated by one of five things, whichever
comes first:

a semicolon.

the end of a line (provided the last token on the line isn't a comma).
the keyword TH E N , if the first token of the clause is I F or WH E N . (In this
case, THEN is a separate clause and not part of the clause it termi-
nates.)
the  keywords  THEN,  ELSE,  and  OTHERWISE  are  clauses  by themselves
when they occur in the appropriate context (after I F or S E LECT).

a colon (if it is the second token of a clause).

This  definition  seems  somewhat  legalistic  and  complex,  since  it
involves several alternatives and special associated exceptions or spe-
cial conditions. However, as is true generally in REXX, while the for-
mal rules of the language are sometimes  a little convoluted, this is
because of an attempt to codify rules that are in practice intuitively
simple and clear. The intention of the rules is just to make things work
out "the way they ought to." In this case, the intent is to allow clauses
to be, for the most part, identified with separate lines of a program,
and yet to allow for several short clauses to appear on one line and for
long clauses to be continued across several lines.

Normally, the end of a line defines the end of a clause, with no spe-
cial punctuation required. The next line of the program is automati-
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)ally interpreted as the start of a new clause. The maximum length of
I line in REX is implementation dependent, but is usually at least
250 characters. However, it is usually inconvenient to edit or print pro-
rams whose lines are longer than the width of a screen or editing win-
low, so it is more normal to use lines no longer than 80 characters.
VIany  REX  expressions  involve  character-string  literals  or  other
engthy elements, so it is common to need to continue a single clause to
wo or more lines. This is done by ending the line with a comma. This
must be in addition to any comma that is required for syntactic pur-
)oses (as in function references or CA L L instructions).

String literals (enclosed in quotation marks) must be complete on
)ne line and cannot be continued to additional lines. Concatenation of
itrings solves the problem of dealing with very long literals.

Unlike literals,  comments can span multiple lines.  In fact, in the
middle of a comment, a continuation character is not even required at
he end of a line. Therefore, ending a line with an open comment is
mother way to force continuation.

Line continuation by means of commas is handled during the tok-
mizing process, before any syntactic analysis is done. When a comma
s detected at the end of a line, the REX language processor replaces
he comma with a blank and continues reading the next line of the file.
3ecause blanks are sometimes significant characters in REX, it is
mportant to  observe  the  effect that  continuation has,  since  it  can
hange the meaning of an expression.

In this example:

say    "ruby"'
" eme ra l d "

"amethyst"

he line that is displayed is ruby  emera 1 d  amethyst, because the strings
Ire concatenated with a blank in between each, since blanks are sig-
iificant when they occur between two literals. If it were necessary to
)reak a line between two  strings  and not concatenate them with a
)lank, then the first line should have a concatenation operator (" I  I ")
)efore the comma, since blanks are not significant on either side of an
tperator. Thus

say     "ruby"  11   '
"emeral d"  I

"amethyst"

[isplays  r u by eme r a l d a in e t hy s t .
Also, because the comma that indicates continuation is removed, you

hould be careful with CA L L instructions or expressions involving func-
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tion references, where the comma has a syntactic function. So, if a rea
is a function of two arguments, the statement

say    "The    area    i.s"    area(hei.ght,,
w 1' d t h )

requires two commas in order that the a rea function isn't passed a sin-
gle value consisting of the concatenation of h e i. g h t and w I. d t h .

Sometimes it is convenient to place several clauses on the same line
In this case it is necessary to separate each clause from the preceding
one with a semicolon. This might be done with several short assign.
ments:

a   =   0;    b   -0;    c   =   0

In general, however, placing several clauses on the same line makes €
program harder to read and modify,  so it's best not to get into this
habit.

There is one case where you may need to be careful to use a semi.
colon. The I F instruction has the form:

IF   condi.ti.on   THEN    statement;     [    ELSE   statement]

REX views this as several clauses. The first clause is I F  c ond I. t I. on. Ir
an I F instruction, TH EN is a reserved word. It automatically marks th€
end of the first clause without requiring a semicolon, but it cannot b€
used as the name of a variable. In contrast, E LS E is not a reserved word
Therefore, E LS E can be used as the name of a variable (though it's not €
good idea), but a semicolon is required just before it. For readability, il
is generally advisable to write an  I F statement on several lines, in €
consistent manner. For instance,

IF    condi.ti.on    THEN

statement
ELSE

statement

is a format that uses indentation to reveal clearly the separate parts o
the instruction. In this format the semicolon is unnecessary, since th(
clause before E LS E is terminated by the end of the line.

TOKENIZATION OF STATEMENTS

Tofae7tjzcb£Zo7t is the process of building meaningful program elements
out of the smallest identifiable elements of a file, i.e., characters. Token
ization is the first step that a language processor performs in interpret
ing  a  REX program.  It is  important to  understand  a  little  abou-
tokenization in order to correctly read and write REX statements.
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For the purposes of tokenization, characters are classified into one of
several types:

Symbol characters
These are the characters which can occur in REX symbols. The

class  includes  upper-  and  lowercase  alphabetic  characters  (A-Z,
a-z), numerals (0-9), and a few other ``special" characters ("!", ``?", ".",
"_''). This constitutes the minimal set of allowable symbol characters.
Different implementations of REX may include others, such as cur-
rency symbols  ("S")  and  characters  of non-English  alphabets.  For
portability, it would be best to avoid using characters outside of the
minimal set in symbols.

Operator characters
This class includes all the characters which may occur in REX

operators, specifically "+'', "-", "*'', "/', "%'', " I '', "&'', "=", "<'', ">", and
"\". Some implementations also recognize alternatives for the nega-
tion  symbol  ("\"),  such  as  "~'',  "^'',  or  "i".  (The  negation  symbol
has  proven  especially  troublesome  in  ASCII-EBCDIC  conversion.
You should probably stick with "\" unless it presents a conversion
problem.)

Special characters
There are a few other characters which are used as punctuation by

REX: ",'', ":'', ";", "(", ")", " " (space), and both single (`) and double (``)
quotes.

Irw arid characters
All other characters are not valid in REX programs except in

comments  or quoted  strings.  If used outside  comments  or quoted
strings, such characters will be flagged as errors. Even in comments
and quoted strings, certain control characters (such as 7tezuzz7te) may
not be used transparently.

During tokenization the following operations are performed:

1. The occurrence of any symbol character marks the beginning of a
RE2ex symbol or number. All subsequent characters up to the first
nonsymbol character are part of a single symbol or number. (A mum-
ber is considered to be a symbol.) All alphabetic characters in a sym-
bol are converted to uppercase.

2. The occurrence of any operator character marks the beginning of a
REX  operator.  Spaces  adjacent  to  any  operator  character  are
ignored and removed from the program. All subsequent characters
up to the first nonoperator character (other than a space) are part of
a single operator. (Whether a particular multicharacter operator is
actually valid isn't determined until later. )
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3. Special  characters  are  always  treated  as  tokens  by  themselves.
Adjacent blanks are always removed, except for a blank preceding a
left parenthesis or following a right parenthesis.  Such blanks are
meaningful, since they distinguish a function reference from a sym-
bol or literal followed by a parenthesized expression.

4. Comments are recognized as beginning with the sequence /* (as in
PL/I and C). Inside a comment, any characters are valid. No char-
acter sequence except for /* or */ has any special meaning inside a
comment. Comments may be nested, so the sequence /* can occur in
a comment only if it introduces a nested comment. Comments can be
continued on as many lines as desired without requiring a continu-
ation character. A comment is terminated by the sequence */. Once
a complete comment has been recognized, it is removed from any
further  processing,  except  for  source  code  displays.  A  comment
marks the end of any symbol it happens to follow, but it can occur in
the middle of a multicharacter operator such as ``**" (not necessarily
a good idea!).

5. The occurrence of either quote character marks the beginning of a
REX string literal. Either kind of quote character may be used, so
that if one is required inside a literal, the other kind can be used to
delimit the literal. Altematively, a quote character can be used inside
a literal that it delimits by doubling the character. Except for this
rule, any sequence of characters is valid inside a literal, including /*
and * / . The literal is terminated by the first undoubled quote charac-
ter of the same kind as used to begin the literal. If a 8 or an X (either
case) follows the final quote character and is followed by a nonsymbol
character, it is also part of the literal (binary or hex string).

6.  Some special cases are handled on an ad hoc basis. For instance, if E
or e immediately follows a number and is immediately followed by
"+'', "-'', or another number, then the whole is taken as a single sym-
bol which is a number in exponential notation, such as 6 . 023 E+23.

A few examples should illuminate the significance of these tokeniza-
tion rules. In the statement

say    "The    pri.ce    i.s    S"pri.ce

there are three tokens: say,  "The  pri. ce  i s   S ", and pri. ce. The fact that
the last two tokens are adjacent to each other means that concatena-
tion is implied (the "abuttal" operator).

say    "The   pri.ce    i.s    S"/*   di.splay   the   pri.ce   */pri.ce

also  has  three  tokens  and is  completely equivalent to  the  previous
example.
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In the statement

I.f   amount   >   =   100   then
say    "Value    i.s    out    of    range."

there is only one operator ( >=) rather than two, because blanks adja-
cent to operator characters are removed.

The statement

say   +3

3ontains three tokens: say, +, and 3. +3 is not a single numeric token,
but rather an operator (unary +) followed by a number.

Parenthesized expressions behave like symbols or literals, in that
idjacent blanks are treated as a bzcl7tfa co7tccbfe7tcIfjo7t operofor rather
bhan being ignored. Thus the statement

say    "The   speed    i.s"    (d/t)    "kin/sec."

mightdisplay The   speed   i.s   3.4   kin/sec.  Ifitis necessaryto concate-

::::n:E¥nbk:LtfreLc±::rc:Lt::aat±::roep::faetso±::g,:¥,pr=:ssLto:e¥::dntoo±anvt:ira®

producing a function reference:

say    "The    pri.ce    i.s    S"I  I(uni.ts    *    uni.t_pri.ce)"."

Note  that  a  concatenation  operator  isn't  required  after  the  right
Darenthesis.)

Based on these rules there are seven types of tokens recognized by
REX:

Symbols
A symbol is a string of consecutive symbol characters. A symbol

may play various roles in REX. It may be a keyword like SAY or CA L L
if it  occurs  at  the  beginning  of a  statement.  It  may be  another
reserved word like THEN  or WH I LE if it occurs in an appropriate con-
text. Some, but not all symbols can be the names of REX variables.
(A variable name cannot begin with a numeral or a period.) A sym-
bol which is neither a valid name nor a valid number is converted to
uppercase and treated as a literal.  Implementations usually have
only a very loose limit on the length of a symbol, typically the same
as the limit on the length of a clause (perhaps 250 characters or
more).

Numbers
A number is a special case of a symbol or a literal string which

obeys  certain  specific  restrictions.  A  number  can  be  composed
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entirely of numerals, or of numerals with one period (decimal point).
It can also have an exponential suffix, which is E (or e) followed by a
whole number or by "+" or "-" and a whole number. The following are
valid numbers:

9999999999999999999999999

99999999999999999999e9999
6 . 023E+23

1. 4142135
'     666     I

'+2'

' 313233 ' x

Note that although the last three examples are written as string lit-
erals, they are also legal numbers. (Leading and trailing blanks and
a leading plus or minus sign are allowed in a number, and ' 313 233 ' x
is the same as  ' 123 '  in ASCII.)

The following are symbols that are not valid numbers:
1. 05 . 03

100K

333e . 5

As symbols, there is a maximum length of a number that can be
expressed literally in a program. However, depending on the imple-
mentation, REX may be able to compute numbers with a much
larger number of digits. There are other computed character string
results and character string literals which can also be used as num-
bers  (i.e.,  are  valid  in  arithmetic  expressions).  For  instance,  the
string literal '  +  3 ' is a valid number, but not a numeric token.
Character string I,iterals

A character string literal is  a  sequence  of arbitrary characters
enclosed  between  either  single  (')  or  double  (")  quotation  marks.
Either quotation mark may occur in the string provided it is doubled.
String literals, like all other tokens, must be entirely contained on
one line. The limit on the length of a string literal is usually the same
as the limit on the length of symbol tokens. As with numbers, com-
puted character string results may, in general, be much longer.
Hexadecimal literals

A hexadecimal literal is like a character string literal in that it is
delimited by either single or double quotation marks. However, only
the numbers 0 through 9 and letters A through F (upper- or lower-
case), plus blanks, are allowed in the string. In addition, the ending
quotation mark must be immediately followed by x or X , which in turn
must be followed by a nonsymbol character. Blanks may be used in
the string to improve readability. When blanks are used, characters
must be grouped in pairs (except possibly for the first group).
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The following are valid hexadecimal literals:
'68656c6c6f'x      /*   equi.valent   to    'hello'     (asci.I.)    */
'88   85    93   93   96'x    /*    'hello'     (ebcdi.c)    */
'1ff   ff   ff 'x         /*   the   number   2**25    -1    i.n   bi.nary   */

Hexadecimal literals are ordinarily used to easily specify the exact
machine representation of a given piece of data. This is a very non-
portable feature! If the data in question involves character strings,
the representation will depend on whether the encoding is ASCII or
EBCDIC.

If the data is a binary number, the portability problems are even
more severe, because the proper representation depends on the byte
ordering used on a particular machine, and on how the data will be
used as well. For instance, if the string is binary data that will be
written to a file and read by another (non-REX) program, the cor-
rect representation depends on the ordering assumed by the other
program. Suppose you need to write the number 256, in binary, to a
file.  Nominally,  the hexadecimal representation of 256 is  ' 0100 ' x.
But on some machines (e.g., the Intel 80x86 series) this is actually
stored  in  memory  as   '0001 'x,  and  that  is  how  another  program
might expect to read it.

Hexadecimal literals are immediately converted internally to the
equivalent  character-string  representation.   They  are  supported
merely as an alternative form of notation. In other words, as far as
REX itself is concerned, data is always a string of bytes, and a hex-
adecimal literal is just another way of writing a given byte string.
Hexadecimal 1iterals can be used in arithmetic provided they corre-
spond to the character-string representation of a number. That is,
' 313233 ' x  is  exactly the  same  string  as   ' 123 '  (ASCII  representa-

tion), whereas the binary representation of 123, i.e.,  ' 7 b ' x, cannot be
used in an arithmetic expression, since it is the same as the string ' { '
to REX. In fact,

say    '7b'x
would    di.splay    {  .

Bit string I,iterals
A bit string literal is also like a character string literal in that it is

delimited by either single or double quotation marks. In this case,
only Os and ls can occur within the quotation marks, and the closing
quotation mark must be followed by b or 8 (to be followed in turn by
a nonsymbol character). Like hexadecimal literals, bit string literals
are supported as a notational convenience, and are internally stored
as the equivalent character string.

For readability, the digits 0 and 1 may be written in groups of four
and separated by blanks. The first group need not have a full four
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digits.  If the total number of digits is not a multiple of eight, the
string is assumed to start with Os.

These are valid bit string literals:
'1'b

'11000100110010    00110011'b    /*     '123'     I.n    asci.i.    */

'1111000011110000'b                   /*    'fofo'x   */

Bit string literals are used, like hexadecimal literals, when an exact
binary representation of data is required, and they suffer from the
same portability hazards. They are primarily of use in specifving bit
masks   for   the   REX  built-in  functions   BITOR(),   BITAND(),   and
BITXOR(  ).

Operators
An operator token is a sequence of consecutive operator charac-

ters.  Blanks  adjacent  to  any  operator  character  are  removed.  Of
course, not all operator tokens are valid REX operators. The valid
operators will be described in the next section on REX expressions.
Syntactic symbols

A few characters which have syntactic functions are considered to
be tokens all by themselves (when used outside of a string literal or
comment). These are:

: identifies a label, when it follows a symbol.
; explicitly ends a clause.
( begins a parenthesized expression or function argument list.
) terminates a parenthesized expression or function argument list.
separates arguments in the argument list of a function reference

or CA L L instruction.

REXX EXPRESSIONS

REX expressions can occur in each of the three types of statements.
In  an  assignment,  everything to the right of the  equal  sign is  one
expression.  In a command, the whole clause is an expression. In an
instruction there may be zero or more expressions, depending on the
type  of instruction.  For  instance,  a  SAY  instruction  may  have  one
expression (or none at all). A D0 instruction may contain as many as
five different expressions, separated by reserved words like TO, BY, FOR,
WH I LE, or U NT I L. (These words are reserved only in a D0 instruction.)

A REX expression consists of a sequence of operators  and fer77}s
that follows syntactic rules like those in most other modern procedural
languages. A term is the simplest unit of an expression. It can be either
a symbol, a string literal (character, hexadecimal, or binary), a func-
tion reference, or an expression enclosed in parentheses.
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Informally speaking, an expression begins with an optional unary
operator ("+", ``-", or "\'') followed by one or more terms separated from
each  other by operators,  and with  optional  parentheses  to  indicate
grouping. More formally, a term is one of the following:

a literal string
a symbol
a parenthesized expression (consisting of other terms and operators,
enclosed in parentheses)
a function call (a literal string or a symbol, followed immediately by
a left parenthesis, zero or more expressions separated by commas,
and a final right parenthesis)

REX is slightly unusual in that sometimes two terms may be writ-
ten  adjacent  to  each  other  with  no  explicit  operator  in  between.
However, in this  situation it is  considered that there is  an implicit
operator which is either simple concatenation or bzcb7tfa co7tcofe7tc[£jo77,
depending on whether there is not, or is, a blank between the terms.
(Blanks in excess of one in a row are removed during tokenizing.) As
illustrated in various preceding examples, the explicit concatenation
operator can be omitted when there is no ambiguity. (For instance, two
adjacent symbols with no intervening blank would be tokenized as a
single symbol, so the blank is required in this case.)

An expression, formally, is one of the following:

term
unary_operator expression
term binary_operator expression

In evaluating a complete expression, REX first evaluates all con-
stituent terms in the expression as they are encountered and then com-
bines  them  with  the  operators  in  an  order  that  is  determined  by
precedence  rules  (possibly)  modified by parenthesization.  Note that
terms themselves, as well as expressions, have to be evaluated. A sym-
bol is evaluated by substituting its value (which may involve substitu-
tion  in  the  symbol  itself  if  it  is  a  compound  symbol).  Function
references are evaluated by calling the function.

An important rule of REX evaluation is that terms are evaluated
from left to right insofar as is possible. We have to add that last qualifi-
cation, because terms can be nested (e.g., one function reference may
occur in the argument list of another). It's important to be clear about the
order of evaluation whenever function references are involved, because
functions can have side effects which alter the values of variables.

For instance, consider the program fragment:
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/*   test   order   of   evaluati.on   */
say   pl    (echosub(p2,    subl(),    p3)    p4)
say     'should    say    "PI     P2     -THIRD    FOURTH"

e x l' t

echosub :
return    arg(1)    arg(2)    arg(3)

pl  -fl.rst
p2   =   second
p3   -thl'rd
p4  -fourth
return    I-'

The purpose of this example is to illustrate the order of evaluation of
the expression

pl    (echosub(p2,    subl(),    p3)    p4)

When REX processes this it recognizes subexpressions in the follow-
ing order:

pl
(echosub(p2,     subl(),    p3)    p4)
echosub(p2,    subl(),    p3)

p2
subl (  )

p3
p4

Note that the routine s ub 1 has the side effect of changing all four vari-
ables.  The values used for  Pl  and  P2  are  determined before  subl  is
called, so they enter the expression with their original value (which is
uninitialized). But P3 and P4 are determined after the call to subl, so
their altered values are used.

CLAUSE TYPE RECOGNITION RULES

Given all of the foregoing definitions, it is possible to explain precisely
how  REX  classifies  clauses  into  each  of the  possible  types.  Once
clause boundaries have been determined in the tokenizing process,
then each of the following rules is applied in order. Whichever rule is
first found to be true determines the type of the clause.

Label rule
If the first token of the clause is a symbol and the second token of

the clause is a colon, the clause is a label.
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As signmeut rule
If the first token of the clause is a symbol and the second token of

the clause begins with an = sign, the clause is an assignment.
Keyw ord i,nstructi,on rule

If the first token of the clause is  a symbol which is  one of the
reserved  REX keywords  (ADDRESS,  ARG,  CALL,  etc.),  the  clause  is  a
keyword instruction.
Command rule

If none of the preceding rules applies, the clause is a command.

To bring these rules into focus, and to demonstrate the importance of
understanding  them,  let's  consider  a  few  REX  statements  that
appear very similar, yet which are actually very different. These exam-
ples bear some close study, since they illustrate points which are fre-
quently missed by new users of REX.

Consider first these statements:

EXIT(  1  )

GOTO (  1  )

GOTO     (1)

In the first of these, there are four tokens: EX I T, ( ,1, and ) . Although
EX IT and (  are adjacent, they are separate tokens. The second step in
processing a REX program after tokenization is statement classifica-
tion. At this stage,  EXIT is recognized as a keyword.  That leaves the
rest of the statement,  ( 1 ) , as an expression which is evaluated at the
time the statement is actually executed.

In the second example, tokenization produces four tokens, just as
before. However, the statement is classified as a command, because the
statement isn't an assignment, and GOT0 is not a language keyword.
Later, when the statement is executed, it is significant that the tokens
GOT0  and  (  are adjacent, because that means the expression is to be
treated as a function call. After the function is called and the value is
known, that result is used as a command to be passed to the default
command environment.

In the third example, there are still four tokens. Internally, however,
the blank between GOT0 and  (  is remembered, and when it is time to
evaluate the expression, it is treated as the concatenation of GOT0 and
1 instead of a function call.

Here are four more examples which illustrate statement classification:

SAY    A   =    8

SAY    =    8
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'SAY'     =    8

SAV  ..    A  =  a

The first statement is a SAY instruction, not an assignment, because
the equal sign is the third token rather than the second one. The second
statement is in fact an assignment rather than a SAY instruction, even
though the first token is a keyword, because the rule for recognizing
assignments is applied first. In this statement, SAY is just an ordinary
symbol that names a variable being assigned a value. This will have no
effect on any other SAY statements in the program because keywords are
recognized, when they occur as the first token, before symbols are eval-
uated. SAY used elsewhere in a statement would be handled properly as
a symbol, however. The third statement is merely an expression which
is processed as a command after evaluation. It is not an assignment,
because the first token is a string literal rather than a symbol. (The
expression evaluates to 0 or 1 depending on whether the variable 8 has
the value SAy.) The last example is an assignment preceded by a label.
It is not a SAY instruction, because the label rule is applied first.

Getting down to really fine points,

1   =    'xyz'

is still an assignment statement, although it will cause an error when
executed,  and  even  though it makes  sense  as  an expression which
could be evaluated and executed as a command. This is because 1 is a
symbol, so the assignment rule still applies. And both

x--1

and

2==1

are also considered to be assignment statements, because all that is
required of the second token is that it begin with =. They are again
invalid assignment statements, to be sure, and will cause errors if exe-
cuted. Although they would make perfect syntactic sense as expres-
sions that could be evaluated and executed as commands, the rules o±
REX prevent this. The rationale for this is interesting. If they were
evaluated  as  expressions  the  value  would be  0  or  1,  which  is  very
unlikely (though possible in some  contexts) to be  a valid system or
application command. But it is considered much more likely for pro-
grammer errors such as

x   =,    /*   compute   the   next   approxi.mati.on   */
=   x   -f (x)    /   f_pri.me(x)
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to occur, and it is better to generate a syntax error than to (perhaps
silently) try to execute a nonsensical command.

If you really want an expression to be handled as a command, you
could use (for instance)

(1   =   x   +   1)

CHARACTER STRING OPERATORS

The first kind of operation performable on character strings is concate-
nation.  All  other  string  operations,  except  comparison  (substring,
reversal, etc.), are done with built-in functions. Concatenation comes
in two forms. BZcI7tfa  co7tccbfe7tcbfjo7t  means to  concatenate two strings
with a blank in between. This mimics the way words are concatenated
into sentences in a natural language. It is expressed by writing two
terms together separated by one or more blanks.

Simple concatenation is the same except that no blank is inserted. It
can always be expressed with the  I I  operator.  In many cases, when
there is no possible ambiguity, it can also be expressed by writing the
terms together with no intervening blank. The only time this isn't pos-
sible is when a symbol is being concatenated to another symbol or a
parenthesized expression.

Here are some examples:

"Hello"     "world."/*    same    as    "Hello   world."    */

"Never"I   I"more!"/*    same    as     "Nevermore!"    */

"Pri.ce:     S"amount

Concatenation can be performed on strings that are valid numbers.
The result may itself be a number, but usually isn't. For instance:

'1234'  I   I  '5678'     /*    i.s    a    number

123'.'456                    /*    i.s    a    number
'1234'     '5678'        /*    I.s    not    a    nun

The other kind of character-string operation that corresponds to an
explicit operator is comparison. That is, REX supports the notion of
one string being less than, equal to, or greater than another string.
There are two forms of comparison: ordinary and strict, supporting two
possible senses of the meanings ofgreczfer fhcz7t or Jess fhcz7t. Both forms
of comparison are binary operators that combine two strings to yield a
value which is also a string. The resulting string, however, is either o
orl.

String comparison is another example in REX of how the language
attempts to "do the right thing," even though the precise rules for what
this is can be very complex.
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The ordinary comparison operators are:

= operands are equal

> first operand greater
< first operand less
>= first operand greater or equal
<= first operand less or equal

The negated forms of these are \=,  \>,  \<,  \>=, and \<=. Some of these
are redundant, of course. For example, \> is the same as <=.

In the case of ordinary comparison, REX recognizes a special case
when both operands are numeric-that is, when both are valid REX
numbers. In that case the comparison is done in the numeric sense. So
the following expressions all have the value 1 :

1<2

2<10

2   <   1e2

Note that in the latter two cases, if comparison were done as if the
operands were character strings, the value of each expression would be
0, since 2 is higher in the character collating sequence than 1.

On the other hand, if either operand is not a valid number, then an
ordinary  comparison is  done by first ignoring leading  and trailing
blanks and then comparing the strings, character by character, using
the standard collating sequence of the hardware (usually ASCII or
EBCDIC).  Removal  of leading  and trailing blanks  is  an important
part of this operation, since in practice one often works with strings in
such a way that the blanks are there but irrelevant for the purpose at
hand.

Notice that both ordinary and strict comparison are case sensitive.
This is a source of nonportability, since lowercase letters are higher
than uppercase letters in the ASCII collating sequence, but (more log-
ically)  lower  in  the  EBCDIC  sequence.  If portability  is  important,
operands could first be converted to lowercase, yielding a case insensi-
tive comparison.

Ordinary comparison can be a source of errors, if you are really inter-
ested in the exact character strings. You may want to sort a number ol
strings  that  might  incidentally include  values  that  could  (inadver-
tently) be interpreted as numbers. In such a case, the strict comparison
operators should be used.

There is a strict comparison operator corresponding to each ordinary
one. It is expressed by doubling part of the ordinary operator. Thus ==,
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<<, >>, <<=, >>= (and negated forms) are the strict counterparts of =, <,
>, <-, and >-.

In strict comparison, leading and trailing blanks are not ignored and
operands are considered only as strings, never as numbers. The com-
parison is still done character by character using the standard collat-
ing  sequence.  Strict  comparison  is  not  only  safer  if you  are  not
interested in treating strings as numbers, but it is also faster since no
preprocessing of the operands is required.

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

REX supports the standard binary arithmetic operators of addition
("+''), subtraction ("-"), multiplication ("*"), division ("/ "), and exponen-
tiation ("**''). It also supports unary + and -. These are defined to be
the same as 0 + or - another quantity.

Since numbers are not inherently either fixed-pojJtf or #ocbfj77g-poZ7?£
in REX, division of one number by another usually produces a frac-
tional result. The number of digits of accuracy that are retained after a
division  is  governed by  the  NUMERIC    DIGITS  instruction.  The  default
number of digits is nine, which is usually enough for most practical
computations. The REX language doesn't place any limit on the num-
ber of digits that can be requested via NUMERIC   DIGITS. If more digits
are required to express the result than allowed by N UM E R I C  D I G I TS, the
result is rounded rather than truncated.

Sometimes  an integer result of division is  desired, with the frac-
tional part truncated. There is a separate operator for this: %. (If you
are a C programmer, this will annoy you, because % is used in C for the
integer division operator.) It is meaningful even if both divisor and div-
idend are nonintegral. When negative numbers are involved in multi-
plication,   division,  or  integer  division,  the  sign  of  the  result  is
determined by the szg77 Zc[zu, which is that the result is positive (or 0) if
both operands  are the  same  sign,  and negative if the  operands  are
nonzero and of opposite sign.

One last operator ("/ / ") produces the remainder after integer divi-
sion. The remainder, R, of the division of A by 8 is defined by:

R   =   A   -(A    %    8)    *    8

For instance, if A  =  -4 and 8  =  3, then A  %   8 is -1 and R  =  -1.
Unlike the other arithmetic operators, which require only that their

operands  be  numeric  (except  for  division  by  zero),  exponentiation
requires that its second operand be an integer (since REX doesn't
support complex numbers). Like the other operators, exponentiation is
said to ossocjc}£e Ze# £o rzgh£. That is, the expression A ** 8 ** C is inter-
preted  as  (A  **  8)  **  C  rather than  A  **  (8  **  C).  This  is  somewhat
unfortunate, since ( A ** 8 ) ** C can be expressed equivalently but more
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efficiently as A **  ( 8 * C ) , and the normal way of writing exponents as
superscripts implies right to left associativity.

LOGICAL OPERATORS

REX supports one unary logical operator (negation), and three binary
logical operators (and, or, exclusive or). The logical operators are used
primarily in I F instructions, but could be used in any expression.

The operands of a logical operator can be only the strings ' 0 '  and ' 1 ' ;
any other operand will cause an error. Furthermore, this must be inter-
preted in the sense of strict comparison. That is, for instance, the strings'   0   ' ,  ' 00 ' , and  ' OE10 '  are not valid operands of a logical operator. (But
' 31 ' x would be okay, in ASCII, since it's just another way to write  ' 1 ' .)

Assuming that the variables A and 8 satisfy this restriction, then, the
definitions of the logical operators are:

negation
\A is  1  if A is 0, or 0 if A is  1

clnd
A  &  8 is 1 if both A and 8 are 1, otherwise it is 0

0r
A   I   8 is 1 if either A or 8 (or both) equal 1, otherwise 0

exclusive or
A  &&   a is 1 if exactly 1 of A or 8 is 1 (but not both), otherwise 0

Unlike some languages (such as C), REXX does not have any short
circuit rules for the evaluation of logical expressions. Such a rule gen-
erally says that only as much of an expression needs to be computed as
is necessary to determine the result. Thus, if you have

(expressi.onl)     I     (expressi.on2)

you could avoid evaluating e x p r e s s i. o n 2 if you found that e x p r e s s i. o n 1
was 1. But REX does not work that way, because it is felt that such
rules are less intuitively natural. The REX approach has the advan-
tage that all terms in a logical expression will be evaluated, which may
be important if any of these terms are function calls with side effects.
On the other hand, it may be less efficient, since it can mean perform-
ing  unnecessary  computation,  particularly  when  used  in  I F  state-
ments.   Such   statements   can   always   be   rewritten  to   avoid  the
inefficiency, but it requires effort on the user's part.

Another point about logical operators is that they have nothing to do
with bitwise  operations  on the  operands.  Built-in functions  B ITOR( ),
a I TAN D ( ) , and 8 I TX0 R ( )  are provided for this purpose.
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0PERATOF} PRECEDENCE

As in most other programming languages,  operators in REX have
associated with them the notion of precedence, which determines the
order in which expressions involving several operators are evaluated
in the absence of parentheses.

The precedence of operators, in decreasing order is:

uncury operators
+,,\

ari,th,meti,c operators
exponentiation

**

multiplication and division
*,             /,           O/o,             //

addition and subtraction
+'

concatenation
11,       <blank>,       <abuttal>

comparison
-,--,     <,     ='      \-'     =-'     >='      \=-'     <=='     >>-'      etc.

logical operators
and

&

or, exclusive or

I,&&

The way to apply this table to an expression like

operandl    opl    operand2   op2   operand3

is to perform opl first on its operands if opl occurs higher in the table
than  op2, or else to perform op2  first.  If both operators occur on the
same line of the table, the leftmost in the expression is performed first.
Parentheses, of course, can be used to modify the order of evaluation.
That is, regardless of precedence,

operandl    opl    (operand2   op2   operand3)

means that op2 is to be performed before opl.
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NUMBERS AND ARITHMETIC IN REXX

We have seen that REX tries as much as possible to treat all data as
character strings, yet makes provision for dealing,with a special class
of  character  strings  which  are  valid  numbers.  When  the  strings
involved are valid numbers, arithmetic operators may be used, and the
comparison operators behave differently from the way they would for
nonnumeric strings.

The REX language places no inherent limit on the size of numbers
which may be represented and used in computation, though specific
implementations may do so. Ideally, any REX implementation would
allow numbers that are as long (measured in characters required for
their representation) as the longest allowed character string. But even
this is sometimes not the case, since some implementations use special
internal representations (e.g., floating-point numbers), which place a
definite limit on the number of significant digits that can be main-
tained. Notice that the crucial limit here is on the number of signifi-
cant digits rather than the magnitude of the number, since exponential
notation permits representation of very large or very small numbers,
though perhaps with relatively few significant digits.

As a practical matter, however, efficiency requires working with no
more  digits  than  are  actually  required  for  the  problem  at  hand.
Therefore, REX provides a means, with the NUMERIC   DIGITS  instruc-
tion, to specify how many significant digits of precision will be used.
The  default  is  nine  digits,  which  is  adequate  for  most  purposes.
Numbers that have more significant digits are rounded off before use,
and results of operations (like multiplication) that increase the num-
ber of digits are also rounded. Rounding is unavoidable in some situa-
tions such as division, when the result cannot be expressed in a finite
form. Thus the value of 2/3 is 0 . 666666667 with the default number of
NUMERIC     DIGITS.

The N U M E R I C  D I G I T S setting is used for a variety of purposes in REX.
It controls not only the number of digits that will be retained in a result,
but also the way numbers are formatted as strings and how large an
integer can be to still be considered a zufaoze number. See Chap. 13 for a
full explanation of this and of REX arithmetic in general.

The most commonly observed effect of N U M E R I C  D I G I TS other than the
rounding of numbers is the way large numbers are formatted. REX
will automatically convert results to exponential notation if the mum-
ber of decimal places required to the left of the decimal point exceeds
N UM E R I C   D I G I TS, or if the number of places to the right of the decimal
point exceeds twice N U M E R I C  D I G I TS. Thus, for instance, the value of the
expression 1000  *  1000  *  1000 is 1. 00000000E+9 withthe defaultvalue
of  NUMERIC     DIGITS,  since  otherwise  10  digits  of precision  would  be
required. This rule affects the way results are represented; it places no
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limits on the size of numeric constants that can be used in a program.
It is legal to use numbers with more precision than the current N U M E R I C
D I G I TS value.

Rounding and possible conversion to exponential notation will occur
Only if and when an arithmetic operation or comparison is performed.
Otherwise, numeric strings are not changed in any way. For instance,

numeri.c    di.gi.ts    5

say    123456789
say   0   +   123456789

displays  123456789  as  the  output  of the  first  say  instruction,  but
1. 2346E+8 as the output of the second. In other words, adding 0 to a
numeric string constant may sometimes be a useful way to force it into
bhe proper form for the current value of N U M E R I C   D I G I T S .

When dealing with fractional numbers, it is often distracting to see
results   displayed   with   the   full   NUMERIC      DIGITS   of  precision   (for
instance, 0 . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 for 2/3). REX has a built-in function called F0 R -
VIAT ( ) that can be used when more control over the appearance of out-
put is desired. It takes three parameters: the number to format, the
number of digits before the decimal point, and the number of digits
After the decimal point. Thus

say   format(2/3,1,    4)

would display 0 . 6667.

REXX VAF!IABLES

I`he section in the last chapter on the REX data model presented
most of the important details about the nature and use of variables in
REX. To recapitulate, there are two types of REX variables: simple
md compound. Simple variables are scazcbr quantities, just like vari-
ibles in most other languages.  Simple variables in REX are refer-
mced by sZ77apze eymbozs,  that is,  symbols which do not begin with a
ligit (0-9) and do not contain any periods. In practice, the name of the
Variable  and the  symbol  used  to  refer to  it  are  one  and  the  same.
Alphabetic case of the symbol is ignored, as the symbol is converted
mtirely to uppercase during tokenization.

Compound variables, in contrast, have names that consist of a sfem
ind a fcbzz.  Conceptually, the stem is the name of a group of related
|uantities, and the tail identifies individual members of the collection.
5o a compound variable is really much like a one-dimensional array in
)ther languages.  Compound variable names are referred to by com-
)ound symbols.
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More precisely, a compound symbol is one of the form

s  . tl . t2 . t3 .---. tn

where the first part,  s. (including the period), is the stem, and each
subsequent ti is like a simple symbol in that it does not contain peri-
ods, but it may begin with a digit. ti may also be null. This compound
symbol refers to a variable whose name (the czerzz;ecz 7tcEme) is

S  .  T|  .  T2  .  T3  .---.  Tn

where each TT. is the value of the variable corresponding to the simple
symbol tT. , if that symbol doesn't begin with a digit, or the symbol itsel]
in uppercase, if it does begin with a digit. The stem part S is just s con-
verted to uppercase; no variable value lookup is performed.

There is one important special case in this notation. It is that a sym-
bol may consist of just a stem alone, that is, a simple symbol which
ends in a period. L I ST. would be an example. How REX interprets this
depends on the context. When a stem is used in a context that assigns
it a value, the meaning is that all possible variables that have the same
stem lose their existing value (if any) and take on the new value. This
could happen in an assignment statement, a PARSE instruction, or in a
call to the VALU E ( ) built-in function. Similarly, in the DROP instruction:
the meaning is that the values of all variables with the specified stem
are  dropped.  And  in  the  PROCEDURE    EXPOSE  instruction,  all  variables
having the specified stem are exposed. On the other hand, in contexts
where only the value of a variable is needed, a stem can be used just
like a variable, and it is considered to have whatever value has beel]
assigned to it, if any. You could even use a stem as the control variabl€
in a D0 loop, in which case the stem would be both assigned and evalu-
ated. We will say a little more about this use of stems later in connec-
tion with an example.

There is no limit on the length of individual components of the com-
pound symbol; the only limit is on the length of the whole symbol. Am
important special case is when ti is a whole number; then it is mucl]
like a numeric array subscript in other languages.

The following are all legal compound symbols:

a r r a y .  1.

restaurant .  . address
a  . b . c  . d  . e . f . g . h  .  i.  . j  .  k .  i  . in . n . o . p . q .  r .  s  . t .  u .  v . w . x . y . z

It is possible to think of a symbol like A . i. . j . k as equivalent to an arra)
element, which would be expressed as A[ i. ] [j ] [ k]  in the C language
for instance.
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There are, however, significant differences between such "arrays" in
LEX and arrays in other languages. Some of these differences repre-
ent advantages of REX, but others are disadvantages. The differ-
nces are both semantic and syntactic. The main semantic difference is
hat,  despite  appearances,  a  REX  array  does  not  have  a  specific
dimension" like an array in other languages. The main syntactic dif-
Brence  is  that  a  programmer  cannot use  expressions  or  even  com-
iound variable names in the "subscripts."
On the positive side, because of REX's dynamic memory manage-

nent, it is never necessary to declare in advance how large an array
rill be. It simply grows as needed, and (usually) does not consume stor-
.ge for unused elements of the array. And because a REX array does
Lot have a true dimensionality, it is not necessary to decide even this
n advance. We say that a REXX array does not have a specific dimen-
ion because the periods in a compound symbol have syntactic mean-
ng only in the symbol.  Once the derived name has been formed by
ubstituting all values  of simple  symbols,  there  are really only two
iarts to it: the stem and the tail. For instance, if we have

1`=3

j=4

hen the symbol A . i . j  actually consists of ].ust the stem, which is A .
nd the tail, which is 3 . 4. At this point, the fact that the tail still con-
ains a period is irrelevant. So, if we also have

x-34
y-10
z  -x/y
t   -"3.4„

hen the symbols A . i. . j , A . t, and A . z all refer to exactly the same piece
f data, namely the value of the variable whose derived name is A . 3 . 4.
Jseful programs can actually be written that take advantage of this
mbiguity of the "dimension" of a REX array.
The tail of a REX variable can consist of completely arbitrary data,

icluding blanks and unprintable ASCII characters. In contrast to the
.sual  situation  in  REX,  blanks  are  significant  in  a  variable  tail.
`hus, if

x   -''''

y=""
z-""

hen A . x, A . y, and A . z refer to three completely different data items,
ven though x, y, and z are "equal" when compared with the normal
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comparison operators. This is another respect in which REX "arrays'
differ from those in other languages.

Also, in connection with this example, note that the variable witl
the derived name A .  is distinct from A .  as a stem. Thus, in

A.    -"Newton"

A.x   =    "Lei.bni.z"

the assignment to A . x  affects only the variable A . ; it does not affecl
other variables with A .  as the stem. Any reference in a program to A .
(alone) is assumed to be a reference to the stem.

In considering the syntactic difference of REX arrays from those ir
other languages, we see that the REX array notation is not as power.
ful, or at least as convenient. In particular, it is not possible to hav€
expressions in a REX "subscript." For instance, A . i. +j  is the sum o:
A . i.  and j , instead of an array with two subscripts. Even parentheses
cannot be used to circumvent this problem, since A . ( i. +j ) is actually €
function call to a function named A .  (In fact,  Cowlishaw has statet
that a distaste for complicated parenthesized expressions was one fac.
tor in not using the customary notation for subscripts.)

This  notation is  usually the  most inconvenient when you  simpl]
want to use another compound symbol as a subscript.  So if i. . j  is €
value you wish to use as a "subscript," you cannot just refer to A . i. . j
You must assign i. . j to a simple variable first:

x   =   1'  . j

say   A.x

Despite these syntactical inconveniences, the great power of REX'£
notation lies in the fact that "subscripts" can be nonnumeric. This allow
you to build data structures which easily associate data values with date
names. Suppose, for instance, that you want to work with a database o
books. In REX you can do this by having a number of arrays, each o
which is subscripted by the name of the book. The names of these array{
might be  author,  date_of_publ i. cati. on,  publ I. sher,  cal l_number,  and s(
forth. Then if the name of a particular book is stored in the variablt
b o o k_n a me , you can retrieve all of the other information directly by refer
ring  to   author.book_name,   publi.sher.book_name,   etc.   Because  of  thi§
direct association from  a name to  a value,  such data structures  art
sometimes called cbssoczcb£Zz;e c[rrcnys.

As far as the language user is concerned, there is no search proces§
at all involved in looking up the author of a given book. In reality, o
course, REX does need to do a search to find each piece of data. Tht
advantage is that this search process is all built in and transparent tt
the user.
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An  example  may help  clarify the  usefulness  of associative  arrays.
Suppose that we want to examine text files for the occurrence of specific
[ey words. We would like to make a copy of only those lines in the file
hat contain one of the key words. The list of key words will be read from
i separate text file in which they will be stored one or more to a line.

The following program does the job. It is written as a fizfer, i.e., a pro-
pram which reads from sfcI7tczc!rd jxpz4£ and writes to sfc!7tdc[rcz oz4£pztf.
Sfo7iczcbrd Zxpz4£ and sfcb7tczcird oz4£pz4£ are concepts originated in Unix
hat  permit the  output  of one  program to  be  used  as  the  input  of
mother.)

/ **************************************************** /
/*   WORDFIND:    a    fi.lter   that    copi.es    only   those    li.nes       */
/*   that   contai.n   a   word   from   a    li.st   I.n   another   fi.le.    */
/ **************************************************** /

arg   wordli.st    i.nfi.le   outfi.le
call    dosdel    outfi.le
dl'ct.    =   0

/*   read   wordli.st   */
do   whi.le    li.nes(wordli.st)    >   0

1  i. n e   =   t r a n s 1  a t e ( 1  i. n e I. n ( w o r d 1  i. s t )  )

do   whi.le    li.ne    \=    '  '

parse    var    li.ne   word    li.ne
di.ct.word   =   1
end

end
call    li.neout   wordli.st

/*   search   through    I.nfi.le   */
do   whi.le    li.nes(i.nfi.le)    >   0

1  i. n e    =    1  I. n e I. n (  I. n f i  1  e )

do    i.    =   1    to   words(li.ne)
word   =   translate(word(li.ne,    i.))
i.f   di.ct.word   then   do

call    li.neout   outfi.le,    li.ne
l eave
end

end
end

call    li.neout    i.nfi.le
call    li.neout   outfi.le
e x l' t

The program begins with an ARC instruction that picks up three file
I.ames from the program's single argument-the names of a word list
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file, an input file, and an output file. The second line calls a system
function (which is not a standard part of REX) to delete an existing
file (if any) which has the same name as the output file. We will explair
the assignment to dict. a little later.

The first loop in the program reads entirely through the word list fil{
in order to create a table of keywords. How this table works is reall]
the point of the example, so we will again defer the full explanatiol
until  we've  finished  an  overview  of the  program.  In  this  loop,  th{
LI NES ( )  built-in function is used to allow the loop to terminate whel
there are no more lines to be read, and each individual line of the file i{
read with  L I N E I N ( ) .

We are assuming that each line of the file may contain more thal
word, so we have to extract each individual word. One RE2ex idiom tt
do this sort of thing, which may be of some interest, is the use of tht
instruction

parse    var    li.ne   word    li.ne

to isolate each word of the variable line in succession. In each iteratiol
of the loop, line is updated with the portion following the first word
The T RA N S LAT E ( ) built-in function is used to convert all words to upper
case, so that the program will not be case sensitive.

The second loop in the program has the same general structure. I
reads one line at a time from the input file. Again, individual words art
extracted from each line. Just for variety, we have used a different
more obvious (but usually less efficient) technique utilizing the W0 RD (
built-in function to break a string of characters into words. The tabl(
created in the first loop is used in the second to identify words whicl
were found in the word list.

In  order to  understand how the  table works,  the first importan
statement is

dl'ct.    =   0

This is a special kind of assignment, an assignment to a stem. Di. ct .  i
a very special case; it is not, strictly speaking, either a simple or com
pound variable, because it ends with a period. Assignment to a stem i,
defined to mean that all possible variables having that stem take o]
the new value, losing any previous value (if any). Of course, in practic'
REX merely records the fact that a stem assignment has been done
rather than attempting the impossible feat of making an infinite mum
ber of assignments. But the effect is the same.  Specifically, after a]
assignment to a stem, all possible values of variables having the sam
stem are now considered to be defined. And if they are used withou
any other assignment, the value of such variables is the value assigne(
to the stem.
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The issue of whether a variable has been defined or, in other words,
whether it has a value, is important in REX. The language allows use
c>f undefined variables, and gives them a value which is the same as the
variable's name. In the case of a simple variable, this value is just the
name (in uppercase). For compound variables, the value reflects the
formation of the derived name from the corresponding compound sym-
bol as described above.

For instance, in the following:

say   di.ct.word
word   =    'bah'

say   di.ct.word
dl'ct.    =   0
say   di.ct.word
di.ct.word   =    'humbug'

say   di.ct.word

The  first  SAY  displays  DICT . WORD,  since  nothing has  been  assigned
yet. The second SAY  displays D I CT . ba h (note lowercase), since the com-
pound variable  still  does  not  have  a value,  though  word  has  been
flssigned. The third SAY displays 0, reflecting the stem assignment. The
last   SAY   displays   humbug,  because  the   specific   compound  variable
D I CT . ba h has finally received a value apart from its assignment with
ELll others having the same stem.

What we have  done by making the  stem  assignment,  then,  is to
make it possible to test very easily whether a given keyword has been
Bncountered. The first nested loops in the example under discussion
Simply go through and set d i. ct . wo rd to 1 for each value of word which
is found in the list of keywords read from a file. For all possible values
Df word that were not listed as keywords, d i. ct . wo rd is 0.

The  second  nested  loops  in  the  example  use  this  information  to
ietermine quickly whether any particular word in the text file was
3ontained in the list of keywords. Note that we were careful to convert
words to uppercase, since a word might occur in the text with any com-
bination of upper- and lowercase letters, and the variable D I CT . s ome -
thi.ngisnotthesameasth6variableDICT.Somethi.ng.(Assymbolsthey
would  be  equivalent,  because  of the  rule  that  symbols  are  always
breated as uppercase.)

Another thing that should be noted about stem variables is that they
3an be used in REX expressions  anywhere  an ordinary (simple or
3ompound) variable can be used. It is only when a value is assigned to
1 stem variable that something special happens. The value of a stem
variable is, of course, whatever has been assigned to it, just as for any
)ther variable, or else the (uppercase) symbol itself if nothing has been
issigned. In this latter circumstance, compound variables based on the
Stem do not have the same value as the stem itself.
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From this discussion, it is apparent that it is a matter of great impor.
tance in REX whether or not a variable has been  assigned,  ever
though default values are supplied if the variable is undefined becaus€
no assignment has been made. You should, however,  as a matter o]
good practice,  never use  a variable that hasn't been defined.  REXX
even allows you to enforce this convention by providing an instruction

si.gnal     on    novalue

which will cause a program trap in case an undefined variable is used
(Specifically,  it  causes  the  program  to  start  executing  statements
beginning  after the  label  noval ue : .)  Trapping  of undefined variabl€
usage is not the default, unfortunately, so you should include the abov€
statement in all REX programs of any significant size. Much mor€
discussion of signals and how they work will be presented later.

One partial exception to the rule about use of undefined variables if
that when they are referenced in the process of forming a derived nam€
from a compound symbol they do not raise the  NOVALUE condition. Fo]
instance,  in  the  example  discussed  above,  a  reference  to  di. ct .wor(
would be allowed even if wo rd hadn't been assigned, provided the stelr
itself had  been  assigned.  (The  variable  in  question  would  then  b€
named D I CT . W0 RD.) Such a practice is still to be avoided, because of th€
hazard that word might inadvertently have a value though it was nol
expected to.

Given the importance of knowing when a variable is considered to b{
defined, we will mention the ways other than an assignment statemenl
in which a variable can be assigned a value. One such way, of which w{
have  seen  a  few  examples,  is  the  PARSE  instruction  (and  its  specia
cases ARG and  PULL), which can assign a number of variables at once
Another way, the importance of which will become apparent later, i£
with the  VALUE( )  built-in function.  A  D0  instruction may initialize  €
control variable.  Lastly, it is even possible for external programs t(
access REX variables, depending on the application program interi
face  supplied by  each  specific  implementation.  In fact,  some  implei
mentations  allow  such  external  programs  to  create  variables  witl
names that are impossible in pure REX programs-e.g., simple vari
ables with names containing lowercase characters.

An assignment, or one of the other means of associating a value witl
a variable, also allocates storage for the variable. The reverse of this if
also possible: the REX DROP instruction releases a variable's storagt
and returns it to an uninitialized state.  Both simple and compoun(
variables can be dropped. A stem can also be dropped, which causes al
variables having that stem to have their storage released and becom{
uninitialized. This is obviously useful in an environment where stor
age is scarce and there are large data items or numerous compoun(
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7ariables which are no longer needed. It usually isn't necessary to use
) R0 P when you are done with a particular variable or collection of com-
]ound variables, but it's handy to have the capability if little memory
s available. Also, when a PROCEDU RE statement is used in a subroutine
)r function, all variables which haven't been exposed are automatically
lropped when the procedure returns.

More than one variable or stem can be dropped with the same DROP
nstruction. A typical example might be:

j=10
drop   li.st.    bi.tmap   model  .j

The variables or stems to be dropped are listed in the D R0 P instruction,
Separated by spaces. In determining variables to be dropped, derived
lames  are  formed  in  the  usual  way,  so  in  the  above  example  the
iodel .10 variable is dropped.

There is one thing to note about dropping specific compound vari-
ibles. In the following:

stem.    =    'somethi.ng'
drop   stem.1
say   stem.1

he SAY instruction displays STEM .1 rather than something, because the
7alue assigned to a stem should not be thought of as setting a default
7alue for variables having that stem. Instead, conceptually, the stem
Lssignment sets all possible variables having the same stem. The D R0 P
;tatement above undefines just one of those variables, STEM .1, so like
iny other undefined variable, its uninitialized value is its name. Also,
ise of STEM .1 in an expression will raise the NOVA LU E condition if it has
)een enabled.
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Control Structures

i control structure is a programming language construct that deter-
mines the sequence in which instructions will be executed. There are
everal primary sorts of control structures. One is a selection structure
Which permits choices to be made in the flow of control based on the
tate of the program and its data. This is represented in REX by the
F  and  SELECT instructions. A second type of structure is for looping.
LEX has one instruction for this: DO, which has many variations. We
rill consider these control structures in this chapter, and also the S I G -
A L instruction, which is something like an unconditional "goto''. In the
Lext chapter we will look at a third type of control structure: subrou-
ines.

5ELECTION STRUCTURES
The  I F instruction is RE2ex's basic conditional construct. Its general

Drm is

IF   expressi.on   THEN    statementl    [ELSE   statement2]

Iere, exp res s i. on must be a valid REX expression that evaluates to 0
r  1  (a boozecI7?  expression).  1  represents frz4e  and  0  represents fczzse.
`herefore,  statementl  is  executed if expressi. on  has the value  1,  and

tatement2 is executed if expressi on has the value 0.

77
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This simple concept conceals a few subtleties. We will see these a
we analyze this statement into the various clauses it contains. Reca]
that a czcbz4se is the basic unit of execution in REX. Most REX state
ments consist of just one clause, but I F is one of the exceptions. Let'
consider a simple example:

I.f   x   >=   0   then   z   =   x;    else   z   =  -x

If we wrote this with exactly one clause per line, it would be

l'f   x   >=   0
then
Z-X
else
Z=-X

so  there  are  really  five  clauses  here.  Distinguishing  the  clause
becomes a matter of some importance when you are using REX trac
facilities to display the flow of execution. If you traced the above stat€
ment,  you  would  see  that  there  are  indeed  five  separate  clause
(though not all of them could be executed in any specific case). If yo
used the "interactive" trace option, REX would actually stop aft€
executing certain clauses, to allow you to display or change variable§
and  possibly  even  reexecute  a  clause.  Clause  boundaries  are  als
important in that they represent opportunities for certain exceptiom
conditions to be raised.

But  mostly,  it's  important  to  recognize  the  individual  clauses  i
order to understand REX's rules for the syntax of I F. The first impo]
tant fact is that THEN is a reserved word in an  I F statement. That i!
TH E N cannot be used as a symbol in the expression following I F, becau€
THEN  is specifically reserved to mark the end of the first clause. Yo
could explicitly end the clause with ";":

l.f   x   ==0;    then    .  .  .

or with the end of a line:

l.f   x   >=   0
then    ...

but this is unnecessary, since THEN in this context explicitly ends tl
clause. TH EN is also considered to be a clause by itself, so it may be fo
lowed by ";" or the end of the line.

A statement is required after TH E N and may not simply be omitted.
you want to do nothing in the case the expression is true, then yc
must use the NO P (no-operation) instruction:
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i.f   x   >=   0   then   nop;    else   z   =  -x

However,  the  statement  following  THEN  may be  quite  complex.  It
;ould be another  I F instruction, a SELECT instruction, or a  D0 instruc-
ion. If you want to execute several statements in case the condition is
rue, this is done by enclosing them between D0 and END:

I.f   x   >=   0   then   do
say    'Nonnegati.ve    value   of   x.  '
Z--X
end

else    ...

The DO . . .  END pair is considered to be a single statement, though it is
;omposed of any number of other statements.  This construct is  also
mown as a sj77tpze D0 group, as opposed to a repe£Z£Zz;e D0 group, which
•epresents a loop that may possibly be executed many times. A repeti-
ive D0 group is also considered to be a single statement, and may be
ised following a TH EN  or  E LS E.

In contrast to TH E N, E LS E is not a reserved word within an I F instruc-
ion. Therefore it is required that the statement following TH EN be ter-
minated by ":" or the end of a line before using E LS E. If you like to write
Tour  I F statements to be complete on one line, this is one of the few
imes in REX where you will be required to use ``;". It is probably bet-
er style, however, to always put  ELSE on a line by itself. Still,  ELSE is
ike TH EN in being considered to be a clause by itself.

The E LS E part of the I F instruction is optional. If you need to do some-
hing only when the condition part is true, then the E LS E and the state-
ment  following  it  may  be  omitted.  But  if  ELSE  is  used  it  must  be
bllowed by a statement, which could be another  I F  statement,  a  D0
proup, etc.

You might also have to use the  NOP  instruction after  ELSE.  This is
)ecause if you use nested I Fs, then any E LS E part is associated with the
iearest incomplete I F. So in

l'f   x  >-0   then
i.f   x   >   100   then

Z-X
else

nop
else

Z=-X

ve had to insert an extra E LS E  N0 P so that z = -x is executed only in case
. < 0, rather than in case x <= 100.
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There is an aspect of the way REX handles conditional statements
that has significant implications for performance. It involves the evall
uation of logical expressions involving the cz7tcz ("&'') and or (" I ") operai
tors. Any expression which contains one of these operators is always
evaluated fully. This is unlike the situation in some languages like C
that have sfaorf czrcz4Zf rules which guarantee that a logical expressiol
is  evaluated  only far  enough  that  its  value  can be  unambiguousl]
determined. For instance, the value of

x&y

could be determined just by looking at x, provided the value of x is 0
But REX will always determine the value of y as well.

Logical expressions are used primarily in I F statements. You migh.
naturally want to say

I.f   somethi.ng(x)    &   something_else(y)    then    call    do_thi.s

But if the function evaluations might take some time (and merely call
ing a function introduces some overhead), it would be better to rewrit{
this equivalently as

i.f   somethi.ng(x)    then    i.f   somethi.ng_else(y)    then
call    do   thl's

Again, you may save time by ordering the clauses so that the func
tion with the least overhead is called first, unless the other one is mucl
more likely to determine the outcome.

Handling a logical expression that involves an or instead of an c!7?cZ i{
in principle the same, though slightly more awkward, since you mus.
replace

I.f   somethi.ng(x)     I    somethi.ng_else(y)    then    call    do_thi.s

with

i.f   somethi.ng(x)    then   call    do_thi.s
else   i.f   somethi.ng_else(y)    then   call    do_thi.s

Many programming situations require you to test for any of a mum
ber of possibilities and take appropriate action. One way to do this ij
with a sequence of nested I F instructions, e.g.,

i.f   choi.ce   =   1    then
call    show_help

else   i.f   choice   =   2   then
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call    edi.t   fi.le
else   i.f   choi.ce   =   3   then

call    fi.ni.sh   transacti.on
else

say    "Invali.d    choi.ce"

There is nothing especially wrong with this approach, but the situa-
lon is so common that REX provides a separate S E L ECT instruction to
eal with it. The preceding example could be written

sel ect
when    choi.ce   =   1    then

call    show_help
when    choi.ce   =   2   then

call    edi.t   fi.le
when    choi.ce   =   3   then

call    fi.ni.sh   transacti.on
o t h e r w i. s e

say    "Invali.d    choi.ce"

end

A S E LECT instruction works exactly like the corresponding nested I F,
I that each condition is tested in turn. The instruction following TH EN
f the first case that is true (has the value 1) will be executed, and then
Dntrol will transfer to the first instruction following E N D.
There  is  usually  no  particular  limit  to  how  many  WHEN  cases  can

ccur  in  a  SELECT  instruction,  but  some  REX implementations  do
mit the depth of nesting of control structures. For this reason, the
quivalent form  using nested  I F  instructions  is  best  avoided when
here are more than a handful of separate cases.
The general form of S E L ECT is

SELECT   when-li.st    [OTHERWISE    [statement-li.st]]     END

There when -1 i. s t is a sequence of one or more compound clauses of the
)rm

WHEN    expressi.on    THEN    statement

'his is ].ust like an I F instruction (except there's no E LS E part). That is,

ie expression must have a value of 0 or 1.
THEN  is a reserved word and cannot be used as part of expression.

istead, it marks the end of the expression. For instance, in

when   pi    *    r   **   2   <   100   then
call    adjust_ci.rcle
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REX recognized the end of the expression

pl'    *    r   **   2   <   100

by the presence of THEN. A semicolon could have been used to end th
clause explicitly, too:

when    pi.    *    r   **   2   <   100;    then
call    adjust_ci.rcle

Following TH EN, statement can be any simple or compound statemenl
including a simple or repetitive D0 group or another S E L ECT instructior
A nonnull clause is required after THEN. The NOP instruction should b
used as the statement following THEN if nothing is to be done for on
particular case.

OTH E RW I S E is not a reserved word, so if it is used, the preceding claus
must be explicitly terminated with a semicolon or the end of a line, jug
as for E LSE in an I F instruction.

The  OTHERWISE  part of a  SELECT  instruction is  optional.  However,  :
none of the WH EN cases are found to be true, an error will be generate
if there is no OTH E RW I S E. The list of statements following OTH E RW I S E ca
be empty, though-a NOP instruction isn't required. Therefore, if it i
possible that none of the  WHEN  conditions in a  SELECT is executed an
you don't want to regard that as an error, you must include the OTH E R
W I S E, for instance,

sel ect
when    author   =    "Twai.n,    Mark"    then

author   =   "Clemens,    Samuel"
when    author   =   "Carroll  ,     Lewi.s"    then

author   =   "Dodgson,    Charles"

®,

o t h e r w i. s e
end

In addition, a list of two or more statements between OTH E RW I S E an
END does not need to be enclosed in a DO  .  .  .  END pair.

LOOPING STRUCTURES

REX has only one looping structure, but it has various forms. Th
general syntax of D0 is:

DO    [repeti.tor]    [condi.ti.onal]

[ s t a t e in e n t - 1 i. s t ]
END    [symbol]
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The statement-list, which is sometimes called the boczy of the loop, is
simply an arbitrary sequence of statements, separated from each other
by semicolons (or line-ends). It can start on the same line as D0 itself,
provided that the  DO   [ repeti. tor]   [condi. ti. onal ]  part is followed by a";" to mark the end of the clause.

Both the rape£Zfor and the co7aczj£Zo7tcbz may be omitted, in which case
the structure is called a sZ77apze  D0 group. The DO . . .  END pair is merely
used to group a sequence of statements to form a single statement for
use with an  I F or S E LECT instruction.

The different forms that a repetitive D0 group may take correspond
to the use of different types of repefzfors and co7tczjfjo7tczzs. A repetitor
can be one of three things. First, it can simply be  FOREVER.  D0   FOREVER
instructions are endless loops, except, of course, there should be some
way in the body of the loop to terminate it, for instance:

do   forever
...       /*   processi.ng   */
I.f   stri.ng   =    '  '    then

return
...       /*   more   processi.ng   */
end

In this example, some processing is done, and the internal logic calls
for a return to a calling procedure if there's nothing left in string. The
RETU RN instruction terminates the loop in addition to returning to the
caller. Notice (in this case) that the test occurred in the middle of the
loop. Had it been possible to do the test at either the beginning or end
of the loop, we could have used a conditional like WHI LE   stri. ng   \=   ' '
or UNTIL   stri.ng  =   '  '  as part of the  D0 clause.

One other simple form of repetitor is an arbitrary expression that
evaluates to a nonnegative whole number. This number tells explicitly
how many times the loop should be executed:

do3
say     'Never!'

end

The third kind of repetitor is the most complex. It has the form

assi.gnment    [T0   expt]    [BY    expb]    [FOR   expf]

Here a s s I. g nine n t is just an ordinary REX assignment of the form

symbol    -   exp,.
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Expt, expb, expf, and expi.  are expressions. For instance, consider

do   year   =   1800   to   1990   by   10   for   count
call    census_report   year
end

The target variable of the assignment (symbol) is the Zoap co7tfroz I;cbrz-
cibze,  yea r. The initial value of the control variable (expi. ) is  1800. The
terminating value of the control variable (expt) is 1990. The increment
of the control variable (expb) is  10. And the number of times the loop
can be executed (expf) is count.

The control variable assignment here is handled just like any other
assignment to the variable named by symbol . When several loops hav-
ing control variables are nested, it is possible to identify a particular
one on a  LEAVE or  ITERATE instruction by naming the appropriate con-
trol variable. The control variable is just like any other REX variable,
and it can be either simple or compound-it could even be a stem.

The  loop  is  executed with the  control variable  having the  initial
value given by exp I. . The loop will be terminated as soon as the control
variable is greater than or equal to the quantity determined by expt if
T0 is present. This is true provided that there is no increment defined
by expb, or the increment is nonnegative if present.  However, if the
increment is specified and it is negative, the terminating condition is
that the control variable becomes less than the expt quantity.

The default for the increment, if none is specified, is 1. Thus

do    1'=1

®®®

end

is just like a do  f o reve r loop, except that i is initially set to 1 and incre-
mented by 1 every time through the loop.

It is possible, based on the original value, the limit, and the incre-
ment, that the loop may not be executed at all. In addition, F0 R may be
specified with a count (that must be a nonnegative value); if so, this
acts as another way to terminate the loop before the limit is reached. If
no limit is specified by TO, the loop will not terminate unless there is a
FOR,  WH I LE,  or  UNTI L  expression,  or some  explicit exit tests within the
body of the loop.

The limit (expt), increment (expb), and maximum loop count (expf)
may be specified in any order. Expressions in the repetitor are evalu-
ated from left to right. (This is important to note in case any of the
expressions involve functions that have side effects.  For instance,  a
side effect might be a change to a variable used in another expression,
or an I/0 operation.) Further, they are evaluated only once, before the
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)op is executed, so the increment and limit cannot be changed by any
ction within the loop. All expressions must evaluate to valid numbers,
nd any necessary comparisons of the control variable to the limit are
one in accord with the prevailing value of NUM E R I C   D I G I TS.
TO,  BY,  and  FOR  are  reserved  words  in  the  expressions  expt,  expb,

xpf, and expi. , as are WH I LE and UNT I L. That is, they cannot be used as
he names of variables.
In addition to any of the three kinds of repetitors, one conditional of

he  form  WHILE    expw  or  UNTIL    expu  may  be  used.  This  provides  yet
mother means of terminating a loop. The expressions associated with
HI LE  and  UNTI L must evaluate to  0  or  1.  But unlike the expressions
ssociated with the limit, increment,  and loop count, they are com-
uted every time through the loop. This means that loops which use
HI LE  and  UNTI L  may be  somewhat  slower.  For instance,  in the  two
)OPS

do    1'=1    to    1000

®,,

end

nd

do    I.=1    whi.le    I.<=1000

end

he first will probably be faster than the second. The reason is that the
3rmination condition can be tested more efficiently in the first case. In
ffect, use of WH I LE  or  UNTI L requires that an expression  ( i. <=1000 )  be
valuated every time through the loop, while a simpler numeric com-
arison can be performed in the first case.
The difference would be even more dramatic if the termination test

ivolved a computation of some sort.  Suppose the loop limit is com-
uted  by  a  function  call  like  length(x).  Assuming  that  x  does  not
hange within the loop then

do    i.=1    to    length(x)

end

rould be much more efflcient than

do    I.=1    whi.le    i.<=length(x)

®®

end
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since  1 ength ( x )  needs to be computed just once in the first case (th
first time the loop is executed). However, if x may change within th
loop,  you would have  to  use the  second form with  WHI LE  in  order t
guarantee that i. never exceeds the length of x inside the loop.

The difference between WH I L E and U NT I L is that the WH I L E condition i
tested before the body of the loop is executed, but the U NT I L condition i
tested afterwards. Consequently, use of WH I LE may completely prevel]
the body of the loop from being executed, but U NT I L allows the body t
be executed at least once.

When conditionals are combined with repetitors (including possibl
both a limit and a loop-count condition), it may be important to knoi
in precisely which order each of the tests will be applied. REX gua]
antees that the control variable will be incremented and tests will b
performed in the following order:

1. The control variable is assigned its initial value or incremented.
2. The control variable is compared against the limit, and the loop end

if the limit is exceeded.
3. The loop count is checked, and the loop ends if the value is exceede(
4. The WH I LE expression is evaluated and the loop ends if the value is (

(An error occurs if it is not .0 or 1.)
5. Assuming none of these tests causes the loop to terminate, the bod

of the loop is executed.
6.  The UNTI L expression is evaluated. If it is 1, the loop ends, but otl

erwise things begin again with step 1.

Hopefully you will avoid writing too many loops where details lik
this are critical, since it's easy to forget all these rules. The main tim
you might have to be aware of these rules is if you want to access th
value of the control variable after the loop has terminated (quite a leg€
thing to do in REX) or if you use functions that have side effects in th
WH I LE  or  UNTI L  expressions.

Except that the value of the control variable has to be numeric, thel
is no other restriction. It could be fractional, as could the incremer
and limit. All arithmetic on the control variable is done in the standar
REX way, which means that the values of NUMERIC   DIGITS  and  FUZ
may be significant. When nonintegral numbers are involved, note the
the limit condition is defined comparatively, rather than in terms t
equality. Therefore, a loop like

do   x   =   1.1    by    1.1    to    5
®,

end
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will terminate, even though x never equals the limit value, since the
oop ends as soon as x equals or exceeds the limit value.

One feature which is often helpful in a looping structure, but which
s often missing in a language, is the ability either to terminate the
oop or to begin another iteration of the loop from an arbitrary location
Within the body. Let's first consider leaving the loop. You might, for
nstance, be reading lines from a file and want to quit if some particu-
ar data item is read:

do   whi.le    li.nes(fi.le)    \=   0

x   =    1  i. n e i. n ( f i.  1  e )

i.f   x   =    '***    EOF   ***'    then
1  eave

end

Iere, as we will explain in the chapter on file I/0, the L I N ES ( ) function
•eturns 0 once the true end of the file has been reached, allowing the
oop to terminate. But, perhaps for testing purposes, we also want to
iuit if a special marker ( ' ***  E0 F  *** ' ) is found. The L I N E I N ( ) function
•eads a line from the file. The next statement uses a LEAV E  instruction
;o exit from the loop if the marker is found.

The rule is that LEAV E will terminate the innermost active repetitive
oop in which it occurs. It is an error to use a LEAV E instruction that is
lot contained in the body of a repetitive D0 loop in the current proce-
lure.  LEAV E would not terminate a simple D0 group, and could not even
egally be used there, unless the simple D0 group were contained within
in active repetitive loop. If the simple loop is nested within a repetitive
)ne, however, then both are terminated by  LEAVE. For instance, if we
Wanted to add a message to the previous example before ceasing to
•ead the file, we might have

do   whi.le    li.nes(fi.le)    \=   0
x   =    1  I. n e i. n ( f I.  1  e )

I.f   x   =    '***    EOF   ***'    then    do
say    'Prematurely   endi.ng    fi.le   scan.  '
l eave
end

®,,

end

Vote that if you have one or more nested procedures (next chapter),
tnly repetitive  loops  in  the  current  procedure  are  considered  to  be
bc£Zz;e,  so  LEAV E has no effect on a loop which was active when the cur-
•ent procedure was called. In other words, LEAV E can't terminate a loop
n the calling procedure.
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The execution of a LEAV E instruction is like a jump to the first state.
ment after the  END which belongs to the active loop. This jump skips
any incrementing of the control variable, which therefore will have th€
value  current when  LEAVE  was  executed.  Any  WHI LE  or  UNTI L  expres.
sions are likewise skipped.

In case there are several active repetitive loops, only the one imme.
diately containing LEAV E is normally terminated. However, it is possi.
ble to terminate an outer loop from within an inner one if the outer loo|
has a control variable (and if the control variable is different from thai
of the inner loop, as would normally be the case). This is done by using
the symbol for the control variable on the LEAV E instruction:

do   outer   =   1   to   10

do   forever
®,

I.f   somethi.ng   then
leave   outer

end
end

This example terminates all D01oops illustrated, even though the inne]
one doesn't have a control variable. Any simple  D0  groups that hap
pened  to  contain  the  LEAVE  and be  contained  within  the  outer  loo|
would also be terminated.  If more than one repetitive loop  has th{
same control variable, only the innermost one that contains the LEAV I
is terminated.

The name that may be specified is treated as a symbol, in that nt
substitution is performed in case it happens to be a compound symbol
That is, the symbol must match the symbol used for the control vari
able exactly, except for case. In other words, something like

do    a.3   =   1    to    10
®,

1'=3

leave    a.l.

end

would not work. But it is rather uncommon, though legal, to use com
pound variables as loop control variables, so one isn't too likely to makt
this mistake.

I TE RATE is the other instruction that can be used within a repetitivt
loop to alter the normal flow of control. Unlike L EAV E, which terminate`
the loop, I T E RAT E in effect branches to the E N D which closes the loop an(
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therefore  causes  immediate incrementing of the  control variable  (if
any) and application of the normal tests for loop termination. Unless
one  of these  tests  causes  termination,  the  body  of the  loop is  then
entered again from the beginning.

If an  UNTI L  conditional is  present  on the  D0  instruction,  it will be
tested first, before the control variable is incremented. After that, the
sequence of execution is as described earlier for incrementing the con-
trol variable and testing the loop conditions.

I T E RAT E is often used to skip the rest of the body of a loop if some con-
dition indicates that to do so would be unfruitful. The only alternative
would  be  to  place  the  rest  of the  loop  within  a  DO . . .  END  pair.  For
instance, if a program is prompting for input, a null input line would be
a cause to  ITERATE:

do   forever
say    'Enter    a    command:'

parse   pull    i.nput
if   i.nput   =   '  '    then

1. t e r a t e
®,

end

Or perhaps a program is scanning a file for lines of a particular type:

do   whi.le    li.nes(fi.le)    \=   0                      ,

parse    value    li.nei.n(fi.le)    wi.th    keyword    .
i.f    keyword    \=    'Name:  '    then

1' t e r a t e
®,,

end

The  rules  for  use  of  ITERATE   are  just  like  those  for   LEAVE.   For
instance,  it can  only be  used inside  of an  active repetitive  D0  loop.
I TERATE will skip any enclosing simple D0 groups to branch to the end
of the nearest repetitive group. It has no effect on D0 loops which are
not active because they are not executing within the current proce-
dure.

If  ITERATE  is  contained  within  nested  repetitive  loops,  it  affects
only  the  innermost  one,  unless  the  name  of a  control  variable  is
included   on   the   ITERATE   instruction.   In   that   case,   it   effectively
branches to the E N D statement corresponding to the innermost contain-
ing  loop  which  has  the  specified  control  variable.  Any  intervening
repetitive (or simple) D0 groups are thereby terminated, and their con-
trol  variables  are  left  with  the  values  they  had  when  the  ITERATE
was executed.
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THE SIGNAL INSTRUCTION

The various control structures discussed so far cover most program-
ming needs. There are times, however, when nothing less than a good,
old-fashioned GOT0 will do. REX avoids the problem of implementing
an instruction which some people view with suspicion by calling it S I G -
NA L instead of GOTO.

There  are  actually  several  forms  of  SIGNAL.  One  form  is  used  to
enable and disable the handling of exceptional conditions (sometimes
called sjg7tc[Zs). This is discussed at length in Chap. 11. The other form
of the instruction is provided to allow for explicit, direct transfer of con-
trol to another location in a program. You may think of this, if you like,
as simply providing a way for the programmer to implement his or her
own private exceptional condition types.

The syntax of this form of S I G NA L is

SIGNAL    label

Or

SIGNAL    [VALUE]     expressi.on

In the first case,1 a bel  is a symbol or a literal string. It is taken as a
constant,  and  refers  to  a  label  within  the  program.  This  usage  is
exactly like the way labels are used in procedure calls. In particular, if
the label occurs twice in the program, only the first occurrence is used
as the target of a S I GNA L.

In the second case, the target of the S I GNA L is computed at run-time
as the value of exp res s i. on.  VA LU E needs to be used in the instruction if
expression begins with a symbol or literal string (instead of a special
character, such as a parenthesis). If you use a literal or an expression
with S I GNA L, the literal or the value of the expression should be upper-
case, since labels are always considered to be uppercase.

When   SIGNAL  is  executed,  control  transfers  immediately  to  the
instruction following the specified label. There are, in addition, certain
side  effects  of SIGNAL.  Namely,  any  I F,  SELECT,  or  D0  instruction that
may be active is terminated. This is true no matter how deeply such
instructions  are  nested  in  the  current  procedure.  If any  INTERPRET
instructions are active, they too will be terminated.

On the other hand, the current procedure is not terminated. There is
no way by the use of S I G NA L alone to get out of a subprocedure. This can
be a problem sometimes, since it means that there is no easy way to get
back to the top of a program from inside a deep nest of subprocedure
calls. This behavior is consistent with the way that signals are handled
in connection with exceptional conditions (Chap. 11).
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The fact that S I GNAL does not cause termination of the active proce-
lure is one way in which it is slightly less powerful than an uncon-
trained GOTO. The fact that it does terminate active I F, SE LECT, and D0
nstructions is another way, because it means that you cannot transfer
ontrol from one place to  another within a  D0  or  SELECT   instruction.
Lctually,  most  implementations  of REX  allow  labels  inside  of  I F,
ELECT, and D0 instructions, but there is little of use that can be done
Pith them. You may even be able to use a S I GNAL instruction to such a
ibel without immediate error. However, the D0 instruction will actu-
.lly have been terminated, and an error will occur when the first END
tatement is encountered.
You should be careful in placement of labels which will be the target

f a  SIGNAL.  Although they may be  anywhere  in the  program,  even
nside a remote D0 loop, the context of execution will still be the cbc£Zz;e
ubroutine when S I GNA L is used.
The primary use of SI GNAL is to allow programmers to define their

wn  e#cep£Zo7}cbz  co7tdz£Zo77,s  analogous  to  REX's  built-in  conditions.
`or  instance,  in  a  data  entry  program,  such  a  condition  might  be
invalid input".  The condition could be rclzsed any time the entry of
nvalid data is detected with

si.gnal     i.nvalid_i.nput

The code following the i. n v a 1 i. d_i. n p ut :  label would probably display
n  appropriate  message,  explain what the  problem  is,  and request
eentry of the data.

S I GNA L is often reserved for fairly serious problems. For instance, in
program that usually runs unattended, the code to which control is

ransferred by S I GNAL may simply record diagnostic information, per-
)rm clean-up, and then do an E X I T. (You could also call a subroutine to
o this.)
Handlers for any of the REX built-in conditions usually end with a

I GNA L to resume normal execution of the program. It is really the only
lternative to  EX IT or RETU RN in this case.
There are other valid uses of S I GNAL completely unrelated to condi-

ion handling. For instance, it can be used to perform the equivalent of
very large  SELECT  statement with lower overhead.  Remember that

E LECT must test a number of logical expressions in turn until it finds
ne that is true. If there are scores, or even hundreds of them, this can
e very time-consuming. S I GNA L can be used, instead, to construct an n-
7ay branch:

si.gnal     value     'CASE'n

casel :
®,
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si.gnal    end_case
case2 :

®,®

si.gnal    end_case
case3 :

si.gnal    end_case
®®®

end    case:

i.s    largely   equi.valent   to

sel ect
when    n   =   1    then

when   n   =   2   then
®®,

when    n   =   3   then
®,,

end

but much faster. Just remember that, unfortunately, S I GNA L cannot b€
used inside of a D01oop because it terminates the loop.
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Subroutines and Functions

Most modem programming languages have, in addition to the control
structures described in the last chapter, the concept of a subroutine.
This  is  a  special  kind  of control  structure which  allows  a group  of
instructions to be ccbzzed from many places within a program without
having to actually be duplicated each time it is used (as is done with
77?cbcros or Z7tzj7?e fL47?c£Zo77s in some languages). The use of subroutines
makes  it possible  to  decompose the  design of a program into  small
functional units which are easily reusable.  Because each subroutine
(ideally) does one thing well and has explicit, well-defined interfaces to
the rest of the program, it is easy to debug. A program can be designed
as a hierarchy of subroutine calls in a way that matches the natural
hierarchical structure of the problem being solved.

REX, of course, supports subroutines. A distinction is made between
subroutines that return a value and those that do not.  However, in
REX this distinction is not very hard and fast. Generally, a subroutine
is invoked with the CA L L instruction, which has the format

CALL    name    [expressi.on]    [,    expressi.on]     ...

Here,  name is the name of the subroutine.  Name may be a symbol or a
character string literal. In either case, the value is taken literally-
even if it is a possible variable name, it is not evaluated. The subrou-
tine  itself may be  Z7tfer7tc[Z,  e#£er7ic[Z,  or bz4ZZ£-Z7t,  depending on where

93
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the code for the subroutine is located. A subroutine may return a value,
but this is not required. If it does return a value, that value is left in
the special variable RESU LT after the CALL.

A function,  on the other hand, is invoked by its occurrence in an
expression. A function call is recognized as being a symbol or character
string literal followed immediately (with no intervening blank) by a
left parenthesis. This is followed in turn by zero or more expressions,
separated by commas, and finally ends with a right parenthesis. Thus,
a function reference has the form

name(    [expressi.on]    [,    expressi.on]     ...     )

It is required that a function called in this way return a value, and an
error  will  occur  if it  does  not.  The   RESULT  special  variable  is  not
assigned in this case. Functions, like subroutines, can be either inter-
nal, external, or built-in.

Note that there are no parentheses around the argument list in a
CALL instruction (though there may be around each individual argu-
ment expression). This is a source of frequent confusion for beginning
REX users. You can fall into this trap unwittingly, because the fol-
lowing is legal:

call     somethi.ng    (argument)

(since the parentheses merely enclose the first argument), while the
similar statement

call    somethi.ng    (argument_1,    argument_2)

is definitely illegal.
Subroutines and functions are often simply called proceczz/res when

the  distinction  is  not  important.  The  reason  that  the  distinction
between subroutines and functions is less important in REX than in
other languages is that there are no declarations anywhere that limit
a procedure to being one or the other. A procedure can very well return
a value at all times and thus be usable as either subroutine or a proce-
dure. Or it can return a value sometimes and not others. Or it can even
determine (with the PARSE  SOURCE instruction) how it was invoked and
return a value only if necessary.

BUILT-IN, INTERNAL, AND EXTERNAL
PROCEDURES

A much more important distinction turns on the location of the code for
the procedure. Many procedures are an integral part of the language.
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That is, they are always supplied with the language (if it is a complete
implementation), they all accept the same arguments, and they (ide-
ally) always operate in the same way. These are the bz4ZZ£-j7t fz47tc£ZoJts,
and there are about 66 of them in standard REX. (Different levels of
the language specification have added or removed certain functions.)
Specific implementations of REX always provide additional built-in
functions to take advantage of particular features of the environment.
Although referred to as fz47tc£Zo7?s, these built-in procedures can always
be called as subroutines.

J7ifer7tciz procedz47ies are those which are supplied by the programmer
in the same file as the rest of the program. In this case, the name of the
procedure corresponds to a label within the file. A label is simply a
clause which consists of a symbol followed by a colon, which marks the
end of the clause. The label can be any valid symbol; it doesn't need to
begin  with  an  alphabetic  character  or  be  acceptable  as  a  variable
name. If there are duplicate labels within a file, only the first is ever
used as the start of a procedure. The second occurrence of a label is not
an error, but it can never be reached by a CALL statement or function
reference. The procedure begins at the first clause following the label.

On the other hand, the end of a procedure is not syntactically delim-
ited at all. That is, there is no syntactic indication of the end. Of course,
the RETU RN instruction causes control to return from a procedure, but it
does not necessarily mark the end of the code of the procedure. By use
of the  SIGNAL instruction,  control could jump  all over the  source of a
program and still remain within a procedure (though this would be
considered very bad form).  Procedures  can also overlap; that is,  one
procedure could "flow into" another without the label of the second pro-
cedure being invoked by a CA L L or function reference. Technically, con-
trol  would  still  be  within  the  first  procedure.  While  this  would
ordinarily be a suspicious usage, it could be employed to allow for alter-
nate  entry points  to the  same body of code  (perhaps  with different
arguments).

E#£er7?CLZ proceczzt7.es, finally, are located somewhere outside the pro-
gram source file.  Exactly where is implementation-dependent.  They
may be written in REX and contained in other source files, to be
loaded by the operating system when required. Or they may be written
in other languages and linked to by a variety of system-specific mech-
anisms (fz47ic£Zo7t pcbcfacbges in CMS and MS:DOS, DLLs in OS/2, etc.).
The way that the name of the procedure as used in a program is related
to  the  external  function  is  also  system-dependent.   It  might,  for
instance, be the same as the name on a particular file, or the name of
an entry point in a dynamic link library.

As you can see, the same name might possibly be used to refer to a
procedure that is any of these three types. So the language specifies a
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search order that defines the order in which each possibility will be
tested for. The rule is that if the name of the procedure, as specified in
the CALL or function reference, is a symbol, then internal procedures
are  searched  for  first,  followed  by  built-in  procedures,  followed  by
external procedures.

This rule gives a programmer the freedom to override the definition
of any built-in or external procedure at will, simply by coding an inter-
nal  procedure  of the  same  name.  So  if you  don't  like  the  way the
SU BSTR ( ) function works, for instance, you can write your own.

However, in writing your enhanced replacement for  SUBSTR( ), you
may find that in many or most cases you just want to use the existing
built-in function. This possibility is provided for by the rule that if the
name of the procedure in the  CALL or function reference is  a quoted
string, then internal procedures are excluded from consideration, and
only built-in procedures (first) or external procedures will be invoked.
There are no additional rules that would allow you to override built-in
procedures with external ones. This generally works in your best inter-
est, because stray files or libraries floating around in your computing
environment can't accidentally subvert a working RE2ex program. (It
also makes deliberate subversion by "Trojan horse" programs a little
less likely.) But on the other hand, if you develop a 'whiz-bang exten-
sion to SU BST R ( ) , there's no way to incorporate it in all your REX pro-
grams except by physically copying it into them.

PASSING ARGUMENTS
AND RETURNING VALUES

One thing that is common to the notion of a subroutine in most pro-
gramming languages is the ability to pass values called cbrgL4me7tfs to
the subroutine. This notion is derived from the mathematical concept
of a function which computes some value based on the values of zero or
more arguments. REX, of course, supports argument passing.

It turns out that there are subtle differences in the ways that differ-
ent languages implement the passing of arguments.  Sometimes the
arguments are said to be passed dy refere7?ce. This means that the sub-
routine gets access to the actual variable in the calling routine and is
able to  modify it directly (assuming an  actual variable  was  passed
rather than a constant or some computed quantity). There are both
advantages and disadvantages to this approach. One disadvantage is
that the subroutine can have side effecfs, in that it can modify some of
the caller's variables in addition to simply returning a value. But this
can also be an advantage, especially when arrays are involved, since in
many languages passing and returning entire arrays is inefficient or
impossible.
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An alternative is that arguments are passed dy ucIZz4e.  This means
that only the values of variables are passed, and the subroutine is not
able to modify the caller's variables by modifving the arguments. In
REX, arguments are always passed by value. There are other means,
as we shall see, that enable a subroutine to modify variables belonging
to the caller, if necessary.

Another  consequence  of passing  arguments  by value  is  that  the
argument values are completely determined at the time of the call.
Even if a variable passed as an argument is changed within the sub-
routine, any reference to the argument will retrieve the original value.
For example, in

x-1
call    example_sub   x
®,®

exampl e_s ub :
argy
Say   X   y

x--2
argZ
Say    X   y    Z

the first  SAY  instruction displays  1   1, because y  has been set to the
value  of the  argument,  which is  1.  The  second  SAY  displays  2    1    1.
Although x  has been reassigned the value  2, when the value of the
argument is assigned to z, we find it is still 1. In other words, no mat-
ter what is done to the variable whose value was passed as an argu-
ment, the argument value itself does not change.

Further, variables which receive the argument value, like y and z, do
not become "aliases" for x. In fact, it is incorrect to think of x as the
argument. Strictly speaking, it is the value of x which is the argument.
This is what call dy ucizL4e means.

There are basically two ways in REX that a subroutine can gain
access to the arguments that are passed.  The first is with the  PARSE
instruction:

call    example_sub   thi.s,    that,    the_other
®,,

exampl e_sub :

parse   arg   fi.rst,    second,    thi.rd

PARSE  is  used  in  REX for  many  things  besides  parsing  character
strings, and this is an example. PARS E is able to take one or more char-
acter strings and assign them, or portions of them, to variables. Where
the strings come from is determined by the word following PARSE, in
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this case ARC.  In the present case,  ARC  directs  PARSE to operate on the
argument strings passed to the subroutine. Here, the strings that are
the values of thi. s, that, and the_other are assigned to f i. rst,  second,
and th i. rd, respectively.

Notice the commas in the PARS E statement of this example. They are
quite important. The example could have had

parse   arg   fi.rst   second   thi.rd

and still been perfectly legal. But what this does is to parse only the
first argument string (i.e. , the value of t h i. s ). It assigns the first blank-
delimited word to  f i. rst,  the second word to  second,  and the rest to
thi. rd. The other two argument strings are simply ignored. This is a
frequent problem for beginning REX programmers. In general, you
will stay out of trouble by remembering the rule that the  PARSE   ARC
instruction should have as many commas as the corresponding CALL
instruction or function reference. While there may be occasions when
more or fewer commas would be called for, try to follow the rule unless
you know exactly what you're doing.

There is an ARC instruction which is a shorthand form of PARS E  U P P E P
ARC. It is intended to give the appearance, when used at the beginning
of a subroutine, of being a declaration of the routine's arguments:

exampl e_sub :
arg   fi.rst,    second,    thi.rd

It is, however, ].ust another executable statement, not a declaration:
and it has the usually undesirable side effect of converting all strings
to uppercase before parsing them and assigning to f i. rst, second, and
thi. rd. (It is a holdover from an earlier era of computing when it was
customary to deal mostly with uppercased characters and strings.) The
ARC or PARSE  ARC statement need not occur at the beginning of the sub-
routine. It could be anywhere in the subroutine, and it could even b€
used several times to parse the arguments in different ways.

There is another, completely different, way for a subroutine to access
its arguments: with the ARG ( ) built-in function. This has the form

ARC([argument_number],     [opti.on])

A r g ume n t_n umb e r is the number of the argument to be returned. It must
be a positive whole number. Thus

call    example_sub   thi.s,    that,    the_other

exampl e_s ub :
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fi.rst   =   arg(1)
second   =   arg(2)
thi.rd   =   arg(3)

is completely equivalent to the original example. In general, PARSE  ARC
will be slightly more efficient, but the use of ARC ( ) is slightly less sub-
ject to introducing mysterious bugs due to forgetting a comma or two.
Sometimes it is convenient to use ARC( )  directly in expressions. Also,
A RG ( ) makes it possible to distinguish between arguments that are null
strings and arguments that are completely omitted.

First, we have to explain about omitted arguments. Syntactically it is
always permissible to supply any number of arguments (up to some
implementation-defined limit)  to  any procedure.  Whether the  proce-
dure will use all supplied arguments, or may require more than have
been supplied, is completely up to the procedure to decide. If arguments
before the final one are to be omitted, this is indicated by supplyingjust
the comma that separates one argument from the next. So in

call    example_sub   thi.s,     ,    the_other

the second argument has been omitted.  If all arguments after some
point are to be omitted, the commas can be left in or omitted, however
you prefer. (Except you must remember that a comma which is the last
thing on a line means continuation rather than an argument separa-
tor.) So

call    example_sub   thi.s

passes I.ust the first argument.
If the 77th argument has been omitted, then the value of a rg ( n ) will

be a null string. This is the same as its value would be if a null string
were passed explicitly. For example, in both

call    example_sub

and

call    example_sub    ''''

bhe  value  of arg( 1 )  is  ""  (a null  string).  So  how  do  you  distinguish
between these two cases? That is the purpose of the second optional
argument of ARC( ) : the value of option can be e ("exists"), or o ("omit-
bed''). Arg ( n ,    ' e ' )  has the value 1 if the 7tth argument exists or 0 if it
has been omitted. Arg ( n ,   ' o ' ) has the value 1 if the 7tth argument has
been omitted or 1 if not. There is no way to detect omitted arguments
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with  PARSE    ARC.  Variables  coITesponding  to  omitted  arguments  are
simply assigned null strings.

If ARG ( ) is called with no arguments at all, it returns the number of
arguments  passed  to  the  procedure.  More  precisely,  it  returns  the
number of the last argument which was explicitly passed. So if you had

call    example_sub   thi.s,     ,    the_other

a rg ( )  would have the value 3 even though only two arguments were
actually passed. You can use the value of a rg ( ) as a quick test for pos-
sibly omitted arguments, but you should use the above more elaborate
test in most cases. In other words, if a rg ( ) has the value 3, you may be
sure that the third argument was passed explicitly, and that nothing
after the third one was; but you would not know about the first and sec-
ond arguments.

Built-in functions have  a special status  as far as the  omission of
arguments is concerned. Part of the definition of a built-in function is
a specification of which arguments are optional and may be omitted. In
practice, all optional arguments occur after the required ones, though
this is not a requirement of the language. If any required argument is
omitted,  an error will automatically be generated.  For user-written
procedures, either internal or external, it is up to the procedure itself
to define what is meant by a ``required" argument, and what to do if it
has been omitted.

The process of returning values from a procedure is a much less com-
plex matter than the passing of arguments. You simply use the RETU RN
instruction, which has the form

RETURN    [expressi.on]

The  expression on  a  RETURN  instruction is  optional for  a procedure
invoked with CALL, but it is required if the procedure was invoked in a
function reference. The expression is computed from values of the cur-
rent generation of variables plus exposed variables (see the next section
on scope of variables). All variables in the current generation are then
dropped, and control returns to the point at which the procedure was
invoked. If the procedure was invoked by a CALL statement, the special
variable RESU LT is assigned the value. Otherwise, the value becomes the
value of the function reference, and RESU LT is not changed. If the proce-
dure was invoked by CA L L and no expression is provided on RETU RN, then
RESU LT is dropped and becomes undefined.

The EXIT instruction is like  RETURN,  except that it terminates the
whole REX program (contained in a single source file), and returns to
the next higher level. The format of EX I T is just like RETU RN :
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EXIT    [expressi.on]

In case the current REX program is an external routine called by
nother REX program, the point of invocation of the external proce-
ure is where control returns as a result of E X I T. Just as with RETU RN, if
he procedure was invoked by a function reference, the expression is
Bquired and its value becomes the value of the function reference, and
ESULT  is  not  affected.  If  invocation  was  by  CALL,  expression  isn't
Bquired. RESU LT is assigned the value of the expression if it is present;
thervise it is dropped.
If RETU RN is issued from the topmost procedure in a REX program

ile), it behaves just(like EX I T and terminates the program. If the end
f the file is encounteied when executing any procedure in a REX pro-
ram, that is considered to be an implicit EX IT, and the program will
3rminate. Since no return value was provided, an error will occur if
ie program was invoked as an external function by another REX
rooram.
REX programs can also be invoked by other REX programs in

ystem-dependent ways. Sometimes the REX programs are handled
ist like other system commands and are simply invoked in the usual
lEX way via the ADD RESS instruction or because the statement is not
n assignment and does not begin with a REX keyword. In this case,
ie expression used on the EX IT or RETU RN instruction may be assigned
I the RC special variable, just like the return code from a system com-
iand. Depending on the system, it may be required to be a numeric
alue in this case.

COPE OF VARIABLES

mother important issue which arises with procedures in all languages
rhich recognize the concept is that of the scope of variables. This is the
uestion of whether instructions in a subroutine can "see" variables
elonging to the caller. In some languages such as PL/ I, a subroutine
in see its caller's variables (at least if the subroutine is nested within
ie calling procedure), while this is not the case in other languages
Lich as C. In those languages which have this feature, it is referred to
s  Ze#jcc[Z  scapz7ig,  because  the  region  of the  program  within which
flriable names are recognized as referring to the same data is deter-
iined syntactically by the physical location of the code.
REX in general pays little attention to the location of code. As we

ave seen, a subroutine can have code scattered all over a program, and
ibroutines can even overlap. The question of which subroutine has
)ntrol at any particular time is therefore determined dynamically by
ie flow of control. The very same instruction may at one time be part of
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one subroutine, and later part of a different subroutine. (REX is rathe
like assembler language in this regard.) Correspondingly, the scope of t
variable name must be determined dynamically rather than statically

REX is, however, more like PL / I than C, in that a subroutine can i]
general "see" variables belonging to its caller. But it is recognized tha
this can be undesirable in practice, because it enables subroutines t
have (unintended) side effects. For instance, it is common to use ver
simple variable names like I for loop control variables. If a subroutine i
called in such a loop and also uses  I, obscure bugs can easily be intrc
duced.

To limit this kind of exposure, REX provides the P R0 C E D U R E instru(
tion, whose purpose is to prevent access of a subroutine to its caller'
variables.  PROCEDURE is entirely optional, but, if used, it must immedj
ately follow the label at the beginning of the subroutine:

x-5
call    some    sub

®®

some_sub:    procedure
x--5

In this example, references to the variable X are to entirely differen
data items.  The  some_sub  procedure  cannot access  any of its  caller'
variables. Although the  appearance of PROCEDURE  here is  similar to  ,
declaration in other languages, it is, like all REX instructions, an ex€
cutable statement. Only the rule that it must occur immediately afte
a  label  prevents  PROCEDURE  from  being used  in  an  IF  statement  (fo
instance).  PROCEDURE  actually  does  something when it is  executed:  i
creates  a new ge7tera£Zo7t  of variables,  completely distinct from vari
ables of the calling routine. All variables of this new generation tha
are created in the process of executing the subroutine are automatj
cally dropped when  RETURN is executed (as if the  DROP instruction hal
been used).

But sometimes a subroutine has a real need to access a few variable
of its caller, while desiring to avoid disturbing the majority of therr
Normally, it would be best to pass such data to the subroutine throug:
the argument list, as long as only a few variables are involved and the
are merely to be read, not updated. However, if the caller's data has t
be changed, or a number of variables are involved, some alternative i
needed. So what PROCEDURE takes away with one hand it can give bac:
with the other by means of the E X P0 S E keyword. If the preceding exam
ple had been

x-5
call    some    sub
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®,,

some_sub:    procedure   expose   x
x--5

hen the symbol X refers to the same variable in both the calling and
he called procedure.
The syntax of the P R0 C E D U R E instruction is

PROCEDURE     [EXPOSE    namel     name2     .   .   .]

There any number of variable names may be listed. The names may
Bfer to simple variables, compound variables, or stems. It is immate-
ial whether the variables named have already been assigned a value
r not. When a stem is used, every possible variable having that stem
5 exposed.
One or more variables in the list following E X P0 S E may be enclosed in

arentheses (only one variable per pair of parentheses). This has an
dditional effect beyond exposing the named variable.  It is assumed
nat the variable has been assigned a value which is another list of
ariable names, similar in form to the list following E X P0 S E, except that
;  may not  contain  further  parenthesized  names.  All  the  variables
amed in that list are also then exposed.
There are several reasons for this provision of specifving parenthe-

ized names in an E X P0 S E list. First, it facilitates handling lengthy lists
f variables to be exposed, at least if the same list is used repeatedly.
`he most important case where you might have a long list of variables
i when you want a number of variables to be global to an entire pro-
ram.  Such  variables  might  include  initialized  tables  of data,  con-
bants (e.g., the number pi), quantities which are assigned only once
ut needed in many places, and any other kind of data that might have
) be communicated between widely separated places in a program.
When a variable is named in an EXPOSE list, it effectively becomes a

art of the current procedure's generation of data, so it can be accessed
r reassigned at will, and all changes to it persist after return from the
Libroutine.  It can also be exposed in calls to lower level routines.  In
ict, it must be exposed in every level of subroutine called if it is to be
vailable at the lowest level. This is why it's especially convenient to be
ble to list the names of truly global variables as the value of a single
ELriable, and expose them using the parenthesized name rule. Here's a
feletal example of handling global data this way:

/*   my   program   */

parse   arg   mai.n_argl   mai.n_arg2   mai.n_arg3
call     1.ni.tiali.ze
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call    subl
®®,

subl:    procedure   expose    (globals)
®®

call    sub2

sub2:    procedure   expose    (globals)
®

i.ni.ti.all.ze:    procedure   expose    (globals)

globals   =    'mai.n_argl    mai.n_arg2    mai.n_arg3    '  I  I  ,
'screen_hei.ght   screen_wi.dth   message.  '

parse   value   scrsize()   wi.th   screen_hei.ght   screen_wi.dth
message.1   =    .  .  .

message.2   =    .  .  .

(In this example, SC RS I Z E ( ) is a system-specific function which returl]
the height and width of the screen.  It is not a standard part of tl]
REX language.)

Here  the  arguments  to  the  main  routine  (mai.n_argl,  mai.n_arg;
rna i. n_a rg3) may be referred to anywhere in the program. The use of
procedure called initialize allows data to be initialized at the beginnin
of a program, without cluttering up the main code with a lot of borin
assignments. One or more data tables can be defined with essential]
static data. (This is the closest you can get in REX to what is calle
COMMON data in FORTRAN.)

There's another quite different use for parenthesized names in a
E X P0 S E list. It concerns the ability to write general-purpose subroutin€
that  operate  on  arrays.  The  problem  arises  because  REX has  1]
mechanism for passing arguments dy refere7?ce, as we mentioned at tl]
beginning of this chapter. It is not enough simply to pass the name of
stem to a subroutine. Consider the following attempt at writing a gel
eralized sort routine:

array.    =   0
array.1   =    .  .  .
array.2   =    .  .  .

®,

call    sort   array.

sort:    procedure

parse   arg   x
®®®

i.f   x.i.    <   x.j    then    .  .  .

This simply does not work. In the first place, the argument passed i
the subroutine is 0, which is assigned to x. We might not have done tl]
assignment  array .  =  0, but then the  string ARRAY .  would have bee
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passed and assigned to x. But that's irrelevant anyway, since a refer-
ence like x . i.  doesn't care about the value of x. If instead we had done
pa rse  a rg  x. in the sort routine, then the stem x . would have been ini-
tialized to the passed value, but it still would not help.

One  solution  to  this  problem  involves  the  INTERPRET  instruction,
which creates a little REX program on the fly and executes it. That is,
we could say

i.nterpret    'i.f'    x'i.    <'    x'j    then    ...'

In the expression following i. nte rp ret ,  x is not part of a quoted string,
so that it can be evaluated. If the value of x is a r ray . , then the whole
expression evaluates to

i.f   array.i.    <   array.j    then.  .  .

which is just what we need. This will work, but it's very clumsy, and
very slow besides-not what one wants in a general purpose sort rou-
tine.

There is another solution which involves the VALU E ( )  built-in func-
tion.  VALUE( )  exists  in large part to  overcome  some  of the  problems
with  INTERPRET  in  simple  cases.  With  an  optional  second  argument,
VA LU E ( ) is able to set the value of the variable named in the first argu-
ment. So we could say

i.f    value(x'i.  '  )    <   value(x'j'  )    then.  .  .

ELnd achieve the desired effect.
But one problem remains. Since there is a P ROC EDU RE instruction fol-

lowing  the  label  sort,  array. i.  in  the  subroutine  isn't  the  same  as
a rray . i.  in the calling routine. We could dispense with the  PROCEDURE,
Df course, or we could E X P0 S E the name of every possible array we might
want to sort. The alternative is:

array.   -0
array.1   =    .  .  .
array.2   =    .  .  .

®®

argname   =    'array.  '
call    sort

®®

sort:    procedure   expose    (argname)
®®®

i.f   value(argname'i.')    <   value(argname'j')    then    ...

At last we have something that is semireasonable. It's still clumsy,
Since the aITay name isn't passed in the call to sort itself, and we still
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have to use  VALUE( ); but it works, and it's the best that can be done
along these lines in REX currently.

There are a couple of other subtleties to note in exposing variables.
First, the names listed in an EXPOSE list are exposed in order from left
to right. This is important, because the names exposed are actually the
derived variable names, that is, the names obtained after any required
substitution in the tail part of the name. In the statement

procedure   expose   name   bi.rthday.name

the simple variable NAM E is first exposed. Suppose it has the value Suzy.
Then the variable which is exposed next is 8 I RTH DAY . S u zy, which is the
derived name. If instead we had

procedure   expose   bi.rthday.name   name

then 8 I RTH DAY . NAM E would have been exposed instead.
The other tricky area with exposed variables is the issue of dropping

them. Recall that the D R0 P instruction can be used to undefine particu-
lar variables, or all variables with a given stem. Any variables named
or implied in a DROP instruction, and which happen to be exposed, are
dropped not only in the subroutine, but in the calling routine as well.
So if we had

C.

call    mysub
say    a    b.     b.2    c.    c.1    c.2

®®

mysub:    procedure   expose   a    b.    c.1
®

drop   a    b.    c.
return

then on return from mysub the SAY instruction will produce A 8 .  8 . 2   3
C .1 3. Notice that the stem 8. and all possible variables with that stem
have been returned to an undefined state, since the whole stem was
exposed. However, since only the single variable C . 1 was exposed, it is
the only one with the stem C .  that becomes undefined in the calling
procedure.

A similar effect occurs when values are assigned to a stem which has
been exposed. The definition of assignment to a stem says that all vari-
ables  having  the  stem  are  first  dropped  before  the  new  value  is
assigned. So, if our example were slightly different:
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call    mysub

say    a    b.     b.2    c.     c.1    c.2

mysub:    procedure    expose    a    b.    c.1
®,

c.=6
return

hen the SAY statement would produce 4 5  5 3 6 3 .
It is an important fact that all variables of a subroutine which starts

With a PROCEDURE statement are dropped when the procedure returns,
Kcept  those  variables  or  stems  which  have  been  exposed.   Con-
eptually, the exposed variables really belong to the earlier generation
'f variables, unlike the unexposed variables. So it is only the variables
if the newest generation that are dropped when a procedure returns.

EXECUTION STATE PRESERVED
\ROUND PFtocEDURE CALLS

The current generation of variables belonging to an active procedure
nay be considered to be a part of the state of execution associated with
he  procedure  (assuming  the  procedure   started  with  a   PROCEDURE
nstruction). There are certain other things that are also part of the
tate  of a procedure.  These things  are  associated with  a particular
nvocation of the procedure, and will in general be different if the pro-
edure has multiple activations as a result of recursion.
When  a procedure  is  called,  the  state  of the  calling procedure  is

nherited.  However,  any changes  to  the  state remain in  effect only
Lntil the called procedure returns. Because state information is pre-
erved in this way,  one source of undesirable  side effects caused by
ctions of a subroutine is eliminated. For instance, you can use a T RAC E
nstruction in a subroutine to initiate some form of tracing. Even if you
lon't subsequently turn tracing off, as soon as the subroutine returns,
he previous state of tracing will be restored.  Or a subroutine could
urn tracing off after it has been debugged, while allowing tracing to
)roceed in the calling routine.
Some of the other state information that is preserved in this way

.cross procedure calls includes:

The setting of the default command environment established by the
A D D R E S S instruction
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All   settings   controlled  by  the   NUMERIC   instruction  (DIGITS,   FORty
FUZZ)

The status of condition traps enabled or disabled by SIGNAL   0N  am
CALL    0N

The value of an elapsed time clock started with a call to T I M E ( ' e ' )

Of course, the fact that program state is handled in this manne
means that it is not possible to initialize such values in a subroutin
for use elsewhere in the program. If any of these settings need to b
done  globally,  they must be  done in the  top-level procedure  of th
Prooram.

It should also be pointed out that such program state informatior
just like variable values, is not inherited by external procedures tha
are  called.  The  theory is  that all  external REX programs  shouli
begin with the  same  set of default state values,  so that they rna,
assume the defaults are in effect, and their behavior does not depeni
on conditions in the calling program, except for the values of argu
ments passed.

A related matter is the handling of exceptional conditions and th
SIGNAL  instruction  in  connection  with  the  execution  of procedures
Exceptional conditions are such things as program syntax errors o
attempts to use undefined variables. The S I GNA L instruction, describet
in the preceding chapter, is a way of generating your own conditions c
this  sort.  We  will  discuss  the  standard  exceptional  conditions  a
greater  length  later,  but  basically  what  happens  is  that  when  a]
enabled condition occurs, control is immediately transferred to a sp€
cific label in the program. Any D0 loops or other control structures i]
the current procedure which were active at the time the condition wa
raised are deactivated. However, control structures, including D0 loops
in higher-level procedures are not affected.

In fact, the procedure which was active remains active, regardless c
where  in  the  program  the  label  to  which  control  is  transferred  i
located. You must still explicitly return from a subroutine after a col]
dition is signaled. This can make it difficult to handle exceptional con
ditions  which  occur  in  deeply  nested  subroutines,  since  it  can  b
difficult to determine exactly where you were in terms of the subrou
tine-calling hierarchy. Thus, you may not be able to do much useft
processing in a single handler intended for use throughout an entir
Prooram.

There are certain features that mitigate this problem, such as th
ability to handle a condition via a CA L L  0N instruction rather than S I G
NAL   0N.  This  allows the  condition to be handled in a new procedur
which can return to the point at which the condition was raised by
RETURN instruction. You can also designate alternate labels to handl
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the same condition, and thereby provide for alternate processing of a
given condition dependent on where you are in the program.

Sometimes, when you can anticipate that certain serious exceptional
conditions are possible, you can structure your program as one or more
external procedures called from a separate main program. In the event
of a serious problem, you would simply EX I T from the external subpro-
cedure and allow the main program to restart from a known state.





c#r

Commands to External
Environments

iEX is unique among general-purpose programming languages in
hat it has a fully-integrated capability for passing commands to e#£er-
icEZ  e7iz;Zro7t77te7ifs.   That  is,  a  REX  program  can  issue  commands
Which are directed to and acted upon by some system or application
Software  other than REX itself.  The  most common  example  of an
)xternal environment is the operating system. The most common use
]f REX, and the use for which it was originally designed, is to issue a
Sequence of commands to the operating system.

Operating system command languages, also known as bcbfch or pro-
}eczztre languages,  existed long before REX,  of course.  The original
)urpose of command languages was to allow users to collect groups of
System commands into a file, for submission to the operating system as
i bcEfc7i. This makes it possible to invoke a group of commands required`or some task with a single new command and greatly reduces the

)ffort required to perform common repetitive tasks. Even the earliest
)ommand languages made it possible for users to extend the operating
System  with  new  commands  and  to  automate  routine  command
Sequences.

As  system  command  languages  evolved,  they  took  on  more  of
he  characteristics  of general-purpose  programming languages.  For
nstance,  they added  conditional  execution  and looping capabilities.

FFF:
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Sometimes they did this by adding new system commands which actu-
ally implemented control constructs with new system commands that
could be used in procedures to provide conditionals and looping. (The
MS-DOS  I F  and  FOR commands are examples of this.) Usually, how-
ever, the trend was to add features to the language itself, as something
separate and distinct from commands of the system.

RE2ex is a very advanced example of this latter trend. There is a very
clear  and  distinct  separation between  REX statements,  as  repre-
sented by REX Z7?sfrztcfjo7?s and cbsszg7t77}e7?£s,  on one hand, and co77i-
mcb7tczs on the other. Nevertheless, commands are recognized as a third
type of statement in REX. Therefore, they are very naturally and eas-
ily  incorporated  into  REX programs,  in  a  way  that  makes  them
appear to be almost an extension of the language itself, even though
they are largely processed by some other software.

Commands in RE2ex are not limited to system commands, either.
Another development that also began a long time ago was for applica-
tion software such as databases and file editors to be driven by com-
mands, and to allow for such commands to be processed in a bc[£ch just
like system commands.  Since the situation is so similar, it was only
natural for such application macro languages to evolve very much like
system command languages did.

Eventually, the logic of using the same language for both purposes
became apparent.  In the VM/CMS system, where REX originated,
this fact was recognized by the provision of application programming
interfaces which made it possible for one language to serve easily as
both a system command language  and application macro language.
Unfortunately, other operating systems did not appreciate the impor-
tance of this so quickly. Because of this and because applications often
need to be portable, so that they cannot depend on operating system
features for critical functions, most application software has tended to
implement its own unique,  proprietary language.  This problem of a
multiplicity of application-specific languages is only now starting to be
addressed. Not surprisingly, REX is one of the primary languages
which may become used for both application and system command pro-
cedures, even across different computing platforms.

THE ADDRESS INSTRUCTION

As we've seen, any REX statement that does not begin with a REXX
keyword and which is not an assignment is automatically classified as
a command and submitted to an e#£er7?cbz enujro77meJtf for processing.
The main issue, then, is to identify which e7tuzro77me7?£ the command
should be sent to. For every REX program there is always a default
external environment for handling commands. Exactly what the envi-
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inment is  depends very much on the particular implementation of
EX.  But for any given implementation, the  default environment
5ually depends on how the REX program is started.
For instance, if the program is started by the operating system (usu-
1y because a user invoked it as a command from a system command
ie), the default environment is the operating system itself. If the pro-
•am was started by an application, such as a communication program
• text editor, the application is (very likely) the default environment.
sually,  the  application  programming  interface  which  permits  an
)plication to start a REX program provides some means for giving a
iine to the default environment and for setting up the details of how
Le REX processor actually passes the command to the environment.
hese details, of course, are system-dependent, and ordinarily not of
incern to the RE2ex programmer.
In the simplest cases, the REX program does not need to be aware• the name of the external environment. However, it may well be true

Lat more than one  possible external  environment is  available.  For
stance, if the REX program was started from an application, the
rstem command environment is probably still available as well. Some
rstems,  like VM/CMS,  even have more than one  system command
ivironment, with subtle differences in command handling between
Le alternatives. (In CMS, the alternatives are known as CMS and COM -
\ND.)  Many  systems  also  make  it  possible  for  multiple  application
ivironments to be available simultaneously as well. In fact, this pro-
sion may place REX in the position of being able to allow for easy
immunication between applications.
Any time a REX program needs to send commands to more than
Le environment, some means of specifying which environment is obvi-
isly needed. That is the function of the A D D R E S S instruction. There are
isically two forms of this. The simplest is

ADDRESS    envi.ronment

here envi. ronment is a symbol or literal string which is taken as the
iine of an external environment. The symbol is taken literally (so no
Lbstitution is performed), but case is ignored. Examples:

address    command
address     'REXXTERM'

If the named environment exists, it becomes the new default envi-
nment to which subsequent commands will be passed for execution.
the named environment doesn't exist, the action of the instruction is
idefined.  Since  some  REX  implementations  allow  new  environ-
ents to be created on the fly, it may be impossible to determine, until
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a command needs to be executed, that the proper environment doesr
exist. There is no language-defined method of determining what env
ronment names are actually available.

It is also possible to compute the environment name at run-time I
using an expression after the ADDRESS keyword. The first token of tl
expression must be something other than a symbol or literal, or el{
the expression must be preceded with the word VA LU E:

ADDRESS    (expressi.on)

Or

ADDRESS    VALUE    expressi.on

This has exactly the same effect as before, except the value of exp re{
s i. o n (which could simply be a variable name) is used as the name of tl
new default environment. Examples:

address    (edi.tor_envi.ronment())
address    val ue   envi. ronment_of (  ' pl i. opt '  )

The A D D R E S S instruction can also be used all by itself with no name t
expression in order to reinstate the last previous default environmer]
This  allows you to toggle between two external environments,  or I
restore the previous environment without explicitly having to save i
name.

There is  an  ADDRESS( )  built-in function which returns  a charactt
string containing the  name  of the  current  default  environment.  ]
addition to allowing you to save the name for later use, this can I
helpful in cases where your program needs  to behave  differently
invoked in different circumstances.

The names of the last two default environments are included in tl
state information that is saved across procedure calls. A called proc
dure inherits these names, but may make arbitrary changes to tl
default environment without effect on the calling procedure.

The second form of the A D D R E S S instruction allows you to specify bol
an environment name and a command to be executed. The form is

ADDRESS    envi.ronment    command-expressi.on

As before, en v i. ronment must be a symbol or literal string (but not €
expression). It is the name of the external environment to which col
mand-expression is to be sent for execution. This environment is us{
for only one command. The default environment is not affected. Th
form  of  ADDRESS   executes  a  command  exactly  as  if  the  commal
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occurred by itself and the default environment was the one named.
Examples:

address    command    "copy"    fi.lei    fi.le2    ">nul"

address     "REXXTERM"     "match    please    log    i.n:"

Whether or not you use the ADDRESS instruction explicitly to execute
external commands, you should observe one simple rule for writing the
command: it is always a good idea to enclose all nonvariable parts of
the command in quotation marks, even if that is only the name of the
command. For instance, always use

'copy'    fi.lei    fi.le2

rather than

copy   fi.lei   fi.le2

The reason for this is twofold. First, it is always possible that copy
may have been used elsewhere in the program as a variable. Without
the quotation marks, the value of c opy would be substituted, producing
an entirely different command. Second, future versions of the REX
language  may conceivably introduce  COPY  as  a new instruction key-
word. The quotation marks, again, will prevent any misinterpretation.

If you do insist on living dangerously and don't put quotes around
commands, you must at the very least avoid using a command name
which is the same as a REX keyword. The following are REX key-
words which must be quoted if used at the beginning of a command:

ADDRESS               ARC                                      CALL                          D0

DROP                            ELSE                                    END                                EXIT

IF                                 INTERPRET               ITERATE               LEAVE

NOP                                NUMERIC                        OPTIONS               OTHERWISE

PARSE                        PROCEDURE                PULL                           PUSH

QUEUE                        RETURN                            SAY                                SELECT

SIGNAL                   THEN                                    TRACE                        WHEN

This list includes all instruction keywords and a few others.

COMMAND F3ETUF]N CODES

In addition to performing some action, commands to an operating sys-
tem or application program typically return a value, which is  often
numeric, but not necessarily so. The nature and meaning of this value
is,   of  course,   completely  dependent  on  the  particular  command.
Numeric values returned by commands are often called return codes,
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and they often give some clue as to the success or failure of a command.
(For instance, in MS-DOS this value is called the error Zez/ez.) Rules for
the form of the value and how it is returned to REX are implementa-
tion dependent. However, REX does maintain a special variable, RC,
to receive whatever is passed back as the refz4r7t cocze.

The RC variable is similar to (but not to be confused with) the RESU LT
special variable which is set after any CALL to an internal, external, or
built-in function. That is, you should not use RC for your own data as it
will be changed after any command invocation. (It may possibly even
become undefined if a command does not produce a return code.)

If you know the return codes which can be produced by the com-
mands you issue, you may be able to determine whether the command
did what you wanted it to. Return codes don't always indicate an error
condition,  however.  Sometimes  the  return  code  provides  system  or
application information. For instance, the SENTRI ES command in VM/
CMS places the number of lines in the external data queue into its
return code.

A REX program that is invoked by the operating system may be
able to pass a return code back to the operating system, depending on
the details of the interface provided. This is usually done by means of
the RETU RN or EX I T instruction that terminates the program. The treat-
ment of this value by the interface depends on how the program was
invoked. If the program was invoked as an external function, the value
is simply the value of the function. But if the program was invoked as
a system command, the value will be treated as a return code. If the
value is to be a return code, it may be required to be numeric, with non-
numeric values being ignored.

Another way that a command issued from a REX program can
affect the program is by possibly raising an E RR0 R or FA I LU RE condition.
These, in turn, may or may not be related to the command's return
code. Of course, the details of how a command indicates such a condi-
tion, as well as the meaning of doing so, are highly implementation-
dependent. The REX language merely provides for such things to be
used if desired.

An E R R0 R or FA I LU R E condition is one of a small number of exceptional
conditions recognized by the language. Other conditions include HA LT,
NOVALUE,  and  SYNTAX.  The recognition and handling of such conditions
is under the control of the S I GNAL instruction, which will be discussed
later in more detail.  S I GNAL simply provides a way for such conditions
to be enabled or disabled and to specify what should be done if one
occurs.

The E RR0 R condition is intended to indicate that the command did not
function entirely as expected, but at least a good attempt was made.
This may or may not be reflected in the command's return code.  In
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me operating systems, like VM/CMS, a positive return code is actu-
y defined to mean that an E RR0 R condition should be raised. This can
a problem,  as some commands (like the aforementioned  SENTRI ES)

e the return code to pass back information unrelated to success or
lure.  The  ERROR condition is usually not enabled by default.  If you
cide to enable and provide a handler for it, you should test very care-
ly that it does not get raised when you don't expect it. Ordinarily you
)uld enable it only in circumstances where unanticipated command
rors must not go unnoticed.
The FA I LU RE condition is considered to be more serious. It would indi-
be that a command could not be executed at all, for reasons external
the command. Possibly the command could not be found or there was
t enough memory to run the command. This, too, may or may not be
lated to a return code. VM/CMS, for instance, tends to use a negative
burn code as an indication of FA I LU RE. The  FA I LU RE condition is often
abled by default, which means that if you do not disable it or provide
iandler for it, the entire REX program may be terminated. Given
ELt FA I LU RE is intended to indicate something seriously amiss, this is
t unreasonable. However, if your programs have to be very robust
d capable of handling any malfunction, you will need to provide a
ndler for the  FAI LURE condition. After all, you would need to detect
d deal with the problem anyway. Unfortunately, the REX language
esn't  offer  any  further  information  to  indicate  the  more  precise
ture of the difficulty.
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T7

Character String Handling

ne of the key strengths of the REX language is its character string
indling abilities. These are inherent in the design of the language,
nce  there  are  no  explicit  data  type\s,i  and  all  data  is  represented
Lternally as strings.
The  most  frequently used  string  operation-concatenation-is  so
tmmon that REX does it implicitly whenever two symbols or literals
)cur together in an expression and are not separated by an operator
• special character. As we have seen many times, there are two forms
• implicit concatenation: with and without an intervening blank.

Concatenation can also be represented by the " I I " operator. This is
3cessary orily whefi the syntax of the expression would otherwise be
nbiguous.  For  instance,   ' abc 'x  is  a  hexadecimal  literal  constant
ither than a concatenation of the literal  ' abc '  with the value of the
mbol  x.  To  represent  the  latter  you  would  have  to  use   ' abc I I I x.
Imilarly,   'abc' (x+3)  is  interpreted  as  a  reference  to  a  built-in  or
Eternal   function   with   the   argument   x+3.   You   have   to   use
I bc I I I ( x+3 ) to mean the concatenation of 'a bc' with the value of x+3.
The other kind of elementary string operation that has its own oper-
;or symbol is comparison. The ordinary comparison operators ("=", ">",
'', "\='', "\>", "\<", etc.) operate on character strings using the stan-

ird collating sequence of the computer, but only after stripping off
ading and trailing blanks. This is in keeping with the philosophy of
EX to do the most natural thing under the circumstances, because

119
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blanks are often nonsignificant. In case blanks are significant, or if t]
strings might be (incorrectly) interpreted as numbers, there are corl
sponding  strict  comparison  operators  (``=='',  ">>'',  "<<",  "\=='',  ``\>)
"\<<„' etc.).

STF]lNG HANDLING  BUILT-IN  FUNCTIONS

Perhaps the most powerful of all of REX's character-string manipu]
tion features are to be found in the built-in functions. There are ma]
of them.  Some perform very obvious operations,like  SUBSTR( ),  POS(
and  LENGTH( ).  But there  are  a number of other functions  that ha
some  delightfully  nonobvious  uses.  We're  going  to  take  a  genel
overview of the string handling functions. Then we'11 have a look
some of the more interesting and nonobvious uses.

A great deal is sometimes made of the power of the PARS E instructit
for manipulating character stringL{. However, since one can deal wi
strings  on  a character-at-a-time basis,  the built-in functions  can
principle be used to do anything PARS E can do, and much more.

Well over half of the standard REX built-in functions are for stri]
handling. Within this group, several subgroups can be identified inft
mally. We'll use this classification:

Character-oriented Functions
Abbrev            Center                     Compare           Copi.es           Delstr
Insert           Laspos                    Left                    Length           Overlay
Pos                     Reverse                  Ri.ght                 Space              Stri.p
Substr           Translate           Veri.fy              Xrange

Word-oriented Functions
Delword            Subword            Word            Wordi.ndex             Wordlength
Wordpos            Words

String Format Conversion
82x             C2d            C2x            D2c            D2x
X2b              X2c              X2d

Bitwise Operations
Bi.tand            Bi.tor            Bi.txor

As we discuss these functions, we will observe some regularities
the use of built-in functions in general. Usually these are conventio
and not formal parts of the language. However, it is a good idea to ta
note of them, since for consistency it is a good idea to use similar cc
ventions in functions that you yourself whte.

One of the standard conventions is that procedures may have bo
required and optional arguments. If a required argument is omitted
syntax error will be generated. A syntax error will also occur if t
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many arguments are specified. User-written procedures can test for
the presence or absence of specific arguments with the ARG( )  built-in
function, but they are responsible for enforcing a particular argument
to be required. In the standard built-in functions, it is always the case
that all required arguments precede all optional arguments.

When describing built-in functions we will use notation like this:

S`TR`IP(stri.ng,     [opti.on],     [char])

This shows that the STRI P ( ) built-in function takes up to three argu-
ments. The first argument is required. The brackets around the second
and third arguments indicate that they are optional and may be omit-
ted. If one or both arguments are omitted, it is understood that the
comma preceding them may also be omitted, provided no additional
arguments  follow  (though  it  would  not  be  an  error  to  leave  it  in).
Whenever an argument is optional and may be omitted, some specific
default value will always be used.

Another convention is that many built-in functions have one or more
arguments which are apfjo7ts.  Such arguments are character strings
which affect how the function operates in some way or another. For
instance, the second argument of STRI P( )  is an option that indicates
whether characters are to be stripped from a string in the Leading,
Trailing, or Both positions. This option, if used, should be specified as
a quoted string, but only the first character is significant, and it may
be in either upper- or lowercase. So, the following statements all have
the effect of stripping leading and trailing blanks from a string:

STRIP(stri.ng,     'b')

STRIP(stri.ng,      '8')

STRIP(stri.ng,     'blanks')

STRIP(stri.ng,     'Both')

STRIP(stri.ng,      'boi.ng!')

A number of string handling functions take a particular sort of argu-
ment  called  a  pad  character.  For  instance,  the  COMPARE( )  function,
which returns the number of the first position in which its first two
argument strings differ, can optionally specify a pad character, which
is considered to be appended to the shorter of the two strings before
comparison, in case they are of different lengths. Whenever a pad char-
acter is used, it must always be exactly one character long. (It should
also be quoted, so it is not misinterpreted as a symbol.)

Many of the string handling functions refer to relative positions in a
string, either relative characters or relative words. Such positions are
always numbered (from the left), starting with 1. A position number that
is negative or zero is almost always invalid and will cause an error. A
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position number must also be a whole number in the sense that it may
not contain a nonzero fractional part, nor may it be so large that it con-
tains more digits than specified in the current NUMERIC   DIGITS  setting.
String handling functions often take arguments which represent string
lengths also. Such arguments must likewise be nonnegative whole num-
bers, though they may be zero.

STF3ING-ORIENTED FUNCTIONS

With these preliminaries out of the way, 1et's turn first to the charac-
ter-oriented string functions. We have encountered a number of them
already,    such    as    SUBSTR(),    RIGHT(),     LEFT(),     LENGTH(),    POS()     and

STR I P ( ) , because they are quite heavily used in REX programs.
SUBSTR( )   and  POS( )   are  possibly  the  most  frequently  used  string

manipulation functions. The syntax of SUBSTR( ) is

SUBSTR(stri.ng,    start,     [length],     [pad])

Stri. ng is the string to be operated on.  Sta rt is the position of the first
character to be extracted from s t r i. n g . This position could be beyond the
end of the string, in which case only pad characters would be returned
(or a null string). The result returned will be 1 ength characters long. If
1 ength is not specified, the default is the number of characters remain-
ing in stri. ng (if any). Finally, if 1 ength is specified and sta rt + 1 ength
is beyond the end of the string, the result will be padded with the pad
character to the specified 1 ength. The default for pad is a blank.

The syntax of POS ( )  is

POS(target,    stri.ng,    [start])

Here, s t r i. n g is to be searched from left to right for a substring t a r g et .
The search begins at the character position s t a rt (which defaults to 1).
The match must be exact, in which case the function returns the posi-
tion in string at which the first occurrence of target was found. If tar-
get is not found, the function returns 0.

For a simple illustration of these functions, we will consider a par-
ticular problem. The problem is analyzing the contents of electronic
mail files. Typically a mail file begins with a header such as:

To:    Davi.d    Hi.lbert   <hi.lbert@gotti.ngen.edu>
From:    Albert    Ei.nstei.n   <ei.nstei.n@berli.n.edu>
Date:     Apri.11,1915

Subject:    Need   help   wi.th   curvature   tensors

In writing REX programs to handle electronic mail, you will probably
want to examine the mail files to extract the information contained in
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Leaders like this-who sent the mail, when, and what the subject is.
jet's suppose the mail has already been read into a REX compound
•ariable with the stem MA I L . , where MA I L .1 is the first line, MA I L . 2 the

econd, etc., and MA I L . 0 contains the total number of lines in the file.
Lssume that we cannot presuppose in what order the different lines of
he mail header will appear. Then the following code fragment will set
ppropriate variables based on the information in the header:

/*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   table   of   header   tags   */
l.stag.   -0
tag   -'TO'
l'stag.tag   -1
tag    =    'FROM'

l.stag.tag   -1
tag   -'DATE'
l.stag.tag   =   1
tag   =    'SUBJECT'

l.stag.tag   -1
header.   =   "

/*   scan   each   li.ne   of   mai.l    for   tags   */
/*   mat.l  .0   contai.ns    the   number   of   li.nes    i.n   the   fi.le   */
do    1'    =    1    to    mal.I  .0

/*   stop   at   fi.rst   blank   line   */
I.f   mai.l  .i    =    '  '    then

l eave
/*   upper   case   the   li.ne   */
1  i.ne   =   transl  ate(mai.1.  i.  )

/*   stop   on    fi.rst    li.ne   wi.th    no    ":"    i.n    i.t   */

j    -pOs(  '  :  I  ,     ll'ne)
l'f   j   =   0   then

1 eave

/*   extract   porti.on   before   ":"   */
possi.ble_tag   =   substr(li.ne,1,    j-1)
/*   check   for   tags   to   handle   */
I.f   i.stag.possi.ble_tag   then

header.possi.ble_tag   =   stri.p(substr(mai.l  .i.  ,    j+1))
end

his  example  makes  use  of REX  associative  arrays.  The  i.stag.
fray keeps track of the "tags" which are of interest to us in mail head-
rs.  It is initialized to  0,  and subscripted elements which represent
:rings that are valid tags are set to 1. In this case, the affected vari-
bles     are     ISTAG.TO,     ISTAG.FROM,     ISTAG.DATE,     and     ISTAG.SUBJECT.

orresponding  items  in  the  header.   array  (HEADER.TO,   HEADER. FROM,
EADER.DATE,   and   HEADER.SUBJECT)   will   contain   the   data   extracted
•om the mail file.
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The T RAN S LAT E ( ) function, which has some possibly surprising appl:
cations, is used here to convert each file line to uppercase. (Standar
REX  lacks  both  an  UPPER( )   and  a  LOWER( )  function  as  such.)  Th
POS ( )  function is used to search for the occurrence of `:' in each line. ]
`:' is found, the part of the line preceding it is extracted with SU BSTR (

This is tested for being a tag we are interested in. If it is one, then th
remainder of the line following `:' is assigned to an appropriate elemer
of the header .  array.

Notice the use of the STRI P ( )  function near the end of the examplt
This function is frequently used to remove extraneous blanks from th
beginning and end of strings. Although ordinary REX string compa]
isons ignore such blanks, they can be a nuisance in other contexts, a
they  can  interfere  with  nicely  formatted  columns,  appear  inconv(
niently in the tails of a compound variable name, and so forth. The syl
tax of STRI P ( )  is

STRIP(stri.ng,    [opti.on],    [character])

The function removes all leading and trailing copies of c h a r a ct e r fro]
stri. ng,  if option is  ' b '  ("both"),  or only leading or trailing copies
option is  ' 1 '  or  ' t ' . The default for cha racte r is a blank.

The last example was  somewhat contrived to illustrate  POS( )  an
SUBSTR( ).  It  is  worth  observing  now  that  the  PARSE  instruction  (di!
cussed fully in the next chapter) would be a slightly more efficient an
elegant way to do what we needed here. That is, we could have used

parse   var   li.ne   possi.ble_tag    ':'    header.possi.ble_tag

to search for `:', assign the part of line before it to possi. bl e_tag, all
assign the rest of line to  header . poss i. bl e_tag-all in one statemen
This demonstrates the power of the PARS E instruction. There are a col
ple  of little  problems,  however.  For  one  thing,   PARSE  doesn't  ca]
whether `:' is actually found in line. Since it doesn't, the whole line wi
be assigned to p o s s i. b 1 e_t a g , and h e a d e r . p o s s i. b 1 e_t a g will be assign€
a null string. Furthermore, there's no way to tell from PARS E, after tl
fact, whether the `:' was actually present or not. (It might have been tl
last character on the line.) In this case, it doesn't matter very muc]
except we may wind up assigning values of h e a d e r . p o s s 1. b 1 e_t a g wh€
we didn't want to. If it's necessary to determine positively whether
was present, we'd have to use POS ( ) anyway.

Another more awkward problem in this instance is that we want 1
work with the tag names in uppercase (so that  "TO : "  and  "To : "  a]
equivalent), yet keep the data following the tag the way it occurrei
The  first  consideration  dictates  that we  first uppercase  line  or u£
PA RS E  U P P E R, but the second consideration dictates that we do not. TI
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net result is that we are unable to use  PARSE in its simplest form for
this particular example.

A companion to the POS ( )  function is  LASTPOS ( ) . Its syntax is

LASTPOS(target,    stri.ng,    [start])

just like POS ( ) . However, in this case, st ri. ng is searched from right to
left for the substring ta rget. The search begins at the last character of
s t r i. n g, unless an optional s t a rt position is given.

An example  of LASTPOS( )  is  easily given that  also  deals  with mail
handling. There is a convention in specifving an address for sending
mail through a network of Unix systems that the name of every inter-
mediate system on the route can be given in succession, separated by
"!". For instance,

uunet ! appl e !wel  1  ! hei. senberg

is a mail address that specifies routing to the node ``well" through the
nodes "uunet" and "apple." The last part of the address is the name of
a mail box (essentially a user name) on "well." This method of includ-
ing an explicit routing in a mail address is now losing favor, but is still
frequently used. Anyway, suppose we want to pick out the final com-
ponent of the path, i.e., the user name. It can be done with

user_name   =   substr(address,    lastpos("!",    address)   +   1)

This  even  works  if (as  is  possible)  there  is  only  one  component  in
address,  and no  "!"  is  present.  This  is  because  LASTPOS( ),  like  POS( ),
returns 0 if the target string is not found.

There is  one other similarity between  POS( )  and  LASTPOS( ).  This is
the fact that if target is the null string, it is considered not to match
any part of string.  So both functions return 0 when their first argu-
ment is a null string.

It is often the case that one wants to work with a specific number of
characters from the beginning of a string. REX provides the  LEFT( )
function as a useful special case of SU BSTR ( ) to do this. Its syntax is

LEFT(stri.ng,     length,     [pad])

The arguments have the same meaning as they do for S U 8 ST R ( ) . In fact,
it is defined to be the same as

SUBSTR(stri.ng,1,     length,     [pad])

so in one sense it is just a convenience. It will usually be slightly faster
than S U 8 ST R ( ) when it can be used. You may also find it easy to remem-
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ber if you want to take the leftmost length characters or to left-justify
a string in a wider field, such as in a table. In this case, the length of
the field will usually be wider than the length of the string, so it's not
natural to think of the operation of taking a "substring".

Symmetrically, REX provides the RI GHT ( ) function, which has the
syntax

RIGHT(stri.ng,     length,     [pad])

Although symmetric with  LEFT( ),  RIGHT( )  isn't readily definable as a
special case of S U 8 ST R ( ) , because if 1 e n g t h is greater than the length of
stri. ng,  then  pad  characters  are  added on the left,  so that  stri. ng  is
right-justified in the field of width 1 en g t h . This characteristic is useful
when you  format tables.  However,  when the  stri.ng  is  longer than
1 ength, the function returns only the rightmost 1 ength characters. In
this case, it is equivalent to

SUBSTR(stri.ng,1   +    LENGTH(stri.ng)    -length)

but considerably easier to remember and write, and more efficient as
well.

By  the  way,  the  purpose  of the  LENGTH( )  function  is  obvious-it
returns the length of a string. Its syntax is simply

L E N G T H (  s t r 1. n g )

Although  LENGTH ( )  is indispensable, if you find that you are using it
heavily, this might be a clue that you are overlooking some alternative
techniques  that would be  more  efficient,  such  as  use  of LEFT( )  and
RI GHT ( )  in the examples above.

There  are  a  couple  of special  cases  when  RIGHT( )  comes  in  quite
handy. One is when you want to look at the last character of a string.
This is simply

RIGHT(stri.ng,1)

Another application is when you want to have leading zeros on a
number, in a field of a certain fixed length. So you use

RIGHT(number,     length,     '0')

So far we have considered some of the most commonly used string
handling functions. Next we are going to see a number of other more
specialized functions by focusing on one of the most powerful-and
unobviously useful-of the functions, T RA N S LAT E ( ) . The simplicity of its
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definition-to  replace  characters  found  in  one  table  with  the  cor-
responding character from  a  second table-belies  the variety of its
applications.

The definition of T RA N S LAT E ( )  is

TRANSLATE(stri.ng,     [output-table],     [l.nput-table],

[pad]  )

where  stri. ng  is the data to be translated.  TRANSLATE( )  looks up each
character of string in the input table. If the character doesn't occur in
the input table, it is not changed. Otherwise it is replaced by the corre-
sponding character in the output table. The output table is extended by
the  pad  character if it is  shorter than the input table.  Some simple
examples:

translate('moon',     'bte',     'mno')
/*   result   I.s    'beet'    */

translate('lead',     'log',     'ael')
/*   result   i.s    'gold'    */

translate('Jaberwocky',     ",     'aei.ou',     '*')
/*   result   i.s    'J*b*rw*cky'    */

Much of the elegance of TRANSLATE ( )  results from a clever choice of
defaults.  The  default for the input table is  X RANGE ( I 00 ' x , ' f f ' x ) , i.e.,
all characters in the normal collating sequence. The default for the pad
character is a blank. Therefore

translate(stri.ng,     copi.es(I     I,     c2d('0'))Il'0123456789')

translates all nonnumeric characters in the string to blanks.
This  example  also  introduces  a  couple  of other  useful  functions.

First, C0 P I E S ( ) , which has the syntax

COPIES(stri.ng,     count)

performs the obvious function of returning c o u n t copies of s t r i. n g . In the
example, we make a certain number of copies of the blank character.

The number of copies of the blank is  c2d ( ' 0 ' ). This uses the  C2D( )
function, whose nominal purpose is to convert the binary (chclrocfer)
representation of a number to its decimal value. This operation can be
trickier than it might at first seem, due to oddities of binary represen-
tation. However, in this case, what we are doing is taking the binary
value of the character  ' 0 '  (which happens to be  ' 30 ' x in ASCII), and
converting it to decimal to get 48. That is, there are 48 characters before
' 0 '  in the  (ASCII)  collating sequence.  So  COPI ES( )  makes  a string of
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exactly  48  blanks,  and  concatenates  those  before   ' 0123456789 ' .  The
result is the output table needed for this use of T RAN S LAT E ( ) .

There is another function, X RAN G E ( ) , which is used frequently in con-
junction with T RAN S LAT E ( ) . Its syntax is

XRANGE([fi.rst],     [last])

where f i. rs t is the starting character of a range, and 1 a s t is the end of
the range.  The  default for first is  ' 00 ' x,  and the  default for last is
' f f ' x. The function returns a string consisting of all characters of the
collating sequence from f i. rst to 1 a st. Hence

xrange(  )

is all 256 characters of the collating sequence in order.
Other  examples  of  XRANGE( )   are  very  dependent  on  the  collating

sequence in use. For instance, in ASCII

xrange('a',     'z')

/*   result   i.s   all    lowercase   letters   */

but this doesn't work in EBCDIC, since the lowercase letters are not at
contiguous code points. In EBCDIC we would have to use

xrange('a',      'i.')     ||     xrange('j',      'r')     ||,

xrange('s',     'z')

to get all lowercase letters.
Many practical instances  of the use  of TRANSLATE( )  use  XRANGE( )  to

generate the input or the output table, so uses of TRANS LATE ( )  are fre-
quently dependent on the collating sequence, too. As it happens, the
preceding  example  of  TRANSLATE( )   works  equally  well  with  either
ASCII or EBCDIC. However, the corresponding expression

translate(stri.ng,    copi.es('     ',    c2d('a'))||,
xrange(  '  a  '  ,  '  z  '  )  )

to translate all characters that aren't lowercase alphabetic to blanks
doesn't work with EBCDIC, since in that system the lowercase letters
aren't at contiguous code points.

To further make the point that REX character string functions can
have  surprising  uses,  we  note  that  there  is  an  easier  way  than
COPIES( )  to  get  a  string  of a  certain  number  of blanks.   RIGHT( )   or
L E FT ( ) can also be used, and even eliminate a concatenation in the pro-
cess. Thus, the preceding example is equivalent to

translate(stri.ng,     ri.ght(xrange('a','z'),    c2d('z')+1))
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Here are some further examples:

/*   translate   -,   +,    %,    and   *   to   blanks   */
translate(stri.ng,     ,     '-+%*')

/*   another   way   to   translate   all    non-numeri.c   characters
i.n   stri.ng   to   blanks   */

translate(stri.ng,     ,delstr(xrange(),    c2d('1'),10))

he last example here is admittedly a little tricky. It uses the D E LST R ( )
Lnction, which has the syntax

DELSTR(stri.ng,    start,     length)

his function deletes 1 e n g t h characters from s t r i. n g , beginning at posi-
m sta rt, and returns the result. In the example, xrange ( )  produces
Le string of all characters from  ' 00 ' x to  ' ff ' x. c2d ( ' 1 ' ) is the relative
)sition of ' 1 '  in the collating sequence, which is the same value as
!d( ' 0)+1.  So  the  call  to  DELSTR( )  yields  a  string which  contains  all
iaracters except ' 0 ' through ' 9 ' , i.e., all nonnumeric characters. And
t TRANSLATE ( )  then obligingly converts all nonnumeric characters to
anks (since there is no input table).
We just saw an example of translating to blanks all characters of a
ring which are contained in another string. Can we do the opposite
id translate to blanks all characters which aren't in a given string?
his is harder, but not much. Observe that the string

x   =   translate(xrange(`00'x,     'ff'x),     ,     '-+%*')

intains all the characters except -, +, %, and *. Therefore,

translate(stri.ng,     ,    x)

anslates everything in string to blanks except those four, solving the
•oblem. In particular,

translate(stri.ng,     ,    translate(xrange('00'x,     'ff'x),     ,,
' 0123456789 '  )  )

anslates all nonnumerics to blanks, providing yet another variation
Lat makes no assumptions about the location of numeric characters in
Le collating sequence.
An amusing application of any of these expressions for translating
)nnumbers to blanks is the problem of adding up all numbers con-
ined  within  a  string that  may  contain  nonnumbers  as  well.  For
stance'
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'January:     31,     February:     28,    March:     31,    Apri.l:     30 ,...  '

Suppose that V contains this string with all nonnumerics replaced I
spaces. Then

i.nterpret    "say    'The   sum   i.s:"    space(y,1,     '+')

displays the result. S PAC E ( ) is used for the unobvious purpose of stri]
ping out all blanks, leaving a ' + ' between each number.

S PAC E ( ) is an interesting function and worth remembering for val
ous special purposes. Its syntax is

SPACE(stri.ng,     [count],     [pad])

Here,  stri.ng  is  a  character  string  viewed  as  a  sequence  of blan]
delimited words. The function strips out all existing blanks (includir
leading and trailing blanks), and replaces them with exactly count p€
characters  between  each  word.  The  default  of  count  is  1,  and  tl
default of pad is a blank. A count of 0 would remove all blanks. Yc
might take advantage of this in conjunction with one of the previoi
examples. We have shown how to convert all characters in a speci±
set, or not in a specific set, to blanks using TRANS LATE ( ) . Taking this
step further, they could be squeezed out entirely by using S PAC E ( ) wit
a count of 0.

It isn't very surprising that T RAN S LAT E ( ) can be used to replace cha
acters from one set with those from another. But TRANS LATE ( ) can al£
do many other things. One important class of application involves fo
matting or rearranging a string based on a template or pattern.

Consider the  problem  of converting  a  date  expressed  as  mm/dd/I
(REX's USA format) to the REX standard format yyyymmdd.  Son
implementations  of REX have  a  DATECONV( )  built-in function to  (
this  special  task,  but  it  can  also  be  done  easily  with  TRANSLATE(
Suppose the variable X contains the unconverted date. Then

translate('19ghabde',    x,     'abcdefgh')

does the conversion. Notice that some characters are deleted from tl
source string, while others are added. This class of examples can I
confusing, because the string to be converted appears as the secor
argument to TRANS LATE ( ) rather than the first. Instead, the first arg
ment is a pattern describing what the result should look like. In th
example, the lowercase letters are used, somewhat arbitrarily, as rel
tive position markers. The output template string can be derived I
writing the position markers next to a template for the input strin
and putting the markers in the desired position in the output:
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abcdefgh      <--posi.ti.on   markers
mm/dd/yy      <--i.nput   template

It is  worth  studying this  usage  of TRANSLATE( )  a  little  more,  as  it
comes in surprisingly handy. Another example is the problem of insert-
ing commas every three digits in a number (the American convention).
It can be done, for numbers of up to twelve digits, with

result   =   stri.p(space(translate( "abc,clef ,ghi.  ,jkl  "  ,  ,
ri.ght(number,12),     "abcdefghi.jkl"),    0)„     ",")

The call to TRANSLATE( )  inserts the digits of number into the corre-
sponding location in the pattern.  SPACE( )  squeezes out extra blanks.
And STR I P ( ) removes any leftover leading commas.

There remain a number of other character-oriented string manipu-
lation functions we haven't examined yet. Some of them are quite pow-
erful. One of these is ABB REV ( ) . It has the syntax

ABBREV(keyword,     stri.ng,     [length])

AB 8 R E V ( ) is often useful in working with interactive user input when it
is desirable to recognize important keywords that may be abbreviated
up to a certain minimum length. The value of the function is 1 if s t r i. n g
is  at  least  length  characters  long  and  it  matches  exactly  the  first
1 ength characters of keywo rd. Otherwise, ABBREV ( ) has the value 0. The
default for 1 ength is the length of string (in which case the minimum
length test is irrelevant). So an equivalent expression would be

length(stri.ng)   >=   length   &   stri.ng   ±   left(keyword,  ,
1 e n g t h ( s t r i. n g )

Of course, just because REX provides a built-in function that seems
to do just what you want, it does not follow that the obvious way is the
most efficient or the easiest to maintain. Suppose that you want to test
a user-entered command against a list of valid commands, allowing for
abbreviation.  Let's  assume  that  the  variable  command  is  a  verb
entered by the user, has been lowercased, stripped of leading and trail-
ing blanks, and isn't entirely blank. Then one way to identify it would
be with a loop and ABBREV ( ) :

command.1   =    'copy'

command.2   =    'erase'

command.3   =    'rename'

command.4   =    'pri.nt'

full     command   =    '  '

do   1'    -   1   to   4
i.f    abbrev(command.I.,    i.nput)    then    do
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full     command   =   command.I.

I eave

end
end

But there are other ways, and they may be faster because they use
the power of some built-in function to avoid an explicit loop. One trick
which often comes in handy when working with relatively short lists of
words is to keep them all in a single string, separated by blanks (or
possibly other characters). For instance, the following code is equiva-
lent to the above:

li.st   =    '    copy   erase    rename   pri.nt'

j    =   pos('     'command,     li.st)
l'f   j   \=  0   then

full_command   =   word(substr(li.st,    j),1)

In general, you will get best performance when you can find a way to
do a given operation by taking advantage of an existing built-in func-
tion rather than by using a loop.

Another operation that needs to be performed frequently with user
input is  checking that the  data entered is valid,  i.e., belongs to  an
appropriate range of values. For example, if a user enters the name of
a file to be created, you ought to check first that the name is legal.
Rules for what constitute a legal file name vary from system to system,
but there is usually a set of characters which are invalid in file names.
You might put all these characters in a string and use the  VERI FY ( )
function to test for them:

1. nval  l.d   -,<=\  ,  ;  "& I  (  ,  ,

i.f   veri.fy(fi.lename,    I.nvali.d,     'm')    \=   0   then
say    fi.lename    'i.s    not    a    vali.d    name!'

The syntax of V E R I FY ( )  is

VERIFY(stri.ng,    search,     [opti.on],     [start])

where st ri. ng is to be searched for characters from sea rch. If opti. on is
' in '  ("match''), the function returns the relative position in string of the
first character occurring in search that is found. Otherwise, it returns
0. Sta rt optionally specifies the position in stri. ng where the search is
to begin.

Sometimes you may wish to limit input to a specific subset of char-
acters. For instance, you might want to ensure that file names consist
only of upper- and lowercase alphabetics, numerals, and a few special
characters, even if the system would allow others. Then you might do
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vali.d    =    xrange('a','z')      11     xrange('A','Z')      ||,

xrange('0','9')      11      I-_@#S'

if   veri.fy(fi.lename,    vali.d,     'n')    \=   0   then
say    fi.lename    'i.s    not    a    vali.d    name!'

his uses  ' n '  ("nomatch") option of VERI FY ( )  (which is the default). It
iuses the function to return the position in string of the first charac-
)r which is not in s e a r c h , or 0 if all characters are in s e a r c h .
We should mention at this point that for some sorts of input valida-

on the DATATY P E ( ) function can be very useful. It allows you to ensure
iat  strings  are  of  some  required  type,  such  as  valid  numbers,
11  alphanumeric,  all  lowercase,  etc.  DATATYPE( )  is  fully  described  in
hap.  13.
Another common use of V E R I FY ( )  is in the processing of natural 1an-
iage text, where you want to process one word at a time. The word-
•iented  functions  of  REX  are  not  really  applicable,  since  they
)cognize only blanks as delimiters. In real text, words are delimited
ith various punctuation characters as well. So a word processing loop
Light be constructed as follows:

/*    process    I.ndi.vi.dual    words    i.n    a    fi.1e   */
do   whi.le    li.nes(fi.le)

1  i. n e    =    1  i. n e i.  n ( f i  1  e )

/*   process   each    li.ne   */
do   whi.le    li.ne    \=    "

/*   search   for   word   dell.mi.ters   */
I.    =    veri.fy(li.ne,      '      ,.;:"?!()',      'm')

l'f   i   -0   then   do
word   -ll.ne
ll'ne   -I  I

end
else   do

word   =   left(li.ne,    I.-1)
li.ne   =   substr(li.ne,     I.+1)

end
/*   process    "word"    */
®,,

end
end

his program reads a file line by line. For each line, the V E R I FY ( ) func-
m is used to identify individual words by searching for common punc-
Lation characters.
There are five other character-oriented string functions we have not
scussed. If you do much string handling, the usefulness of these func-
)ns will be obvious.
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The   CENTER( )   function  (the  spelling  CENTRE( )   is   also  recognize(
allows you to position one string in the middle of a field of a certai
size, or to extract the central characters of a string. Its syntax is

CENTER(stri.ng,     length,     [pad])

If 1 e n g t h is greater than the length of s t r i. n g , then enough p a d chara(
ters are added to the beginning and end to center stri. ng in the fiel(
The default pad character is a blank. This is useful for formatting tit]
lines on a page, for instance. If 1 en g t h is less than the length of s t r i. n (
the specified number of characters  are extracted from the center (
s t r 1. n a .

The COMPARE ( ) function can be used to find the position at which tw
strings first differ. Its syntax is

COMPARE(stri.ngl,     stri.ng2,     [pad])

The function returns the index of the first difference. If one string i
shorter than the other, it is extended on the right with pad charactel
(default: blank).  If the two strings are identical (after padding), tl]
function returns 0.

The  INSERT( )  function  inserts  one  string  at  a  certain  position  i
another. Its syntax is

INSERT(stri.ngl,    stri.ng2,     [pos],     [length],     [pad])

Stri. ngl is the string to be inserted in stri. ng2. It is inserted after th
position specified by pos . The default for po s is 0, which means to inse]
at the  beginning  of stri. ng2.  Stri. ngl  can  optionally be  truncated  1
1 ength characters or extended by padding on the right with pad.

The OV E R LAY ( ) function is similar to  I N S E RT ( ) , except that it replac€
characters in one string starting at a certain position with characte]
from another string. Its syntax is

OVERLAY(stri.ngl,    stri.ng2,     [pos],     [length],     [pad])

St r i. n g 1 replaces the characters of s t r I. n g 2 starting at the position spei
ified by pos, which has a default of 1.  Stri. ngl  can optionally be tru]
cated to 1 e n g t h characters or extended by padding on the right with p a

Though it's not obvious at first, the  REV ERSE ( )  function can come i
quite handy at times. It simply reverses the order of characters in
given string. The function often helps when it is desirable to procef
the characters of a string from right to left instead of left to right. 11
syntax is simply

R E V E R S E ( s t r i. n g )
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VOF}D-ORIENTED FUNCTIONS

The next group  of functions  are the word-oriented string functions.
These functions treat strings as a sequence of blank-delimited words.
iny other punctuation characters are not treated as delimiters, and
Will be treated as part of "words." This includes even zufajfe space char-
Lcters such as tabs and line feeds, which languages resembling C tend
o count as equivalent to blanks. Multiple blanks are treated as a sin-
|e blank. In general, the word-oriented functions are consistent with
he  PARSE  instruction in the way they view strings  as  a sequence of
Words.  When  additional  characters  actually  need  to  be  treated  as
lelimiters,  the  TRANSLATE( )  function can be  used to  convert them to
lanks.
The  two  most  important  word-oriented  functions  are  WORD( )  and

'0 RDS ( ) . The first of these has the general form

WORD(stri.ng,     n)

Where  stri. ng  is  the  string to be  operated  on.  The  function returns
he 7tth blank-delimited word in  st ri. ng.  The function WORDS ( ) , whose
Drm is

W 0 R D S ( s t r i. n g )

eturns the total number of blank-delimited words in the s t r i. n g .
You may find the word-oriented functions of some utility if you write

irograms that interact with a user through command dialogs or in a
iseudo-natural  language  manner.  However,  the  character-oriented
Linctions  seem to be  more  generally useful  than the  word-oriented
unctions even though (or maybe because) they operate at a slightly
Dwer level. Examples of the use of W0 RD ( )  and W0 RDS ( ) may be found in
he program that displays the time in English, in Chap. 2, and in the
)rogram which searches through a file for lines containing one or more
Fords from a list, in Chap. 3.
Let's look at one more example, which will illustrate a couple more of

he word-oriented functions in a natural application. The example is
n EZZzcb program. This is a program that simulates a natural language
onversation by means of very simple tricks. The original Eliza pro-
ram was written by Joseph Weizenbaum to show how the Fz4rz73g fes£
)r computer intelligence could be misleading. The Turing test is the
Lotion that if a person cannot detect that he or she is interacting with
computer in a conversation, then the computer must be in some sense

intelligent." What Weizenbaum's Eliza program showed was that a
irogram could really be quite unintelligent and still carry on a credible
onversation. (Did he get this idea at a faculty cocktail party?)
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The original Eliza program simulated a Rogerian therapist in con
versation with a patient. Though "unintelligent," it was quite elaborat(
in that it had a large number of possible conversational responses buil.
in. The program demonstrated an ability to deceive some users, in €
way that was disconcerting to Weizenbaum. (Little known fact: abou
the time he concocted Eliza, Weizenbaum was teaching beginning pro
gramming classes in a language called MAD.)

Our example is of necessity much less elaborate, since such a pro
gram draws its power to convince more from a large repertoire of con
versational gambits than from programming subtlety. If you wish t(
experiment with it, you can make it much more interesting by addin{
new responses. It might be even more amusing if you choose a conver
sational  paradigm  other  than  psychoanalyst/patient-some  singles
bar dialog, perhaps.

The program consists of three major parts. The first part is the mail
loop. It reads a response one line at a time from the "client." A doubl(
use of the TRANS LATE ( )  function, similar to previous examples, is don
to convert the input to lowercase and remove punctuation characters
The result is  scanned using WORDPOS( )  for the  occurrence  of any of {
number of certain trigger phrases.  If one of the phrases is found,  {
plausible reply based on the input is constructed in the  REPLY  proce
dure. If no matching phrase is found, a random noncommittal responsi
is generated.

/ **************************************************** /
/*    Sample    Eli.za    program    i.n    REXX                                                                     */

/ **************************************************** /

call     i.ni.ti.all.ze

say    "Hello,    what's    on   your   mi.nd    today?"

/*   mai.n    processi.ng    loop   */
do   forever

/*   read   user   i.nput   */

parse   pull    sentence
i.f   sentence   =   '  '    then

l eave
/*   translate   to   lower   case   &   remove   punctuati.on   */
lower_sentence   =   translate(translate(sentence,  ,

xrange(`a',     'z'),    xrange('A',     'Z')),     „
".   ,?!   ;   :")

/*   search   for   tri.gger   phrases   */
do    I.    =   1    whi.le    phrase.I.     \=    '  '

j   =   wordpos(phrase.i.,    lower_sentence)
l'f   j    \=   0   then   do

say   reply(i.,    j,    sentence)
l eave
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end
end

/*   i.f   no   tri.gger   found,    gi.ve   a    random   response   */
I.f   phrase.i.   =    "    then   do

j   =   random(response_count-1)   +   101
say   response.j
end

end
e x l` t

The second part of the program is the subroutine that constructs
randomly chosen responses to the client's last remark.

/ **************************************************** /
/*   Reply   to   current   sentence                                                                */
/*         Fi.rst   argument:    number   of   tri.gger   phrase                    */
/*         Second   argument:    word   posi.ti.on    of   match                        */
/*         Thi.rd   argument:    complete   user    1.nput                                   */
/ **************************************************** /

reply:    procedure   expose   responses.    response.    phrase.

parse   arg   phrase_number,    posi.ti.on,    sentence
1.    =   words(responses.phrase_number)

j    =   word(responses.phrase_number,    random(1,    i.))
reply   =   response.j

/*   i.f   the   prototype   reply   contai.ns    "_",    substi.tute
rest   of   i.nput   */

pOs('_',     reply)
0   then

return   left(reply,    I.-1)    ||    subword(sentence„

posi.ti.on   +   words(phrase.phrase_number))     11,
substr(reply,    i.+1)

/*   if   the   prototype   reply   contai.ns    "S",    substi.tute
tri.gger   word   */

',    reply)

then
return   left(reply,    I.-1)    |1    word(sentence„

posi.ti.on)     11     substr(reply,     i.+1)
/*   I.f   the   prototype   reply   contai.ns    "#",    substi.tute

word   after   tri.gger.    */
1.    -pos('#',    reply)
l'f   i    \-0   then

return   left(reply,    i-1)    ||    word(sentence„

posi.ti.on+1)     ||    substr(reply,     i.+1)
/*   prototype   has   no   substi.tuti.on   symbols   */
return   reply
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The third part of the program sets up the tables of trigger phrases
and possible responses.

/ **************************************************** /
/*   Subrouti.ne   called   to   set   up   the   vocabulary                    */
/ **************************************************** /

1'  n 1.  t 1.  a 1  1.  z e  :

phrase.    -''''
phrase.1    =    "i.     am"
responses.1   =    '12    6'

phrase.2   =    "i.  'm"
responses.2   =    '12    6'

phrase.3   =   "i    have"
responses.3   =    '3   5'

phrase.4   =   "I.    hate"
responses.4   =    '410'

phrase.5   =    "i.    want"
responses.5   =    '511'

phrase.6   =   "i    need"
responses.6   =    '511'

phrase.7    =    "I.     li.ke"
responses.7   =    '512'

phrase.8   =   "mother"
responses.8   =    '8'

phrase.9   =   "father"
responses.9   =    '8'

phrase.10   =   "si.ster"
responses.10   =    '8'

phrase.11   =   "brother"
responses.11   =    '8'

phrase.12   =   "wi.fe"
responses.12   =    '8'

phrase.13   =    "husband"
responses.13   =    '8'

phrase.14   =    "my"
responses.14   =    '9'

/*    "_"   wi.ll    be    replaced   by   a    phrase   */
/*    "S"    wl'll

/*    "!F"    will

response .1
response . 2
response . 3
response . 4
response . 5
response . 6
response . 7

be   replaced   by   fi.rst   word   of   tri.gger   */
be   replaced   by   second   word   of   tri.gger   */

"How    long    have   you    been       ?"

"Why   do   you    say   that   you    are       ?"
"How   do   you    feel     about    havi.ng   _?"

"When    di.d   you    fi.rst    reali.ze   you    hated       ?"
"What   does    havi.ng   _   mean    to   you?"
"Are   you   sure   you   are      ?"
"When   di.d   you    start   to       ?"
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response.8   =   "Tell    me   more   about   your    S."
response.9   =   "Does   your   #   bother   you   much?"
response.10   =   "Why   do   you    hate       ?"
response.11   =    "Why   do   you   want       ?"

response.12   =    "Why    do   you    li.ke       ?"

response.101   =   "Do   you   feel    any   better   now?"
response.102   =   "Why   do   you    say   that?"
response.103   =   "How   long    have   you   felt   that   way?"
response.104   =   "Do   you   thi.nk   that's    really   true?"
response.105   =   "How   do   you   feel    about   that?"
response.106   =   "That's    I.nteresti.ng."
response.107   =   "Please   go   on."
response.108   =   "Tell    me   more    about   that."
response_count   =   8
return

lhe syntax of WORDPOS ( )  is:

WORDPOS(phrase,    stri.ng,     [start])

Iere ph ra s e is a string that contains the words to be searched for, and
t ri. ng is the string of words to be searched. Blanks are the delimiters
f individual words,  and multiple blanks  are treated as  one.  phrase
hatches a part of s t r I. n g , provided the words in p h r a s e occur in s t r i. n g
n the same order. The function is case-sensitive. If no match is found,
. value of 0 is returned. Otherwise, the function returns the number of
he  word  (not  the  character)  at  which  the  first  match  was  found.
)ptionally, the word position at which to begin the search can be spec-
ried in s t a r t .
The  REPLY  procedure illustrates a number of string handling func-

ions,  such as  POS( ),  LEFT( ),  and  SUBSTR( ).  It also introduces the  SUB-
0 RD ( ) function, which has the syntax:

SUBWORD(stri.ng,     start,     [length])

UBWORD( )   is  the  exact  analog  of  SUBSTR( ),  operating  on  a  string  of
rords rather than a string of characters, just as WORDPOS ( ) is the ana-
)g of POS ( ) .  St ri. ng is the string of words to be operated on, and sta rt
5 the position of the first word to be selected.  Length is the number of
Fords to be selected. If it is omitted, the default is the rest of the words
n the string. The function returns up to 1 en gt h words beginning at the
tart position.  If start  is greater than the number of words in the
tring, a null string is returned. Blanks within the string of subwords
.re retained, but leading and trailing blanks are omitted.
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Some of the remaining word-oriented functions can also be undel
stood as analogues of the character-oriented functions. For instanc{
WORDS()    is   analogous   to    LENGTH(),    and    DELWORD()    is   analogous   t
DELSTR(  ).

OTHEF] STRING MANIPULATION
FUNCTIONS

The remaining string manipulation built-in functions fall into two cal
egories, both of which address somewhat lower-level concerns than w
have dealt with so far. The first of these is string format conversiol
Although in one sense all data in REX consists of strings, the sam
strings can be regarded as representing different things, and differer
strings can represent the same thing. For instance, consider the strin
' 29 97 9 2 ' . It is just a way of representing a particular decimal numb€
as a character string. For some purposes, it may be necessary to repr{
sent the same decimal number in different ways. Perhaps the numb€
has to be written to a file so it can be read by another program. The
we have to know in what internal format the other program expects t
find the number.

This is not a simple problem, because there are many possible equii
alent formats, and it is not always easy to find out what format an
given program is expecting to handle. Many programs written in lal
guages other than REX expect to deal with numbers in a compute]
specific internal format, because this usually takes less space. To sta]
with a simple example, the decimal number 255 is represented inte]
nally in most computers in exactly the same way as the REX liter€
' f f ' x is. Specifically, this is a single dyfe of data in which all 8 bits (
the byte are 1 s. If you need to write this number into a file so that it ca
be read by a program which is expecting this internal format, you mu£
write ' f f ' x rather than 255, as could be done with the statement

call    charout   fi.le,     'ff 'x

Of course, this only works for a single value.  So REX provides
way to  produce the internal representation of an arbitrary decim€
number: the D2C ( ) built-in function. Very confusingly, the internal re]
resentation is called the chclrclcfer representation of the number. (Yo
may with much justice think that  ' 255 '  ought to be called the charat
ter  representation,  but-sorry-that  is  just  not  the  terminolog
adopted by REX.) Accordingly, REX uses D2C ( )  as the name of tl]
function that converts "Decimal to Character."

So, if you want to write a number to a file in the correct internal fo:
mat, you would use something like
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call    charout   fi.le,    d2c(number)

We say "something like" this, because there is another problem to deal
with when we need to work with the internal form of numbers. The
problem is that implicit assumptions are always made about the size of
a number in internal form. Most computers are capable of dealing with
numbers occupying 1, 2, or 4 bytes, and sometimes other sizes as well.
All this ambiguity over what internal form to use for a number is pre-
cisely the kind of problem that REX itself hides by consistently using
a string representation. But when you have to exchange data with pro-
grams  written  in  other  languages,  whether  in  memory  or through
external files, you simply have to face up to the difficulty.

Anyway, the D2C ( ) function allows you to be explicit about the size of
the number in internal form, by allowing this length to be specified as
the second argument. Thus the full syntax of D2C ( ) is

D2C(number,     length)

Here,  1 ength  is  the  length  in  bytes  of the  required  internal  form.
Although  the  length  argument  is  (sometimes)  optional,  you  should
always provide it with D 2 C ( ) ; otherwise, REX produces a result which
is just as long as it needs to be, but no longer. Thus d2c ( 255 ) is  ' ff ' x
(1 byte), but d2c ( 256 )  is  ' 0100 ' x  (2 bytes). Most programs which pro-
cess data will expect a certain definite size, so you should be careful to
explicitly provide the right size, and accordingly write

call    charout   fi.le,    d2c(number,    2)

(for instance). Another reason for always including the length in D2C ( )
is that it is required if number just happens to be negative.

D2C( )   always  right-justifies   the   internal  form.   That  is,   if  the
requested  length  is  longer  than  required,  extra  bytes  of  ' 00 ' x  are
added on the left for positive numbers, and extra bytes of ' f f ' x are
added on the left for negative numbers. (This is called sjg7i e#fe7LsZo7},
because the high-order bit of the most significant nonzero byte is prop-
agated to the left as far as necessary.) If the requested length is too
short, the result is truncated on the left.

Consistent with this behavior,  D2C ( )  always produces the internal
form with the most significant bytes first, the way we normally think
of them (numbers are written with the most significant digits first).
This raises yet another problem, since many computers store numbers
in an internal form with the most significant bytes last.  So you are
forced to be concerned with byte ordering as well when you use D2C ( ) ,
and you must take proper steps if you are writing data that will be read
by  another  program  which  counts  on  a  particular  byte  ordering.
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Fortunately,  this  happens  to  be  very  easy to  do  with the  REVERSE( )
function, which swaps the order of characters in a string. If this were
in fact necessary you would just change the example to

call    charout   fi.le,    reverse(d2c(number,    2))

One final thing to note about the D2C ( ) function, and something that
is true of other format conversion functions as well, is that the input
must be in the proper form, or else an error will be generated. Just as
you can only use valid numbers in numeric operations, you must pro-
vide only valid numbers as input to D2C ( ) for conversion. In this case a
valid number must be a zuhoze 7iz477tber in the sense that it can actually
be represented exactly as an integer given the current value of N U M E R I C
DIGITS.

We have dwelt on D2C ( )  at such length because it seems to present
the trickiest problems of all the format conversion functions; yet it is
needed in many practical situations. Once you've understood the fore-
going, the rest is pretty simple. In particular, there is an inverse func-
tion,  C2D( ),  for converting from the  internal chclrcicfer format to  an
(ASCII or EBCDIC) numeric character string. You would use C2D ( ) in
situations inverse from those where you would use  D2C( ), i.e., when
you want to get data into a REX program that has been produced
externally. For instance,

number   =   c2d(chari.n(fi.le,    2))

The    syntax    of   C2D()    i.s

C2D(data,     [length])

Here, data is the internal form to be converted to a number. Length is
the length of the internal form, and defaults to the length of data. As
with D2C ( ) , you may have to be careful of byte ordering: C2D ( )  expects
data to be ordered with the most significant bytes first. If this is not the
case, you have to apply  REVERSE( )  to the internal form before calling
C2D ( ) . Also, consistent with D2C ( ) , the result must be expressible as a
zuhoze 7tz4mber, that is, an integer that does not have more digits than
the current setting of N U M E R I C   D I G I T S .

And as with D2C ( )  there is a problem with the signs of numbers as
well. This is similar to the mysteries in other languages of deciding
whether to treat numbers as szg77ed or zt7?szg7ied integers. In this case,
if length is not specified, the data is always assumed to be unsigned.
Hence c2d ( ' ff ' x )  is 255. However, if a length is specified, the sign of
the result is determined from the sign bit of the internal form, i.e., from
the  leftmost  bit.  So  c2d( 'ff 'x,     1)  is  -1,  but  c2d( 'ff 'x,     2)  is  255,
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because when length is specified the input data is right-justified in a
field of specified length, truncating on the left, or padding with  ' 00 ' x
as required.

All six of the remaining format conversion functions convert to or
from hexadecimal representations, that is, to or from REX strings
that happen to be valid hexadecimal constants. Such strings can con-
sist only of digits 0 through 9 and letters A through F (in upper- or low-
ercase),  and possibly written in groups of even length separated by
blanks.  " 01234  ABC D " is an example of such a string. Do not confuse hex
strings like this with REX hex literals like " 01234  ABC D " x (which is a
way of directly expressing a hex internal form).

These functions for converting to or from hex strings are actually of
much less general utility than C2D ( )  and D2C ( ) , unless you happen to
be  a  professional  programmer,  since  most  real  world  data  is  not
expressed in hex strings. Of course, if you are a programmer, you may
find these functions useful for working with dumps or other kinds of
program-generated debugging information.

The conversion functions come in pairs. For converting between hex
strings and bit strings, there are  X2B ( )  and 82X ( ) . These are entirely
straightforward, and merely effect a change in number base between
base 2  and base  16.  Thus, for instance,  x2b( ' fo ' )  is  ' 11110000 ' ,  and
b2x( ' 11110000 ' )  is   ' FO '  (note:  not  ' FO ' x!).  No length  parameters  are
used with X2B ( )  and 82X ( ) . , because there are no ambiguities involv-
ing signs that have to be handled.

Likewise, there are no additional problems in understanding X2C ( )
and C2X ( )  for conversion between internal character format and hex
strings,   once   you've   mastered   the   terminology.   For   instance,
c2x(  ' 313233 ' x)  is   I 313233 '  and  x2c(  ' 313233 '  )  is   ' 313233 ' x. Again,  no
length parameters are used because none are necessary.

The only challenge presented by X2D ( )  and D2X ( )  is the handling of
signs, just as with C2D ( )  and D2C ( ) . So this pair of functions does have
a length parameter. Once you've understood what D2C ( )  does, D2X ( ) is
easy.    For   instance,    d2c(255)    is     'FF'x,    while    d2x(255)    is     'FF'.
C2d ( ' ff ' x )  and x2d ( ' ff ' )  both have the value 255.

The length  parameter in  X2D( )  and  D2X( )  performs just the  same
function as it does in C2D( )  and  D2C( ), which is to handle ambiguous
cases of signed numbers. In D2 X ( ) , the length argument is the number
of characters of the result, and it is required if the first argument of
D2X( )  is  negative.  For  instance,  d2x( -1,1 )  is   ' F ' ,  d2x( -1, 2 )  is   ' FF ' ,
d2x( -1, 3 )  is   ' FFF ' ,  and so  on,  while  d2x( 1,1 )  is   ' 1 ' ,  d2x( 1, 2 )  is   ' 01 ' ,
and d2x ( 1, 3 )  is  ' 001 ' . When the first argument of D2X ( )  is nonnega-
tive, the default length of the result is such that there are no leading
Os. Truncation or padding on the left with  ' 0 '  or  ' F '  is done if neces-
sary, according to the requested length.
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Similarly, X2D ( ) uses the length argument to determine whether to
produce   a  positive  or  negative  result.   So   x2d( 'ff ' ,2)   is   -1,  but
x2d ( ' ff ' , 3 ) is 255, since  ' ff '  is padded on the left with  ' 0 '  to produce
'Of f' before conversion.

All  of the  functions  that convert to hex  string format,  i.e.,  82X( ),
C 2 X ( ) , and D 2 X ( ) , produce results that use uppercase values of A-F and
contain no embedded blanks.

The  functions   BITAND( ),   BITOR( ),   and   BITXOR( )   are  also  low-level
string-manipulation functions, for a very different purpose-bitwise
logical operations on strings. They are, like most other low-level func-
tions, usually dependent on internal data formats.
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The PARSE Instruction

\S E is a complex and multifaceted instruction. Although many of its
ipler uses include such diverse operations as identifving subroutine
prments and reading data from the user or a file, it also offers a flex-
8  and  moderately  powerful  character-string  analysis  capability.
iny tedious string operations can be done with PARS E that could also
done with the  string handling functions,  though much less  effi-
ntly and elegantly.
3ecause  PARSE is used for so much besides string handling,  and at
> same time introduces so many new ways of working with strings, it
=ully deserving of a chapter by itself.
Is a string handling facility, PARS E may be thought of as the inverse
he concatenation operation, since it takes strings apart rather than
bting them together. Although PARSE can operate on strings as indi-
lual characters, in its simplest and most commonly used forms it is
e  the  word-oriented  character-string functions  in that it views  a
ing as a blank-delimited sequence of words.  Indeed, the rules for
)arating out individual words are the same, since only blanks count
delimiters, and multiple blanks are (usually) equivalent to a single
i
I,,

JARS E is perhaps most frequently used disguised as the ARG and PU L L

tructions,  which  are  short  for  PARSE    UPPER    ARC  and  PARSE    UPPER
_L, respectively.  ARG is normally used to receive arguments in sub-
itines, and PU LL is used to read information from the user. Our dis-
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cussion of PARS E therefore includes these very common instructions
special cases.

The high-level syntax of PARS E is

PARSE    [UPPER]    source    [template]

U P P E R is an optional flag that indicates the data taken from source is
be converted to uppercase before further use. (Curiously, there is c.
rently no symmetric  LOWER flag for PARSE.)

SOURCES OF INPUT TO PARSE

There are a variety of sources for the data string that PARS E is to op
ate on, corresponding to how source is specified:

ARG

In this case (and this case alone) there may be multiple stril
handled by PARS E. The strings are the arguments to the current p
cedure. For the main procedure there is usually just one argumt
string. But for other procedures there may be an arbitrary numbe]
arguments.  If there  are  multiple  arguments,  they  are  separal
from each other by commas in the procedure call. Commas are uf
in the template to indicate which part of the template  applies
which argument.
LINEIN

The  input  string  is  the  value  of the  LINEIN( )  function  for  1
default input stream.  Input streams,  and I/0 in general,  are t
cussed in Chap.  9, but normally this means that the data is r€
directly from the user at the keyboard. If the default stream is 1
keyboard, this option will wait until the user enters a complete I-
and presses Return on the keyboard.  LI NEI N  differs from  PULL  a
source in that it does not check the external data queue first. Unl'
it is specifically intended to pass data through the queue, it is prel
able  to  use  LINEIN  rather  than  PULL  to  avoid  confusion  from  d{
placed in the queue for other purposes.
PULL

The external data queue is checked first for the presence of €
data. If it is riot empty, the next line in the queue is used as the in]
line for parsing. Otherwise, the line is taken from the default in]
stream, as with the  L I NE I N option.  PU LL should be used rather tl
L I N E I N if you anticipate that you will need to pass input data to 1
REX program using the external data queue. Doing this offers
alternative to redirecting the default input stream to a file in ort
to run the program without manual intervention. Neither PU LL ]
LINEIN  options  will  include  delimiter  characters  such  as  carri€
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return (if any), regardless of whether the line comes from an input
stream or the queue.
SOURCE

The data string is one specially constructed to provide information
about how the current program was invoked. The first word of the
string should be the name of the operating system, e.g.,  " PC -DOS "  or
"CMS".   The   second  word  should  indicate  how  the  program  was

invoked. It may be  " COMMAN D " if the program was run as command by
the operating system or application,  " SU a R0 UT I N E " if the program was
CALLed  as  an  external  procedure from  another REX program,  or
" F U N CT I 0 N " if the program was invoked as an external function. These

alternatives will always refer to how the main procedure, rather than
the currently active internal procedure, was invoked. The remainder
of the data string is implementation dependent, but usually includes
the actual name of the program file. Many operating systems allow
blanks in file names, so extra care may be needed in separating the
file name from any further information that may be present.
VALUE    expressi.on    WITH

The  string  to  be  parsed  is  the  value  of  expressi.on.   WITH  is  a
reserved word in this context and cannot be used as a variable name
in expression, since it marks the end of the expression. Be careful,
also,  not to use  WITH  in  connection with  any of the  other types  of
source specification, as it will then be taken as part of the template.
VAR    name

The data string is taken from the value of the variable name. The
NOVALUE  condition can be raised if it is  enabled and  name  is not ini-
tialized.
VERSION

The data string is specially constructed to indicate the version of
REX and the language processor in use. It is therefore implemen-
tation-dependent.  The  first word will usually indicate  which lan-
guage processor is being used. The second word usually indicates the
version of the REX language; it may be used to test for the avail-
ability of certain language features (if you can figure out in which
version  a  given  feature  was  introduced).  The  next  three  words
should contain the release date of the REX processor, in the default
format of the DATE ( )  function (e.g., 21 May 1991).

IARSE TEMPLATES: SIMPLEST CASE

The remainder of the PA RS E instruction, the template, is the most inter-
!sting part. It is optional. If the template is omitted, then all necessary
teps are taken to construct the input string, but no parsing actually
iccurs.  In  practice,  this  means  that input  (or  queue  access)  is  per-
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formed for  L I N E I N  and  PU LL, expression evaluation for VALU E, and data
fetching for VAR. You might use  PU LL (or PARSE   PU LL) alone just to clear
a line of input from the queue or standard input stream.

But the instruction is ordinarily worth doing only if there is a tem-
plate. The simplest and most common form of template is a list of vari-
able names. We shall need a standard string to parse in many of the
following examples, so we shall assume the assignment

x   =   "Twas    bri.lli.g,    and   the   slithy   toves"

We could assign each word of this string to separate variables with the
single instruction

parse   var   x   xl   x2   x3   x4   x5   x6

and the effect would be the same as if we had said

xl   =   "Twas"
x2    -    " brl'  111` 9  '  "

x3   -"and"
x4   =   "the"
x5   =   "sll`thy"

x6   =   "toves"

This is in fact a useful technique for setting a large number of vari-
ables quickly if each needs to be set to a single word without leading or
trailing blanks. It is usually more efficient than the equivalent series
of assignment statements.

The rule for parsing a string when the template contains a sequence
of consecutive variable names is to start with the first word of the string
(in the sense used with the word-oriented, built-in string functions) and
assign it to the first variable, assign the second word to the second vari-
able, and so forth. In other words, blanks (and only blanks) are treated
as word delimiters and are stripped out before assignments are made.

A special rule applies in case there are fewer variable names in the
template than words in the string. In that case, the remainder of the
string is assigned to the final variable. So if we had

parse   var   x   xl   x2   x3   x4   x5

then xl, x2, x3, and x4 would be assigned as before, but now

x5   =   "sli.thy   toves"

So  the  last  variable  in  a  list  of variables  in  a  template  can  be
assigned more than one word. In fact, the last word can be assigned a
string with both leading and trailing blanks. For instance, if we have
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parse    value    copi.es('    xxx    ',    3)    wi.th    a    b    c

bhen we get

This is because of the rule (which is not claimed to be intuitive!) that
for  each variable  assigned  except for the  last,  all  preceding blanks
ind one trailing blank in the  PARSE string are consumed, but no pre-
3eding or trailing blanks are consumed in the assignment to the last
variable.

In the simplest case,

parse   var   x   y

we have exactly the same effect as the assignment

y-X

)ecause no leading or trailing blanks will be stripped from x. Though
his seems like a trivial example, it is essentially what happens with

pull    answer

md you generally have to be  careful to use the  STRI P( )  function to
remove surrounding blanks from answer before trying to match it with
)ossible expected responses.

In the  opposite circumstance, when there  are fewer words in the
'ARSE  string than variable names  in the  template,  all  "excess" vari-
ibles are assigned the null string. In general, PARSE_ will make assign-
ments to all variables named in a template, and will use a null value if
iothing else is appropriate. So, with

parse    value    copi.es("    xxx    ",    3)    wi.th    a    b    c    d

ve would get

a   =    "xxx"
b   -   „xxx"
c  - " y(XJJ
d    =    ''''

Votice that here blanks were stripped from the last word before assign-
ment to c, since c was not the last variable in the list.
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To further get used to the rules for dealing with blanks at the end of
a string, consider two cases. First:

parse    value    copi.es('     ',    2)    wi.th    a

simply assigns a string of 2 blanks, the "remainder" of the string, to a .
Second:

parse   value   copi.es('     ',    2)    wi.th    a    b

assigns  a null  string to both  a  and  b.  This  is because the  string is
entirely consumed in trying to find a word to assign to a. So there is
nothing to assign to a , and nothing left for b.

Sometimes you will want to simply ignore words in a string whose
format is known. To do that, ].ust use a period instead of a variable
name at the corresponding location in the template. So, if we know x
contains a string consisting of 6 words,

parse   var   x   wi.th   fi.rst    ....    last

yields

fi.rst   =   "'Twas"
last   -"toves"

and no other variables are affected. The period is a place holder which
causes the  same parsing as for a variable but without causing any
assignment.  It  can  be  useful  in  avoiding  some  of the  peculiarities
which arise from the rules about the assignment to the last variable in
a template. So, for instance, if you know that a string will contain a cer-
tain number  of words  but  an unknown  number  of blanks  between
words, you can use

parse    li.nei.n    x   y    z    .

to be sure that z does not contain leading and trailing blanks. Another
common case is when you are interested in the first few words of a
string. If all you care about is the first three words, then

parse    li.nei.n    x   y    z    .

gets them for you, and you don't need to be concerned that z is assigned
anything extraneous.

Because PARSE, in the simple cases we have been considering, views
a string as a sequence of blank-delimited words, it can often be used in
place of the word-oriented string functions-and frequently it is much
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more efficient. In particular, if you are concerned about performance,
be careful when using W0 RD ( ) to examine each word of a long string. In
a loop like this,

do   I.   =   1   to   words(text)
x   =   word(text,    i.)
®®,

end

the text string has  to be rescanned from the beginning every time
through the loop.  This will have a noticeable performance impact if
text is even moderately long (even 80 characters or so). From a perfor-
mance standpoint, a loop like

y  =  text
do   whl'le   y    \=    '  '

parse   var   y   x   y

end

will be significantly faster in most implementations. This example is in
fact a frequently used REX idiom for extracting successive words of a
string, because of its efficiency. The key part is the line

parse   var   y   x   y

which places the first word of y into x and replaces y with the remain-
der of the string each time through the loop. (We first assigned text to
a temporary variable because the string is entirely consumed in the
parsing process and we might want to keep it around for some reason
in its original form.)

PATTERN MATCHING IN TEMPLATES

PARSE templates can do much more than just break a string apart
into blank-delimited words. By explicitly specifying string patterns to
search  for,  you  can  use  arbitrary  strings  as  delimiters.  We  have
already seen simple cases like

parse    value    ti.me('l')    wi.th    hours     ':'    mi.nutes,
':'    seconds    '.'    fracti.on

The t i. me ( ' 1  ' )  call gives the current time in the form h h : mm : s s . u u u u u u
( u u u u u u is a fraction of a second in microseconds).
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PARS E scans the string looking for matches to literal strings given in
the template.  If all 1iterals  are found (in the order specified) in the
string, then the string is broken into a number of substrings. Each sub-
string is then parsed into words and assigned to any variables which
are named in the template between pairs of literals. For instance, to
use our original example,

parse   var   x    "Twas"    a    b   c    "toves"

we get the assignments

a    =    "brl'lll'g'"

b    =    Hand"

c   -"the   sll'thy"

In other words, all of the rules for parsing strings into words and
assigning the words to variables apply to the substring bounded by
(but not including) pairs of literals in a template. You can even place
two (or more) 1iterals adjacent to each other in a template to bound a
portion of a string which is to be ignored:

parse    var   x    a    "bri.lli.g"    "sli.thy"    b

yields

a   =   "Twas    "
b   =   "    toves"

This example also illustrates another point, which is that a template
is always assumed to start with a pattern that matches the beginning
of the string,  and to end with a pattern that matches the end of a
string. Note, finally, the blanks at the end of a and the beginning of b.
These are not stripped since a  and b, being the only variables corre-
sponding  to  their  respective  substrings,   are   assigned  the  eritire
remainder of the substring.

What if a literal  pattern is  not found in  scanning  a  string?  The
answer is that this is not considered an error condition, and you cannot
test directly for it.  PARS E simply assigns the null string to all variables
named after the literal string that was not found. The un found litera]
pattern is treated as matching the end of the string. For example,

parse    var   x    a    "and"    b    "kumquat"    c

yields

a   =   "Twas    bri.lli.g,     "
b   =   "    the   sli.thy   toves"
c    =    ''''
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Since  " kumquat " was not found in the string, it matches the end of the
string. Therefore, b is assigned the remainder (everything after " a n d " ),
while c is assigned a null string.

There is a special pattern-matching case which is handled in a way
that may not  seem intuitively obvious.  This  is  the  fact that a null
string as a pattern in a template is considered not to match anything
except the end of the string. Though perhaps surprising, this is consis-
tent with other behavior of a null string in REX, such as the fact that
it doesn't match any part of the string in the POS ( ) built-in function. It
may be useful if you need a way to force a match at the end of the input
string. Of course, this happens anyway if the template does not end
with a pattern, but you might want to select use of this behavior by
Bnding  a  template  with  a  variable  pattern  (discussed  later)  which
could possibly be a null string.

Because unfound patterns are considered to match the end of the
input string, we can say that parsing is actually czrzz;e7t by the pattern
matching. That is, the operation of parsing consists first of finding pat-
berns  in  the  string,  and  second  of assigning the  part  of the  string
between two matched patterns to variables. When the template does
not actually contain any patterns,  as in the preceding section,  it is
ELssumed that the boundaries  are the beginning and the  end of the
String. In the next section we shall see that pattern matches can be
forced to occur at specific column locations in the input string.

POSITIONAL PATTERNS IN TEMPLATES

I`here is one additional kind of pcz££er7i which can occur in a template.
[t is called a positional pattern, because it allows you to specify explicit
3haracter positions in a string. You may think of a positional pattern
is a pattern of zero length which matches the input string at a certain
position.

The column position can be specified as either an absolute or a rela-
bive number. And absolute position is just an unsigned integer, while a
relative position is an integer preceded (with zero or more intervening
blanks) by a + or - sign. (For symmetry, you can use an = sign before an
ibsolute position, if you like.) Obviously, counting character positions
Ban be tedious in free-form text. The main purpose of positional pat-
berns  is for dealing with records that have fixed-field  sizes,  so that
ibsolute or relative positions are easily calculated; but there are other
Surprising uses as well.

Let's consider absolute positional patterns first. Using the standard
3xample,

parse   var   x   xl   x216   x3   x4   23   x5
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toves"

since  character position  16 is the "a" of "and"  and position 23 is th(
blank after  "the". What has happened is that the string was parti
tioned into three substrings: positions 1 to 15, 16 to 22, and 23 to tht
end.  These were  then parsed into variables  as usual.  Because  posi
tional patterns have zero length, all characters of the string wound u|
in one of the three substrings.

Since the string starts at position 1, we would get the same resum
from

parse   var   x   1    xl   x2    16   x3   x4   23   x5

and, in fact, all templates can be considered to begin with the absolutt
positional pattern 1, which matches the first position of the string.

To see the value of relative positional patterns, suppose we knew il
advance that the string began with fields of widths  15 and 7.  Thel
another equivalent way to write the same instruction would be

parse   var   x   xl   x2   +15   x3   x4   +7   x5

since 1 + 15 is 16 and 16 + 7 is 23. This way of writing the template hat
the  advantage  that you  can think  of the  relative  positions  as  fiel(
widths. So if you know what the field widths should be, you don't havt
to compute absolute column positions yourself, and the program will bt
easier to maintain if any field widths have to change.

Although  positional  patterns  appear  reasonably  straightforwar(
from what we have seen so far, there are some special rules that makt
life more interesting.  You may have noticed it was  never said tha
absolute positions must be specified in a template in increasing order
The very fact that negative relative positions can be specified mean
backing up is allowed. The first rule comes into effect whenever a posi
tional pattern,  either  absolute  or relative,  specifies  a position  at o-
before the last specified position in the string. The rule is that whel
this happens, the variable just before the positional pattern (if any) i!
assigned the entire remainder of the string.

Why? Well, ordinarily when a positional pattern is used, and it is t(
the right of the previous position, then the substring bounded by th
two positions extends from the first up to (but not including) the sec
ond.  Consequently,  a variable  which precedes  the  second  positiona
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pattern is  assigned characters  up  to  (but not including) the  second
position. For instance,

parse    value    '123456789'    wi.th    2   x   6   y

yields

x   -'2345'

y   -` &J89`

But this way of looking at things breaks down when the second posi-
tion is before the first position, since that would entail a result of meg-
ative length. The rule resolves this problem by making the end of the
string, rather than the second position, be the right-hand limit of the
substring. Thereafter, parsing resumes at the new position. Thus,

parse    value    '123456789'    wi.th    2   x   1   y

would be rather hard to make sense of if we didn't have the rule, which
yields

x   =    '23456789'

y   =    '123456789'

Far from merely resolving a difficulty, this rule adds an interesting
capability to PARS E. Since it specifically includes the case where the sec-
ond positional pattern is the same as the preceding one, the rule means
the same string can be parsed many times, each in a different way. For
instance

parse    value    '123456789'    wi.th    1    xl    1    x2    6    x31    x4   4   x5,
7x6

yields

xl   =    '123456789'

x2   =    '12345'

x3   =    '6789'
x4   -'123'
x5   =    '456'

x6   =    '789'

As a special case, this provides a way to initialize a number of variables
to the same value with a single statement, e.g.,

parse   value   ti.me()    wi.th    1    tl    1   t21   t31    t41   t5
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sets each of tl, t2, t3, t4, t5 to the current time. This is more efficient
than a series of assignment statements. And, as an added advantage,
it is guaranteed that exactly the same value is assigned to each vari-
able, since the function is evaluated only once.

But PARS E has still more surprises in store for us. The second special
parsing rule we will consider is how positional  and string patterns
interact. Although we have avoided giving any examples yet, there are
no rules that say positional and string patterns cannot be mixed in the
same template. The fact is, they can be. Indeed, any mixture of vari-
able names, string patterns, and positional patterns can be used in a
template, in any order at all. The only question is how to interpret all
the possible cases.

To begin with, REX provides that every string pattern sets a posi-
tion in the string which is equivalent to a positional pattern. That posi-
tion is, specifically, the position of the first matching character of the
string pattern. It could be the end of the string if the pattern is not
found, since an unfound string pattern is considered to match the end
of the string. This position is then the previous position used when the
next pattern is positional. For example,

x   =    'name:     Fred          age:     35'

parse    var   x    'age:'    age   +7

yields

age   =    'age:    35'

Note that the substring bounded by a string pattern followed by a rel-
ative positional pattern specifically includes the string pattern itself;
the string pattern is not stripped out in this case. This is just part of
the rule; it does not follow from anything else. What if you didn't want
the string pattern to be included? Then use

parse   var   x    'age:'    +4   age   +3

Remember: there's nothing that says two patterns can't be adjacent in
a template. Sometimes it's actually useful that they can be.

At this point, we have to note a minor inconsistency between the way
that absolute and relative positional patterns work. It arises when a
string pattern is followed by a positional pattern. Suppose we have a
record format where a character string is followed by a field of fixed
width. For instance,

x   =    "Invoi.ce    number:     012345"
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The whole field, counting the tag it begins with, is 22 characters wide.
Hence'

parse    var   x    "Invoi.ce    number:"    I.nv_no    23

will correctly set the variable i. n v_n o with the number:

I.nv    no   =    "    012345"

The tag is stripped out because it matches part of the data. Yet the
apparently equivalent

parse    var   x    "Invoi.ce    number:"    i.nv_no   +22

causes the assignment

i.nv    no   =    "Invoi.ce    number:     012345"

because it is  defined that the  string pattern is included in what is
assigned to the variable when followed by a relative positional pattern.

Though this is an inconsistency, it isn't very likely to occur in prac-
tice, because you aren't very likely to use an absolute positional pat-
tern following a literal pattern-use of the string pattern generally
implies a free-form data layout where absolute column numbers are
not relevant.

If for some reason you wanted to do this and you wanted the literal
not to be stripped out of the value assigned, you could do

parse    var    x    "Invoi.ce    number"    +0    I.nv_no    23

It is more likely that you would use another literal pattern in a case
like this, perhaps

parse    var   x    "Invoi.ce    number"    +0    i.nv_no    "Date:"

Either way, by inserting an extra relative positional pattern of +0 we
have defeated the effect of stripping the matched string from the value
assigned to the variable, so that we get

i.nv    no   =    "Invoi.ce    number:     012345"

VARIABLE PATTERNS

Sometimes the literal or positional patterns needed in a template are
not known in advance and must be computed at the time a program is
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run. It is even possible for strings to be self-defining in the sense that
they contain information about the location or size of fields which they
contain. In order to handle situations like this, REX allows both lit-
eral and positional patterns to be specified by the values of variables.
The variables can even be set in the same PARS E instruction where they
will later be used to specify patterns.

Some syntactic device is necessary in order to distinguish variables
which contain pattern information from those that are to be assigned
values during the parsing process. That device is called a I;clrzczbze ref-
ere7?ce, and it consists of the variable name enclosed in parentheses. If
this is to be used as a string pattern, that is all that is required. If it is
to be used as a positional pattern, then the reference should be preceded
by "=" (for an absolute position), or "+" or "-" (for a relative position).

For instance, we could parse dates written in any of the forms "mm/
dd/yy", "mm-dd-yy", or "mm.dd.yy" with something like

datesep   -"/"
parse   var   date   month    (datesep)    day    (datesep)   year

Unfortunately, we can't handle all three alternatives at once. In other
words, the program must decide in advance what will be used as the
punctuation character. There is nothing in REX that permits match-
ing on any one pattern from a list of alternatives, nor is there any capa-
bility for using something like regz4ZcEr expressjoJ?s. In this respect, the
PA RS E instruction is considerably weaker than other pattern-matching
paradigms.

To see an example of variable positional patterns, 1et's consider the
case of a record that consists of an arbitrary number of repeated data
items. Each data item is of variable size. Suppose that the first three
characters of each item contain the length of the remainder of the item.
Then a loop like

do    i.    =   1    by    1   whi.le    record    \=    '  '

parse   var   record   length   +3   data.i.    +(length)    record
end

would neatly break the whole record into individual items assigned to
data .1, data . 2, etc. Because of the + before  ( 1 ength ) , the variable ref-
erence is taken to be a relative positional pattern. The value assigned
to length in the first part of the template must be numeric or an error
will result. The end of the template specifies that everything left over
replaces the original value of record.

Although this  example  is  simple  and  elegant,  it  does  not handle
errors well.  Since  1 ength must be a numeric value, the program will
encounter a serious error if the input data inadvertently contains a
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nonnumeric value at the beginning of a field. It might be better in prac-
tice, therefore, to extract 1 engt h first and test it for validity, so at least
a sensible error message can be issued in case of a problem.

It is possible to get into trouble using variable patterns in which the
variables are set during the PARS E instruction itself. For instance, sup-
pose that you want to have a record where the first two items are the
starting and ending column numbers of a third item. You might try to
use

parse   var   x   fi.rst   second   =(fi.rst)    thi.rd   =(second)

but that won't work. The problem is that, since parsing is driven by
pattern matching, the variable first has to be referred to in order to
determine a column number before it gets set. So it will have an unde-
fined, or at best irrelevant, value. To handle this example correctly you
would need something like

parse   var   x   fi.rst    '     '    second    '     '    =(fi.rst)    thi.rd,
=( second )

to force a pattern match on the blanks following the first and second
numbers. Then first and second get set properly, and the instruction
works as expected.

One limitation with variable patterns is that only individual vari-
able names can be used inside parentheses in a template. You cannot
use any sort of expression. If computations are required, they must be
done  outside  of the template  and the results  assigned to variables.
However, you can use compound variables, and the tail may refer to
variables which are set earlier in the template.

PAF}SING PROCEDURE ARGUMENTS

One of the most frequent uses of PARSE, though sometimes in a con-
cealed form, is receiving the argument values in a procedure. The ARG
instruction can be used for this, but it is really just shorthand for PA RS E
UPPER   ARG.  As  a rule,  it is better to use  PARSE   ARG  explicitly (without
U P P E R), since it does not mangle the case of the arguments. Use A RG only
if you definitely want to ignore case of the arguments.

When receiving passed arguments with  PARSE   ARC, and in this case
fllone, the template has a special form. Since multiple argument strings
Ban be passed, some notation is needed to indicate which parts of a tem-
plate apply to which strings. A comma is used for this. The part of the
bemplate before the first comma applies to the first argument, the part
before the second comma to the second argument,  and so forth.  The
3ommas used in the template are not patterns, and they are not quoted.
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For instance, for a procedure called like this

call     names     'Kellyn',      'Ashley',      'Shanna',      'Meghan'

we might have

names:    procedure

parse    arg    namel,    name2,    name3,    name4

so that

namel   =    "Kellyn"

name2   =    "Ashley"

name3   =    "Shanna"

name4   =    "Meghan"

This takes the four procedure arguments and assigns them to vari-
ables. One way to think of this is that the commas imply four distinct
parsing operations, as if there were actually three templates used: one
for  each  argument.  The  preceding  example,  in  one  sense,  does  no
actual parsing or character string manipulation at  all.  Instead,  for
each argument in turn, the whole argument string is assigned to a
variable without regard to the content of the string.

But each portion of the template could be more complex. We could
have

call    parse_poem,
"Twas   bri.lli.g,    and   the   sli.thy   toves"„
"Di.d    gyre    and    gi.mble    i.n    the   wabe:",  ,

"All    mi.msy   were   the    borogoves,",  ,
"And   the   mome    raths    outgrabe."

®

parse_poem:    procedure
parse   arg   fi.rstl   restl,   fi.rst2   rest2,   fi.rst3   rest3„

fi.rst4   rest4

to extract the first word of each argument. The remainder of each line
gets assigned to one variable, e.g.,

rest3   =   "mi.msy   were   the   borogoves,"

because rest3 is the end of the template as far as the third argument
is concerned.

In general, there should be as many commas in the template that
parses arguments as there are commas between arguments in the pro-
cedure call (i.e., one less than the actual number of arguments). A fre-
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quent and easily made mistake would be to use (with reference to the
earlier example)

parse    arg    namel    name2    name3    name4

This actually does something very different:

namel   =    "Kellyn"

name2   -''''

name3   =   "I
name4   -''''

Since there are no commas, this statement deals with only the first
argument. It operates on one string (the first argument to the proce-
dure) and searches for blank-delimited words, of which there is only
one in the first argument.

So, if you have fewer sz4bfempzcbfes  in an ARG  instruction than you
have arguments, some of the arguments will be ignored. On the other
hand, if you have too many subtemplates, all variables in the excess
subtemplates will be set to null strings, since in effect the excess sub-
templates are parsing null strings. In particular, if you use templates
with multiple subtemplates in any form of PARSE other than PARSE  ARG,
all variables in the subtemplates after the first will be set to null. This
might even be useful:

parse   value    "    wi.th   xl,    x2,    x3,    x4,    x5,    x6

is a quick way to set a number of variables to the null string, though

parse   value    "    wi.th   xl   x2   x3   x4   x5   x6

is even more straightforward.
You can use PARSE  ARG anywhere in a subroutine. It does not have to

be the first statement after the label or P ROC EDU RE instruction. You can
also use it several times, with different templates each time.

PARSE IN RELATION TO OTHEP FORMS
OF STRING MANIPULATION

In general, string manipulation chores that can be done with PA RS E will
be done more easily and more efficiently than the equivalent opera-
tions done with the word or character-oriented built-in functions. In
addition to being easier to program (once you get the hang of it), you
can gain execution speed since the whole operation can be done inter-
nally, without the need to constantly issue function calls. The use of
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PARSE  to separate one word at a time from a long string,  instead of
using the WORD ( ) function, is a notable example of this.

However, there are trade-offs. Even when PARS E and the string func-
tions can perform more or less equivalent operations, there may be rea-
sons other than processing efficiency for choosing one over the other.
One possible reason is that more detailed error-checking can be done if
you work at a lower level with the string functions.

For instance, consider the problem of using PARSE to substitute one
substring (contained in the variable x) for another (contained in y). You
might be tempted to try something like

parse   var   stri.ng   before   (x)   after
stri.ng   =   before    I  I    y    11    after

Although this is simple and elegant, it causes trouble if the substring
x  isn't  contained  in  string.  In  that  case,   PARSE  will  merrily  assign
the whole string to before. Then the next statement will append the
value of y. This is probably not what you want. The problem is that
PARSE has made things (apparently) so easy that you can forget to test
for exceptional cases. PARS E has no "smarts" and does not deal well with
string match "failures." A more robust solution to the problem would be:

1.f   pos(x,stri.ng)    \=   0   then   do

parse   var   stri.ng   before   (x)   after
stri.ng   =   before    11    y    I  I    after
end

This tests separately whether the value of x occurs in the given string,
since PARS E doesn't do that for you.

String manipulation functions can always be used as an alternative
to  PARSE. Although they may be somewhat less efficient, they may be
more flexible.  For instance,  INSERT( )  and  DELSTR( )  can be used to  do
string substitution as in the previous  example,  and in order to use
them you are almost forced to consider the possibility that the sub-
string you want to replace isn't found:

1'    =   pOs(x,strl'ng)

l'f   1`    \-0   then
stri.ng   =   I.nsert(y,    delstr(stri.ng,I.,length(x)),    i.-1)

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF PAFISING

One more example: in this we would like to show the symmetry which
is revealed when you consider the handling of long records with many
fields of specific lengths.
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You might build up such a record for output with a statement like

record   =   ri.ght(vall,    lenl)     ||     ri.ght(val2,    len2)
ri.ght(val3,     len3)     ||     ri.ght(val4,     len4)

ri.ght(val5,     len5)     ||     ri.ght(val6,     len6)

liven this, the same record could be input with

record   =   li.nei.n(fi.le)

parse   var    recordvall   +(lenl)    val2   +(len2),
val3   +(len3)    val4   +(len4),

val5   +(len5)    val6   +(len6)
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Input and Output

rogramming languages exhibit wide divergences in their input/out-
ut capabilities. Some languages like PI|/I attempt to provide compre-
ensive I/0 facilities within the language itself.  Others like C leave'0 entirely to separate function libraries (though, in the case of C, the

5sential core functions have become standardized to the point of being
true part of the language). Still other languages, like Fortran, have
pted to include basic I/0 capabilities as part of the language, without
ttempting  to  address  the  full  range  of possibilities  that  PI|/I  (for
istance) does.
REX is in the middle. It is almost like C in that the language itself

as no pure I/0 constructs other than SAY.  (The  QUEUE,  PU LL, and  PUSH
istructions  are  halflings  that  sort  of do  I/0,  some  of the  time.)
EX's I/0 capabilities are embodied in a small number of built-in
inctions    (mainly    LINEIN(),     LINEOUT(),    CHARIN(),    and    CHAROUT()).

hese  are,  however,  standard  parts  of the  language,  though  their
Bhavior is allowed a certain amount of latitude across implementa-
Ons.
It is a good idea to distinguish two sorts of I/0 which really place

3ry different demands on a language. The first kind is I/0 involving
les and hardware devices like printers, where no human user or oper-
bor is  directly involved.  For this,  the  REX built-in functions  are
Lirly well-equipped to handle the most common basic tasks. They do
c)t, however,  offer any particular support for anything besides flat
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files,  nor  are they capable  of dealing with idiosyncrasies  of specifit
hardware devices.

The second kind of I/0 involves interaction with a human user. Fo]
this, REX satisfies the most rudimentary requirements by providing
SAY and PARSE   PU LL. This assumes a hardware model that consists of €
simple printer-keyboard combination.  REX has nothing to offer a£
part of the language for any more modern human interface styles sucl
as windows or direct manipulation. But, then, neither do most othe]
programming languages.

We stress this distinction, because REX's file I/0 facilities can als(
be employed for user interaction by means of the notion of treating €
keyboard-screen combination as a virtual file on which a program car
read and write. When this is done properly, it can add a certain kind o
flexibility to a program, because the program may be able to operatt
equally well whether it is reading from and writing to a human opera
tor, a file, a device, or even another program. Such device-independen.
programs offer a certain economy of effort, in that they may be used il
a wider range of ways. In the best cases, such as the f£Zfer program§
which are so common in Unix, this permits a powerful, building-blocl
approach to writing utilities.

But, as everyone knows, though such programs are capable of inter
acting with people by treating the keyboard and screen as devices, th
quality of the user interface leaves something to be desired. Further
more,  the  intentional  blurring  of the  distinction  between  human
oriented and computer-oriented forms of I/0 capabilities can lead tt
certain confusions about specific REX I/0 features. Besides that, th
two kinds of I/0 often present different problems and possibilities il
such things as ro7?czom cbccess and dealing with the e7}cZ of ¢Ze. And fur
ther confusion can arise because of the semi-incorporation in REX o
yet another kind of (pseudo-)device, the e#£er7tcLZ cZc}fcb gz4ez/e, to be dis
cussed in the  next  chapter,  which is  (among  other things)  anothe
paradigm for virtualizing a human operator.

In the first implementation of REX, in IBM's VM/CMS operatin{
system, the two kinds of I/0 were completely separate, for better o
worse. User interaction was done with SAY and PU LL, but file I/0 coult
be done only with external commands, such as EX EC I 0. This commam
was  clever in that it  could  also  work with the  procedure  languagt
which preceded REX, but it was ultimately a kludge. Nevertheless, i
was necessary, as the earliest implementation of REX in VM/CM
did not support the I/0 built-in functions. (It still does not at the tim
of this writing.) Since this situation must inevitably change, we won'
deal with EX EC I 0 here, and it is not part of the REX language in an:
Case.

Like most of the rest of REX, the I/0 model was designed for sim
plicity of use. It was intended for handling what were expected to b'
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he most common cases of I/0 very easily. As far as user interaction
Was  concerned,  this  meant a simple line-at-a-time,  question-answer
}tyle  of  user  interface.  More  sophisticated  capabilities  were  con-
;ciously excluded.

Unfortunately, what is adequate for simple user interaction some-
imes doesn't work quite so well for files. Furthermore, even the simple
iser interface model was falling from favor at the time REX was
lesigned. REX emerged at the end of an era of computer technology
n which it was still possible to take seriously the model of an interac-
ive program which communicated with its user through a question-
Lnswer  user  interface.  At  the  time  (early  1980s),  such  line  mode
nterfaces were already being rapidly supplanted by ``full-screen" inter-laces which exploited a two-dimensional surface for interacting with

isers. And these in turn rapidly gave way to even more elaborate sys-
ems of windows, pop-up or pull-down menus,  dialog boxes,  and the
ike.

At present, the complexity of programming adequate user interfaces,
n either text or graphics mode, far outstrips the resources of any lan-
prage in common use which does not have access to extensive (and
instandardized) interface libraries (or the equivalent cZosses of object-
triented languages).  This makes any plain, unaugmented language,
ncluding REX, not very suitable for building what are now consid-
>red to be "good" user interfaces. Fortunately for REX (and other lan-
prages), not all programs require "good" interfaces. Some don't require
I user interface at all. Because much use of REX is for such things as
iystem command procedures, application macros, and quick-and-dirty
itilities, sophisticated interface tools are frequently not needed. But
tther  common  uses  of REX,  such  as  prototyping  and  application
)uilding by combining tools, do suffer from the lack of good interface
)apabilities.

}HARACTER-ORIENTED VS.
.INE-ORIENTED I/0

•et's  leave  such philosophical  observations  aside  now,  and begin to
!xplore REX's I/0 capabilities by looking first at the file I/0 func-
ions.  REX  provides  two  distinct  sets  of file  I/0  functions,  corre-
ponding to a distinction between two ways of regarding a file. From
ine point of view, a file is just a string of zero or more bytes. Every byte
s ].ust like any other byte in that the file system does not reserve spe-
ial bytes to indicate the end of a line or a record. The other point of
lew is that a file is a sequence of zero or more lines or records. Each
ine is a sequence of zero or more bytes. Lines may all be of one fixed
ength, or they may be of varying length. Sometimes the end of a line is
narked by one or more bytes actually contained in the file, and some-
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times there are no such markers, with the file system itself keepir]
track of the location of line boundaries.

Most operating systems now support both of these views of what
file is, but they also generally favor one view or the other. Mainfralf
file systems, for instance, generally consider a file to be a sequence t
lines, whereas most other systems treat a file as a sequence of byte
These two views are not wholly incompatible, and any given file sy
tern may support both views of the same file, even simultaneousl.

I

This  is  obviously  an  area  of  much  potential  for  incompatibilil
between systems.

REX supports both views of file organization through its characte
oriented and its line-oriented file I/0 functions. They may even be use
simultaneously on the same file, though this can be troublesome. TI
character-oriented  functions  are  CHARIN( ),  which reads  one  or mo]
characters;   CHAROUT( ),   which  writes   one   or  more   characters;   all
CHARS( ),  which returns  the number of characters that remain to I
read in a file. The corresponding line-oriented functions are  L I N E I N (
which reads a single line from a file;  L I N EOUT ( ) , which writes a sing
line  to  a  file;  and  LINES( ),  which  returns  the  number  of lines  th€
remain to be read in a file.

OPENING A FILE

Most operating systems require that an operation called ape7tj7tg I
performed on a file before it can be used. Correspondingly, most la]
guages require files to be opened before using language I/0 facilitie
The open operation has several purposes. One of these is to identify I
name the file or device that is to be used. Usually the open procef
associates the name with a hcL7tczze  or control block which is used i
subsequent I/0 operations rather than the name itself.

Another purpose of the open operation is to allow the user or pri
grammer to make choices among various available options for file pri
cessing.  The  options  that  are  available,  of course,  will vary great.
from system to system, but they often include:

whether the file is to be read, written, or both
whether writing (if any) should start at the beginning or end of tl
file
how the file may be shared by other programs that have concurre]
access to it

what attributes the file should have if it is being created
how much  space  should be  pre-allocated for the  file if it is beil
created
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Totice that all of these things are true options in the sense that they
re not (ordinarily) characteristics of the file itself (if it already exists).
rarious other options deal with alternative ways of processing a file
hat may admit variation, yet must still be compatible with the true
haracteristics  and organization of the file. This category of options
icludes:

whether the file is to be treated as fe#£ or bj7icbry.  This distinction
usually refers to whether there is to be special handling for control
characters that indicate the end of a line.
what the logical length of a file record is, in case there is no internal
indication in the file of record boundaries.

What this discussion is leading up to is the fact that there is no func-
lon in REX, in contrast to most other languages, for opening a file.
'his is because, for most simple file operations, it is possible for REX
) open a file automatically the first time it is used. REX does this in
ie  spirit of "helping" the programmer by eliminating a frequently
nnecessary and often confusing operation. This is akin to the REX
hilosophy that it should not be necessary to declare variables before
se. (It is not irrelevant, though, that in VM/CMS where REX was
rst implemented the  operating system did not require  a file to be
pened before being used.)
In languages where opening a file is required, the file is normally

3ferred to by its name only at the time it is opened. Thereafter, the
pen file is referred to by either a hc[7tczze (an object returned by the
pen  routine)  or by  a  control  block.  But  in  REX  a  file  is  always
3ferred to by its name. REX internally keeps track of whatever han-
les or control blocks are needed by the operating system, automati-
illy associating them with the name after the first time the file is
sed. Keeping such details out of the program itself can contribute to
ortability across systems.
Of course, the disadvantage of having no explicit open operation is

iat it is not possible in standard REX to specify any of the options
rhich are otherwise available when a file is opened. Standard REX is
ble to handle some of the options by choices available in the file I/0
inctions.  For instance,  whether the  file will be  read  or written is
etermined by whether both input and output functions are actually
sed. Since REX can't know in advance whether you might want to
pdate a file even if the first operation is to read it, a REX imple-
ientation will typically open the file in read-write mode (if possible).
Thereafter, reads and writes can be intermixed in any order. If there

i some reason why REX cannot open the file in read-write mode, it
Lay open it in read-only mode. Then REX will signal an error condi-
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tion if, and only if, an output operation is attempted. One side effect (
this approach, which may or may not be a disadvantage, is that the fi]
may be opened in a mode that prevents other programs from simult€
neously reading or writing to it, even if the file is only going to be rea(

The inability to choose at open time whether to start writing a file €
the end (appe7td 77tode) or at the beginning (crec[£e mocze) is of less€
importance. Normally a REX implementation will by default begi
writing at the end of an existing file (to reduce the chance of unintel
tional destruction of data).  But both the  CHAROUT( )  and the  LI NEOUT(
functions provide the ability to write at other positions in a file, inclu(
ing the beginning. (Though in some cases it may not be possible for a
implementation to support writing at an arbitrary byte or line positio
in the middle of a file.)

Another common option in opening a file is whether to treat it as te]
(a sequence of lines) or binary (a sequence of bytes). In general, REXX
character-oriented functions, when fully implemented, deal with a fi:
in binary mode  as  a sequence  of bytes.  That is,  they read or wril
exactly what is contained in the file and do not make any transform€
tions on the data or treat any characters as special (e.g., end of fi:
characters). The line-oriented functions may, however, interpret ce
tain control characters in special ways, usually to determine the end i
a line. (But note that the distinction between text and binary is vel
situation- and system-dependent, and is not necessarily the same €
the line vs. character distinction.)

Some operating systems like MVS permit certain file characteristit
to be specified at open time, such as the length of logical records of
file. REX's character-oriented functions (though not the line-orient€
ones) handle this easily, since any number of characters can be read €
a time.

There are several alternatives for handling those open options th€
can't be simulated in the REX file I/0 functions themselves. For or
thing, there is a catchall built-in function called STREAM ( ) which can I
used by  an  implementation  to  provide  any  desired  I/0  capabilitit
above  and  beyond  what  can  be  done  with  the  standard  function
Among other things, STREAM ( ) may support an explicit open commar
which    allows     specification    of    necessary    file     open    option
Unfortunately, the specific commands provided by STREAM ( ) , includir
the open command, are completely implementation-dependent and in
standardized. You might just as well use the native file system faci]
ties of your implementation of REX.

An implementation can also add as many extra built-in functions €
it likes to provide necessary I/0 services. It may choose to offer a col]
plete set of I/0 functions more or less parallel to the standard ones bi
which correspond more closely to the I/0 facilities of the underlyil
operating system.
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The numerous possible file-handling options, and their lack of con-
;istency among different systems, is one of the major reasons I/0 has
Llways  been  a  difficult  topic  in  learning  a  programming  language.
h7hen treated in full generality, I/0 remains difficult even in REX.
Jet a few of the most common requirements are handled cleanly and
iutomatically by the language.

=lLE  F3EADAVF3ITE  POINTEF3S

There is one concept which applies to most of the I/0 functions, so we
vill discuss it first. This is the fact that REX keeps track of its cur-
•ent position in the file at all times. This is done with something con-
;eptually like  a  cursor  or  a pointer that  always  indicates  the  next
haracter or line of the file that will be read or written. The current
)osition  is  maintained  independently  for  reading  and  writing with
vhat we will refer to as a read pointer and a write pointer.

By definition,  the read pointer is  positioned just before  the next
haracter or line to be read from the file. When a file is opened, the
•ead pointer is conceptually just before the first character of the file.
Ls data is read by CHAR I N ( ) , the read pointer is advanced by the mum-
)er of characters read, so that it is positioned after the last one read.
h7hen L I N E I N ( ) is used, the read pointer is moved to a point right after
he line just read, including any characters signifving the end of the
ine.  If CHARIN( )  is  used  after  LINEIN( ),  the  read  pointer  can be  left
)ointing somewhere in the middle of a line. If L I N E I N ( ) is then used, it
vill return only a partial line, from the read pointer to the end of the
ine.

Similarly, the write pointer is always positioned at the point where
he  next  output  operation will  add  data to  the  file.  When  a file  is
tpened, the write pointer will be right after the last existing character
)f the file, so that any newly written data will be appended to the file.
Is new data is written by CHAROUT ( ) , the write pointer is advanced to
light after the last character written.

The read and write pointers can also be changed without actually
)erforming I/0. All of the four principal file I/0 functions are defined so
hat the read or write pointer can be moved to a specific location before
he operation begins. This permits random access for reading and writ-
ng in a file.  The functions also allow for requesting 0 characters or
ines to be read or written. This allows for changing the read or write
)ointers without performing I/0. Additionally, the  STREAM ( )  function
nay provide another means of changing the pointers. This operation is
iometimes called seefaz7tg.

When using the character-oriented functions to set the read or write
tointer before an operation, the relative byte number in the file is spec-
fied. Bytes in a file are numbered starting from 1, which is consistent
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with how bytes in REX strings are numbered. When the line-orientei
functions are used to set the read or write pointer, the relative lin'
number  (starting with  1)  is  specified.  There  is  no  standard way  a
enquliring what the value of the current read or write pointer is, thoug]
it may be possible in some implementations through the STREAM ( ) func
tion. In cases where it can somehow be done, you need to understam
clearly whether the numerical value used refers to a relative byte o
line number.

We should point out that the behavior of the read and write pointer
is as yet a somewhat unstandardized area of the language, as is tru€
in fact, for file I/0 in general. Implementations definitely do differ. Fo
instance, even though Cowlishaw explicitly states that the read ant
write  pointers  should be  independent,  at least  one  implementatio]
(IBM's OS/2 REX) forces them to be the same. This means that writ
ing to a file can change the read pointer, and vice versa. Making th
read and write pointers the same is, of course, extremely dangerous
since if a program reads randomly in a file and then does output, dat
may be inadvertently destroyed because the write pointer has bee:
moved to the position of the last read. Be careful.

Anyway, the purpose of the read and write pointers is twofold. The
make it possible, first of all, to have random access to a file, in order t
read or write at arbitrary positions. This is done, as we said, when
position is specified explicitly in the file I/0 functions.

The other purpose of keeping track of the current position (specifi
cally,  the  read  position)  is  to  give  a  well-defined  meaning  to  th
CHARS ( )  and  LI N ES ( )  functions.  CHARS ( )  returns the number of chara(
ters in the file that have not yet been read, i.e., the number of chara(
ters from the current read position to the end of the file. For instanc{
when a file is first opened, the value of CHA RS ( ) should be the size of th
file.  Similarly,  LINES( )  returns the number of lines from the currel]
read position to the end of the file.

It is worth noting at this point that these concepts are meaningft
for files, but not for most of the  other file-like things  that may b
accessed by the file I/0 functions disguised as files. Such things includ
the user's keyboard and screen, devices like a printer, andpzpes (whic
allow communication with another program as if it were a file). So ou
discussion here is essentially "file chauvinist." We speak as if the I/(
functions always deal with files, and as if it is always possible to d
something reasonable with a file. It must be recogr].ized, however, tha
this point of view can't be maintained consistently when working wit
nonfiles. And what is even worse, there is no means in standard REX
of even detecting whether a name refers to an actual file, as opposed t
a device, a pipe, or whatever. Indeed, many operating systems, in a
effort to promote czeujce  Z7®czepe7tde7tce,  go  out of their way to conce€
this information from programs.
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Cowlishaw's 7lfae REXLc!77gztcige avoids most of these messy issues.
I makes some attempt to distinguish between perszsfe7tf sfreci77}s and
rc[7?sze7?i  sfrecz77?s.   However,  these  terms  aren't  defined,  except  by
xample. A persistent stream is, essentially, a file. The term implies
hat the object persists,  so that one can reread it and get the same
ata, unless it has been explicitly changed. Such a thing also admits
aving a well-defined beginning and end, so that the notions of read
nd write pointers make sense. A transient stream, on the other hand,
annot be read or wh.tten at random and does not have a well-defined
eginning and end.
You should also recognize that even in the case of a file, the underly-

ig operating system may not permit random access. And even if ran-
om access is possible, it is often the case that such access can be done
y byte number or by line number, but not both. Those file systems
7hich view a file as a sequence of bytes generally allow random access
y byte number. They do not usually allow random access by line num-
er,  nor  can  they report  how  many lines  remain  unread  in  a  file.
iimilarly, if the file system views a file as a sequence of lines, it prob-
bly permits random read access by line number. It may or may not
llow random write access by line number, and if it does, it may not
llow change in the size of a given line, or it may delete all lines after
new one is written in the middle of a file. File systems of this sort

a.rely allow random access by byte number.
REX does not provide any mechanism for indicating to a program

That  types  of random  file  access  are  permitted.  Your  program  is
xpected to know what is reasonable to do.  If the program must be
ortable across systems, it should be aware of the environment it is
uLnning in, if only to provide warnings when it can't do something that
7ould not be supported.

:LOSING A FILE

`he  operation that is  the  inverse  of opening  a file  is  cZosZ7?g  a  file.

everal important purposes are served by this operation:

If new data has been written to the file, the operating system can be
notified that the data is complete and should be co77?mz#ecz to per-
manent storage. The system may assign a Zcbs£ 773odzfzcc[£Zo7t dcbfe to
the file at this time.
Restrictions on sharing the file which would inhibit access by other
processes are removed.
File buffers (if any) may be released back to the operating system.
File fac[7tczzes (which may be a limited resource) can be released for
reuse.
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Because  these  functions,  or  close  equivalents,  are  almost  alwa)
needed, most operating systems support the concept of closing a file. I
particular, you should never assume your data is safely written to dis
so that it can be accessed by another program until the file has bee
closed.

Moreover, it is generally not possible to automatically or implicit]
close a file when your program is done with it. The request to close
file is the way that the program says it is done with a file. Of courst
most implementations will close all open files when a REX progra]
returns to the operating system, but it is very bad practice to depen
on this. In a long-running program, quite a large amount of time rna
pass before a program terminates. During that time, an open file rna
be unavailable to other processes, and it may even be lost completely
the computer crashes. In the case of files destined for a printer, tl
operating system may wait until the file is closed until printing ca
begin. Yet another consideration is that REX programs frequent]
invoke other programs or system commands. A file needed by such prt
grams may be unavailable or incomplete unless it has been closed firs
leading to mysterious errors and possible data loss. To avoid all thi
just observe the simple rule: always close files as soon as you are fi]
ished with them.

REX  does  have  a  means  for  explicitly  closing  a  file,  though
is unintuitive and a little obscure. Instead of simply having a functic
to  close  a  file,  RE2ex  provides  that  when  either  the  CHAROUT( )   t
LI NEOUT( )  function is used with only the file name  as  an argumen
then the file will be closed. This applies even to files that have bee
used only for input, and even to files that are read-only. The STREAM (
function may, in various implementations, also provide a way to clot
a file, but any such capability is not standardized.

LINE-ORIENTED FILE I/0 FUNCTIONS

We'll take a closer look at the line-oriented functions first. They ar
probably, the most commonly used, because they work well with tl
kind of text files one tends to deal with most often in REX. There
no completely consistent definition of what a fe#£ file is which applit
to all systems. In general, however, it is thought of as a file consistir
of a sequence of lines of fe#£. These lines usually (though not necessa
ily) will consist entirely of printable characters. Text files are usual.
created and maintained with a fe#£ eczzfor (naturally enough). They a]
used for such things as program source code, electronic mail, and ge]
eral program data input and output. On systems which internally sto]
files as a sequence of bytes, the individual lines of a text file are gene
ally delimited by specific control characters embedded in the file.
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L I N E I N ( ) is the line-oriented input function. Its syntax is

LINEIN([name],     [li.ne-number],     [li.ne-count])

[ N E I N ( ) returns the next line of the file, starting at the current read
)sition or the position specified by  1 i. ne -number.  If the current read
)sition is at the end of the file,  L I N E I N ( ) returns a null string. When
nes of a file are delimited by characters embedded in the file, the final
3limiting characters are not included at the end of a line. Examples:

li.ne   =    1i.nei.n("PROFILE    EXEC    A")/*    next    li.ne    */

li.ne   =   li.nei.n()/*    read    li.ne   from   standard    i.nput   */

All of L I N E I N ( ) 's arguments are optional. N a me is the name of the file.
epending on capabilities of the operating system, name may actually
3fer to a device, such as a serial I/0 port, which is being simulated as
file.  If  name  is  omitted  or  a  null  string,   LINEIN( )  reads  from  the

3fciL4Zf j7apz4£ sfreci777. The nature of the default input stream is system-
3pendent. In CMS it is always the keyboard. In MS-DOS, OS/2, and
nix, it is the sfc[7tdczrd j7apztf file, which might be the keyboard, a file,
device, or even another program (through pipes).
Li. ne -number  specifies the relative line number in the file at which

ie read should begin.  REX numbers file lines  starting at  1.  The
3fault, if 1 I. ne -number is not specified, is to begin reading at the cur-
mt read position.  If calls to  CHARIN( )  have been used,  it is  possible
rat the current read position may not be exactly at the beginning of a
ne, so that L I N E I N ( ) may not return a full line.
Furthermore, not all file systems are capable of supporting a read
iat starts at an arbitrary line number. In particular, when a file is
•ganized as a sequence of characters and lines are delimited by a par-
cular character sequence, the capability to begin reading at an arbi-
'ary line number would be very inefficient to implement,  so is not
5ually possible.
L I. n e - c o u n t may be 0 or 1. It is 1 by default, and specifies that one line
to be read. A value of 0 indicates that no input is to be done, but the

)ad pointer is to be moved to the line specified in 1 i. ne -n umbe r (if pos-
ble). In this case,  L I N E I N ( ) returns a null string.
L I N E I N ( ) may behave differently with input sources other than files.
file  has  a  definite  location  called  the  e7tcz  of f£Ze,  beyond  which

[ N E I N ( ) will return a null string. However, the end of file concept does
)t usually apply to devices, the keyboard, or other programs, though
Le operating system may provide a means of signaling end of file for
tine of these. In cases of this sort,  L I N E I N ( ) may simply stop and wait
ntil  more  input  is  available  rather  than  returning  a  null  string.
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Positioning to a specific line number is also generally not possible fo
input sources other than files.

There are no standard REX functions which can be used to dete]
mine whether a given name actually refers to a file, whether an e7?cZ (
f£Ze can be recognized, or whether random positioning by line numbe
is possible.

Although  LINEIN( )  returns  a  null  string  when  the  end  of file  i
reached, this is not a reliable way of determining that there is no mor
input, since a file may very well contain null lines that are not at th
end of the file. REX provides the L I N E S ( ) function to handle detectio
of the end of file. Its syntax is

LINES(  [name]  )

L I N ES ( ) returns the number of complete or partial lines not yet rea
in  the  file  specified by  name.  If name  is  omitted  or  a  null  string,  th
default input stream is  assumed.  LINES( )  determines the number (
lines remaining in terms of the number of lines from the current rea
pointer to the end of the file. If the file has not yet been opened, L I N E S (
will open the file and return the number of lines in it. If the end of fi]
has been read, so that the read pointer is after the last line,  LI NES (
returns 0.

Because not  all file  systems  permit efficient counting of lines  (a
with files that are a sequence of bytes and lines separated by speci€
control characters), L I N ES ( ) may simply return 1 to indicate that thel
is more input to be read.

When L I N E S ( ) is used with an input stream other than a file, such a
a  device,  a  pipe,  or  the  keyboard,  the  result  is  harder  to  predic
Usually L I N ES ( ) will return 0 if an input line isn't currently availablt
That is generally the same case in which L I N E I N ( ) would wait for inpt
to become available.

L I N EOUT ( ) is the line-oriented output function. Its syntax is

LINEOUT([name],     [data],     [li.ne-number])

L I N EOUT ( ) writes one line of data to the file, and returns 0 if it was su
cessful. Otherwise it returns the number of lines not completely wri.
ten (perhaps because the output disk was full or not ready). As usua
name is the name of the file (or device, etc.) to be written to. Data is th
line of data to be written. Line delimiter characters, if used by the fi]
system, should not normally be included in data, because they will I
added automatically. Examples:

call    li.neout    ,     'Hello   world!'/*   standard   output   */
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call    li.neout    'c:\autoexec.bat',     'set   temp=d:\'

For file  systems that support random file  access by line number,
i n e ~ n umbe r is the relative line number, starting with 1, where d a t a is
> be written. Even if a file system supports this kind of file access, it
Lay cause loss of data beyond the new line being written, especially if
ie new line is not the same length as the one being replaced. Be sure
)u understand how your file system handles this situation.
If name is omitted or a null string  LI NEOUT( )  writes to the default

itput stream.  The nature  of the  default output stream is  system-
Bpendent. In CMS it is always the terminal. In MS-DOS, OS/2, and•nix, it is the sfcI7?dclrcz oz4£pztf file, which might be the screen, a file, a

Bvice, or even another program (through pipes).
If both data  and 1 i. ne -n umber are omitted, the specified file is closed

5 described earlier. If data is omitted, but not 1 i. ne -number, the write
Dinter is set to the specified line (if the file system supports this). If
i n e -n umbe r is omitted, which is by far the most common case, the new
ne is written at the current output position as specified by the write
Dinter, which is normally the end of the file.
The simplest type of file I/0 that is done in REX often involves

)ading a line, processing it in some way, and producing output. For
Lstance, a simple program that copies one file to another might be no
Lore than

parse   arg   i.nput   output
do   whi.le    li.nes(i.nput)    >   0

call     li.neout    output,    li.nei.n(I.nput)

end
call     li.neout    i.nput
call    li.neout   output

his is a just a read-process-output loop, where there is no processing
t speak of. It can be elaborated upon to handle almost any situation
rat involves reading lines sequentially from an input file, processing
ich in some way, and writing to an output file. The processing might
3 searching for specific words (as in the WORDFI ND program discussed
L Chap.  3), reformatting the input lines,  computing totals  of input
ita, or whatever.

HARACTER-ORIENTED FILE I/0
UNCTIONS

he character-oriented functions work equally well with fe#£ or bz7tclry
[es. Of course, if the file system does not permit character-level access
i files, the character-oriented functions may be unsupported or only
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partially supported. These functions return the exact data which is i]
the file, without translation or interpretation.  In particular,  specia
control characters used to signify line end or end of file are returnet
along with ordinary data characters.

It should be possible to process any type of file with the character
oriented functions. This includes database files, executable programs
word  processor  files,  or  whatever.  Your  program  is  responsible  fo
knowing the detailed low-level format of the file, however.

CHARI N ( ) is the character-oriented input function. Its syntax is

CHARIN([name],     [character-number],     [character-count])

C H A R I N ( ) returns the next c h a r a c t e r -c o u n t characters of the file, start
ing at the current read position or the position specified by c h a r a c t e r
number.  If the current read position is at the end of the file,  CHARI N (
returns a null string. Examples:

zi.p_code   =   chari.n('address.dat'  ,    pos,    5)
call    chari.n   fi.le,1000,    0   /*   posi.ti.on   at   byte   #1000   */

All of CHAR I N ( ) 's arguments are optional. Name is the name of the file. ]
name is omitted or a null string, it is assumed to be the default inpu
stream.

C h a r a c t e r -n umbe r specifies the relative character number in the fil
at which the read should begin. REX numbers file characters startin
at 1. The default, if c h a r a cte r -n umbe r is not specified, is to begin read
ing at the current read position. Not all file systems are capable of su|
porting a read that starts at an arbitrary character number. This i
frequently true  with file  systems  that primarily regard  a file  as
sequence of lines.

Character-count may be any nonnegative whole number. It is  1 b
default. A value of 0 indicates that no input is to be done, but the rea
pointer is to be moved to the line specified in c h a r a c t e r -n umbe r (if pot
sible). In this case, CHARI N ( ) returns a null string.

Like  LI N E I N ( ) ,  CHARI N ( )  may behave differently with input source
other than files.  A file has  a definite location called the e7td of f£Zt
beyond which CHARI N ( ) will return a null string. In cases where end (
file is undefined, CHARI N ( )  may simply stop and wait until more inpt
is   available   rather  than  returning  with  fewer   characters   tha
requested. Positioning to a specific character number is also generall
not possible for input sources other than files.

CHARS ( )  is the character-oriented analog of LI N ES ( ) .  It may be use
to determine the number of characters left to read in a file. Ordinaril
it is used simply to determine whether the end of file has been reache(
The syntax is
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CHARS(  [name]  )

HARS ( ) returns the number of characters not yet read in the file spec-
fied by name. If name is omitted or a null string, the default input
tream  is  assumed.  CHARS( )   determines  the  number  of  characters
'emaining in terms of the number of characters from the current read
tointer to the end of the file. If the file has not yet been opened, CHARS ( )
Will open the file and return the number of characters in it. If the end
if file has been reached, so that the read pointer is after the last char-
Lcter, CHARS ( )  returns 0. CHARS ( ) may return 1 if the end of file has not
ieen reached on a file, but the exact number of characters to be read
annot be efficiently determined.
As with  LI NES ( ), when CHARS ( )  is used with an input stream other

han a file, such as a device, a pipe, or the keyboard, results are harder
o predict. Usually CHARS ( ) will return 0 if no characters are currently
Lvailable, even though more may be added later to the end of the input
tream.
It is not a good idea to use  CHARS( )  to  detect the end of file when

nput is being done with the  LI N E I N ( )  function. The reason is that in
ome  implementations   LINEIN( )   may  stop  returning  nonnull  lines
Without actually reading past the end of file.  (This can happen with
iles where certain control characters are used to indicate the end of
ile  even though more  data actually remains to be read.) As  a rule
if thumb, for reasons like this, it is a good idea not to mix the line-
iriented and the character-oriented functions, unless you are sure of
What you are doing.

CHAROUT( ) is the character-oriented output function. Its syntax is

CHAROUT([name],     [data],     [character-number])

HAROUT ( ) writes the specified data to the file, and returns either 0, if it
Was successful, or the number of characters which couldn't be written
f not  successful  (perhaps  because  the  output  disk was  full  or  not
eady). As usual, name is the name of the file (or device, etc.) to be writ-
en to. Data is the string to be written. Examples:

call    charout    ,     'Enter   account   code:'
/*   di.splay   prompt   on   standard   output   */

call    charout    'i.mage.dat',    databi.ts,    locati.on

For file systems that support random file access by character num-
ier, c h a ra cte r -n umbe r is the relative character number, starting with

where data is to be written.
If name is omitted or a null string,  CHAROUT( )  writes to the czefoztz£

z4£pz4£  sfrecI77t.  The  nature  of the  default  output  stream  is  system-
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dependent. In CMS it is always the terminal. In MS-DOS, OS/2, an(
Unix, it is the standard output file, which might be the screen, a file, €
device, or even another program (through pipes).

If both data  and character-number  are omitted, the specified file i{
closed  as  described  earlier.  If  data  is  omitted,  but  not  character
number, the write pointer is set to the specified character position (i
the file system supports this). If c h a r a c t e r -n umbe r is omitted, which i{
by far the most common case, the data is written at the current outpu.
position as specified by the write pointer, which is normally the end o
the file.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE USEF}

There are no additional functions needed for communicating with th
user of a program by means of simple dialogs. Everything that can bt
done along these lines in standard REX can be done with the facilitie!
already described. However, there are a few special considerations tt
be noted, and some instructions that provide a little cosmetic simplifi
cation.

Ordinarily, and by default, the standard input stream is the user'i
keyboard, and the standard output stream is the user's screen. Th
standard input and output streams can be specified in any of the fill
I/0 functions simply by omitting the name argument or (on some sys
terns) by making it a null string.  It is not necessarily true that th
default input and output streams are the user's terminal, since mos
environments permit streams to be redirected to files, pipes, or devices
(We will go into this a little further when we discuss f£Zfers. ) But you
program has no general means of determining whether its standar(
input and output have been redirected, so for the sake of generality i
should assume that they have not been. That is, you should assume th
standard I/0 streams are connected to the user's terminal. To empha
size this, we will refer to these as the terminal I/0 streams.

There  are  limitations  on  what  can  be  done  with  the  termina
streams. The main thing is, you cannot position randomly in them, si
you should not specify character or line numbers in the I/0 functions
There are no meaningful read or write pointers associated with the ter
minal input and output. However, as a special case, the  CHARS( )  am
LINES( )  functions  will  return  a  value  of  1  for  the  standard  inpu
stream, to indicate that data may be available. Finally, you do not neet
to close the terminal streams.  In fact, it is a good idea not to, sino
doing  so  may  prevent  other,  independent  parts  of a  program  from
doing terminal I/0.

REX provides the SAY instruction as a shorthand form of L I N EOUT ( )
In other words,
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SAY    expressi.on

is almost fully equivalent to

CALL    LINEOUT     ,     expressi.on

Ve say "almost," because expres s i. on in both cases is optional, but the
'esults of omitting it are different in the two cases. If SAY is used by
tself without an expression, it displays a null line on the terminal, as
f the value of the expression were null. On the other hand,  L I N EOUT ( )
vith a null expression will display a blank line, but with an omitted
!xpression it will close the terminal input stream.

It is customary in REX programs to use SAY for terminal output.
This saves typing a few characters and it makes the operation of the
trogram a little easier for a reader to follow.

The PU L L instruction is in some sense the analog of SAY in that it pro-
ides a simplified means of reading a line of input from the terminal.
Jnlike SAY, however, it is not equivalent to one single I/0 function. In
he first place, PU LL is really a shorthand form of PARS E, so that

PULL   template

is equivalent to

PARSE    UPPER    PULL    template

n  both  cases,  template  is  a  PARSE  template,  which  could  perform
laborate input parsing.  But when your program is  doing terminal
nput, you probably don't want to make the user type things in a rigid
brmat to match a complex template, so usually the template is just a
rariable  name  to which  all input is  assigned.  So  PULL  saves  a little

yping over the equivalent PARSE form, but unfortunately it forces all
nput to uppercase. Not having to deal with mixed case can make it
Osier for a program to interpret user input, but it can also get in the
Way too.

There's another complication with PU LL, in that before it reads from
he terminal input stream, it will attempt to read a line from the exter-
Lal data queue. The external data queue is a separate REX mecha-
Lism for  storing data temporarily in  a  scratch  area,  and it will be
liscussed in detail in the next chapter. It is often used for communica-
ion between REX programs (in the absence of any standard REX
means  for  sharing  variables).  And,  in  some  implementations,  the
ixternal data queue may be usable as a surrogate for terminal input.
This usage of the queue is why PU L L and PARS E  PU L L are defined to take

nput from the queue before they read from the terminal.
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You can use the queue to prepare data in one REX program that
will be read as input by another REX program called from the first:
provided the called program uses  PU LL or PARSE   PU LL to read input.11]
this way the called program can be written so that it will accept input
from the terminal if there is none in the queue. However, sometimes
you will want to force  a program to read input from the terminal;
regardless of the contents of the queue. The way to do this is to use the
I/0 functions C HA R I N ( ) or L I N E I N ( ) directly, because they are defined tc
read only from a specified input stream (such as the terminal input
stream), and never from the external data queue.

There is even a form of PARS E which recognizes this use of L I N E I N ( )
to bypass the data queue:

PARSE    LINEIN    template

is defined to be the same as

PARSE    VALUE     LINEIN()     WITH    template

EXAMPLE: BINARY SEARCH
OF SORTED FILES

Our first  extended  example  of file  L/O  to  do  something moderatel)
interesting is an illustration of the binary search algorithm. This is €
technique of searching certain sequential files that is much more effi-
cient than a brute force search through the whole file. The techniqu€
depends on the assumption that the file has already been sorted (ir
ascending order, let's say) on the value of the key that we are search.
ing for. It operates by first examining the record in the middle of th€
file. If that is not the record we want, we can then at least be sure thai
the record we're looking for must be either in the first half of the file o]
the second, if it is present at all, based on whether or not the desired
key is lower or higher than the one in the record we examined. The pro.
cess is repeated as many times as necessary, and each time the size o]
the  portion  of the file  in which the  desired record  can be  found iE
reduced by half. This is why it is called a bz7i¢ry search. It is a very fasl
process. A file of 1000 records can be fully searched for a record with €
desired key in at most 10 steps, since 210 = 1024.

Here's a REX program for doing a binary search:

/*   do   a   bi.nary   search   of   fi.le   for   speci.fi.ed   key   */
/*   returns    record   number   of   li.ne   contai.ni.ng   the   key   */
bi.nsearch:    procedure

parse   arg   fi.le,    key,    lrecl
si.ze   =   stream(fi.le,  'c'  ,  'query   si.ze'  )
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i.f   si.ze   =    '  '    then   do
say    "Fi.le   not    found:"    fi.le
return   0
end

records   =   si.ze   %   lrecl
hi.gh   =   records
low   -1
do   whi.le    low   <=   hi.gh

mi.d    =    (hi.gh    +    low)    %    2

call    chari.n    fi.le,     (mi.d   -1)    *   lrecl    +   1,    0
1  i. n e    =    1  i. n e I. n ( f I.  1  e )

test   =   word(li.ne,1)
i.f   test   <   key   then

low   -ml`d   +   1

else   i.f   test   >   key   then
hl.gh   =   ml.d   -1

else
l eave

end
call    li.neout   fi.le
i.f    low   >   hi.gh    then    do

say   "Key    "key"    not   found   1.n"   fi.le
return   0
end

else
return   mi.d

The program is coded as an internal procedure which is meant to be
)alled with three arguments. The first is the file name, the second is
he key to be searched for, and the third is the Zogzcciz 7.ecord Zengffa of
he file. To make the example interesting, we have assumed that the
ile system stores files as a stream of bytes, and record boundaries are
narked by control characters contained within the file. It is further
issumed that all lines have the same length. The logical record length
s the length of each line plus the number of delimiters per line. (For
nstance, in MS-DOS or OS/2, there are two delimiters per line: a car-
iage return and a line feed.)

The  example  calls the  STREAM( )  built-in function to  determine the
Size (in characters) of the file. The arguments of the STREAM ( ) function
Ire not fully specified by the language. Here we have used arguments
inderstood by Personal REX and IBM's OS/2 REX.  Other imple-
nentations must use some other technique to obtain the size of the file.
Since this is the size in characters, we have to divide by the logical
•ecord length to get the number of lines in the file. We used an integer
livide here ("%'') to be sure we have an integral number to work with.
This allows for the presence of overhead characters such as ``end of
ile" that are not part of any line.)
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Two variables,1 ow and h i. g h, hold the top and bottom of the range c
lines between which the desired record can be located. The loop is per
formed as long as 1 ow does not exceed h I. gh. It must terminate eventu
ally,  since the range is reduced by at least one line each time (an'
usually much more). The variable mi. d is the number of the record w
will examine next. The call to CHARI N ( )  positions the file in terms of ,
relative byte number, since we assume the file system does not suppol
positioning by line number. Notice that we have to be careful with byt
numbering, since REX numbers files with the first character being
rather than 0.  No data is  actually read by  CHARIN( ),  since the thiri
argument is 0.

Having positioned the read pointer, the line we want to examine ca:
be read with  LI N E I N ( ) . For simplicity we have assumed that the firs
word of the line  contains  the key value  on which the file has bee:
sorted. A more general routine would allow the key to be located in an
given position on the line. The loop terminates when the value in th
line is neither higher nor lower than the key being searched for. If th
key wasn't found, the loop will terminate because 1 ow became greate
than h i. gh. In that case we return 0, which is not a valid line numbe]
since we assume lines are numbered starting with  1.  Otherwise w
return the number of the line where the key was found.

EXAMPLE:  MAKING A FILE INDEX

In a file system where a file is a sequence of bytes and records are se|
arated by embedded control characters, there is a problem in repr€
senting a file as a sequence of items that can vary in size up to som
large number if we want efficient access to each item. If we want t
allow each item to be up to 64,000 characters long (for instance), th
naive  approach  would  be  to  create  a  file  with  logical  records  eac
64,000 characters long.  If the average item (record) is much shorte
than this, we will have an exorbitant amount of overhead.

One simple way to deal with this situation is to store the data as tw
separate files. One file contains the actual data, and the second file i
an index to it. Only the index file needs to have a fixed record length fo
efficient access. The length of each record in the index can be fairl
short. Let us suppose the maximum size of the data file will be 1 gig€
byte (1 billion bytes). For simplicity, let's suppose the limit is actuall
999,999,999 bytes,  so that a maximum of nine digits  are needed t
store the relative byte number with the default N U M E R I C  D I G I TS  9 . Fiv
digits suffice to store the size of an item. The relative byte address an
size of an item will be stored in an index record in character form, s
each index record needs to be 14 bytes long (plus, say, two more byte
for delimiters).
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We could use this index technique for other purposes as well. In fact,
his  is  how  databases  are  often  implemented.  The  primary  data
ecords are stored in a main data file in the order they are added. The
.ata records can be of either fixed or varying length. As many index
lles as desired can be built which represent the primary data sorted on
.ifferent key values. Each index record would contain the key value
nd the relative byte address of the corresponding data record in the
lain file. Such index files can be searched by a binary search as dis-
ussed above, allowing fast random access to the primary data records
iased on various key values. About the only drawback to this tech-
.ique as just outlined is that such index files have to be rebuilt entirely
very time a new data record is added. It would be possible to go a step
nrther and store the index files as 8+ frees to allow for efficient modi-
lcation of the indices. This would still be easy to implement in REX,
ut a full discussion of this method would take us too far afield.
Instead, we'111ook at one of the most elementary uses of an index file,

There we just want an efficient way to access variable size data records
y record number. The application is a "cookie" program that displays
random fortune cookie fortune each time it is invoked. Here it is:

/*   di.splay   fortune   cooki.es   */

datafi.le   =    'fortune.cooki.es'
i.ndexfile   =    'fortune.cooki.e.i.ndex'
lrecl    =   16

count   =   stream(i.ndexfi.le,     'c',     'query   si.ze')    %    lrecl
I.tern   =   random(1,    count)

call    chari.n    i.ndexfi.le,     (i.tern   -1)    *    lrecl    +   1,    0
i. ndex_record   =   1  i. nei. n ( I. ndexf i.1 e )

call    li.neout    i.ndexfi.le

parse   var   i.ndex_record    rba    10   si.ze

bytes_read   =   0
call    chari.n   datafi.le,    rba,    0
do   whi.le   bytes_read   <   si.ze

1  i. n e   =   1  I. n e i. n ( d a t a f i.  1  e )

bytes_read   =   bytes_read   +   length(li.ne)   +   2
say    ll'ne
end

call    li.neout   datafi.le

`hat's all there is to it. Most of the details are similar to those of the
revious example. Notice (again) that there are 14 bytes of information
1 each index record (a nine-digit and a five-digit number), but we have
ssumed two extra bytes per line for delimiters. Actually, we could dis-
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pense with the delimiter characters. It all depends on how the ind€
file is maintained. As illustrated, the index file could be updated wit
a line-oriented text editor which will assume the line delimiters a]
present. In fact, editing the index would not make much sense, becauf
it would be very tedious to put in file offsets and item sizes by ham
Instead, indexes should be created and maintained by a program, all
we'11 illustrate this shortly. The program can simply omit line delil]
iter characters. In that case, we would have to modify the above exam
pie by setting  1 recl  to  14,  and replacing the line where we read a
index record with

I.ndex_record   =   chari.n(i.ndexfi.le,     ,    lrecl)

We continue to assume that line delimiters are present in the data fil
which requires us to account for them in the loop where we are readir
a single item, by adding two to the length of each line.

Let's look at how to maintain the index. We shall assume that item
to be added to the data file will be created with a text editor. Initiall
each item is contained in its own file. We will have a REX progra:
that appends each item file to the main data file and updates the inde
The main data file then winds up looking something like this:

A   journey   of    1000   mi.les   must    begi.n   wi.th    a    si.ngle    step.
The   movi.ng    fi.nger   wri.tes;    and,    havi.ng   wri.t,

Moves    on:    nor   all    thy   pi.ety   nor   wi.t
Shall    lure    i.t   back   to   cancel    half   a    li.ne.
From    li.steni.ng    comes    wi.sdom,    and    from    speaki.ng

repentance .
®

Notice that there is no indication in the file where one item ends ar
the next begins. All that information is contained in the index.

More interesting as an example is the program that adds new fo
tune cookies to the file and the index. We suppose the new item is co]
tained in a file by itself, whose name is to be supplied to the upda.
program. We need to obtain the size of the data file in order to kno
the offset of the new item and the size of the item; these two pieces
information will be appended to the index. We are going to assume no
that the index file  does not contain embedded delimiter character
This will help reduce its size a little, but preclude us from using €
ordinary line editor to access it. Here is the update program:

/*   add   to   fortune   cooki.e   database   */

parse   arg   new_cooki.e    .
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datafi.le   =    'fortune.cooki.es'
i. ndexf i.1 e   =    ' fortune . cooki. e . i. ndex '
lrecl   -14

i.tern_si.ze   =   stream(new_cooki.e,     'c'
I.tern_offset   =   stream(datafi.le,    'c'
i.ndex_si.ze   =   stream(i.ndexfi.le,     'c'  ,
i.ndex_record   =   ri.ght(I.tern_offset,    9)

ri.ght(1.tern_si.ze,    5)
call    charout   i.ndexfi.le,    i.ndex_record,    i.ndex_si.ze   +   1
call    charout   I.ndexfile

call    charout   datafi.le,    ,    i.tern_offset
do   whi.le    li.nes(new_cooki.e)    >   0

call    li.neout   datafi.le,    li.nei.n(new_cooki.e)
end

call    li.neout   datafi.le
call    li.neout    new   cooki.e

Ve had to use  CHAROUT( )  in this example, instead of LI NEOUT( ) , to add
he index record to the index file in order not to have line delimiter
haracters  inserted.  Also,  we  were  very  careful  to  use  CHAROUT( )  to
pecify an offset in both the index and data files at which writing is to
tegin. This may be redundant, since any reasonable REX implemen-
ation will set the write pointer initially to the end of an existing file.
This is so that data will be appended to the end instead of overwriting
he beginning of the file. But it's better to be safe than sorry.

There's another approach to handling this particular application we
hould  mention.  The  main  data  file  could  be  assumed  to  contain
!xplicit separators between each item, perhaps a short string of aster-
sks. The data file could be maintained entirely with a text editor, and
he person who maintains it would manually add a separator every
ime a new item is added. Then a REX program could be written that
leads  the  main  data  file  and  builds  an  entire  index  each  time.
Hthough this approach entails a great deal of extra processing every
ime an addition is made, it does have the advantage that the index
;an always be reconstructed easily if it gets damaged. The details of
mplementing this method are left as an exercise for the reader.

:XAMPLE: WRITING "FILTEFZS" lN F]EXX

To conclude this chapter, let's look at a different sort of example, a f£Z-
er.  The  WORDFI ND program in Chap.  3 was an example of a filter. We
mentioned that this was a type of program which originated in Unix. A
ilter reads from a standard input file and writes to a standard output
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file.  Of course, it can read and write any number of other files, too
Such programs are called filters, because in Unix and other operatin{
systems  that  support the  concept  of pipes,  a filter program  can bt
inserted between two other programs. The filter reads its input from
the output of the first program, and it writes its output to the input o

:::r:::::dsyps:::.a[mn.uHn°±¥,#;S.jsos;::edssoes/2d,etpie,P±:St£:styh=bso¥ef:±rfi:
pipe from one program to another, so a composite command might bt
written

fi.rst    I    fi.lter    I    second

(Note that this use of " I " has nothing to do with the REX use of " I
as the logical or operation.  If the composite command were used i]
a REX program, the whole thing should be  enclosed in quotatio]
marks.)

A very common example of a filter is a sort program. If the program
called second expects its input to be sorted in some way, but the firs
program does not sort its output, then inserting sort between then
solves the problem:

fi.rst    I    sort    I    second

The philosophy of using filters is that each filter program should h
as  simple  as  possible.  A filter  program  should  read  from  standar(
input, perform one elementary operation, and write results to standart
output. Filters can then be combined in a large number of ways to per
form a wide variety of more complex processing tasks.

Filters are easy to write in REX. We'll take a very simple exampli
here just  to  illustrate  the  mechanics.  The  example just  deletes  a]
blank lines from an input file:

/*    DELBLANK    -Delete    all     blank    li.nes    i.n    a    fi.le.     */

arg   i.nfi.le   outfi.le
do   whi.le    lines(i.nfi.le)

1  I. n e    =    1  i.  n e I. n (  I.  n f i.  1  e )

I.f   li.ne   \=   "    then
call    li.neout   outfi.le,    li.ne

end
call    li.neout   outfi.le
call    li.neout    i.nfi.le

If this program is invoked with pipes for both input and output, then i
will not actually have any arguments. Therefore,  I. nf i 1 e and outf i.1
will be null strings. So, when they are used elsewhere in the program
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they will refer to  the  standard input  and  output files  respectively,
which is just what we want.

That's really all there is to writing a filter. The nice thing about how
this works in REX is that we could supply actual file names if we
wanted, instead of using pipes. A command line like

delblank   ori.gi.nal_fi.le   deblanked_fi.le

would work just as well. (The file names should be different, of course.
And if the  second file  already  exists,  it will be  appended with the
results rather than being overwritten.) And just for a little more redun-
dancy,  we  could have used operating system redzrecfjo7t  notation to
accomplish the same thing:

del bl ank   <ori. gi. nal_fi.1 e   >debl anked_fi.1 e

This  notation,  as  used  in  OS/2,  MS-DOS,  and  Unix,  means  that
ori. gi. nal_fi.1 e  is  to  be  the  standard  input  and  debl anked_fi.1 e  is  to
be the standard output. Again, the REX program will work with null
strings rather than the actual file names, but the result will be the
Same.
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The External Data Queue

The  external  data  queue  is  a  curious  hybrid.  It  is  a  concept  that
)elongs partly to REX and partly to the operating system. Its func-
;ion  is  partly  I/0,  partly  interprocess  communication,  and  partly
;other."

Conceptually, you may think of the queue (as we'11 call it for short) as
i temporary string storage area. Even the metaphors used to describe
)perations  to  the  queue  are  a  bit  mixed.  In  the  horizontal  queue
metaphor, strings can be added at the front or the back of the queue,
)ut they can be removed only from the front.  Sometimes  a vertical
metaphor is employed, and the queue is called a sfczcfe. In these terms,
t is like a pz4shczozu7t sfclcfa,  and strings can be added at the top or at
he bottom, but they can be removed only from the top.

The command names for queue  operations  are derived from both
metaphors. A string is added to the top (front) of the queue with the
'USH  instruction  and to the  end (bottom)  with the  QUEUE  instruction.
)on't let the mixing of metaphors throw you. It's the same thing either
Way you look at it. Strings can be removed from the top (front) of the
iueue with the PU LL instruction. (Since there's only one removal oper-
ition, REX decided to be noncommittal as to metaphors, so it is not
)alled either  POP  or  DEOUEUE.)

PULL  is  really  shorthand  for  the  instruction  PARSE    UPPER    PULL.
Therefore it can use a general PARSE template to parse the retrieved
String into  separate  variables.  Unfortunately,  because  of the  UPPER

191
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option, it mangles strings into uppercase, so you may wind up using
the more verbose form PARSE   PU LL most of the time, unless you don't
care whether strings come out of the queue in the same form they
went in.

OU EU E is a first-in, first-out operation (FIFO), in the sense that if you
repeatedly OU EU E strings at the end of the queue, they will be removed
by  PULL in the  same  order as they were  added by  QUEUE.  PUSH,  on the
other  hand,  is  a  last-in,  first-out  operation  (LIFO),  in  that  if you
repeatedly  PUSH  strings  on  the  top  of the  queue,  then  they  will  be
retrieved in the exact reverse order in which they were added by PU SH.
If you mix OU EU E and PUSH, it's a little harder to keep track, but not too
bad, since in either case new strings are added only at either one end
of the queue or the other, never in the middle.

Strings in the queue generally retain their identity. That is, regard-
less of the lengths of the strings or their contents, they are removed
from the queue one at a time in exactly the same form in which they
were added. They are not combined or concatenated as a result of being
added to the queue.

To complete the roster of REXX facilities for working with the queue
there is one built-in function, OU EU E D ( ) , which takes no arguments and
returns the numbers of strings currently in the queue.

USAGE OF THE QUEUE

The queue can be employed for a wide variety of purposes. It is very
commonly  used  as  a  way  to  pass  data  to  and  from  subroutines.
Although data is usually passed to  a subroutine through the argu-
ments of the routine, there may be implementation limits on how much
data  can  be  passed  this  way.  For  instance,  REX  in  CMS  allows
only 10 arguments to any subroutine. Other implementations may not
have such draconian limits, but still impose some because of limits on
the size of single clauses. The stack, on the other hand, is usually lim-
ited only by the amount of available memory. So, if you want to pass al]
the text stored in lines of the array text .  to a subroutine, you might
use

do    1`    =   1    to    n

queue   text.i.
end

call    text   routi.ne   n

text_routi.ne:    procedure
do    1'    =   1    to    arg(1)

parse    pull    li.ne
/*   process    "li.ne"    */
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end
return

This avoids limitations on how much can be passed through argu-
ments to  a procedure,  since only the number of strings needs to be
)assed. But it also saves a lot of typing. Imagine the effort involved in
}yping out all the arguments you would need if there were 100 lines of
:ext . :

call   text_routi.ne   text.1,   text.2,   text.3,   text.4„
/*   etc.|.   */

Also, there isn't any way in REX to code a single subroutine call with
i varying number of arguments-you would have to pass the maxi-
mum number every time.

The stack is at least as useful for returning data from subroutines.
REX definitely limits a subroutine to at most one return value. If you
Teed to provide more, whether two or a very large number, the queue
s a good way to do it. For instance, suppose you want to have a sub-
•outine that returns a list of file names. Perhaps it is a list of all file
iames which match some name pattern involving zuZZcZcczrd characters.
Then a routine like

get_fi.le_names:    procedure
parse   arg   pattern
name   =   get_fi.rst_name(pattern)
do    i    =   1    by    1    whi.le    name    \=    '  '

queue    name
name   =   get_next_name( )
end

return   I.   -   1

night do it.  The subroutine returns the number of names found as
ts  value,  but  the  names  themselves  are  returned  in  the  queue.
Get_fi. rst_name( )  and  get_next_name( )  are  hypothetical,  lower-level
)rocedures for reading the file directory and retrieving one name at a
;ime that matches the pattern.)

We should note that there is one obvious alternative to the use of the
iueue for passing a large number of strings into and out of subrou-
;ines. That alternative is a compound variable array. In this approach,
rou assign all inputs or outputs to successive elements of the array.
Iou can pass the array name (or names) to the subroutine, but there is
i little awkwardness in that you need to use the  VALUE( )  function to
•ead and write elements of the array when the name of the stem is
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passed as an argument. This is avoided if you can use some conven-
tional  names  for  the  input  and  output  stems,  perhaps  ARGS.   and
RESULTS  .   .

Indeed, compound variable arrays have a lot in common with the
queue for handling simple lists of strings. Compound variables actu-
ally provide  a more powerful tool,  since they permit random access
rather than just access to the front element in the queue. A queue
could be fully simulated with a compound variable, but it would be
extra work to keep track of the indices of the front and back elements
of the  queue.  So the  queue is  more  easily used when just a  simple
access pattern is required and you don't want to bother making up a
new array name. Also, when the subroutines being called are external:
the queue must be used for passing data, since external REX proce-
dures can't share variables.

This comparison of the relative merits of compound variables and
the queue points up one  aspect you need to be careful  about whel]
using the queue. That is, there is only one queue. Indeed, it is called
the e#£er7tcbz data queue in part because it is external to any single
REX program. Within a nested set of external REX procedures thai
call each other, there is just one queue which is the same for all o]
them.  This is  a great advantage in that the queue can be used,  aE
above,  to pass  data into  and out of subroutines  (an advantage not
shared by compound variables). But there is the potential disadvan-
tage that the queue already contains data placed there by one routin€
at the time  another routine needs to use the queue for a different
Purpose.

Dealing with this problem is one of the reasons you might use the
queue in a LIFO manner with P U S H instead of 0 U E U E . Using P U S H is some-
what harder, because it often requires you to do processing backwards.
But it provides a way to share the one external data queue for severa]
purposes. The earlier example of passing strings to a subroutine could
easily be rewritten as follows to use  PUSH instead of OU EU E:

do   1'    =   n   to   1   by   -1

push   text.l.
end

call    text   routi.ne   n
®®®

text_routi.ne:    procedure
do    1'    -1    to    arg(1)

parse   pull    li.ne
/*   process    "li.ne"    */
®®,

end
return
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All that needed to change was to run the loop index backwards. The
ibroutine retrieves the strings in the same order as before. (We pre-
ime that the order was important.) The difference here is that data is
lded only to the front of the queue, so that any strings already pres-
it will not be disturbed-as long as we are careful to read no more
lan were added.
This problem of having to be careful about data already present in the

Lieue is one reason for not using the OU EU E D ( ) function to take a certain
iortcut. You might be tempted to think that it is not necessary to pass
)parately the number of strings passed into or out of a subroutine via
ie queue. After all, the subroutine could simply call OU EU ED ( ) to deter-
Line how many strings there were. But this approach gets into trouble
unrelated data has already been placed in the queue.
Nevertheless, OU EU ED ( )  can be used to let you program defensively in
Sing the queue. Consider the case of a subroutine which places infor-
Lation in the queue (LIFO), and the subroutine must return some value
her than the number of strings added to the queue, a return code per-
ips. You can still determine how many strings were added this way:

old_count   =   queued(  )
i.f   queue_sub()   =   0   then   do/*   success   */

count   =   queued()   -old_count
do   1.   -   1    to   count

/*   process   queue   i.terns   */
®®®

end
end

ELATION 0F THE EXTERNAL DATA
UEUE AND THE STANDARD
IPUT STREAM

j L L and PARS E  PU LL are not purely queue access instructions. They are
)fined so that if the queue happens to be empty, then they will take a
ie from the standard input stream-and they will wait if none is
7ailable (e.g., when reading from the keyboard). The reason for this is
Lat the queue can be viewed as a surrogate for the standard input
ream, if you think of PU L L as primarily an I/O instruction rather than
queue instruction.
In fact, if you consistently write REX programs so that they use
j L L or PARS E  PU L L for input, then you can at any time decide to call the
Line program from another REX program, and provide through the
ieue some or all of the input it requires.
Perhaps,  for instance,  you have  an external program  called  MOVE-
L E S which asks interactively for a list of file names and a destination.
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It might start like this:

/*   fi.le   mover   */
say    "Enter    names    to   move,    end   wi.th    null     li.ne."
do    1'=1    by    1

parse    pull    name.i.
i.f   name.I.   =   "    then

l eave
end

say    "Enter   desti.nati.on   of   move."

parse   pull    desti.nati.on
®

Then you could run this from the system command line, and it wouli
prompt you for the  information it needs.  Or you  could call it fror
another REX program and supply all the information ahead of time

push   new_di. rectory_name
push
do   i.   =   n   to   1   by   -1

push    fi.le_name.i.
end

call    movefi.les

Notice that we have added to the queue LIFO with  PUSH, as a pr€
caution against the possibility that the queue already contains date
PUSH  with  no  string  specified  put  a  null  line  into  the  queue  at th
appropriate place to end the list of file names.

In this  case,  the way  MOVEFI LES  was  written  allows  it to be  calle
from another REX program without having to disturb data already i
the  queue.  If you regularly write  REX programs  that use  PULL  a
PARSE   PU LL to do input, you should be cautious about calling such pr(
grams from others that may use the stack for something else.

PU LL and PARSE   PU LL are the only REX input facilities that use th
queue and the standard input stream together in this way. Everythin
else that does input (CHAR I N ( ) ,  L I N E I N ( ) ,  PARS E   L I N E I N, and interactiv
tracing) reads only from the standard input stream and ignores th
queue.

RELATION OF THE EXTERNAL DATA
QUEUE AND THE OPERATING SYSTEM

In the VM/CMS operating system, where REX originated, the exte]
nal data queue is an integral part of the operating system rather tha
exclusively a REX feature.  This means that it is possible for pr(
grams written in any language to read and write to the queue in th
same way that REX does. Furthermore, the standard system inpu
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nction behaves like  PARSE   PULL in that it will take  a line from the
)nt of the queue, if there is any, before reading from the keyboard. As
result, when most CMS programs are run from REX they can have
eir input supplied through the queue without any special action on
e program's part. Any program can also add to the queue in the way
SH and OU EU E do, but this requires explicit programming.
Many CMS utilities have command-line options to tell them to place
eir output into the stack instead of writing it to the screen. These
ilities can then be used from REX and their output interpreted by
e REX program in order to automate many procedures. However,
!cause of the kind of confusion that can arise when the queue is used
r  several  purposes  simultaneously,  CMS  utilities  have  gradually
[ded the ability to write their output directly to REX variables.
In addition, CMS provides extra capabilities in the queue that help
leviate such contention problems. Primarily it adds the concepts of
parate bz4#ers in the stack. When a new buffer is created,  strings
lded by PU SH and OU EU E go only into that buffer, as if it were the entire
[eue.  This  solves  an error-handling problem that arises frequently
lth the queue. Namely, if a program wants to terminate prematurely
:cause it has encountered some error condition, it is a very highly rec-
nmended practice to remove any data that may have been placed in
e queue. A command is provided specifically for the purpose of delet-
g only the most recently created buffer in the queue, instead of the
hole thing (which would also be an antisocial form of program behav-
r). This is most important in systems like CMS which funnel most ter-
inal input through the  queue.  Otherwise,  orphan lines  left in the
Leue when a program terminates unexpectedly can be read by the
ierating system and treated erroneously as system commands.
Some implementations of REX take the queue idea even further.
>rsonal  REX for  MS-DOS  allows  arbitrary  keystrokes  and  time
!1ays to be inserted into the queue, in addition to whole lines. This
ters to the MS-DOS environment, since many programs make heavy
}e  of special  keystrokes  rather  than  verbose  commands.  Personal
]X also allows the queue to be treated as  a write-only device to
iich command output can be written by redirection.  This permits
trieval of program output even from programs which have not been
;signed to write to the queue.
A  similar  concept  is  used  in  OS/2,  where  there  is  a  command
XOU EU E) which copies its standard input stream to the queue (FIFO or
FO).  Piping output to  RXOUEUE  from another command then allows
]X programs to process it out of the queue.  On the other hand,
5/2 does not have a general implementation of the queue that per-
its it to be a form of surrogate keyboard input to programs written in
nLguages other than REX.
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Exception Handling

re generally think of a program as a sequence of instructions which
ow  smoothly  and  sequentially  from  one  to  the  next,  unless  the
3quence is explicitly altered in accordance with the rules of one of a
mall number of well-defined control structures  (I F,  DO,  SELECT,  CALL,
:c.). However, it has been found that this simple model is somewhat
Lcking when we think about error handling.  And we  should think
bout error handling. REX is often used for small, one-shot, "quick
nd dirty" programs with a limited purpose. But in all cases except
iese, we want our programs to be as robust as possible-and the more
•e use them, the more robust we expect them to be. Robustness means
[eally that a program never fails to produce the desired results. Short
=the ideal, however, we still should expect that a program will not fail
'ithout at least a comprehensible error message, and that a failure
•ill never cause irreversible damage.
So we have to think about error handling in order to build robust

rograms. Because errors do occur, for reasons completely outside of a
rogram's control, as well as for errors in the logic of a program itself
iz4gs).  In fact, we may well prefer to employ the euphemism e#cep-
07tcbz co7?dz£Zo7?s rather than errors-meaning any conditions not fore-
)en in detail by the program.  Such conditions  are often not really
Tors, but they do need to be allowed for by a robust program. It is
ten observed that in good quality robust software, 90 percent or more

199
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of the code may actually be concerned with handling exceptional col
ditions in some way or another.

Error handling often calls for nonsequential flow of control. The pr
mary reason for this is that errors can occur in such a wide variety t
places in a program. If a program were to check for errors every pla(
they could occur, the program itself would be overwhelmed by erro:
checking. In order to overcome this problem without sacrificing robus
ness, REX has adopted the position of treating errors as if they wel
actually  cbey7ichro77oz4s  events,  that  is,  events  generated  by  unprt
dictable causes outside of a program. Such events are called co7tdj£Zo7t,
and REX allows code to be executed out of the normal sequence whe
particular conditions occur.

Let's consider briefly the sorts of errors we need to contend with. I/
errors are among the most typical. Many kinds of errors can occur wit
I/0. External devices like disk drives can fail or simply be 7?of rec[a
(have no disk loaded). Printers can run out of paper. Magnetic medj
can  be  defective.  Disk  space  may  become  filled,  and  so  forth.  Bi
clearly it is very tedious to test every I/0 operation within a progra]
for any error at all, let alone each error that can possibly occur.

Another common source of errors which is fairly unique to REX
that external programs invoked from REXX can malfunction or fail for
wide variety of reasons. The reasons are often operational in natur
such as failure to find a required file or insufficient memory.  Or tl
operating system may have been unable to find or run the extemal pr'
gram. Again, the locations where such errors can occur are numerou
and checking for each possible problem becomes prohibitively expensiv

Finally, errors can occur because of bad data input to the program-
data that is out of the expected range or simply invalid. And all of the£
possible error sources are in addition to programming logic errors in
narrow  sense  such  as  misspelled  variable  names  or  invalid  synt&
(Since REX has an  I NTERPRET instruction, syntactic errors can resu
from incorrect input and be impossible to detect before run-time.)

Now, even though most of these errors can occur only at certain spi
cific locations within a program, the number of such locations may' I
very large. And the same sorts of tests need to be performed in ea(
appropriate location.  So a great deal of duplicated code can be elim
mated if we simply provide one place to handle each type of error ar
have that code invoked out of sequence whenever the correspondir
error occurs.

This same mechanism can handle genuine asynchronous events €
well, of course. The one case where REX does this is where an inte
active user of a program chooses to terminate it while it is running, pe
haps because it is in an infinite loop. (Just how this decision is indicat{
by the user depends on the particular operating system involved.) Ev€
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Tough the program should be ended as  soon as possible, it is  often
esirable to perform some cleanup functions before stopping.
REX formally recognizes six types of events as conditions:

ERROR

When a command to an external environment terminates with an
indication that it encountered an eITor, the E RR0 R condition is raised.
The  command  may  have  been  issued  either  directly  or  with  the
ADDRESS   instruction.   Command  errors   are   usually  indicated  by
means of return codes, as discussed in Chap. 6.
FAI  LURE

When a command to an external environment cannot be executed
at all, the FA I LU RE condition is raised. The command may not be exe-
cutable for a variety of reasons, such as it could not be found or there
was not enough memory to start it. The command may have been
issued either directly or with the ADDRESS instruction.

HALT

The HALT condition is raised when an interactive user of the pro-
gram requests the operating system to stop the program. Depending
on  capabilities  of the  operating system,  this request may also be
made by the operating system itself or another running program.
NOVALUE

The NOVA LU E condition is raised when a symbol that is a valid vari-
able name is used in certain contexts but the variable it names has
not been initialized. The contexts in which this can occur are expres-
sions, in PARSE   VAR, or in a variable reference. (A variable reference
is a variable name enclosed in parentheses, as can be used in a PARS E
template,  the  PROCEDURE  instruction,  and the  DROP  instruction.) An
uninitialized variable named in the VA LU E ( ) built-in function or used
in the tail of a compound symbol does not, by itself, raise the N 0 VA LU E
condition.
NOTREADY

An I/0  error that occurs in an I/0 built-in function or the  SAY,
PARSE    LINEIN,  or  PARSE    PULL instruction will raise the  NOTREADY  con-

dition. Attempts to read beyond the end of a file also raise NOTREADY.

SYNTAX

The  SYNTAX  condition can be raised by a wide variety of errors in
the processing of a program. There are specific error numbers and
(usually) standard messages which are associated with each such
error.  Many  of these  errors  are  truly  syntactic,  such  as  invalid
expressions. But many others are nonsyntactic in nature, such as a
variable with a nonnumeric value used in an arithmetic expression
or the inability to find an external procedure.
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ENABLING AND DISABLING CONDITION
HANDLING

When a REX program begins, all conditions have no program-defim
handlers for them. Such conditions are said to be cZZscbbzecz. This doesl
mean they cannot occur, only that condition handlers other than t]
REX defaults will not be invoked.  The default handlers for  ERRC
NOTREADY, and NOVALU E simply ignore the condition. In effect, these co
ditions are by default treated as if they do not occur. The default ha
dler for FA I LU RE immediately raises the E RR0 R condition (which is th
ignored if it is disabled).

By  contrast,  however,  the  default  handlers  for  HALT  and  SYNT
immediately terminate the  program,  issue  a message,  and cause
return  to  the  caller with  a return  code  that indicates  which  err
occurred.

Program-defined handlers for each condition may be one of two p(
sible types. For simplicity we will refer to them as Type 1 and Type

Type 1 condition handlers
Can be specified for any type of condition.
Are enabled with a SIGNAL  0N instruction.
Are disabled as  soon as the condition occurs.  They must be I
enabled in order to be used again.
Automatically  terminate  any  active  DO,  IF,  SELECT,  or  INTERPR
instruction. They do 7tof terminate the active procedure.
Permanently alter the sequence of execution. It is not possible
return to the point where the condition was raised.

Type 2 condition handlers
Can be specified for  ERROR,  FAI LURE,  HALT,  and  NOTREADY  conditiol
but not  NOVALUE  and  SYNTAX.

Are enabled with a CALL  0N instruction.
Are not disabled when the condition occurs, but are placed ill
special  dezayed  state.  The  precise  handling  that  occurs  wh
another condition of the same type is raised while the condition
in the delayed state depends on the condition.
Do not terminate active instructions or the current procedure.
Do  not  permanently  alter  the  sequence  of execution.  A  RETU
instruction executed in the condition handler causes execution
resume at the point where the condition was raised.

A Type  1  condition handler corresponds  to the  SIGNAL instructi(
and a Type 2 condition handler corresponds to the CA L-L instruction. I
instance, a Type 1 handler for the ERROR condition is invoked as if t
instruction
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si.gnal    error

7ere issued at the point ERROR is raised. A Type 2 handler is invoked,
nstead, as if the instruction

call    error

rere issued. Notice that the type of the condition handler depends on
Low it has been enabled, which controls how the handler is invoked.
The start of the condition handler is the first clause after a label

7hich corresponds either to the name specified on the CALL  0N or S I G -
AL   0N instruction or else to the name of the condition. For example,
he handler for the  ERROR  condition would normally follow the  (first
ccurrence of the) label E R R0 R : .
Notice that it is quite possible for a condition handler to be enabled,

ut not actually defined. That is you could have

si.gnal     on    novalue

n your program but no  NOVALUE :  label anywhere. If the  NOVALUE condi-
ion is ever actually raised, the SYNTAX condition will be raised imme-
.iately  afterwards  because  the  label  is  not  found.   If  the   SYNTAX
ondition has not been enabled, the program will then be terminated,
ince that is what the default REX handler does. But if SYNTAX has
ieen enabled and if there is actually a handler for it in the program,
.ny  appropriate  action  can  be  taken.  In  practice,  one  usually uses
i. gnal   on  noval ue  simply to  catch the  use  of uninitialized variables
uickly, and termination of the program with an error message that
ndicates the line where the error occurred is all that is wanted.
If you wish to explicitly disable a condition handler, you can do so

7ith either the S I GNA L  0 F F or the CA L L  0 F F instruction. It does not mat-
Br which type of condition handler is involved. So

si.gnal    off   novalue

isables any program-defined handling of the NOVA LU E condition within
he current procedure. It restores handling of the NOVALU E condition to
he REX default, which is to ignore the condition.
If  you  read  the  description  of  signal  handling  in  7lfae  REX

to7tgz4clge, you may find it a little confusing. The reason is that certain
arms are used somewhat loosely and certain facts about the sequence
f events  in  the  handling  of a  condition  are  not  made  clear.  For
istance, when the term frappecz is used, it seems to mean variously
hat a handler has been defined for a condition, that the events defin-
ig the condition have occurred, or that the handler for the condition
.as been invoked. We will try to be a little more precise.
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When we say that a condition has been e7tcbbzecz we shall mean th€
a user-defined handler for the condition has been specified with tl
SIGNAL   0N  or  CALL   0N  instruction. As has  already been pointed out,
condition can still occur even if it has not been enabled, because REX
default handlers are always defined.

When the circumstances which define the condition are first notice
by the REX run-time system, we shall say that the condition has bee
rcbjsecz.  Finally,  when the  condition handler is  actually invoked,  v\
shall say that the condition has been frappecz. Most of the time, a col
dition is trapped immediately after it has been raised. In particula
the language specifies that this is the case when a Type  1 conditic
handler has been enabled, as long as the label identifving the handl(
exists in the program.

On the other hand, when a Type 2 handler has been enabled, REX
specifies that the condition may not be trapped until the  end of
clause, which could be some time after when it is raised. We shall sg
that a condition is pe7tczz7}g during the time between when it is raise
and the time it is trapped.  Later, in the discussion of Type 2 ha]
dlers, we shall mention some problems that arise with pending col
ditions.

USING TYPE 1  CONDITION HANDLERS

A Type  1 condition handler is enabled with the  SIGNAL   0N  comman
which has the form:

SIGNAL    0N    condi.ti.on     [NAME    handler]

C o n d i. t i. o n is the name of the condition to be trapped. H a n d 1 e r is a syl]
bol which specifies the label to which control will be passed if the co]
dition is raised. By default, h a nd 1 e r is the same as the condition nam
But it could be any other symbol.  So, though you cannot have mo]
than one handler active for a given condition at any one time, you ca
switch easily among a number of different handlers as required.

The label that actually identifies the handler may occur anywhere
label is allowed. As with labels on procedures, only the first occurrent
of the label within the program can be used for a condition handler.
the condition is raised and the label is not found, the SY NTAX conditic
will be raised.

The state of a condition's being enabled or not and the name of tl
handler  (if any)  are  inherited by  any internal  procedures  that  a]
called. A procedure may change the handling of any condition, but tl
state of the condition is returned to what it was when the procedu]
returns to its caller, just as REX treats other state information wh€
internal procedures are called.
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In particular, any time it is important to handle some condition in a
Decial way when a certain procedure is invoked, the procedure should
ive a SIGNAL   0N instruction that specifies its own preferred handler.
hen, regardless of where the handler is actually located, it will be
IVoked when the condition is raised while the procedure is active.
It  is  very  important  to  note  that  a  Type  1  condition  handler  is

lvoked by the S I GNAL instruction, so it does not terminate the active
rocedure.  (Though  it  does  terminate  all  active  DO,  SELECT,   IF,  and
VTERPRET instructions.) This means that if the condition is trapped in
deeply nested subroutine, especially one that has been called recur-
.vely, it can be tricky to get back to a predetermined location higher
p in the calling sequence.
The most common use of a Type 1 signal handler is probably to pro-

ide diagnostics in the event of a SY NTAX error. Here is an example of a
.mple handler for the SY NTAX condition:

syntax :
say    'REXX    error'     rc    '('errortext(rc)||,

'  )    occurred    i.n    li.ne'     si.gl  '  .  '

i.f   sourceli.ne()   >   0   then
say    '=====>'    sourceli.ne(si.gl)

si.gnal    on    syntax
si.gnal    restart

This example illustrates several REX features that are useful in
Baling with conditions. The first line after the label provides an error
Lessage which is much like the one REX would issue if there were no
/NTAX  condition  handler.  REX  sets  the  special  variable  RC  to  the
umber of the error which occurred. Error numbers are more or less
;andardized in REX, so that you can usually depend on being able to
in fairly well what sort of error occurred based on the value placed in
:.  For  instance,  error  number  5  is  associated  with  the  message
Vlachine resources exhausted", which means that the REX language
rocessor ran out of memory. This might be because the program had
n error and was in a loop creating new variables. But in other cir-
imstances,  it  might  not  indicate  an  error,  but  merely  a  normal
hough annoying) operational difficulty with a program that has large
Lemory requirements.
At the  same time,  the  SIGL  special variable is  displayed,  because
EX has  set it to the  number  of the line in the  source  program
lat was being executed when the  SYNTAX  condition was raised.  (SIGL
I  always  set  when  a  SIGNAL  or  CALL  instruction  is  executed.)  This
llue is used later in order to display the actual line of source code
Lvolved.   Another  feature,   the   ERRORTEXT( )   built-in   function,   has
Ben  used  in  the  first  line  of the  handler.  This  function  displays
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the  error  message  associated  with  the  number  of the  error  th,
occurred.

The second line of the handler contains a call to SOU RC E L I N E ( ) with I
arguments. This returns the number of lines of source code in the pr
gram.  It  illustrates  another  case  of defensive  programming.  Son
implementations of REX (usually compilers) do not have access to tl
program source code in order to display them with S0 U RC E L I N E ( ) . In th
case, the function called with no arguments should return 0 to indica
that source code is not available. If source is available, the example di
plays the line of code that caused the condition to be raised.

At this point, the handler has done only what REX's default SY NT,
condition handler would do. Presumably a special handler was used
add  some  additional  capability.  Usually this  is  simply to  afford  €
opportunity for the program to continue execution if it chooses to do s
instead of being terminated, which is the default action. Since RE2§
programs may use the  I NTERPRET instruction to execute other instru
tions, which might be based on expressions or data supplied intera
tively by a user, it can make sense for the program to wish to contini
even when a seemingly severe error has occurred.

If the program is in fact going to continue, the next step should be, {
in the next to last line of the example, to issue another S I GNAL  0N  SY I
TAX instruction. This is because REX has automatically disabled ha
dling the  SYNTAX  condition  at the time it was  raised.  This  is  alwa:
done for Type 1 condition handlers, in order to reduce the possibility
an infinite loop should the handler itself do something to raise the co
dition again. The final step is to use an ordinary S I GNAL instruction
transfer control back to some known location in the program so that
can proceed.

We want to stress again that a condition handler like this is mo
easily used for conditiohs that are raised in the top-level (main) proc
dure of a program. Otherwise, it is necessary to provide additional log
(perhaps in the form of variables which indicate what the program w
doing) in  order to restart in  a procedure  somewhere  above  the  o]
which was active when the condition was raised.

USING TYPE 2 CONDITION HANDLERS

A Type  2  condition handler is  enabled with the  CALL   0N  comman
which has the form:

CALL    0N    condi.ti.on     [NAME    handler]

C o n d i. t i o n is the name of the condition to be trapped. H a n d 1 e r is a syl
bol which specifies the label to which control will be passed if the co
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tion is raised. By default, h a nd 1 e r is the same as the condition name.
nt it could be any other symbol.
The SY NTAX and NOVALU E conditions cannot be handled with a Type 2
mdler. This is because they can occur in the middle of expressions
id it is probably not meaningful to continue after the point of failure
r these conditions.
As with a Type 1 handler, the first label in the program that matches
.e name of the handler (i.e.,  usually the name of the  condition) is
voked  when  the  condition  is  trapped.  It  is  invoked  with  a  CALL
struction rather than a S I G NA L, so that the handler can return to the
tint at which the condition was raised. In fact, the handler generally
ust use the RETU RN instruction when it is done (if it doesn't use EX I T).
Tis is because since the handler is executed as a subroutine, use of
GNA L does not terminate the subroutine.
The handler should not specify a value  on the  RETURN  instruction,
nce  it  will  be  ignored  and  not  assigned  to  the   RESULT  variable.
owever, all other conventions of subroutine invocation are observed
hen a Type 2 handler is called. In particular, the state of the program
saved  on  entry  to  the  subroutine  and  inherited  by  it.  But  any

Langes that the subroutine makes to the state persist only until the
Lbroutine returns. (See Chap. 5 for a full explanation.) Therefore, the
mdler cannot make permanent changes to the state of the condition
is handling, or to any other for that matter. Consequently, after the
mdler returns the condition is still enabled, which is unlike the situ-
ion with a Type 1 handler where the condition has to be explicitly
Labled again.
Another difference from a Type 1 handler is that a Type 2 handler
ies  not  terminate  active  DO,   IF,   SELECT,  or   INTERPRET  instructions.
hen a Type 2 handler returns,  execution is resumed at the point
imediately after the condition was raised. This means that it is not
issible to retry the operation that failed. For instance, in the case of
L  ERROR  or  FAI LURE  condition,  execution will resume with the  state-
ent following the command.  If your program wants to reissue the
mmand, it must do so in the handler itself.
A subtle point about all of the conditions that may be handled with a
ape 2 handler is that they can be trapped only at a clause boundary.
iis is obvious for ERROR and FAI LURE, since a command to an external
Lvironment  is  a  clause  by  itself.  It  is  less  obvious  for  HALT  and
TREADY. Nevertheless, in order to permit orderly resumption after a
rpe 2 handler is invoked and returns, REX specifically provides that
e HALT and NOTREADY conditions can be trapped only at clause bound-
ies.
In the case of I/0 functions, in which the  NOTREADY  condition can be
ised, it should be noted that the function will always return a well-
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defined result even if an error is encountered. For instance,  CHAROUT(
will return the number of characters that were not successfully writtel
In this way, expressions involving the I/O built-in functions will sti
have well-defined values even if an error occurs. REX will trap th
NOTREADY condition only after the expression is fully evaluated and tl]
end of the clause is reached. This is a consideration mainly in DO, I F, an
S E LECT instructions which may involve multiple expressions in a sing]
clause, or multiple clauses in the instruction.

Here is a simple example:

call    on   notready
®,®

I.f   charout    (output_fi.le,    output_stri.ng)   >   0   then   do
say    'Attempted   to   wri.te'    output_stri.ng
say    'Unable   to   conti.nue   output.  '
return
end

notready :
say    'Error   wri.ti.ng'    condi.ti.on('d')

return

In this example, if an error occurs in the call to CHAROUT ( ) the functio
returns  with  a  nonzero  value,  which  is  compared  to  0.  The  end  (
the clause is just before TH EN. Only at that point will the NOTREADY hal
dler be invoked. The handler will display a simple message, using th
CONDITION( )  built-in function to  determine  the  name  of the  file  the
was in use. (This function is described in the next section.) Upon retur
from the handler, execution continues with the D0 group, which issu€
additional messages and returns.

It turns out that only the HALT and NOTREADY  conditions may possib]
be trapped at a later time than they are actually raised, if a Type 2 hal
dler has been enabled. So the question arises as to what happens if olf
of these conditions occurs again while one is pending. In principle, ar]
number of NOTREADY conditions could occur during the execution of ol]
clause. For instance, the clause might contain an expression involving
number of I/0 functions. REX guarantees that only the first NOTREA[
condition that is raised will actually be trapped at the end of the clausi
This is because the condition is put in a special delayed state while it :
pending,  and  any  other  NOTREADY  conditions  that  may  subsequent]
occur in the clause are simply ignored. Though this may seem like a fil]
point, you should be aware of it if you write a program that depends a
trapping NOTREADY  conditions.

You can use Type 2 handlers for purposes other than error handlil]
per se. For instance, most operating systems permit a user to general
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me sort of a signal to interrupt a program. Normally this signal is
ed to terminate the program (if it seems to be in a loop, for example).
EX recognizes this  signal  as  a  HALT  condition and allows  it to be
ipped. You can then use the signal simply as an opportunity to pro-
le information about the progress of a long-running computation,
Ld (perhaps) allow the user to decide whether or not to continue. Here
a HALT condition handler to do that:

hal t :
say   cases    'cases   out   of`    total     'have   been   processed.'
say    'Do   you   wi.sh    to    conti.nue?'

pull    reply
i.f    \abbrev('NO',     reply,1)    then

return
else   do

say    'Processi.ng   termi.nated.  '
e x l' t
end

this example, the variable ca s es is assumed to be maintained as the
Lmber of cases completely processed. Unless the user types  n or no,
e program can continue  as if nothing had happened, because the
Lndler returns to the exact location at which the HALT condition was
ised and no program state information has been changed.
After a condition occurs and before or during the execution of a Type
iandler, the condition is in a delayed state, which is between enabled
Ld disabled. This additional state is provided to minimize the chances
an infinite loop of errors. The provision of a delayed state for condi-
tns means that REX does not have to go so far as to completely dis-
ile the condition in order to prevent possible loops.
A condition normally occurs while it is in a delayed state only if it
curs  in  a  Type  2  handler  for  the  condition.  This  is  because  the
ilayed state reverts to the normal enabled state when the condition
Lndler returns.  If the condition does occur while it is in a delayed
ite,  then  it  will  simply  be  ignored  if it  is  an  ERROR,   FAILURE,  or
TREADY condition. In effect, the condition is disabled from the time it
curs until the Type 2 handler returns.
If a user causes a second HALT signal to be generated while the HALT
ndition is in the delayed state, then raising of the condition will sim-
y remain pending until the handler returns. It is relatively safe to do
is,  since  HALT conditions  arise from circumstances outside the pro-
am and are unlikely to lead to an infinite loop.
The delayed state of a condition can also be changed if a CALL  0N or
GNAL  0N instruction is executed in the handler. If this is done while a
cond interrupt happens to be pending, the condition is raised imme-
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diately, and control returns to the beginning of the handler, via CA L L (
SIGNAL,  as  appropriate.  Also,  if CALL   OFF  or  SIGNAL   OFF  is  used in tl]
handler, the state of the condition changes from delayed to disablet
Therefore, should another condition of the same type occur, the defau
REX action for the condition will be taken. (For HALT, the only cond
tion for which this can occur, that action is to terminate the program

THE CONDITION() FUNCTION

Additional information about trapped conditions is available to bot
types of condition handlers with the  COND I T I 0N ( )  built-in function.  :
can identify the name of the current trapped condition, the instructio
that invoked the  condition handler (SIGNAL  or  CALL),  the  state  of tl
condition  (enabled,  disabled,  or  delayed),  and  also  provide  a  sho]
descriptive string providing further details about the condition.

Note that the C0 N D I T I 0 N ( )  function reports information only for tl
current trapped condition. If no conditions have been raised within tl
program, C0 N D I T I 0 N ( ) will return a null string. Also, it cannot tell yo
the state (on, off, or delayed) for conditions other than the one cu
rently pending or trapped.

After a condition has been trapped by a Type 1 handler, C0 N D I T I 0 N (
will continue to report information about the condition until the ne]
one occurs or the active procedure returns to its caller. In the case of
Type 2 handler, however, C0 N D I T I 0 N ( ) is applicable only until the hal
dler issues a RETU RN instruction to return to the place where the cond
tion was raised. The syntax of C0 N D I T I 0 N ( )  is:

C 0 N D I T I 0 N (  [ o p t I.  o n ]  )

If option is not specified, it defaults to  ' I ' . Otherwise it should be or
of the following, to specify what sort of information is needed:
' C '         indicates the name of the trapped condition.
' D '         indicates the Description of the trapped condition. This may be a nu

string if no description is available. Otherwise it varies depending t
the type of condition:
E RR0 R :  the command string which was issued and caused the cond
tion
FA I LU R E :  the command string which was issued and caused the co]
dition
HA LT :  extra information provided with the request to terminate tl
program (if any)
N 0 V A L U' E :  the derived name of the uninitialized variable that caus{
the condition to be raised
N 0T R EA DY :  the name of the I/O stream in which an error occurred
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S Y NTA X :  additional implementation-dependent information (if any)
regarding the error.
indicates the Instruction that invoked the condition handler (either
CALL  or  S I GNAL).

indicates the State of handling for the condition:  ON  (enabled),  OFF
(disabled), or  D E LAY E D.

Of course, most of this information can be deduced by the program on
s own. Usually a given handler is specified for only one possible condi-
on and as either a Type 1 or Type 2 handler. And the state of handling
ir the condition can be deduced from the type of the handler. But some
Lteresting things may be done with the condition description.
In the case of E R R0 R and FA I LU RE conditions, the handler can examine
ie  actual  command  that  was  issued.  It  may  be  determined,  for
Lstance,  that  the  operating  system  simply  did  not  have  the  right
}clrcfa pcbfh for the command, and a new, more appropriate one, may
3 established. The program could even ask the user for help in finding
ie command or in otherwise correcting the error. This might be useful
L REX programs that are packaged with other software and are used
t install the software. Such programs need to be run in very diverse
ivironments and may not always be able to find the commands they
Bed to run.
For the NOTREADY condition, having the name of the file that caused
ie error makes it possible to process a long list of files and keep a log` any in which errors were encountered. This is more easily done in a

tndition handler than in the main line of the program if the file is
>ferred to in a large number of places, so that testing each I/0 opera-
on is cumbersome.
Here's a final example that uses C0 N D I T I 0 N ( ) in a FA I LU RE handler to
;tempt reexecution of a command that could not be found:

f a 1`  1  u r e  :

command   =   condi.ti.on(  'd'  )

say    'Error'     rc    'occurred    runni.ng'    command
I.f   rc   \=  -3   then   do

'Please   noti.fy   a    systems    programmer.  '

e x l` t
end

parse    var    command    name    tai.l
do   forever

say    'The'    name    'program   was    not    found.`

say    'Enter   name   of   di.rectory   for'    name,
'or   a    null    stri.ng   to   qui.t.'

pull    di.rectory
I.f   di.rectory   =   '  '    then

e x l. t
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/*   try   to   re-execute   command   wi.th   new   directory   */
di.  rectory  11  name    tai.1

I.f   rc   =   0   then
return

end

This example assumes that a return code (RC) of -3 means that th
command could not be found. This is the convention used on variou
systems, including CMS and MS-DOS.
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The INTERPRET Instruction

n this chapter, more than any other in this book, it would be well to
ecall the remark of the anonymous sage: "A language is not worth
mowing  unless  it  teaches  you  to  think  differently."  Efficient  and
.dvantageous  use  of the  INTERPRET  instruction  requires  a  very  new
nindset towards programming. Yet, in the appropriate circumstances,
nd once you get it, many otherwise difficult problems can be solved
uickly and efficiently with  I N T E R P R E T .

I N T E R P R ET offers a capability in REX that can be found in few other
mguages. It allows a program to create REX instructions and exe-
ute them dynamically.  That is, it permits programs whose instruc-
ions are not fully determined until execution time-they can vary as
he program is run.
The following example is one without which no book on REX is

omplete. It is usually called REXXTRY, because it allows you to type in
ne or more REX instructions at the keyboard and have them exe-
uted immediately. Though it is mainly of interest as a quick way of
3arning REX interactively by trying out actual REX code, it can be
f use in allowing you to invoke REX utility services without going to
he trouble of creating a program.

/*   test    I.ndivi.dual    rexx   commands    */
say    'Enter    REXX    statements:'

resta rt :
213
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si.gnal    on   syntax
do   forever

=   charout(,     'Rexx>')/*   di.splay   prompt   */

command   =   li.nei.n()       /*    read    i.nput   */
i.nterpret   _command
end

return

syntax :
say    'REXX   error'     rc    '('errortext(rc)l|,

'  )    occurred.  '

say    '=====>'       command
si.gnal    restart

All of the real action here occurs inside the loop. It simply puts up €
prompt,  reads  a line  of input,  and uses  INTERPRET  to  execute it.  Th€
remainder of the program is a handler for SY NTAX errors, much like th€
one  discussed in Chap.  11.  Since  typing errors  as well  as languag€
usage errors are all too easy to make, this is a handy safety net thai
allows REXXTRY to keep running regardless (almost) of what is entered

A couple remarks about some of the programming decisions made ir
this example may be helpful. First, CHAROUT ( ) is invoked as a functior
rather than with the CA L L instruction, since we wanted to avoid setting
the RESU LT variable as a side effect. This way, RESU LT is affected only b)
the command that is interpreted.  Second, and more importantly, w€
used  LINEIN( )  to read input instead of PARSE   PULL. This prevents any
confusion due to reading data that might get put on the queue witl
PUSH  or OU EU E instructions.

You are strongly encouraged to type in this program and try it out. 11
is  an  excellent way of seeing  exactly what REX instructions  ant
built-in  functions   do.   This  includes,   in  particular,   the   INTERPREl
instruction  itself-there  is  no  restriction  on  using  I NTERPRET  recur.
sively (though it can be hard to follow what is going on!).

The syntax of I NTERPRET is

INTERPRET    expressi.on

Ex p re s s i. o n is any REX expression, which is first evaluated according
to all the normal rules of REX: substitution of values for symbols
evaluation of string and arithmetic operators, etc. Then the result o.
that evaluation is executed just as if it were part of the program, s(
that another level of expression evaluation can occur. For instance, il
the sequence

x   =    'a   +   b'
a-1
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b=2
i.nterpret    'say'    x

he expression after i. nte rp ret evaluates to

say   a   +   b

md when this itself is executed, substitution and expression evalua-
ion occur again so that the result 3 is finally displayed.

Although  REXXTRY  uses  I NTERPRET, it is set up so that what you type
n is executed just as if it appeared in the program. So, suppose you
yped the following lines into R E X XT RY :

command   =    'say'

varname   =    'x'

x   =    'Hello   world!'

Then you can try some experiments. If you type

SayX

he program displays

Hello    world!

ust as it would have if the line had occuITed in the program.
To see how I NTERPRET itself works, you can type either

i.nterpret   "say   x"

)r

i.nterpret   command    varname

ind the program again displays

Hello    world!

)ecause the expression  command   varname  evaluates to  say   x, which is
hen executed normally. That is, it was subjected to a second level of
nterpretation, in which say was recognized as a keyword and x as a
rariable, whose value was substituted into the final result. But if you
Jype

command    varname
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then the program will try to pass the command say  x to the externa
environment (where it will probably be rejected as an unknown coll]
mand).  Why?  Because  the  string  command    varname  will  be  processei
just as if it were a line in the program. Since the first token isn't ,
REX keyword and the instruction isn't an assignment, the instru(
tion is assumed to be a command. Then substitution of the values c
command  and  varname  occurs  and  an  attempt  is  made  to  execute  th
command.

If you find this  a little  confusing (quite  possible!),  it is  suggestet
again that you experiment with RE X XT RY a little. Or, read further to se
some additional examples.

RULES FOR INTERPRET

Almost any valid REX statement can be the object of an  I NTERPRE
instruction. In fact, almost any sequence of statements separated b
semicolons  can  be  INTERPRETed,  even  an  entire  DO  .  .  .  END  loop.  It  i;
however, required that any complex statements (I F,  DO, or SELECT) b
complete. Also,  LEAVE and  ITERATE  can only refer to  D0 loops containei
within the interpreted sequence of statements. But you could very we]
have a CALL to a subroutine or a  RETURN from one. Labels are also nc
allowed. So if you do use CAL L, it must be to a label existing elsewher
in the program.

Execution of the interpreted statements occurs within the curren
program context. That is, all variables are available and have what
ever value was last assigned to them. Variable values can be changei
and new variables created. Any such changes persist after the conclu
sion of I NTERPRET.

S I GNAL can be used within  I NTERPRET. It causes a transfer of contr(
just  as  it  normally would,  and  it  also  immediately terminates  th
I NTERPRET instruction. The same is true when S I GNAL is used to invok
an enabled condition handler. Handlers can be enabled by the instru(
tions that are interpreted. Indeed, all other instructions that chang
the state of program execution can be used (AD D R E S S , N U M E R I C , etc.), an
their effects persist after  I NTERPRET finishes.

Implementation of the  I NTERP RET instruction obviously requires th
full capabilities of a REX interpreter at execution time. Therefor€
the instruction is  often unavailable in co77apzzecz implementations  (
REX. Because of this, it is a good idea to use  I NTERPRET sparingly :
there is any chance your program will ever have to run in other env:
ronments. Use of alternatives like the VA LU E ( ) function (when possibl€
will probably run faster, in addition to being more portable. If use (
INTERPRET  is  unavoidable,  it  may  still  be  a  good  idea  to  test  at  th
beginning of the program whether it is available. You can use code lik
this to test:
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si.gnal    on   syntax   name   I.nterpret_check
x=O

I.nterpret    'x   =   1'
I. n t e r p r e t_c h e c k :
I.f   x   =   0   then   do

say    "INTERPRET    I.nstructi.on    unavai.lable!"

e x l' t
end

si.gnal    off   syntax

:XAMPLES OF INTERPRET USAGE

n earlier versions  of the REX language  INTERPRET  was needed for
ertain things that can now be done with the VA LU E ( ) function. In par-
icular, if you wanted to pass a stem name to a subroutine and be able
o read and write compound variables using that stem, it was conve-
Lient-or necessary-to use  I N T E R P R ET.

For instance, a bubble sort typically has something like

then   do

o exchange adjacent items if they are out of order. But if we want this
o work for an arbitrary stem whose name is passed to the routine,
hen we need something like

bubble   sort:

parse   arg   stem,    si.ze
do   n   =   si.ze   to   2   by   -1

do   1'    =   1    to   n-1

j   -   1'   +   1
i.nterpret    "i.f"    stem".i.    >>"    stem".j    then   do;",

"temp   -"    stem".j;"'

stem".j   ="    stem".i;",
stem".l'    =   temp;"'
"end„

end
end

return

This is  a complete  sort subroutine which takes two  arguments:  the
Lame of the array to be sorted and the number of elements.

This sort of thing can be confusing to read. The main trick in reading
Kamples like this is to see what is inside a quoted string and what is
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outside.  In this case,  all references to stem are outside of quotatic
marks, so that its value, which was passed as an argument, can be sul
stituted for it.

Notice that this example is written with a single  I NTERPRET instru
tion rather than one per line. This was necessary in order to have tl
entire DO . . .  END sequence in the same instruction. It is also more efl
cient, even if the D0 group had not been a consideration. It was nece
sary to separate clauses with semicolons, since there are no line-ent
within the string that is interpreted.  But by writing the expressic
across several continued lines (which causes concatenation), a simil€
appearance results.

Since the  VALUE( )  function can be used to assign values  as well €
retrieve them, this could be rewritten:

bubble   sort:

parse   arg   stem,    si.ze
do   n   =   si.ze   to   2   by   -1

do   1'   -   1   to   n-1

j   -   1'   +   1
i.f   value(stem'  .i.  '  )    >>   value(stem'  .j'  )    then

call    value    stem'.i.
value(stem'  .j  '  ,    stem'  .  i.  '  )

end
end

end
return

Here we have used the fact that VALU E ( )  returns the current value I
its first argument before reassigning it.  This  approach is more efl
cient,  and works  even with  a  REX compiler that  doesn't  suppo
I NTERPRET.  However, if you have a version of REX in which  VALU E (
can't do this,  I NTERPRET is the only alternative.

Probably the most common circumstance in which I NT E RP R ET is hal
to avoid involves using variable subroutine names. Taking the sortir
example a little further, it is common to want to sort elements of a
array on some basis other than simple string comparison. For instanc
the array might consist of indices into another aITay which is really tl
thing that is to be sorted. That is, we wish to say x . i. is "less than" x .
just in case

1.  1.      =     X  .  1.

jj   =  x.j
real_array.i.i.   <<   real_array.jj

The way this is handled in full generality is to pass to the sortir
routine the name of another routine which will perform the compal
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son any way it likes. This routine, in other words, defines the ordering
relation.  In other languages,  like  C,  it is very common to pass the
names of functions (i.e., pointers to them) to other routines so that the
programmer has control over which function is to be called at any par-
ticular time. This idea is used even more heavily in object-oriented lan-
guages  like  C++ which  use  mefhoczs  or member fz47?c£Zo7?s  associated
with objects in order to provide customized object behavior.

The only way to do this kind of thing in REX is to use  I NTERPRET,
because the  CALL instruction (or function reference) treats the proce-
dure name to be called as a literal. So, 1et's assume a third argument is
passed to the sorting routine and gives the name of the comparison
function.  The comparison function in turn takes two  arguments.  It
returns -1 if the first argument is less than the second, 1 if the first is
greater, and 0 if the two arguments are the same. Then our sorting
example could be written

bubble   sort:

parse   arg   stem,    si.ze,    compare
do   n   =   si.ze   to   2   by   -1

do   1.   -   1   to   n-1

j   -   1'   +   1
1. n t e r p r e t ,

"i.f"    compare"("stem".i.,"stem".j)    >   0    then    do;",

"temp   -"    stem".j;",

stem".j    ="    stem".I.;",

stem"  .1'    -   temp ;  "  '
"end„

end
end

return

which is really just a very simple change. Notice that the reference to
compa re is outside of quotation marks, as is stem, so that proper substi-
tution occurs.

INTERPRET  is  usually  an  expensive  instruction  to  use,  in  terms  of
time. It is slow because it has to perform all the tokenization and syn-
tactic analysis REX needs every time it is invoked, whereas most
REX implementations are optimized to do that sort of thing on any
given instruction only once, when the program is first loaded. This can
be a problem especially in a sorting routine, which performs the same
operation many times. (And even more especially with an inefficient
sorting algorithm like the bubble sort.)

One way to minimize the impact of this is to take I NTERPRET outside
of any loops, if possible. In other words, make most of the body of the
subroutine into the object of I N T E R P R ET :
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bubble   sort:

parse   arg   stem,    si.ze,    compare
I.nterpret,    /*   begi.n   i.nterpreted   code   */
"do   n   =   si.ze   to   2   by   -1;",

"do    1'    =   1    to    n-1;",

"j    =    1'    +    1;",

"i.f"    compare"("stem".i.,"stem".j)    >   0   then    do;",

"temp   ="    stem".i;",

stem"  .j   ="    stem"  .  i.  ;  "  ,

stem"  .1'    -   temp ;  "  '

"end  ;  „  ,

"end;"    /*   end   of   I.nterpreted   code   */

return

This admittedly is tricky: you have to remember the semicolons and
continuation characters. And make sure the right things are outside o]
quoted strings.

In Chap. 5 we saw that one of the problems with passing arrays tc
subprocedures was that of exposing the array so that it is accessible, il]
case the subprocedure begins with a P ROC E D U RE instruction. The recom-
mended solution involved something like this:

argname   =    'array.  '
call    functi.on

®,

functi.on:    procedure   expose    (argname)
/*   all    references   to   arguments   use   value()    functi.on   */

®

It was noted that this is a little clumsy, in part because function could
not be invoked with normal CA L L or function reference syntax. This is a
serious problem if we want to use references to the function in al]
expression.  I NTERP RET provides a way around the problem.

Let's  define  a new function called  APPLY  that will take  a functiol]
name and arguments as its arguments and return the value of the
function  applied to  the  given  arguments,  so  that we  could  get the
desired result with

x   =   apply(  'functi.on'  ,     'array.  '  )

Here's a first cut:

apply:
argname   =   arg(2)
i.nterpret    "return"    arg(1)"()"
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[f it helps, you can think of this as something like a 77}ocro. That is, it's
in expression with function-like syntax that expands into a number of
REX instructions. We can generalize this in several directions.

Obviously we may want to work with functions of any number of
irguments, some of which need to be passed dy refere7?ce and some dy
7cIZz4e. Passing an argument by value is the normal way, and passing
by reference is what we are trying to simulate. Let's assume we want
ill arguments being passed by value to be named in a string which will
be the second argument of AP P LY . That is, we want to be able to say

x   =   apply('functi.on',     'argl.     arg2.',     'x',     '3',     'a+b')

ln order to pass a rgl  and a rg2 by reference, and the rest as ordinary
irguments. Also, we would like each function called this way to have
its own private name for its by-reference argument list, to avoid con-
flicts. That is, rather than use a r g n a me all the time, we would adopt the
3onvention that the name of the function with the suffix _a rgs is the
name of the list of by-reference arguments. Then we might have:

apply :
call    value    arg(1)"_args",    arg(2)
argll.st   -'  '
do    1'    =   3   to    arg()

I.f   i.>3   then    argli.st   =   argli.st'  ,  '
argl  I. st   =   argl  i. st I  I arg( i.  )

end
I.nterpret    "return"    arg(1)"("argli.st")"

We wanted to avoid double evaluation,  and so we also passed the
ictual arguments to be used as quoted strings. The loop builds a valid
innction argument list. Notice in the last line that evaluation of a rg ( 1 )
md substitution of the value of arglist occur before  I NTE RPRET is actu-
illy executed. Then, when the resulting expression is interpreted, fur-
her substitutions and expression evaluations can occur. When this is
ill executed it is as if, in the present instance, we had

appl y :
functi.on_args   =   "argl.    arg2."
return   functi.on(x,3,a+b)

n the program.
A completely different direction in which to pursue generalization of

his example is to pick up on the remark that I NTERPRET can add capa-
)ilities to REX that are much like the macro feature of languages
Such  as  PL/I,  C,  and most  assemblers.  That is,  you  can write  code
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which has a function call syntax but which actually expands into cod
customized for some specific purpose.

For example, suppose we want a tidy way to assign to all elements c
one array the value of an arbitrary function applied to the correspond
ing elements of another. It could be done with inline code like:

drop   target.
do    1.    -   1    to   n

target.I.    =   functi.on(source.i.)
end

The problem here is that this only works for one specific functior
But we want this to work for any function we wish to name. Except fo
this condition, we could do this with an ordinary REX procedure. S
let's make  a macro to do it.  We'11 call it ASSIGN,  and specify that w
want to invoke it with a call like

call    assi.gn    'target.',     'source.',     'functi.on',    n

We could do this as follows:

a s s 1' 9 n  :

assi.gn_args   =   arg(1)    arg(2)
call       assi.gn    arg(3),    arg(4)
return
assi.gn:    procedure   expose    (_assi.gn_args)

steml   =   word(_assi.gn_args,1)
stem2   =   word(_assi.gn_args,    2)
. n t e r p r e t ,
"drop"    steml";",
"do    1`    -1    to    arg(2);",

steml".i    ="    arg(1)"("stem2".I.);",
"end"

return

We have taken the extra step in this example of adding an extr
lower-level procedure (called _a s s i. g n) which uses a P R0 C E DU R E instru(
tion to avoid any trouble from use of i as a private index variable. Th
rest of the details are much the same as preceding examples.

Of course, this macro is not terribly different from an ordinary REX=
subroutine.  It merely does  things  not possible without  INTERPRET,  i
that it allows the name of a function as an argument.

It  might  seem  so  far  that  INTERPRET  doesn't  add  much  to  REX=
besides an ability to perform indirect function calls. But this is far frol
the truth. Another whole class of applications for I NT E RP R ET is the har
dling of expressions read from a file or the user at a terminal.
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An obvious example is a calculator program, which is just a slight
•ariation of the REXXTRY program:

/*   expressi.on   calculator   */
resta rt :
si.gnal    on    syntax
do   forever

say    "Enter   expressi.on:"

_expr   =   1 i.nei.n(  )
I.f   _expr   =   '  '    then

1 eave

parse   var   _expr   vari.able    '='    value
i.f   value   \=   "    then

i.nterpret  _expr
else

i.nterpret    'say'   _expr
end

return

syntax :
say    'REXX    error'     rc    '('errortext(rc)Il,

'  )    occurred.  '

say   '===-->'   _expr
si.gnal    restart

The modification we've made to REXTRY is to examine each line of
nput.  If it looks like an assignment statement, it is executed.  This
Lllows the calculator to have memory by storing numbers in variables.
iny input other than an assignment is assumed to be an expression,
Lnd its value is displayed. We still rely on the SY NTAX error handler to
nform us of any errors, instead of allowing them to terminate the pro-
Tam. We also test for a null input line as a way to get out of the calcu-
ator (since we can't simply enter the EX I T instruction).

Endless  elaborations  are  possible  on  this  simple  example.  For
nstance, REX does not have a wealth of built-in mathematical func-
ions  such  as  the  trigonometric,  exponential,  logari.thmic,  or  other
ranscendental functions.  But if you need them,  they can easily be
ncluded in the  calculator program itself.  In  another direction,  this
rind of program could be extended to plot graphs of any desired expres-
ions. This would be especially nice if a decent graphics library is avail-
Lble.  Without  such  a  library,  or  alternatively,  the  program  could
troduce output on Postscript printers by generating the appropriate
'ostscript code.

Our final  example  of  INTERPRET  may be  somewhat  surprising.  We
Loted earlier that  I NTERPRET can be a slow instruction to use. Never-
heless, there may be situations in which it can be used to speed up a
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program.  One  situation involves  the use  of large  SELECT  statements
that involve many conditions to be tested. For instance, a program that
is command-driven may consist of a main loop that reads commands,
parses them, and then uses a large SE LECT statement to invoke appro-
priate code for processing the command, something like this:

do   forever

parse   li.nei.n   verb   rest
verb   =   translate('verb')/*   upper   case   */
sel ect

when    verb   =    'ANALYZE'     then

call    analyze   rest
when    verb   =    'BUILD'     then

call    bui.ld    rest
/*   etc.  ,   etc.  */
o t h e r w i. s e

say    "Invali.d    command."

end
end

While this is satisfactory for a dozen or so commands, it could be ver}
slow if there are several dozen or more different commands, because
the S E L ECT statement would have to make on average a number of com-
parisons equal to half the number of commands (unless the statement
were  carefully  constructed  to  put  the  most  likely  commands  first)t
Moreover, many REX implementations are not smart enough to skir
efficiently to the end of a long S E LECT statement after finding the first
condition that is true.

Even if the performance were acceptable, with many commands you
would have a single S E LECT statement sprawling over hundreds of lines
of code, which would make the program hard to read. And, if nothing
else, think of all the boilerplate WH E Ns and TH E Ns that would need to b€
typed.

Then think how much easier it would be to do something as simple
as:

do   forever

parse   li.nei.n   verb   rest
i.nterpret    "call"    verb    "rest"
end

This assumes that each command is handled by a subroutine having
the same name. If this is not the case, you could use a compound vari.
able that provides the dictionary telling which subroutine to call fo]
each command.  Or, to be fully general, the compound variable could
contain the actual code to execute for each command, e.g.,
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code.analyze   =   "call    prepare;    call    analyze    rest"
code.bui.ld   =   "call    bui.ld    rest;    say    'Done!"'

code.collate   =   "say    'Not   i.mplemented   yet!"

and the corresponding line to do the right thing for each command is
just

i.nterpret   code.verb
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REXX Arithmetic

)ne significant aspect of REX that has not been given special promi-
ence in this book is the way numbers and arithmetic are handled. We
ave emphasized REX as a language for personal programming, for
7riting command procedures, for working with character string data,
nd so forth. Numerically intensive computation does not ordinarily
lay a large part in this kind of programming. And the fact that REX
5 interpretive and treats numbers as character strings tends to make
; slow for numeric computing.
However, REX does have a very distinctive way of dealing with

umbers, which can be very important in some cases. For instance,
lEX handles  high-precision  arithmetic very naturally  and easily.
`his can be quite useful when one needs to deal with very large num-
ers or many digits of precision.
REX is very unusual  among programming languages in that it

ever works (as far as the user is concerned) with numbers using the
bandard  arithmetic  instructions  of the  computer.  Instead,  REX
rorks  entirely  with  a  general,  abstract  definition  of numbers  and
rithmetic. Thus the word length of the host computer and the various
izes of its different types of internal representations of numbers are
•relevant. U7tczer#ozu and oz;er#ozu of quantities, as understood by the
Dmputer, cannot occur. Intricacies of binary representation of floating
oint numbers may be ignored.

227
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The result is that REX programs can be much more portable as fa
as their numeric computations are concerned, since the programme
needs to understand only REX's rules for aritrimetic, not the rules c
every computer on which the program might run. If a program is writ
ten correctly according to the rules of REX, it should produce exactl,
the same numeric results regardless of where it is run.

REX is able to do this because, as we have observed, numbers ar
always represented as  character strings.  Numbers  may be used  a
character  strings  and  vice  versa.  The  way  in  which  a  number  i
expressed  as  a character  string is  important only when  arithmeti
operations are to be performed, or when using certain instructions an
built-in functions which require numeric arguments of a certain type,

Strings that represent numbers can be created in a number of ways
They may be literals in the program, and they may be either unquotei
literals, or quoted strings, including hexadecimal or bit strings. Thus ]
' 1 ' ,  ' 31 ' x, and  ' 0011   0001 ' b are all valid representations of the nurm

ber 1 (in ASCII). Notice that these are machine-independent represem
tations. The machine-specific binary representation of a number, suc]
as  ' 01 ' x, is not a valid representation of the number 1. Valid numeri
strings can also be created by character operations, read from a fil€
etc. Thus

1,11,1,

copi. es (  '  1  '  , 2 )

and so forth create valid representations of the number 1 1.
A character string is a valid number if:

1. It is a sequence of 0 or more digits ("0" through "9'') followed by
period, followed by another sequence or 0 or more digits, except tha
a period by itself isn't a valid number.

2. It is a number as in 1. preceded by a + or -sign and 0 or more spaces
e.g.' `+1,' `+ 1', `-   1,.

3. It is a number as in 1. or 2. with 0 or more leading or trailing blank
e.g., `  1 ', ` +  1,.

I,

Valid  numbers  may  also  use  expo7te7}£ZcIZ  7iofcI£Zo7t.  This  means
number more or less as just described, followed by e or E, optionally fo:
lowed by a + or -sign, and ending with 1 or more digits. Examples:

leg
I    +   3E+4     I

'     666.000e-10     I

The part of the number before the E or e is called the mantissa and th
part after is called the exponent. The meaning of the notation is tha
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1e number represented is the mantissa times ten to the power of the
Kponent.  (If the exponent is negative the mantissa is multiplied by
ne  over ten to the  absolute value  of the  exponent.) No blanks  are
Llowed between the mantissa, the E or e, the sign of the exponent, and
ie exponent itself.
Although strings as described above may be used as numbers, when
EX produces a numeric result in the form of a character string, a
3rtain standard form is used.  For instance,  such strings will never
)ntain embedded blanks. They will have a sign only for negative num-
ers, and E is used in exponential notation rather than e. In addition,
rhen a result is not given in exponential notation, it will always begin
rith a zero before the decimal point, for numbers less than one in abso-
ite value, but otherwise will have no leading zeros.  If the result is
lven in exponential notation, numbers in standard form will always
ave just one nonzero digit before the decimal point. The determina-
on  of whether  to  present  the  result  in  exponential  form  or  not
Spends on the value of NUM E RI C   D I G I TS, which we discuss below.
Zero itself will always be represented simply as 0, without decimal

Dint or fractional part. You can always force a valid numeric string
ito the standard form by adding 0. These details are important when
Baling with numeric results as character strings-for instance when
)u are concerned with how numbers appear in a report.

RECISION OF ARITHMETIC

ine other very important fact about the way REX handles numbers
nd arithmetic is that at any one time it works with, at most, some
Laximum  number  of szg7tjficcI7if  djgzfs.  This  affects  not  only  arith-
Letic,  but also numbers used directly by REX,  such  as  positional
ELrameters in PARSE templates.
This is because it is inefficient to do arithmentic with truly unlimited
recision numbers. For most ordinary purposes, all that is required is
t work with a sufficient number of significant digits, rather than exact
}1ues. Why suffer the expense of computing with hundreds of digits
hen  all you care  about (perhaps) is  only  10  or so? Most fractional
iantities cannot be expressed exactly in decimal notation anyway.
here  isn't  any  way  to  represent  1/3  precisely  as  a  decimal,  and
333333333 is usually more than close enough. Even disregarding the
Lefficiency of computing with many digits, just think how annoying it
ould be to see reports filled with quantities that look like

. 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

To avoid such excess, REX always has some specific limit on the
nmber of digits it will work with. The default is nine digits, but it can
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be changed at any time with the NUM E R I C   D I G I TS instruction. This hal
the form

NUMERIC    DIGITS    [expressi.on]

where expression evaluates to a whole number greater than 0.
The current value of NUMERIC   DIGITS  may always be obtained wit]

the D I G I TS ( ) built-in function.
A very important fact about REX is that it does not cause a pro

gram failure or even an error when a computation exceeds the speci
fled  maximum  precision.   Nor   does   REX  silently  just  produo
completely invalid results by discarding the most significant digits of {
result, as occurs with most other programming languages. Instead, i
discards the least significant digits of a result, to stay within the spec
ified number of digits of precision.

The concept of NUMERIC   DIGITS is actually quite hard to define pre
cisely. It is best understood in terms of the effects it has on REX ham
dling of numbers,  as described below.  There are a large number a
such effects. They include rounding which may occur to numbers uset
in arithmetic, the default way in which arithmetic results are repre
sented,  and whether  a given number is  regarded  as  a valid zuhozi
number.

ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

First and foremost,  NUMERI C   D I GITS affects how each of the arithmeti
operations is performed and how the results are represented. To begi]
with, both operands are truncated (not rounded) to NUM E R I C  D I G I TS +
significant digits (in the REX sense). This provides one extra gz4c!rt
czzgzf to help preserve accuracy. After the operation has been performet
on the numbers, the result is rounded to NUMERIC   DIGITS places, start
ing from the high-order nonzero digit. It is quite common for a result t
have more than NUMERIC   DIGITS of precision before this rounding. Fo
instance, the product of two three-digit numbers can easily have si
digits. And the quotient 1/3 has an infinite number of digits.

The rules for arithmetic in REX are mostly the same as in penci]
and-paper arithmetic. However, the common rules are not always pr€
cise or unambiguous enough, so REX has made a few arbitrary rule
which in some cases are not intuitively natural. Addition and subtra(
tion present some of the more unusual cases. Subtraction, in particu
lar, because it may involve a great deal of cancellation, provides som
interesting examples.

First of all, addition or subtraction when one of the operands is zer
is a special case. The result is simply the value of the nonzero operan
rounded  according  to  NUMERIC     DIGITS  and  with  the  sign  adjustec
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Ldding zero to a number is sometimes a useful way of putting it in the
tandard form.
The general rule for addition and subtraction is first to 7tormcEzjze

oth operands (after both have been truncated to  NUMERIC   DIGITS + 1
igits). This is done by expressing in exponential notation the operand
7hich has the largest absolute value. Then express the other operand
1 exponential notation using the same exponent as the first. This pro-
ess may result in expressing the second operand in a form with more
han  NUMERIC   DIGITS + 1 digits.  If so, it should be truncated to  NUMERIC
I G I TS + 1. This truncation prevents the inclusion of illusory precision
1 the result.
The addition and subtraction can then be performed on the mantis-

as of the operands. The result, finally, is rounded to N UM E R I C  D I G I TS-
c>unting from the leftmost nonzero digit (if there is at least one to the
3ft of the decimal point), otherwise from the digit just to the left of the
ecimal point, even if it is zero. Again, this prevents keeping apparent
recision that really isn't there (if subtraction has led to significant
ancellation).
These rules  are fairly complex and sometimes produce surprising

Bsults, but they are designed to properly represent the precision of a
Bsult. For example, suppose NUMERIC   DIGITS is 2. A simple case is

100   -   95

In exponential form this is  1 E2  -  0 . 95E2, which is 0 . 05E2. This has
) be rounded to just two significant digits, so it is 0 .1 E2-i.e.,10! Even
lore surprisingly,100  -  96 becomes 0 . 04E2, which rounds to a result
fo.
Clearly, choosing a small number like 2 for N UM E R I C  D I G I TS can have
drastic effect on arithmetic. Of course, the same effect occurs with

UMERIC    DIGITS    9.  It's just  easier  to  ignore  it  because  of the  much
maller relative size of the rounding effect. Notice also that REX does
ot round off the numbers before operating on them. If that were the
ELse, 95 would round to 100, and 100  -  95 would be 0.
For a more complicated example, let's figure out the value of

0.00445   -0.004505

n exponential form the first operand is 4 . 45 E-3, so it does not need to
e  truncated,  but  the  second  is  4.505E-3,  so  it  is  truncated  (not
)unded) to 4 . 50 E-3 to have three significant digits. Then we compute

4.45E-3   -4.50E-3

rhich is -0 . 05E-3. Now we have to round this result since there are
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more than two digits, including the one to the left of the decimal poin
Rounding is done in the usual way: if the digit to be rounded off is 5 c
more, add 1 to the digit to its left, otherwise just drop it. (The sign (
the number is not considered.) So we have -0 .1 E-3. In nonexponenti€
form this is -0 . 0 0 01, and this is the way the result is finally expresse(
This follows from the rules below about the use of exponential repr{
sentation because there are not more than four digits to the right of th
decimal point.

If we had computed instead

0.00446   -0.004505

we would get -0 . 04 E-3. We are still obliged to round this to two digit!
but now the result is 0 after rounding. So the final result is 0.

To some extent, cases like this may seem paradoxical. Why, after al
should one expect  . 00446 -  . 004505 to be 0? The answer is the somt
what artificial nature of the example. We have been illustrating ho`
the setting of N U M E R I C  D I G I TS Oust 2 in this example) affects arithmet
operations. In practice, most programs will hardly ever use anythin
other than the  default  NUMERIC   DIGITS   9.  There is  almost no perfo]
mance penalty for doing so, since the number of digits of precision i
most numbers used in typical REX programs is usually much leg
anyway. When doing scientific or engineering calculations where tl]
quantities involved approach nine digits of precision, you might we
raise  NUMERIC    DIGITS  somewhat higher,  to  avoid unnecessary loss  (
precision.

Whether you actually need great precision or only a little, it's easy i
REX to compute with a lot more than you really need. Then, for sai
ing  or  reporting  final  results,  you  can  use  the  TRUNC( )   or  FORMAT(
built-in functions to express your answers.

These considerations of how N UM E R I C  D I G I TS affects arithmetic oper€
tions, subtraction in particular, are also relevant to comparison of nun
bers. When both operands are numbers, the normal REX compariso
operators (<, <=, =, >, >=) become numeric comparisons. That is, the
are based on the actual numbers rather than on the exact string reprt
sentations, which may be misleading. (For instance, the string reprt
sentation of a number can have leading blanks without affecting tli
number. The strict comparison operators (<<, ==, etc.) should be use
when the character representation is the important thing.)

Numeric comparisons in REX are defined in terms of the subtrai
tion and comparison to 0. That is, A < 8 just in case A -8 < 0, A = 8 just i
case A -8 = 0, and so forth. REX uses this slightly roundabout defin
tion because, as we have just seen, it is quite possible for two "diffe
ent" numbers to have a difference of 0. In this case, REX stipulat€
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Tat the numbers are equal. Thus the expressions

0.00445   <   0.004505
0.00446   =   0.004505

c)th have the value 1, by the preceding calculations, if N UM E R I C   D I G I TS
i 2.  Of course, if NUMERIC   DIGITS is 9, as usual, then

0.00446   <   0.004505

s you would expect. This is true even if NUM E R I C  D I G I TS is 3. The point
I,  use  a small value for  NUMERIC    DIGITS  only if you find this  way of
ioking at numeric comparisons useful for your purposes.

XPONENTIAL REPRESENTATION

ven when a number produced as an arithmetic result does not require
)unding  to  stay  within   NUMERIC     DIGITS   of  precision,  REX  may
;ill change its representation to the exponential form. For instance,
'  NUMERIC     DIGITS   is  3,  then  an  arithmetic  result  of  1000   will  be

[pressed  as  1.OOF+3.  The  rule  is  that  a  result  will  be  expressed
I exponential notation if the number of digits before the decimal point
)  more  than  NUMERIC     DIGITS  or  if the  number  of  digits  after  the
Bcimal  point  (disregarding  any  trailing  zeros)  is  more  than  twice
JMERIC   DIGITS. Otherwise, a result will be expressed in nonexponen-
al notation.
Note that this does not apply to the results of built-in functions. For

Lstance (still with  NUMERIC   DIGITS   3),

pos(  ' 1  '  ,     copi.es(  '0 '  ,1000)  '  1  '  )

as 1001 as a result.

rHOLE NUMBERS

[any instructions and built-in functions in REX, as well as certain
her circumstances, require argument values which are whole num-
3rs. This is a number which is an integer, i.e., has no fractional part,
• nothing but zeros after the decimal point when expressed in nonex-
)nential form. And in addition there is a limit on how large the num-
3r can be: a whole number must have no more than N UM E R I C  D I G I TS to
ie left of the decimal point (excluding leading zeros). In other words,
whole number is an integer which would not need to be expressed in
[ponential form according to the preceding rule.
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This isn't to say that a number in exponential form can't be a val
whole number. For instance, if NUM E R I C   D I G I TS is 9,1.1 E2,1 E1, and 11
are all whole numbers, though 1 E9 is not.

The  following  are  circumstances  in  which  REX requires  who
numbers:

positional patterns in PARS E templates.
the right operand of the exponentiation operator (**) (but not nece
sarily the exponent of a number represented in exponential forl
e.g.,1E9999  is acceptable even if NUMERIC   DIGITS is 3).

the repetition count in a D0 instruction.
values specified in  NUMERIC   DIGITS  or  FUZZ.

trace counts specified in the TRAC E instruction.

certain  arguments  of some  built-in  functions:  ARG( ),  D2C( ),  D2X(
and SOU RC E L I N E ( ) . Also, string functions which take length or pot
tion arguments require them to be whole numbers. In general, su
functions require whole numbers because their arguments must 1
exact values which cannot admit rounding to N UM E R I C   D I G I TS of pr
cision.

the string arguments to C2D ( ) and X2D ( ) must be such that the ful]
tion result is a whole number.
results of the operations of integer division and remainder must 1
whole numbers.

There is currently some variability in how different RE2ex imp]
mentations deal with these rules. The problem occurs with values le
than 9 of NUMERI C   D I G ITS. Many implementations allow integers up
nine digits to be used as valid whole numbers for most purposes ev(
though,  strictly  speaking,  they  are  not when  NUMERIC    DIGITS  is  le
than 9. This is a sensible policy, but it points up another good reast
not  to  set  NUMERIC    DIGITS  less  than  9,  because  you  can't  be  sure
portability.

The   DATATYPE()   built-in  function   can   always  be   used  to   che
whether a given string represents a valid whole number. That is

datatype(stri.ng,     'w')

has a value of 1 if string is a valid whole number, and 0 otherwise.

ARGUMENTS TO BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS

Many built-in functions do not require that their arguments be wh(
numbers but do round off the arguments before using them. These a
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primarily  the  mathematical  functions  ABS( ),   FORMAT( ),  MAX( ),  MIN( ),
SIGN( ),  and  TRUNC( ).  This  is  appropriate,  since  such  functions  are
really arithmetic operators in function form.

BUILT-lN  FUNCTIONS FOR NUMERIC
FOF!MATTING AND ARITHMETIC

REX arithmetic often produces results with quite a few digits after
bhe decimal point, particularly in calculations that involve any divi-
sion.  Unless you use integer division,  or happen to get results that
have an exact decimal representation, this is more or less guaranteed:
/3 becomes 0 . 33333333. This is usually more digits than you ordinarily
want to bother with when displaying results. REX doesn't require
you to use arcane for77tczf statements to display output as do most other
languages.  But if you care about the appearance of reports you will
ITsually want to change some of the REX formatting defaults.

The simplest way to do this is with the TRU NC ( ) built-in function. Its
format is

TRUNC(number,     [di.gits])

where n umbe r is the number to be truncated, and d i. g i. t s is the number
)f digits to be included to the right of the decimal point. The default for
ligits is 0, which causes the function to return the integer part of the
iumber. Although the function is called frz47?cc[£e,  extra zeros will be
}dded if necessary. If zero digits are requested, the decimal point itself
will be omitted. The result is never affected by the NUM E R I C   D I G I TS set-
}ing. Also, exponential form will never be used, so TRUNC ( )  provides a
3onvenient way to convert to nonexponential form.

Sometimes, more control is needed over the representation of a nun-
)er,  particularly for numbers  used in tabular reports.  The  FORMAT( )
)uilt-in function can handle this problem. Its form is

FORMAT(number,     [m],     [n],     [expl],     [exp2])

wlumber  is  the  number  to  be  formatted.  M  is  the  number  of  digits
illowed before the decimal point, and n is the number after the deci-
mal point. The number will be represented in exponential or nonex-
)onential form according to the usual rule: exponential form is used
ust in case more than  NUMERIC   DIGITS  are required before the  deci-
mal  point  or  twice  NUMERIC    DIGITS  are  required  after  the  decimal
)oint. The exp2 argument can be used to change this frjgger poZ7?£.. if
Specified,  it is  the  number used instead of NUMERIC   DIGITS  to  deter-
mine whether to use exponential form.  Expl  determines how many
ligits should be used for the exponent (if required), excluding E and
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the  sign.  All  arguments  except  number  must be  nonnegative wholi
numbers.

If the number of places before the decimal point isn't specified, onl:
as many as required will be used, with any blanks before or after th
sign of the number being removed. A + sign, if any, is also removed. Bu
if the number is negative, in must allow room for the - sign. An erro
results if not enough room is allowed. The number will be padded o]
the left with blanks if in is specified and there are fewer digits than tha
before the decimal point. Extra zeros are added after the decimal poin
if n is larger than the number of existing digits. If there are more dig
its after the decimal point than will fit, the number is rounded. (Noti
that this differs  slightly from the  TRUNC( )  function, which truncate
instead of rounds.) Examples:

FORMAT('     +    1.2     ',     2,     2)            "     1.20"

FORMAT('    -1.2     ',     2,     2)            "-1.20"

FORMAT('1.23456',     2,     3)            "     1.235"

FORMAT('1.23E1',     2,     3)               "12.300"

FORMAT('1.567',     2,     0)                   "     2"

You can force a number into exponential form by using a value of
for exp2. However, if the exponent is  0, then the exponent is simpl:
omitted (if expl isn't specified), or replaced by expl+2 blanks, to kee]
the field width right (if expl is specified). Examples:

FORMAT(-12.3,     3,     3,     ,     0)       "    -1.230E+1"

FO RMAT ( -12  .  3

FORMAT(-1.  23

FORMAT(-1.  23

3,    3,    2,    0)    "    -1.230E+01"

3,    3,1,    0)    "   -1.230          "
3,    3,     ,    0)       "   -1.230„

You can force a number into nonexponential form by using a value a
0  for expl.  If expl  is specified but is not large enough,  an error wi]
result. Examples:

FORMAT(1.23456789E9,      ,1,     0)        "1234567890.0"

FORMAT(1.23456789E8)                                   "123456789"

The last example is converted to nonexponential form, because whe]
FORMAT( ) is used with no arguments other than the number, its resu]
is the same as the expression n umbe r + 0.

If you are using  FORMAT( )  to present numbers in tables or in othe
ways where the exact total field width occupied by the number mat
ters, you should use the expl and exp2 arguments to ensure either tha
all possible numbers are in exponential formi or nonexponential form]
There is no way to specify the total field width except by in, n, and exp
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idividually. The total field width will be in+n+1 (nonexponential form)
r in+n+expl+3 (exponential form).

DDITIONAL MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS

EX does not have standard built-in functions for the transcendental
inctions such as LOG, EXP, SIN, COS, TAN, etc. It does, however,
ipport  a  few useful  arithmetic  functions:  ABS( ),  SIGN( ),  MIN( ),  and
AX ( ) . They work more or less as would be expected:

ABS ( n umbe r )

Returns the absolute value of number. It is the same as number + 0,
without the sign.
S I GN ( n umbe r )

Returns -1 if number is less than 0, 0 if it is equal to 0, and 1 if it is
greater than 0.
MIN(number,     [number]  ,... )

Returns the  smallest argument.  Remember that comparison in
REX is  done  by  subtracting  and  comparing  the  result  to  zero.
Arguments that are actually different may be considered to be equal,
especially if N UM E R I C   D I G I TS is small. For instance, if N U M E R I C   D I G I TS
is 2, 96 is egztcIZ to 100, i.e., their difference is zero. In a case like this,
M I N ( ) will always return the value of the first argument which is less
than   or   equal  to   all   the   others.   Thus   mi.n(96,100)   is   96,   but
mi. n ( 100 , 96 )  is  1. OE+2.

MAX(number,     [number]  ,... )

Returns the largest argument. More precisely, it returns the first
argument which is greater than or equal to all of the others in the
special sense that REX uses.

There is just one other purely mathematical function, which is use-
Ll  in  games  or  simulations:  RANDOM( ).  It  generates  pseudo-random
u.mbers  according to an algorithm which is not specified and may
}ry from implementation to implementation.
A seecz value can optionally be specified. The random number algo-
thm uses the seed to determine the first number in the sequence. No
Limber  by  itself,  strictly  speaking  is  rc[73czom.   It  is,  rather,  the
>quence that is random.  Each seed determines the whole sequence
Which  is  why  it  is  not  really random),  and  different  seeds  almost
.ways produce different sequences. Consequently, you should supply
seed only on the first call to  RANDOM( )  in each program. This causes
Le same sequence to be generated each time, so the program is repeat-
)le. If you don't supply a seed on the first call, one is chosen automat-
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ically, typically based on the time of day. This is better for games, sin
you will generally get different sequences each time.

You  can  also  specify  the  range  of  numbers  to  be  produced  I
RANDOM( ).  If you  simply want  a  whole  number between  0  and  son
maximum value (inclusive) you can use

RAN DOM ( max )

where rna x is the maximum possible value. This form does not allow yc
to specify the seed. More generally you can use

RANDOM([mi.n],     [max],      [seed])

where mi. n is the minimum possible value and rna x is the maximum. M I.
max,  and  seed  must be nonnegative whole numbers.  In addition, tl
range between the minimum and maximum cannot exceed 100,000.

There is one other function which is partly mathematical, but whi(
has other uses as well:  DATATY P E ( ) . Its syntax is:

DATATYPE(stri.ng,     [type])

St r i. n g is always the character string whose type is to be determined.
ty p e is omitted, the function returns N U M if the string is a valid numbe
otherwise C H A R. A string is a valid number or not depending on wheth
it can be used in arithmetic without error, according to the rules list€
at the beginning of this chapter. DATATY P E ( ) can be used to validate al
data before using it in calculations if you want to bullet-proof your pr
gram against unexpected termination due to bad data.

Finer discriminations of the type of a string can be made by suppl,
ing the  type  argument.  If it is present, the function returns  1  or
according as stri. ng is or is not a valid instance of the specified typ
The possible values are:
' A '     Alphanumeric-all  characters  in  the  string  are  upper-or  lowerca

alphabetic characters or a digit from 0 to 9.
' 8 '     Bit-all characters in the string are either 0 or 1. Blanks are not p€

mitted, so this is slightly different from the format that is permitted I
a bit string literal.

' L '     Lowercase-all characters in the string are lowercase alphabetic cha
acters.

' M '     Mixed case-all characters in the string are upper-or lowercase alph
betic characters.

'N'     Numeric-the   string  is   a  valid   number.   This   is   1   just  in   ca
DATATY P E ( )  with only one argument would return N UM.
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'     Symbol-the string consists only of characters which are valid in REXX
symbols. This is not quite the same thing as saying the string is actually
a valid RE2ex symbol. It might, for example, be longer than the imple-
mentation allows.

'     Upper case-all characters in the string are uppercase alphabetic char-
acters.

'     Whole number-the string is a valid whole number, as discussed earlier,
according to  the  current value  of NUMERIC    DIGITS.  Remember that  a
number may not be z#hoze if it is too large, as well as if it is not integral.

'     Hexadecimal-the string represents a valid hexadecimal number. This
means that it may contain blanks, digits 0 through 9, "a" through "f", or
"A" through "F". If spaces are used, the string must follow the rules for
hexadecimal literals. A null string is specifically included.

[cept for the  ' X '  type,  null strings  are not included in any of the
pes,  and  DATATYPE( )  will  return  0  if the  first  argument  is  a  null
ring.
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Tracing and Debugging

ebugging probably ranks near the bottom of the list of the aspects of
rogramming that programmers  most enjoy,  right along with docu-
.entation. Unfortunately, it is even more unavoidable.
Few programming languages have debugging facilities of any kind
5 part of the language definition, but REX is an exception. The TRAC E
Lstruction has been provided to enable a number of useful tracing and
3bugging capabilities.
On the other hand, most modern implementations of popular lan-
iages, such as C, now come with very powerful debugging tools exter-
il to the language itself. These tools include features like full-screen
splays, sophisticated breakpoint capabilities, and automatic display• program data as it changes.

Though REX's debugging capabilities  are relatively primitive in
mparison with the current state of the art, being part of the language
)finition confers on them the advantage that one can work with a
mplete REX implementation on any platform and be able to use
miliar, standardized tools for debugging.

IE TRACE INSTRUCTION

11  REX  debugging  services  are  enabled  and  controlled  with  the
\AC E instruction. Its syntax is

TRACE    setti.ng

241
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where setting is a code that selects a tracing option. Occasionally it i
useful to have this setting determined dynamically, so it is also possj
ble to use the form

TRACE    VALUE    expressi.on

where expressi. on is a REX expression that evaluates to one of th
allowable settings. One might do this, for instance, in order to be abl
to control tracing centrally with a program command or option. Th
TRAC E instructions could then be left in the code but rendered inopera
tive unless requested.

One thing to remember is that TRACE  is just a normal,  executabl
REX instruction. So its use can also be governed with ordinary REX=
conditional  statements like  IF  and  SELECT.  In particular,  it does  nc
take effect until encountered in the normal flow of program executior
Therefore,  you  can  place  it  only  where  tracing  is  actually  neede
within a program to examine a particular problem.

Like other REX state information, the TRAC E setting is saved be for
calling a subroutine and restored afterwards. Though the current sel
ting is in effect when the subroutine is entered, you can change it in th
subroutine.  Then when the  subroutine returns,  the original  settin
will be restored.

In many REX implementations it is also possible to control tracin
externally with system e7tuzro7tme7tf variables or with options on th
command line that starts a REX program. Although this is often ver
useful in debugging, there's not much we can say about it here sinc
the  actual  usage  varies  among  implementations.  Once  enabled  b
whatever means, however,  specific trace settings should behave th
same on any implementation.

REX tracing occurs in one of two modes: passive or interactive. I
the passive mode, certain program data is traced through message
written to the standard output stream, but the program does not paus
and its operation is not otherwise affected. In the interactive tracin
mode, program execution actually stops after most clauses are trace
to  allow the  user to  enter  any  desired REX statement.  One  rna
invoke SAY  statements to display the values of variables, call subroi
tines to perform more complex tasks, or use assignment statements i
change the values of variables. Many clauses can actually be reex{
cuted after such a pause, to test the effect of any changes made.

PASSIVE TRACING

We'll consider passive tracing first. This is invoked by choosing apprt
priate T RAC E settings. For general debugging you will primarily want 1
see exactly which statements of a program are executed, and possib]
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he results of expressions used in those statements. The setting to use
lay be one of the following:

A-trace all clauses
R-trace all clauses and all expression results
I-trace all clauses and all intermediate evaluation results
0-turn off tracing

Only one setting may be used at a time; they cannot be combined.
`he difference among the first three settings is the level of detail pre-
ented on the evaluation of REX expressions. The instruction

trace   a

imply enables the display of each clause as it is executed. To get more
•etail, use

trace   r

In addition to displaying each clause as it is executed, REX will
lso display the final results of the evaluation of any expression in the
lause. For instance, when the following instruction is executed:

x   =    '***'    copl.es('-',10)     '***'

hen REX displays on the screen:

3   *-*   x   =    '***'    copi.es('-',10)    '***'
>>>       ''***  ----------  ***"

`he first line here is the trace of the clause before it is executed. It
iegins with the line number of the clause in the source file (3). This is
)llowed by *-*, which is an eye-catcher used by REX to indicate the
race of a source line. After that is the actual clause being traced. The
)llowing line contains the result of evaluating the expression in the
ssignment.  The  >>> is  an  eye-catcher that indicates  an  expression
esult.
A third level of trace detail is enabled with the instruction

trace   1.

rhich traces all intermediate results in expression evaluation. If this
5 in effect, then for the previous example REX would display

3   *-*   x   =    '***'    copi.es('-',10)    '***'
>L>          ''***"
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>L>           "     "

>L>          "10"

>F>           „                                               „

>0>      ''***  ---------- „
>L>          ''***"

>0>       ''***  ----------  ***„

This is obviously very detailed, probably too detailed for general use,
Here, after tracing the source line, REX displays the results of every
intermediate  step in the  evaluation.  Each line begins  with  an  eye.
catcher that indicates what is going on. The possible values for this
three-character prefix are

>L> indicates a literal value
>F> indicates the result of a function call
>0> indicates the result of a binary operation
>V> indicates the value of a variable
>C> indicates the fully substituted name of a compound variable
>P> indicates the result of a unary (prefix) operation

The example above illustrates only the first three of these. As you can
see, the trace gives you very explicit information about what is hap-
pening as REX evaluates an expression. In particular, it can help you
understand better how REX works, because it indicates the precise
sequence in which operations take place. This can be very instructiv€
as you are learning REX. It is also very helpful during debugging ir
cases where you don't understand why a given expression results in a
particular value.

Here's another example that illustrates some of the other informa.
tion that can be presented as a result of using TRACE  I :

/*   trace   compound   vari.ables   */
trace   1.
1'=1

x.1   --3   +   1.

y   -   x . 1.

And here is the output:

3   *-*    1`    =   1
>L>           „1"

4   *-*   x.1   =  -3  +   i
>L>          „3"

>P>         "-3„
>V>           "1"
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>0>         "-2"
5   *-*   y   -x.l.

>C>            "X.1"

>V>          "-2"

This example shows tracing of variables, prefix operations, and com-
iound variable substitution. You may find this useful while learning
LEX to help understand just how compound variables work.

TRACE   R is also useful for understanding how the  PARSE instruction
Works.  It  will  show  exactly what'is  assigned  to  each  variable.  For
nstance, the statement

parse    value    'The   Wrath    of    Khan'    wi.th    a    b    .

Would produce the trace

3   *-*    parse    value    'The   Wrath    of    Khan'    wi.th    a    b    .
>>>          "The   Wrath    of    Khan"

>>>          "The"

>>>          "Wrath„

>.>          „of    Khan"

The first line after the trace of the instruction is the value of the literal
xpression. The next three lines are the assignments to a, b, and the
ieriod used as a placeholder.
A general  debugging  strategy using the  passive  tracing facilities

rould be to use TRAC E  A first to get an overview of how the program is
)ehaving. Very often when a program under development is tested for
he first time you will find it does something strange, like exiting mys-
eriously,  going  into  a  loop,  or  producing  completely  unreasonable
esults. Usually this is because D01oops or conditional instructions like
F do not work as expected. TRACE   A is the easiest way to understand
he overall flow of control. It will tell you exactly what statements of
he program were executed.
Generally, you will find that a conditional instruction did not work as

ou expected, causing the program to take an unexpected path of execu-
ion, because some expression did not evaluate the way it should have.
)nce you have identified where things went wrong, TRACE   R is a good
ray to try to find out why they went wrong. Sometimes, in dealing with
iarticularly complicated expressions, you will need to use TRAC E  I to see
Low they are actually evaluated. But because of the volume of informa-
ion these tracing directives cause, it is best to place them in your code
s near as possible' to the location where the problem occurs.
There are several other kinds of passive tracing settings that can be

.sed to handle a different class of problems. Many REX programs
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have as their primary purpose the issuing of commands to an external
environment such as the operating system. Errors occur when the pro.
gram issues commands which are not exactly what you intended. Tt
deal with problems like this, you can use one of the following settings:

F-trace commands that end with a "failure" error code
E-trace commands that end with any abnormal error code
C-trace all commands

When you use TRAC E  C, all commands are traced before they are exe.
cuted. The trace includes the original source code statement in the pro.
gram, as well as the evaluated result which is passed to the extema:
environent. For instance,

trace   c
fi.le   =    'payroll  .dat'
'll.stfl'le'    fl'le

might produce

3   *-*    'li.stfi.le'    fi.le
>>>         "li.stfi.le   payroll.dat"

LISTFILE    Error    135:     Fi.le(s)    not    found.

H  RC(28)  H

This begins with the instruction as it appeared in the program, fol.
lowed by the result of evaluation. This occurs before the program iE
actually executed. The third line of output is an error message from th€
program. The fourth line is trace output that is generated because ar
abnormal  (nonzero) return code was  produced by the program.  Th{
number (28) is the actual return code, which is assigned to the RC vari.
able.

Usually you do not want this much detail. TRAC E  C will generate outi
put for all external commands executed. Normally you only need t(
know about commands that do not work properly. As discussed in th€
chapter on commands to external environments, this is usually indii
cated by a nonzero return code from the command. However, the spei
cific details vary quite  a bit from one environment to  another,  an(
sometimes  commands  will  place  information  in  return  codes  ever
when they have not encountered an error condition.

REX provides the T RAG E  E instruction to trace only those commands
which end with an error. If we had used this instead of TRACE  C in th{
last example, we would get the output

LISTFILE    Error    135:     Fi.le(s)    not    found.

3   *-*    'li.stfi.le'    fi.le
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>>>         "li.stfi.le   payroll.dat"
Th  RC(28)  -

This is different only in that the program error message comes first,
because the trace  output occurs  after the  command has run,  when
REX knows that it ended with an error. If it had produced a return
code of 0, no trace would have occurred at all.

TRACE   E is a useful instruction in programs that depend on the exe-
cution  of external  commands,  because  it  alerts  you when the  com-
mands   do   not   work   correctly.   Sometimes   even   this   produces
extraneous  trace  information,  for instance  if your program  already
tests the RC variable to detect errors. One further alternative is TRACE
F, which traces instructions only when they end in a fczjzz4re. This con-
dition is usually defined as the production of a negative return code by
the command. Normally this means a more severe type of error, such
as an inability of the operating system to even run the command, per-
haps because it could not be found or there was not enough memory to
run it. These are still just debugging tools. If you want to write your
program so that it responds appropriately to error conditions, you need
to test return codes explicitly, or else use the CALL   0N   ERROR or SIGNAL
0N   ERROR instructions to handle the situation.

INTEFIACTIVE TRACING

Passive tracing can illuminate many problems, but for serious debug-
ging work it is much more effective to be able to interact directly with
the program.  The way interactive tracing works is that, when it is
active, REX will pause after executing most statements that have
been traced. The user is prompted for input. The input can be either a
null line, to proceed with the program, or an = sign, to reexecute the
clause that was just traced. Any other input is assumed to be one or
more REX statements, which will be handled generally as they would
by the  I NT E RP RET instruction.

Interactive tracing is requested by prefixing the trace setting in the
TRAC E instruction with a question mark. For instance,

trace   ?a

causes tracing of all clauses with the addition of the interaction as just
described.

trace   ?c

similarly traces only external commands, and pauses for interaction
only after such commands have been executed.
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There are several cases in which REX will not pause after execut-
ing a clause even if it has been traced. Clauses consisting of END, TH EN,
ELSE,   OTHERWISE,   RETURN,   EXIT,   SIGNAL,   and  CALL  are  in  this  category.

The reason is that REX would be unable to safely reexecute such
clauses since they have already altered the flow of control within the
program. Similarly, clauses that raise a condition for which there is an
enabled condition handler or that cause a SY NTAX error cannot be reex-
ecuted, and REX will not pause for them.

When RE2ex does stop during interactive tracing, you can issue just
about any valid REX statement or group of statements (separated by
semicolons). Typically you would use one or more  SAY  statements in
order to examine the contents of variables or the values of expres-
sions. If you need to examine a large number of variables you might
even provide special purpose subroutines in your program to display
the data. These routines can be invoked from a trace prompt with a
CA L L instruction.

You can change any of the current generation of variables with one
or more assignment statements. You can also invoke procedures that
make changes to variables. Such changes are persistent, just as if the
statements had been executed normally as part of the program. If you
then resume program execution by entering an = sign, the statement
that caused the pause is reexecuted with the new variables.  In this
way you can, for example, change the outcome of an I F or WH EN test.

Another thing you can do at a trace prompt is to issue commands tc
external environments. You might, for instance, view or modify files
used by the program to examine their current state.  Of course, this
could be tricky if the file is currently open in the REX program, so it
should be done only with some caution.

If things look really hopeless, you can simply enter

e x l' t

and the program will immediately terminate.
Lastly, you can modify the operation of tracing itself from the inter-

active trace prompt. For instance, if you use the instruction

trace   0

tracing  will  be  turned  off and  the  program  will  resume  executiol]
immediately.  You might  do this if you have been tracing all state-
ments, but you enter a subroutine you don't care to trace. Tracing wil]
then resume when the subroutine returns. You can also use

trace   ?

to turn off interactive tracing, but continue to trace instructions pas.
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5ively. Any other form of the trace instruction may also be used inter-
ictively to change the type of tracing in effect.

There is another form of the TRAC E instruction which is particularly
iseful during interactive tracing. If you specify a positive number as
he T RAC E operand, then tracing will proceed for that number of traced
)lauses without pausing in a case where REX ordinarily would pause.
That is, exactly the same statements are traced, but REX does not
)ause until the specified number have been traced. You can also turn
)ff tracing completely for a given number of statements by specifying
he number as a negative quantity.

The tricky part is estimating the correct number of statements to
Specify. Normally you would do this in a loop, because you want to let
t run to a certain point and you know fairly well how many statements
o go. Unfortunately, REX has no more advanced debugging capabil-
ties,  such  as  executing  until  a  particular  variable  is  changed  or
•eaches a certain value, or until an expression has a certain value.

Another thing that REX tracing cannot do is to execute until a par-
;icular routine is called.  It can,  however, trace Zobezs,  that is, trace
Whenever a label is encountered. This is done by using L as the TRACE
ettin8:

trace   1

So if you have a loop which contains only one subroutine call, and
7ou want to skip over the first 50 calls, you could use

trace   ?1
trace   50

o stop at the 51st subroutine call.
When you enable interactive tracing with a T RAC E instruction like

trace   ?c

and especially in a case such as this, where not all subsequent instruc-
ions will be traced), then further TRACE instructions in the program
vill be ignored. This is to avoid prematurely terminating interactive
racing mode. However, if you want to be sure that trace directives are
ilways effective, there is a TRAC E ( ) built-in function. Its syntax is

T R A C E (  [ s e t t I. n g ]  )

vhere s et t i. n g is the trace setting to use. The function returns the cur-
'ent trace setting and changes to the new one (if any). Numeric values
br setting are not allowed in this case.
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When you enter one  or more  statements  at the interactive  tract
prompt, there are certain subtle differences in the way they are exe
cuted:

T RAG E instructions in the input (but not in other code which might bt
called from an instruction in the input) are honored. Moreover, the:
cause REX to resume program execution until the next statemen
(if any) traced according to the new setting is executed.  So if yoi
want to alter the trace setting and then reexecute the current clause
you must use the TRAC E ( ) built-in function.
No tracing of clauses is performed except for the display of retur]
codes from commands (if appropriate).
Commands to external environments do not cause the RC variable tt
be set.
Enabled condition handlers  are ignored,  even in code  called frol]
input statements. If a SY NTAX or HALT condition is raised during exe
cution, a message is displayed, execution stops, and REX returns tt
the interactive trace prompt.
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FIEXX Instructions

Several conventions are used in the following instruction syntax sum-
maries. REX keywords are in uppercase. These must be spelled as
shown, though any mixture of lower- and uppercase may actually be
used.  Elements  in  lowercase  represent  user-supplied  information.
Anything enclosed in brackets ([ ]) is optional. Alternative forms of the
instruction are listed on separate lines.  Ellipses ( . . . ) indicate that
the preceding element may be repeated. Semicolons may be included at
the end of any clause. They are included below only when required in a
context that is not the end of a line.

ADDRESS    [envi.ronment    [command]]
ADDRESS    VALUE    [envi.ronment]

Sztm77?cbry..  changes  the  current  default  external  command  environ-
ment or issues a command to a specified external environment.

A;rgumertlts:

e n v i. r o n me n t : name of a command environment.
comma nd: command to issue to a command environment.

IVofes.. When ADDRESS is used by itself, it makes the previous command
environment the current environment. If VALUE is not used, the speci-
fied environment is taken literally as a name without evaluation. If no
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command is  specified, the environment named becomes the curren.
command environment. If a command is included, it is issued to th(
specified environment.

ARG   [template]

Sztmmc[ry.. converts program or procedure arguments to uppercase an(
parses them according to a supplied parse template.

Arguments:

templ ate: a parse template.

IVofes.. The template may contain one or more subtemplates, separate(
by commas. Each subtemplate is used to parse the corresponding argu
ment.  If there  are  more  subtemplates  than  arguments,  variable!
named in the subtemplate are set to a null string. ARC is equivalent tt
PARSE     UPPER    ARG.

CALL   name    [expressi.on]    [,expressi.onn]    .     .     .
CALL   0N    condi.ti.on    [NAME    handler]

CALL   OFF    condi.ti.on

SL4mmory.. either calls a subroutine with specified expression values ai
arguments or enables or disables a handler for a specified condition.

Arguments:

name: the name of a subroutine, which may be a label in the pro
gram, the name of a built-in function, or the name of an externa
function.
e x p r e s s i. o n : argument to the subroutine.
condi.ti.on:   one  of  the  following  condition  names:   ERROR,   FAILURE
HALT,  or  NOTREADY.

h a n d 1 e r: the name of a handler for the specified condition.

IVofes.. The first form of CALL is a normal subroutine call. The secom
form enables a handler for a particular condition. If no handler nam
is specified, it is the same as the condition name. The third form dis
ables any existing handler for the specified condition.

DO   [repeti.tor]    [condi.ti.onal];    [statement-li.st]    END   [symbol]

Sztm77t¢ry.. delimits a group of statements which may be treated as {
single statement and optionally controls repetitive execution.
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Lrgumeuts:

repet i. to r: either an expression, the keyword FOREV E R, or a phrase of
theformassi.gnment   [T0   expt]    [BY   expb]    [FOR   expf],whereexpt,
expb, and expf are expressions.
condi. ti. onal :  either  WHI LE   expressi. on  or  UNTI L   expressi. on.

statement -1 i. st: zero or more statements separated (if on the same
line) by semicolons.
symbol : the symbol which is the target of an assignment when the
assignment form of repetitor is used.

Vofes..  TO,  BY,  and  FOR  may  be  used  in  any  order  in  an  assignment
repetitor. The expressions following TO, BY, or FOR may not contain the
{eywords  WH I LE  or  U NT I L.

)ROP    name    [name]     .     .     .

5zt77tmc[ry.. resets simple and compound variables to an uninitialized
State.

Lrgumeuts:

n ame: a symbol that names a variable or a stem, or a symbol enclosed
in parentheses.

Vofes.. When a stem is dropped, all variables having that stem become
ininitialized. When a name is enclosed in parentheses, it is assumed to
)e a string consisting of names of other variables. All variables named
n the list (but not the list variable itself) become uninitialized.

:XIT   [expressi.on]

}ztmmclry..  terminates  execution  of a  REX  program  and  passes  a
•eturn value to the caller.

irgumeuts:

e x p r e s s i. o n : value to be returned to caller.

Vofes.. Only the current REX program is terminated. A calling RE2ex
)rogram (if any) will resume execution at the point the current pro-
Tam was invoked.

F   expressi.on   THEN   statementl;    [ELSE   statement2]

Jz4m77tczry.. conditionally executes a statement based on the value of an
!xpression.
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Arguments..

exp res s i. on: a REX expression that evaluates to 0 or 1.
s t a t emen t 1 : statement that is executed if the expression value is 1.
s t a t emen t 2 : statement that is executed if the expression value is 0.

IVofes.. TH EN is a reserved word and may not be used in the expressiol
Either statement may be a D0 group, consisting of a list of statement
contained between D0 and END.

INTERPRET   expressi.on

Sz4mmclry.. executes one or more RE2ex statements that are generate
as the value of an expression.

Arguments:

e x p r e s s i. o n : an arbitrary REX expression.

IVofes.. The value of the expression should be a list of REX statement
separated by semicolons. DO, I F, and S E LECT statements (if any) must I
complete. The statements are executed as if they were a part of the prt
gram at that point.

ITERATE    [symbol]

SL4m77?c}ry.. causes control to pass to the top of an iterative D0 group.

Arguments:

symbol : the name of the control variable of an active D0 group.

IVofes.. The control variable (if any) will be incremented appropriate]
and the terminating conditions will be tested as if the  END statemel
closing the D0 group had been encountered. A symbol may be specific
to identify the D0 group.

LEAVE    [symbol]

Sz4mmcbry.. causes control to pass to the statement following the END t
an iterative D0 group.

Arguments:

symbo 1 : the name of the control variable of an active D0 group.

IVofes.. A symbol may be specified to identify the D0 group.

NOP
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5z477tmcbry.. instruction that does nothing.

Vofes.. N0 P can be used as the instruction required after TH E N in an I F or
S E L E C T instruction.

WMERIC    DIGITS    [expressi.on]

WMERIC    FORM    [form]

WMERIC    FUZZ    [expressi.on]

5ztmmcbry.. defines certain parameters of RE2ex numeric representa-
;ion and arithmetic.

Lrgumerits..

ex p r e s s i. o n : REX expression that evaluates to a positive integer.
form:  either  a  literal  SCIENTIFIC  or  ENGINEERING,  or  an  expression
that evaluates to  S C I E N T I F I C  or  E N G I N E E R I N G.

Vofes..  NUMERIC    DIGITS  is  (roughly)  the  number  of significant  digits
retained in a numeric value.  NUMERIC   FUZZ is the number of least sig-
iificant digits ignored when doing numeric comparisons. NUMERI C   FORM
Specifies whether the exponent of a number in exponential form should
)e a multiple of three.

'ARSE    [UPPER]    source    [template]

5z477i77ta[ry.. parses  an input string into REX variables  according to
ules specified in a template.

Lrgumerits:

s o u rce: defines the source of the input string, which can be:
A RG                  program or subroutine arguments.
L I N E I N           line read from standard input stream.
PU L L               line read from external data queue.
SO U RC E           information about the program.
VA LU E              the value of an expression.
VAR                  the value of a variable.
V E RS I 0 N         information about the REXx language processor.

templ ate: a parse template.

Vofes.. When the source is VALU E it must b-e followed by an expression
md then the reserved word WITH  (which cannot occur in the expres-
sion). When the source is VA R it must be followed by the name of a vari-
|ble.

>ROCEDURE    [EXPOSE    name    [name]     .      .      .     ]
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Szt77t77tciry.. creates a new generation of variables for a subroutine.

Arguments:

n ame: a symbol that names a variable or a stem, or a symbol enclosed
in parentheses.

IVofes.. When  a  stem is  exposed,  all variables  having that  stem  are
exposed. When a name is enclosed in parentheses, it is assumed to be
a string consisting of names of other variables. All variables named in
the list and the list variable are exposed.

PULL   [template]

Sz/mmcbry.. converts to uppercase and parses a line of input read from
the external data queue or the standard input stream.

Arguments..

templ ate: a parse template.

IVofes..  PULL is equivalent to  PARSE   UPPER   PULL.

PUSH    [expressi.on]

SL4m77?cbry.. places a line of data in the external data queue.

Arguments:

ex p r e s s i. o n : data to be placed in the queue.

IVofes.. The data is placed in the queue LIFO (Zcbs£-ZJt+£rs£-oz4£). A null
string is placed in the queue if the expression is omitted.

QUEUE    [expressi.on]

Sz477}77}cbry.. places a line of data in the external data queue.

Arguments..

exp r e s s i. o n : data to be placed in the queue.

IVofes.. The data is placed in the queue FIFO (first-Z7?+Zrs£-oz4£). A null
string is placed in the queue if the expression is omitted.

RETURN    [expressi.on]

Sz4mmcbry.. terminates execution of a subroutine and passes a return
value to the caller.
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Lrgumeuts..

ex p r e s s i. o n : value to be returned to caller.

Votes.. RETURN does not terminate a REX program unless it occurs in
;he topmost procedure of the program.

SAY    [expressi.on]

5L477tmory.. writes data to the standard output stream (usually the ter-
minal).

Lrgumerits..

e x p r e s s i. o n : the data to be written.

Vofes..  A  null  string  is  written  if the  expression  is  omitted.  SAY  is
?enerally  equivalent  to  a  call  to  LINEOUT( )  with  the  first  argument
)mitted.

;ELECT;    when-li.st    [OTHERWISE    [statement-li.st]]    END

5z4mmory..  execute  a  statement  depending  on  a  set  of  conditional
)xpressions.

Lrgumeuts:

when -1 I. st:  a  list  of clauses  of the  form  WHEN  expression  THEN  state-
ment.
statement -1 i. st: one or more REX statements, separated by semi-
colons (if on the same line).

Vofes.. Each expression following a WH EN is evaluated in sequence. The
2xpression must evaluate to 0 or 1. The statement following TH E N is exe-
}uted for the first expression that has the value  1. THEN is a reserved
vord which cannot be used in any of the expressions. If none of the
2xpressions  has  the  value  1,  the  statements  following  OTHERWISE  (if
)resent) are executed.

;IGNAL    name

;IGNAL    VALUE    expressi.on

;IGNAL   0N    condi.ti.on    [NAME    handler]

;IGNAL    OFF    condi.ti.on

}zt77t77tcbry.. either transfers control to a specified label in the program
)r enables or disables a handler for a specified condition.
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Arguments:

name: a label in the program.
expressi. on:  a REX expression whose value is  a label in the pro-
gram.
condi.ti.on:   one  of  the  following  condition  names:   ERROR,   FAILURE,
HALT,   NOTREADY,   NOVALUE,  or  SYNTAX.

h a n d 1 e r: the name of a handler for the specified condition.

IVofes.. The first two forms of S I GNA L are used to transfer control to the
specified label. All active D0 loops are terminated, but control remains
within the currently active procedure. The third form enables a ham-
dler for a particular condition. If no handler name is specified, it is the
same as the condition name.  The fourth form disables  any existing
handler for the specified condition.

TRACE    [VALUE]    expressi.on

Sz4mmclry.. controls REX program tracing.

Arguments:

e x p r e s s i. o n : selects type of tracing as follows:
A-trace all clauses.
C-trace commands to external environments.
E-trace external commands that end with an error.
F-trace external commands that end with a failure.
I -trace all clauses and intermediate results of expressions.
L-trace all labels.
N-same as F (the default).
0-disable tracing.
R-trace all clauses and final results of expressions.

IVofes.. If the expression is not a symbol or literal but does begin with a
symbol or literal, it must be preceded by the keyword VA LU E. The value
of the expression may be prefixed with ? to indicate that interactive
tracing is to be toggled on or off.
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REXX Built-in Functions

The same notational conventions apply as in Appendix A.

iBBREV(stri.ngl,    stri.ng2,    [1ength])

Jz477tmcbry..  indicates  whether  one  string  is  a  beginning  segment  of
lnother.

irgumeuts:

s t r i. n g 1 : the Zo7?g form being checked for abbreviation.
s t r i. n g 2 : the string which is a potential abbreviation.
1 e n g t h : the minimum length of s t r i. n g 2 that will qualify as an abbre-
viation.

Vofes.. The function returns 1 if s t r i. n g 2 is a substring of s t r i. n g 1, start-
ng at the first position and if it is at least length characters long, oth-
owise it returns 0. The default for 1 en gt h is the length of s t r i. n g 2.

iBS ( n umbe r )

}z4m77tcEry.. returns the absolute value of its argument.

irgumeuts:

n umbe r: a valid REX number.

259
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IVofes..  The  result  is  formatted  according  to  the  current  setting  o]
NUMERIC     DIGITS.

ADDRESS(  )

Sz4mmclry.. returns the name of the cuITent default environment.

IVofes.. The default environment name is set with the ADDRESS instruc-
tion.

ARG([argument-number],    [opti.on])

Szt77imclry.. returns either the number of arguments, the value of a spe-
cific argument, or whether a specific argument has been included o]
omitted.

Argumerits..

a rg ume n t -n umbe r: the number of the argument in question.
o p t I. o n : one of the following:

' E ' -test whether argument exists.
' 0 ' -test whether argument was omitted.

IVofes.. If no argument is specified, ARG ( )  returns the number of argu-
ments passed to the cuITent internal or external procedure. If only the
argument number is  specified,  ARG( )  returns the value of the desig-
nated argument. If option is also specified, ARC ( ) returns 0 or 1 to indi.
cate whether the argument was present.

BITAND(stri.ngl.    [stri.ng2],    [pad])

Sz477®77tcbry.. returns the logical AND of its arguments.

Arguments..

s t r i. n g 1 : first operand of AND.
s t r i. n g 2 : second operand of AND. Default is null string.

pad: character appended before the operation to the shorter of th€
two operands to make them equal in length if the operands are of dif.
ferent lengths.

IVofes.. 8 I TAN D ( ) produces the logical bitwise AND of its operands. If n(
pad character is specified, the default is  ' ff ' x.

BITOR(stri.ngl.    [stri.ng2].    [pad])

SL477i77icbry.. returns the logical OR of its arguments.
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+rgumeuts:

s t r I. n g 1 : first operand of OR.

s t r i. n g 2 : second operand of OR. Default is null string.

pad: character appended before the operation to the shorter of the
two operands to make them equal in length if the operands are of dif-
ferent lengths.

Jofes..  BITOR( )  produces the logical bitwise  OR of its  operands.  If no
)ad character is specified, the default is  ' 00 ' x.

ITXOR(stri.ngl,    [stri.ng2],    [pad])

yz4m77tcbry.. returns the logical XOR of its arguments.

irgumeuts:

s t r i n g 1 : first operand of XOR.
s t r I. n g 2 : second operand of XOR. Default is null string.

pad: character appended before the operation to the shorter of the
two operands to make them equal in length if the operands are of dif-
ferent lengths.

Jofes.. 8 I TX0 R ( ) produces the logical bitwise XOR of its operands. If no
ad character is specified, the default is  ' 00 ' x.

2 X ( b i. n a r y - s t r i. n g )

}ztmmcbry.. returns the hexadecimal representation of the given binary
trin8.

Lrgumeuts..

bi. mary-stri. ng:  character  string consisting  of Os  and  ls  to  be  con-
verted.

rofes.. Both the argument and the result of 8 2 X ( ) are character strings.
2X ( ) coverts the input data from base 2 representation to base 16.

ENTER(stri.ng,length,     [pad])

'z477t77tcbry.. centers a string in a field of a specified width.

.rgumeuts..

s t r i n g : the string to be centered.
i e n g t h : width of the field.
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p a d : character to be added if the field width exceeds the length of th€
string.

IVofes..  If the  string  is  longer  than  the  width  of the  field,  CENTER( )
returns the central length characters of the string. If an odd number o:
characters is to be  either  added or removed,  one  more  character iE
added to or removed from the right end than the left end.

CHARIN([stream],    [posi.ti.on],    [count])

Sz4m77tclry.. returns characters read from the'specified input stream.

Argumerits..

stream:  name  of the  input  stream.  Default is  the  standard inpul
stream.
p o s 1. t i o n : location within the input stream at which to begin reading
c o u n t : number of characters to read.

IVofes.. The default position is the current read position, which is eithe]
the first character of the stream or the character following the last om
read by CHAR I N ( )  or  L I N E I N ( ) . The default count is  1. With a count of 0
CHARI N ( )  returns a null string but moves the current read position a{
specified by the second argument.

CHAROUT([stream],    [stri.ng],    [posi.ti.on])

Sz4mmclry.. writes a string of characters to the specified output stream
and  returns  the  number  of characters  (if any)  which  could  not bt
written.

Argumerits:

stream: name of the output stream. Default is the standard outpu
stream.
s t r i. n g : data to be written.

posi.ti.on:  location  within  the  output  stream  at  which  to  begil
writing.

IVofes.. The default position is the current write position, which is th
position following either the last character of the stream or the last om
written by CHAROUT ( )  or L I N EOUT ( ) . If the string is omitted, the curren
write  position is  updated to the value  specified by position.  If bot]
string and position are omitted, the output stream is closed.

CHARS( [stream] )
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Sz477t77aclry.. returns the number of characters remaining to be read in
bhe specified input stream.

drgumeuts:

stream:  name  of the  input  stream.  Default is  the  standard input
stream.

Votes.. The number of characters remaining to be read is defined to be
bhe number of characters from the current read position to the end of
bhe file.

:OMPARE(stri.ngl,    stri.ng2,     [pad])

Sz4mmciry.. returns the position of the first mismatch between the two
input strings.

Lrgumeuts:

s t r i. n g 1 : first string to be compared.
s t r i. n g 2 : second string to be compared.

pad: character appended before the operation to the shorter of the
two operands to make them equal in length if the operands are of dif-
ferent lengths.

Vofes.. If the two strings are identical (after padding) COM PA RE ( ) returns
).

: 0 N D I T I 0 N ( [ 0 p t 1' 0 n ] )

5zt77t77tclry..  returns  information  associated with the  current trapped
)ondition.

Lrgumeuts:

opt i. on : select type of information, which can be one of the following:
' C ' -name of the trapped condition.
' D ' -further descriptive information about the trapped condition.
' I ' -the instruction that invoked the condition handler.
' S ' -state of handling for the condition.

Votes..   CONDITION( )   returns  a  null  string  if  no  condition  has  been
.aised.

;OPIES(stri.ng,    count)

}ztm77tcbry.. returns a concatenation of the specified number of copies of
he input string.
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Arguments:

s t r i. n g : the string to be copied.
c o u n t : number of copies.

IVofes.. Count must be a nonnegative whole number.  COP I ES ( ) returns €
null string if count is 0.

C2D(data,    [length])

Sz4mmcEry.. returns the value of the input data interpreted as a decima
number.

Arguments..

d a t a : the data to be converted.
i e n g t h : rightmost number of bytes of input data to be converted.

IVofes.. The data is assumed to be a binary representation of a numbe:
with the most significant byte at the left and the least significant bytt
at the right of the string.  If a  1 ength  is not specified, the number i!
assumed to be unsigned. If 1 ength is specified, the number is assume(
to be signed, and only the rightmost length bytes are converted, padde(
on the left with 0 if necessary. The result must be a valid whole numbe:
according to the current setting of N U M E R I C   D I G I TS.

C2X(data)

Szt77t77tc[ry.. returns the hexadecimal representation of the input data.

Argumerits:

d a t a : the data to be converted.

IVofes..  C2X( )  returns  a  string  consisting  of hexadecimal  digits  (0-9
A-F) which give the internal representation of the input data.

DATATYPE(stri.ng,     [type])

Sz4mmczry.. returns the type of the input string, or an indication of th
class to which the data belongs.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g : the string whose type is needed.
type: a letter which selects a string type to test for, one of the fol
lowing:
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' A ' -alphanumeric (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9).
' 8 ' -binary (0 or 1).
' L ' -lowercase (a-z).
' M ' -mixed case (a-z or A-Z).
' N ' -number (a valid RE2K number).
' S ' -symbol (only ch.aracters valid in REX symbols).
' U ' -uppercase (A-Z).
' W ' -whole number (valid whole number with current N U M E R I C   D I G I T S).
' X ' -hexadecimal (a-f, A-F, 0-9).

rofes.. If type is not specified,  DATATYPE( )  returns  NUM  or  CHAR depend-
ng on whether or not the string is a valid REX number. If the type is
pecified,  it returns  1  or  0  depending on whether or not the  string
ielongs to the designated class.

A T E ( [ 0 p t 1' 0 n ] )

}L4mmcbry.. returns the current date.

Lrgumeuts..

opti. on: a character that indicates the required date format, one of
the following:

' 8 ' -base date, number of complete days since January 1, 0001.
' D ' -number of the current day of the year, starting with 1.
' E ' -date in European format (d d / mm /yy).
' M ' -full English name of the current month.
' N '-date in default format (dd   Mmm  yyyy).
' 0 ' -date in orderable format (yy / mm / d d ).
' S ' -date in standard format (yyyymmdd).
' U ' -date in US format (mm / d d /yy).
I W ' -full English name of the current day.

rofes.. The default format, which is provided if option is not specified,
onsists  of two  digits  for the  day,  the first three  characters  of the
}nglish name of the month, and the year.

ELSTR(stri.ng,    start,    [length])

lL477t77tory.. returns the input string from which a substring starting at
specified position is deleted.

Lrgumerits..

s t r i. n g : the input string.
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s t a rt: the starting position of the substring to be deleted.
1 e n gt h : the length of the substring to be deleted.

IVofes.. If 1 ength is not specified, all characters from the start positio
are deleted. If the start position is beyond the right end of the string
the string is returned unchanged.

DELWORD(stri.ng,    start,     [length])

Sztmmc[ry.. returns the input string from which a substring starting €
a specified word is deleted.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g : the input string.
start:  the  number  of the  word  which  starts  the  substring to  b
deleted.
I ength: the length in words of the substring to be deleted.

IVofes.. If 1 engt h is not specified, the remainder of the string beginnin
with the specified word is deleted. If the number of the first word to t]
deleted is greater than the number of words in the string, the string i
returned unchanged.

DIGITS(  )

SztmmcJry.. retruns the current value of the N UM E R I C   D I G I TS setting.

D2C(number,     [1ength])

Sztmmciry.. returns the internal representation of a decimal number.

Arguments:

n umbe r: whole number to be converted.
i e n g t h : length of the result.

IVofes..  D2C( )  returns  the  internal  representation  of a  number  as
string of characters with the most significant byte at the left. If 1 en gt
is not specified, the number to be converted must be nonnegative.
I ength is specified and it is less than required for the entire intern
representation, the leftmost (most significant) bytes are truncated.
i ength is longer than required, the result is sign-extended on the left

D2X(number,     [1ength])
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5z477t77tclry.. returns the internal representation of a decimal number in
iexadecimal form.

Lrgumehis:

n umbe r: whole number to be converted.
i e n gt h : length of the result in characters.

Vofes.. D2X ( )  returns the internal representation of number as a string
>f hexadecimal  digits  with  the  most  significant  digit  at the  left.  If
ength is not specified, the number to be converted must be nonnega-
ive.  If 1 ength  is specified and it is less than required for the entire
nternal representation, the leftmost (most significant) digits are trun-
}ated. If 1 ength is longer than required, the result is sign-extended on
he left.

: RRO RT EXT ( n umbe r )

}z477t77tory.. returns the text of the message associated with the speci-
ied error.

Lrgumeuts:

number: the number of an eITor in the range 0-99.

Votes.. If no error message is associated with the specified number, a
lull string is returned.

-ORM(  )

}z4mmcbry.. returns the current value of NUMERI C   FORM.

Vofes.. Possible values  of NUMERIC    FORM  are  SCI ENTI FIC  or  ENGI NEERI NG.

-ORMAT(number,     [m],     [n],     [expl],     [exp2])

}zt77i77tclry.. formats a number with a given number of digits before and
Lfter the decimal point, and with a given number of digits in the expo-
lent.

irgumerits:

n umbe r: the number to be formatted.
in: number of digits before the decimal point in the result.
n: number of digits after the decimal point in the result.
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exp 1 : number of digits in the exponent of the result.
ex p 2 : number of digits required to trigger exponential notation.

IVofes.. The number is first rounded as in the result of the expressior
number +  0.  The  default values  of in  and  n  are  the  number  of digits
required for the integral and fractional parts, respectively. Exp2 is th€
trigger for exponential notation, whose default is N U M E R I C  D I G I T S . Thal
is, exponential notation will be used if the number has more than expz
digits before the decimal point or more than 2*exp2 digits after the dec.
imal point.

FUZZ(  )

Sz4mmcbry.. returns the current value of NUMERI C   FUZZ.

IVofes..  NUMERIC   FUZZ is the number of least significant digits that wil
be ignored in numeric comparisons of equality or inequality.

INSERT(stri.ngl,    stri.ng2,    [pos],    [length],    [pad])

Szt77tmclry.. inserts one string at a certain position in a second string.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g 1 : the string to be inserted.
s t r i. n g 2 : the string inserted into.

pos : the position in the second string at which the first is inserted.
1 ength: length to which inserted string is extended or truncated.
pad: character appended to the first string when its length is to b{
extended.

IVofes.. The first string is inserted in the second string after the charac
ter identified by pos. The default position is 0, in which case the firs.
string is inserted before the first character of the second. The defaul.
value of 1 en g t h is the length of the first string.

LASTPOS(target,    stri.ng,    [start])

Sz4m77icbry.. returns the last position of one string in another, searchin{
from right to left.

Argumerits:

t a r g e t : the string being searched for.
s t r i. n g: the string which is searched.
sta rt: the starting position in the second string at which the searcl
begins.
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rofes..  LASTPOS( )  returns  0  if the  target  string is  null  or if it is  not
>und. The default start position is  L E N GTH ( s t r i. n g ) .

EFT(stri.ng,    length,    [pad])

z477t77tc[ry.. returns the leftmost part of the input string.

rgumeuts..

s t r i. n g : the string to be truncated or extended.
I e n g t h : desired length of the result.

pa d: character added to the right of the input string when its length
is to be extended.

robes.. The input string is left-justified in a field of specified length or
Thncated if necessary.

E N G T H ( s t r I. n g )

z477i77iory.. returns the length in characters of the input string.

rgumelits:

s t r i. n g : the input string.

INEIN([stream],    [posi.ti.on],    [count])

z477?77tory.. returns a line read from the specified input stream.

rgumeuts..

stream:  name  of the  input  stream.  Default is  the  standard input
stream.
p o s I. t i o n : location within the input stream at which to begin reading,
specified as a relative line number.
count: number of whole lines to read (0 or 1 only).

rofes.. The default position is the current read position, which is either

ie first character of the stream or the character following the last one
)ad by C HAR I N ( )  or L I N E I N ( ) . The default c o un t is 1. With a count of 0,
I N E I N ( )  returns a null string but moves the current read position as
)ecified by the second argument.

[NEOUT([stream],    [stri.ng],    [posi.ti.on])

zt77t77aclry.. writes a string of characters to the specified output stream
nd returns the number of (0 or 1) which could not be written.
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Arguments..

stream: name of the output stream. Default is the standard outpi
stream.
s t r i. n g : data to be written.

pos i. t I. on : location within the output stream at which to begin wrj
ing, specified as a relative line number.

IVofes.. The default position is the current write position, which is tl
position following either the last character of the stream or the last ol
written by CHAROUT ( )  or L I N EOUT ( ) . If the string is omitted, the curre]
write position is updated to the value  specified by  posi. ti. on.  If bol
s t r i. n g and po s i. t i. on are omitted, the output stream is closed.

LI NES ( [streain] )

Sztm77tclry.. returns the number of lines remaining to be read in t]
specified input stream.

Arguments..

stream:  name  of the  input  stream.  Default is  the  standard inp-
stream.

IVofes.. The number of lines remaining to be read is defined to be t]
number of whole or partial lines from the current read position to t]
end of the file.

MAX(number,     [number]  ,...  )

Sz4mmc!ry.. returns the largest of a list of numbers.

Argumerits..

n umbe r: a valid REX number.

IVofes.. The result is rounded according to the current setting of N U M E R
D I G I TS. That is, like the value of the expression n umbe r + 0.

MIN(number,     [number]  ,...  )

Sztmmcbry.. returns the smallest of a list of numbers.

Arguments:

n umbe r: a valid REX number.
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)£es.. The result is rounded according to the current setting of N U M E R I C
G I TS. That is,like the value of the expression n umbe r + 0.

ERLAY(stri.ngl,    stri.ng2,    [pos],    length],    [pad])

i77t77tciry.. returns the result of replacing the characters of one string
the characters of another, starting at a certain position.

•8umeuts:

s t r i. n g 1 : the string of replacement characters.
s t r i. n g 2 : the string being overlayed.

pos : the position in the second string at which the first overlays it.
i e n g t h : length to which overlaying string is extended or truncated.

pad: character appended to the first string when its length is to be
extended.

>£es.. The default position is 1, in which case the first string overlays
e second starting at the beginning. The default value of 1 en gt h is the
igth of the first string.

S(target,   stri.ng,    [start])

[m,77tcEry.. returns the position of one string in another, searching from
=t to right.

•8umerits:

t a r g e t : the string being searched for.
s t r i. n g : the string which is searched.
sta rt: the starting position in the second string at which the search
begins.

>£es..  POS ( )  returns 0 if the target string is null or if it is not found.
Le default sta rt position is 1.

EUED(  )

[77}77?clry.. returns the number of lines contained in the external data
eue.

NDOM(max)

NDOM([mi.n],     [max],     [seed])

)77t77?clry.. returns a quasi-random whole number.
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Argumerits..

rna x: maximum value that can be returned.
mi. n : minimum (nonnegative) value that can be returned.
s eed : a whole number which is used to generate the first of a repea
able sequence of quasi-random numbers.

IVofes.. If only one argument is specified, it is assumed to be the max
mum  value,  in  which  case  the  minimum  will  be  0.  Otherwise  th
defaults for mi. n and max are 0 and 999.

R E V E R S E ( s t r I. n g )

Sztm77tcbry.. returns the input string with the characters reversed ent
for-end.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g : the string to be reversed.

RIGHT(stri.ng,    length,    [pad])

Sz4mmclry.. returns the rightmost part of the input string.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g: the string to be truncated or extended.
i e n g t h : desired length of the result.

pa d: character added to the left of the input string when its length I
to be extended.

IVofes.. The input string is right-justified in a field of specified length t
truncated if necessary.

S I GN ( n umbe r )

Sztmmczry.. returns the arithmetic sign of the input number.

Argumerits:

n umbe r: a valid RE2ex number.

IVofes.. S I GN ( \  returns -1 for a negative number,  1  for a positive nun
ber, and 0 for 0.

SOU RC E L I N E (  [ n u.mbe r ]  )
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Lc77t77tcbry.. returns number of lines in the program or the specified line• the program's source code.

r.gumeut s..                                                                     ,

n umbe r: the number of the line to return.
•ofes..  SOURCELINE( )  returns  the  number  of lines  in  the  program  if

Amber is omitted.

'ACE(stri.ng,    [count],    [pad])

L477L77tczry.. returns the input string reformatted with a specified num-
3r of pad characters between each blank-delimited word.

rgumerits:

s t r i. n g : the input string.
count:  number  of  pad  characters  inserted  between  each  blank-
delimited word.

pa d : the character to be inserted between words of the input string.
•ofes.. The default count is 1 and the default pad character is a blank.
' count is 0, all blanks are removed.  SPACE ( )  always removes leading

id trailing blanks.

-REAM(stream,     [opti.on],     [command])

w77t77tcbry..  performs  an  implementation-dependent  operation  on  a
)ecified I/0 stream.

y.gumerits:

s t ream: name of the I/0 stream.
o pt i. o n : determines type of information to be returned or operation to
be performed. It may be one of the following:

' C ' -perform a command specified by third argument.
' D ' -return extended information about the state of the stream.
' S ' -return indication about the state of the stream.

command: command to be performed if option is  ' C ' .

odes..  STREAM(  )   returns   ERROR,  NOTREADY,  READY,  or  UNKNOWN  if option  is

; ' . All other behavior of STREAM ( )  is unstandardized and dependent
I the implementation.

-RIP(stri.ng,    [opti.on],    [character])
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SzJ77tmcbry.. returns the input string with specified leading or trailin
characters removed.

Argumehis:

s t r i. n g : the input string.
opti on:  specifies  whether  leading  or  trailing characters  are  to  b
removed. It can be one of the following:

' 8 ' -both leading and trailing characters (the default).
' L ' -only leading characters.
' T ' -only trailing characters.

character:  the  character  to  be  stripped  from  the  input  string
Default is a blank.

SUBSTR(stri.ng,    start,    [1ength],    [pad])

Sztmmcbry.. returns a substring of the input string.

Argumerits:

s t r i. n g : the input string.
sta rt: the beginning position in the input string of the desired sut
string.
i e n g t h : length of the desired substring.

p a d : character added to the left of the substring when its length is t
be extended. Default is a blank.

IVofes.. The  substring may extend beyond the right end of the inpu
string, in which case it is extended with pad characters. The start pos:
tion may be greater than L E N GTH ( s t r i. n g ) , in which case the result wi
consist entirely of pad characters.

SUBWORD(stri.ng,    start,     [length])

SL477tmclry.. retulrns a substring of the input string.

Arguments..

s t r I. n g : the input string.
std rt: the beginning position in the input string of the desired sul
string, expressed in terms of blank-delimited words.
I e n g t h : length in words of the desired substring.

IVofes.. Leading and trailing blanks will be removed from the result. ]
the  1 ength  is  greater  than  the  number  of words  remaining  in  th
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String, only the remainder is returned. The default for 1 ength is the
iumber of words left in the string.

;YMB0 L ( name )

5z4mmczry.. returns an indication of whether a given string is a valid
Symbol, and if so, whether it has an assigned value.

Lrgumerits:

n ame: a string that represents a possible symbol name.

Votes..  SYMBOL( )  returns  BAD  if name  is  not  a valid  symbol  name  (for
nstance,  the  string  contains  characters  not  allowed  in  a  symbol).
;YMB0L( )  returns  VAR if the string is the name of a symbol which has
)een assigned a value. Otherwise it returns L I T.

- I M E (  [ 0 p t 1. 0 n ]  )

5z4mmczry.. returns the current time.

trgumeuts:

opti. on: a character that indicates the required time format, one of
the following:

' C ' utivil format:  h h : mm, followed by a in or pin.
' E ' relapsed time in seconds since timer was reset ( ' R '  option).
' H ' -complete hours since midnight.
' L ' -h h : mm : s s . u u u u u u format (fractional seconds).
' M ' utomplete minutes since midnight.
' N ' -normal time format (h h : mm : s s ), 24-hour clock (default).
' R ' -reset time and return time elapsed since last reset.
' S ' -complete seconds since midnight.

Vofes.. Time values are never affected by NUMERIC   DIGITS  setting. The
E '  and  ' R '  options can be used for computing elapsed time without
;oncern for crossing midnight.

-RACE ( [type] )

}z477?mc!ry.. returns current trace settings and optionally changes them.

Lrgumeuts:

ty pe: new trace setting in the same form as used in the T RAC E instruc-
tion.
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IVofes.. When the  TRACE( )  function is used to change trace  settings i{
works generally like the TRACE instruction, except that counts cannot
be specified, and the settings will be changed even during interactive
tracing.

TRANSLATE(stri.ng,    [output],    [i.nput],    [pad])

Sztmmczry.. replaces specified characters in an input string.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g : the string to be modified.
o u t p u t : the table of output characters.
i. n put: the table of input characters.

pa d : pad character used to extend the output table when it is shorter
than the input table.

IVofes.. Every occurrence in the input string of a character from the
input table is replaced by the corresponding character from the output
table.  The  pad  character,  which  defaults  to  a  blank,  is  used  as  a
replacement when there is no corresponding character in the output
table because it is shorter than the input table. Characters not present
in  the  input  table  are  not  changed.  The  default  input  table  i€
XRANGE ( ' 00 ' x ,     ' ff ' x ) .  If neither input nor output table is  specified:
TRANS LATE ( )  converts all 1owercase characters to upper case.

TRUNC(number,     [di.gi.ts])

Sz4mmcbry.. formats a number with a given number of digits after the
decimal point.

Argumerits:

n umbe r: the number to be formatted.
d i. g i. t s : number of digits after the decimal point in the result.

IVofes.. The number is first rounded as in the result of the expressiol]
n umbe r + 0. The default for d i. g i. t s is 0, in which case the result will b€
an integer without a decimal point.

VALUE(name,     [value],     [type])

Szt77t777clry..  returns  the  value  of a  specified  variable  and  optionall}
changes it.

Arguments:

n ame: a string that is the name of a variable.
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v a 1 ue: new value for the specified variable.
type: system-dependent type or class of variable to be accessed.

IVofes.. The VA LU E ( )  function can be used instead of an  I NT E RP RET state-
ment to fetch or set a variable whose name isn't known until run-time.
If a new value is not spcified, the variable is not changed. By default
(when type is not specified) VALU E ( )  references REX variables of the
current generation. In this case, the specified name is uppercased and
subject to substitution if it is a compound name. The types of other
variables which may be accessed with  VALUE( )  are dependent on the
specific implementation.

VERIFY(stri.ng,    search,    [opti.on],    [start])

Sztmmclry.. indicates whether or not characters from a given set occur
in a specified string.

Argumerits:

s t r i. n g : the string to be searched.
s e a rc h : a string composed of the characters to be searched for.
opti. on: either  ' N '  (nomatch) to find the location of the first character
of string that is not in the search string, or  ' M '  (match) to find the
first character of the string that is in the search string. Default is  ' N ' .
s ta rt: the starting position in the string for the search. Default is 1.

IVofes.. V E R I FY ( ) returns 0 if string is entirely composed of characters in
search (option  ' N ' ), if string is entirely composed of characters not in
search (option  ' M ' ), if the string to be searched is null, or if the start
position is beyond the end of the string.

WORD(stri.ng,    number)

Szt77tmcbry.. returns a specific blank-delimited word from a string.

A;rgumends:

s t r i. n g : the input string.
n umbe r: number of the word to select from the string.

IVofes.. W0 RD ( ) returns a null string if there are fewer than n umbe r words
in the string.

WORDINDEX(stri.ng,     number)

Sz477a77tcbry.. returns the character position of a specific blank-delimited
word in a string.
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Arguments:

s t r i. n g : the input string.
n umbe r: number of the word whose index is required.

IVofes..  WORDI NDEX ( )  returns  0  if there  are fewer than  number  words in
the string.

WORDLENGTH(stri.ng,     number)

SL4mmclry.. returns the length of a specific blank-delimited word in a
string.

Arguments..

s t r i. n g : the input string.
n umbe r: number of the word whose length is required.

IVofes.. WORD LENGTH ( )  returns  0 if there are fewer than numbe r words ill
the string.

WORDPOS(phrase,    stri.ng,    [start])

Sz477imcbry.. returns the word position of one string of words in another:
searching from left to right.

Arguments..

p h r a s e : the string of words being searched for.
s t r I. n g : the string which is searched.
sta rt: the starting word position in the string at which the search
begins. Default is 1.

IVofes..  WORDPOS( )  returns  0  if the phrase being searched for is  a nul]
string or is not found. Excess blanks between words in the target and
search strings are ignored.

W 0 R D S ( s t r i. n g )

Sz4mmcbry.. returns the number of blank-delimited words in a string.

Arguments:

s t r i. n g: the string whose length is required.

XRANGE([fi.rst],    [last])
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Sz4mmczry.. returns a string of all characters whose encodings lie in a
given range.

Arguments..

f i. rst: the first character in the range. Default is  ' 00 ' x.
i a st: the last character in the range. Default is  ' f f ' x.

Zvofes.. The result consists of characters in ascending order if f i. rst is
less than 1 a s t. If f i. rs t is greater than 1 a s t, the result consists of char-
acters in ascending order, but wrapping at ' f f ' x. The result depends on
the specific character collating sequence used by the implementation.

X 2 8 ( h e x - s t r i. n g )

Sz4mmcbry..  returns  the  binary-string representation  of a  given hex-
adecimal string.

drgumeuts:

hex-stri. ng:  the  hex  string  whose  binary-string  representation  is
required.

Nofes.. Both the argument and the result of X 2 8 ( ) are character strings.
X2B ( ) converts the input data from base 16 representation to base 2.

X 2 C ( h e x - s t r 1. n g )

Sz4mmcbry.. returns the binary (internal) representation of a given hex-
ELdecimal string.

drgumeuts:

h ex -s t r i. n g : the hex string whose binary representation is required.

Votes.. The result of X2C ( )  is the intemal representation of the given
hex string. It will normally contain nonprintable characters.

X2D(hex-stri.ng,    [length])

Sz4mmcbry.. returns the decimal representation of a given hexadecimal
String.

+rgumeuts..

h ex -s t r i. n g : the hex string whose decimal representation is required.
i e n gt h : rightmost number of hex digits to be converted.
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IVofes.. The input string must consist of valid hex digits. The digits may
be separated by spaces as long as each blank-delimited group except
the first contains an even number of hex digits. The spaces are ignored
in selecting the rightmost digits when length is specified. If length is
specified, the result is a signed number. Otherwise the result will be
unsigned.  If  length   exceeds   LENGTH(hex-stri.ng),  the  string  is  first
padded on the left with 0.
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Operators and

+

addition operator, 63
in positional parsing patterns, 153,
158
unary plus, 63

in positional parsing patterns, 153,
158
subtraction operator, 63
unary minus, 63

k

multiplication operator, 63
'

division operator, 63

/
remainder of integer division, 63

is*

exponentiation operator, 63

\
negation operator, 64

7o

integer division operator, 63

I

logical or operator, 64

I
concatentation operator, 61

k
logical and operator, 64

k&
logical exclusive or operator, 64

I Characters
assignment, 45, 59
comparison, equality, 62
in positional parsing patterns, 153,
158

comparison, strict equality, 62-63

>
comparison, first operand greater
than, 62

>>
comparison, first operand strictly
greater than, 63

<
comparison, first operand less
than, 62

<<
comparison, first operand strictly
less than, 63

>=
comparison, first operand greater
than or equal to, 62

>>=
comparison, first operand strictly
greater than or equal to, 63

<=
comparison, first operand less than
or equal to, 62

<<=
comparison, first operand strictly
less than or equal to, 63
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\=
comparison, first operand not
equal, 62

\==
comparison, first operand strictly
not equal, 63

\>
comparison, first operand not
greater, 62

\>>
comparison, first operand strictly
not greater, 63

\<
comparison, first operand not less,
62

\<<
comparison, first operand strictly
not less, 63

\>=
comparison, first operand not
greater than or equal, 62

\<=
comparison, first operand not less
than or equal, 62

\>==
comparison, first operand strictly
not greater than or equal, 63

\<==
comparison, first operand strictly
not less than or equal, 63

/*
beginning of comment, 18

*/

end of comment,18

I

valid symbol character, 51

?
valid symbol character, 51

. (period)
in compound names, 31
in numbers, 54, 228
in parsing template, 150
valid symbol character, 51

_ (underscore)
valid symbol character, 51

®

label identifier, 47, 48, 56

continuation character, 17, 47,
50
in argument list, 36, 50, 56
in parsing templates, 37, 159-161

®

explicitly ends a clause, 48, 56

(
begins expression or argument list:
56
in DROP instruction, 253
in EXPOSE instruction, 103-105,
256
in parsing patterns, 158-159

)
ends expression or argument list,
56
in DROP instruction, 253
in EXPOSE instruction, 103-105,
256
in parsing patterns, 158-159

' (single quote)

string delimiter, 54
" (double quote)

string delimiter, 54



ABBREV function, 131, 259
Abbreviations

testing with ABBREV function, 131
ABS function, 234-235, 237, 259
Absolute

column specification in parsing, 153
positional pattern, 153-157

Absolute value
finding with ABS function, 234-235,

237, 259
Abuttal concatenation operation, 52, 61
Active loops, 90, 108
Addition, 230-231, 233
Address

program state information, 107
setting,112-115

ADDRESS function,114-115, 260
ADDRESS instruction,112-114, 251

to specify environment,112-114
Alphabetics

checking with DATATYPE, 41, 133,
234, 238-239, 264-265

Alphanumerics
checking with DATATYPE, 41, 133,

234, 238-239, 264-265
AND

bitwise, BITAND function, 56, 64, 144,
260

logical operator, 64
AVSI X3J18, 9-12
Application programming interface, 6, 8
ARexx, 2, 7
ARG, 34-37

subroutines, 145
ARG function, 37, 98-100, 121, 260
ARG instruction, 36, 252
ARG subkeyword of PARSE instruction,

146, 159-161, 255
Arguments

of built-in functions,100, 234

Index
of functions, 35
of subroutines, 35, 96
optional and required, 120-121
passing, 36-37, 96-97, 221
retrieving with ARG function, 98-99
retrieving with ARG instruction, 97-98
retrieving with PARSE ARG

instruction, 98-100
Arithmetic, 66-67, 227-239

binary representation, 227
comparisons, 232-233
implementation independence, 228
normalized operands, 231
NUMERIC settings, 229-233
operation niles, 229-233
operators, 9
overflow, 4, 227
portability, 228
precision, 4, 21, 23
rounding, 66-67, 231-232
speed of execution, 227
truncation of operands, 230
underflow, 227

Arrays, 4-5
associative, 70-71, 123
compound variables, 68-70
initialization of, 67-75
sparse, 5

ASCII, 62, 127-128, 142
Assignment, 22

rule, 59
type of statement, 45, 46, 59-60

Associative arrays, 70
Associative retrieval, 33
Associativity of operators, 63

8+ trees, 185
Base date for calculation

See DATE function

fl_i
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Batch languages, 6-7,111
Binary search

example, 182-184
Binary strings

See Bit strings
BITAND function, 64, 144, 260
BITOR function, 64, 144, 260-261
Bit strings

See cbzso Conversion
checking with DATATYPE, 238,

264-265
conversion from hexadecimal, X2B

function, 143, 279
conversion to hexadecimal, 82X

function, 143, 261
1iterals, 55-56

BITXOR function, 64, 144, 261
Blank

token separator, 17
adjacent to operator character, 51
adjacent to special character, 52
concatenation, 17, 53, 61
ignoring, 20, 62
operator, 65
removal with SPACE function, 130, 273
removal with STRIP function, 149, 273

Boolean expressions, 77
Built-in functions

See Function, built-in
BY subkeyword of DO instruction, 83-85,

253
Byte ordering of numbers,142
82X function, 143, 261

CALL
multiway, 91
parentheses, 94

CALL instmction, 36, 93, 252
CALL ON, 108, 204, 206, 252

See oZso Condition handling
default handler, 207
NOVALUE not valid, 207
resumption of execution, 207
stop at clause boundary, 207
SYNTAX not valid, 207

CALL OFF, 203-204, 252
Case sensitivity

of RE2ex in general, 19
CENTER function, 134, 261
CENTRE function, 134
Character

conversion to decimal, See C2D function

conversion to hexadecimal, See C2X
function

removal with STRIP function, 38,
121-122, 124, 273

string handling, 119-144
Character encodings

See ASCII
See EBCDIC

Characters
invalid, 51
operators, 51
special,  51
symbols,  51

CHARIN function, 165, 168, 171, 178,
182, 184, 196, 262

CHAROUT function, 165, 168, 170-171,
174, 179-180, 187, 214, 262

CHARS function, 168, 172, 178-180,
262-263

Civil time format
See TIME function

Clauses, 16, 4549
as labels, 58
continuation of, 47
delimiters, 48
limits, 47
type recognition rules, 58-61

Clocks
See TIME function

Closing streams
See File I/0, closing files

Collating sequence
in string comparisons, 62
with XRANGE, 278-279

Colons
signifying labels, 45

Column specification in parsing,
153-157

Comma
continuation character, 17, 47, 49
in argument lists, 36, 49-50, 56,

159-161
in parsing, 159-161

Command errors
See oZso CALL instruction
SIGNAL, 116-117

Command environment, 46, 251-252
Commands, 23,111-117

destinations of, 113-114
external environments,111-117
return codes, 115-116
type of statement, 46, 59

Comments, 18, 52
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spanning lines, 49
starting a program with, 18

Comparison of numbers, 62
Comparison operators, 62-63, 65, 119
COMPARE function, 134, 263
Comparison

case sensitivity, 62
of numbers, 62, 232-233
of strings, 119-120
of strings and numbers, 62-63

Compound
names, 33
symbols, 32-33, 74
variables, 31
variables, setting initial values, 31-32
variables, dropping, 68, 74-75
variables, exposing, 103, 106-107

Computed branches, 91
Concatentation of strings, 5, 17, 22, 37,

49, 61, 119
CONDITION function, 210-212, 263

example program, 211
Condition information

returned by CONDITION function,
210-212, 263

Conditions, 199-212
ERROR, 201-203, 207, 209-211
FAILURE, 201-203, 207-210
IIALT, 201-203, 207-210
NOTREADY, 201-203, 207-210
NOVALUE, 201-203, 207
SYNTAX, 201-204, 207
trapping of, 202-204

Condition handlers
type 1, 202-206
type 2, 202-204, 206-210

Condition handling, 202-210
active handler, 204
condition types, 201
delayed state, 202, 208-210
disabled conditions, 202
enabled, 204
handier types, 202
infinite loops, 209
intemal procedures, 204-205
invoking handler, 204
label for handler, 203
on SIGNAL, 204-206
on CALL, 206-210
pending condition, 204, 209-210
raised, 204
RC special variable, 205
saving state of, 108

specifying handler, 204
trapped, 204

Constant symbols, 53-54
Content addressable storage

see a[ITaLys
Continuation, 48, 49

character, 47, 49
of clauses,17

Control variable, 84-89
Control structures, 77-92
Conversion

binary to hexadecimal, See 82X
finction

character to decimal, See C2D function
character to hexadecimal, See C2X

froction
decimal to character, See D2C function
decimal to hexadecimal, See D2X

fimction
hexadecimal to binary, See X2B

function
hexadecimal to character, See X2C

function
hexadecimal to decimal, See X2D

froction
Conversion functions

See Conversion
COPIES function, 38, 127, 263-264
Current trapped condition

CONDITION function, 210-212, 263
C2D function, 143, 234, 264
C2X function, 144, 264

Data
conversion, 3
declarations, 4
model, 29-33
nuneric, 4
representation, 5
type checking with DATATYPE

function, 41, 133, 234, 238-239,
264-265

DATATYPE function, 41, 133, 234,
238-239, 264-265

arguments 264
Date and Version of language processor

See PARSE instruction
DATE function, 40, 48, 265

formatting options, 265
Day

See DATE function
Debugging, 10, 41, 241-250
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Debugging rco7t£J..
See cIZso Interactive tracing
See oZso TRACE instruction

Decimal
arithmetic, 66-67, 227-239
conversion to character, See D2C

function
conversion to hexadecimal, See D2X

function
Declarations, lack of, 3
Default action when conditions raised,

202
Default environment, 113-114

See Default external command
environment

Default input stream, 175, 179
Default output stream, 177
Delayed state

of a condition, 209
of NOTREADY condition, 208-209

Deleting
part of a string, 129
words from a string, 140

Delimiters, 17
for clauses, 48
for comments, 18
for strings, 52

DELSTR function, 129, 140, 265-266
DELWORD function, 140, 266
Derived names of variables, 31-32, 68
Description of NOTREADY condition

See STREAh4 function
DIGITS function, 230, 266
DIGITS

effect on whole numbers, 233-234
in numbers, 66-67, 229-233
option of NUMERIC instruction, 255
rounding when number used, 66-67

Disable error handling, 202-203
Division,  65

integer, 183
DO group

repetitive, 79
simple, 79

DO instruction, 18, 82-89, 252-253
Double quotes in strings, 52
DROP instruction, 68, 74-75, 253

effect on compound variables, 68,
74-75, 106-107

effect on exposed variables, 106-107
of a list of variables, 253

Dummy instruction, NOP, 78

D2C function, 140-141, 234, 266
D2X function, 143, 234, 266-267

E-notation
See Exponential notation

EBCDIC, 62, 128, 142
Elapsed time

See TIME function
Electronic mail

author's addresses, 12
example program, 122-123

Eliza, example program, 136-139
ELSE keyword, 21, 24, 46, 48, 253-254

See cIZso IF instruction
END keyword, 88
End-of-file, 166, 175-176, 178-179

raising NOTREADY condition, 201
ENGINEERING value for NUMERIC

FORM, 255
Environments

addressing of, See ADDRESS
instruction

change of using ADDRESS instruction,
113-114, 251-252

external command environment, 46,
111

default, 113-114
determining current using ADDRESS

function, 114-115, 260
name, 113-114

Equality testing
normal, 62
strict, 62-63, i2o, 232

ERROR condition,116-117, 201-202
default handler, 202

ERROR value returned by STREAM
function, 273

Error information
returned by STREAM function, 273

Error level, 116
Error messages

ERRORTEXT function, 205
Error numbers, 205
Errors

See azso Condition handling
asynchronous events, 200
bad data, 200
bugs, 199
external programs, 200
I/0, 200
tracing of, 247



ERRORTEXT function, 205, 267
European date format

See DATE function
Evaluation of expressions, 65
Examples of code

binary search, 182-183
bubble_sort, 217, 218, 219, 220
compute the area of a circle, 34
condition handler, 209
electronic mail header parsing, 123
Eliza, 136-139
execute file utilities, 3
expression calculator, 223
FAILURE handler, 211-212
file index, 184-187
file mover, 196
filter, 187-189
get user input, 28
parsing record fragment, 163
process individual words in file, 133
RE2exTRy, 213-214
temperature conversion, Fahrenheit to

Centigrade, 18
test for INTERPRET instruction, 217
using the queue, 192-193
WORDFIND, 71

Exceptional conditions, 91, 199
Exception handling, 10, 41, 199-212

See oZso Condition handling
in procedures, 90-91, 108

Exclusive OR
bitwise, BITXOR function, 64, 144, 261
logical operator, 65

EXIT instruction, 20, 26, 100-101, 253
interactive trace, 249

Exponent, 228
Exponential notation, 228-229

trigger point for formatting output, 235
Exponential representation of results, 233
Exponentiation, 63, 65
EXPOSE subkeyword of PROCEDURE

instruction, 35, 102-107, 255-256
effect on compound variables, 103,

106-107
of a list of variables, 103-105

Exposed variable, 35
Expressions, 56-58, 214

boolean, 77
evaluation, 57, 65
logical, 80
parsing of, 56-58
precedence of operators in, 65
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tracing results of, 243, 258
External data queue, 166, 181-182,

191-197
counting lines with QUEUED function,

195
overview,  191-192
relation to operating system, 196-197
role in I/0, 195-196
REQUEUE, 197
sharing of, 194
using PULL instruction to read,

181-182, 191-192, 195-196, 256
using PUSH instruction to write,

191-192, 194, 196, 256
using QUEUE instruction to write,

191-195, 256
External procedures, 29, 4344, 93, 95
Extemal variables

access with VALUE function, 193,
2J6-2Jrl

Extracting
a substring, SUBSTR function, 38, 122,

274
words from a string, SUBWORD

function, 139, 274-275

FAILURE condition,116-117, 201
on CALL and SIGNAL instructions, 202
default handler, 202

Failures
See cbzso Condition handling
from commands, 116-117
tracing of, 247
trapping with CALL and SIGNAL

instruction, 201
False

representation of, 20, 77
FIFO stacking, 192, 197
File I/0, 4041

See c!Zso Input and Output
binary vs. text mode, 169-170, 174, 177
character vs. line orientation, 167-168
character-oriented operations, 177-180
closing files, 173-174, 177, 180
handle, 168-169, 173
line-oriented operations, 174-177
logical record length, 169, 183
opening files, 168-171, 176, 179
read/white pointers, 171-172
random access, 170-171, 179
system restrictions, 173
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File name of program,147
Filter, 166, 180

examples, 71-73, 187-189
Flow control, 24-27, 77-92

abnormal with SIGNAL function, 95
CALIAETURN, 95
DO instruction, 81-89
IF instruction, 77-81
SELECT instruction, 25, 38, 81-82, 257

FOR subkeyword of DO instruction,
83-85, 253

FOREVER repetitor on DO instruction,
18-19, 83, 253

FORM function, 267
FORM

option of NUMERIC instruction, 255
FORMAT function, 67, 232, 267

trigger point for Exponential notation,
235

Formatting
See cbzso FORMAT function
not required for terminal output, 3
numbers, 235-237
number with TRUNC, 232, 235
text centering, 134, 261
text left justification,125, 269
text right justification,126, 272
text spacing, 130, 273

Function, built-in
ABBREV, 131, 259
Ass, 237, 259
ADDRESS, 114-115, 260
ARG, 37, 98-100, 260
BITAVD, 64, 144, 260
.BITOR, 64, 144, 260-261
BITXOR, 64,144, 261
82X, 143, 261
CENTER, 134, 261
CENTRE, 134
CHARIN, 165, 168, 171, 178, 182, 184,

196, 262
CIIAROUT, 165, 168, 170-171, 174,

179-180, 187, 262
CHARS, 168, 172, 178-180, 262-263
COMPARE, 38, 121, 134, 263
CONDITION, 210-212, 263
COPIES, 38, 127, 263-264
C2D, 143, 264
C2X, 144, 264
DATATYPE, 41, 133, 234, 238-239,

264-265
DATE, 40, 48, 265
DELSTR, 129, 140, 265-266

DELWORD, 140, 266
DIGITS, 230, 266
D2C, 140-142, 266
D2X, 143, 266-267
ERRORTEXT, 205, 266-267
FORM, 267
FORMAT, 67, 232, 235, 267
FUZZ, 86, 234, 255, 268
INSERT, 38, 134, 268
IASTPOS, 125, 268-269
LEFT, 125, 269
LENGTH, 38, 126, 140, 269
LINEIN, 72, 87, 165, 171, 175-176,

178-179, 182, 184, 196, 269
LINEOUT, 165, 168, 170, 174, 176, 187,

269-270
LINES, 40, 72, 87, 168, 172, 176,

179-180, 270
MAX, 237, 270
MIN, 237, 270-271
OVERLAY, 134, 271
POS, 38, 122, 124, 271
QUEUED, 191-195, 271
RANDOM, 237-238, 271-272
REVERSE, 134, 142, 272
RIGHT, 126, 272
SIGN, 237, 272
SOURCELINE, 206, 272-273
SPACE, 130, 273
STREAM, 170-171, 174, 183, 273
STRIP, 38, 121-122, 124, 273
SUBSTR, 38, 122, 274
SUBWORD, 139, 274-275
SYMBOL, 41, 275
TIME, 40, 48, 151, 275
TRACE, 249, 275-276
TRANSLATE, 38, 72, 124, 126-130,

276
TRUNC, 232, 235, 276
VALUE, 41, 68, 74, 105, 193, 276-277
VERIFY, 38, 132-133, 277
WORD, 38-39,72,135, 277
WORDINDEX, 277-278
WORDLENGTH, 278
WORDPOS, 136, 139, 278
WORDS, 38, 135, 278
XRANGE, 128, 278-279
X2B, 143, 279
X2C, 143, 279
X2D, 143, 279-280

Function package, 29, 95
Function reference, 28, 57, 59
Functions, 27-28, 94



See c[Zso Procedure
built-in, 9-10, 29, 95
external, 29, 95
inline, 93
internal, 95
invocation of, 93
overriding any built-in or extemal

reference, 96
RETURN instruction, 28
returning values, 28
scope of variables in,101-107

FUZZ function, 86, 268
FUZZ

controlling numeric comparisons, 255
option of NUMERIC instruction, 255

Global external variables
See VALUE function

Global variables, 34-35
GOTO, 90
Graphical user interface, 11
Guard digit in arithmetic, 230

EIALT col}dition, 201
default handler, 202
delayed handling of, 208-210
example of condition handler, 209

Hexadecimal
See azso Conversion
checking with DATATYPE, 41, 133,

234, 238-239, 264-265
conversion to binary, X2B function,

143, 279
conversion to character, X2C function,

143, 279
conversion to decimal, X2D function,

143, 279-280
literals, 54, 143

Elours
See TIME function

[dioms, 72
[F instruction, 20, 24, 48, 50, 77-81,

253-254
[mplementations of REX, 2
[nclusive OR operator, 65
[ndentation, 24
[ndexing

of file, example,184-187
[nitialization
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arrays, 31, 32
compound variables, 31, 32

Inline functions, 94
Input and output, 8, 10, 165-189

See cbzso File I/O
See azso I/O functions

CHARIN
CHAROUT
CHARS
LINEIN
LINEOUT
LINES

See cizso instructions
PULL
PUSH
QUEUE
SAY
STREAM

default input stream, 175, 179
default output stream, 177
end-of-file, 166, 175-176, 178-179
eITors during, 200
example, 182
external data queue, 166, 181-182,

191-197
file closing, 173-174
file opening, 168-171
file system restrictions on, 173
implementation specific solutions, 170
introduction, 165-167
machine communication, 156-166
not ready, 200
pipes, 172
random access, 171, 179
read/whte pointers, 171-173
standard input file, 175
standard input stream, 180
standard output file, 177
standard output stream, 180
user communication, 166, 180-182
use of INTERPRET instruction, 222

INSERT function, 38, 134, 268
Inserting a string into another, 134, 268
Instructions, 9, 22, 4546, 59

For syntax summaries See App. A,
251-258

keyword, 9, 46
ADDRESS, 101, 112-115, 251-252
ARG, 252
CALL, 36, 93-94, 252
DO, 18, 82-89, 252-253
DROP, 68, 75, 253
ERIT, 20, 26, 100-101, 253
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Instructions (Co7t£J..
IF, 20, 24, 48, 50, 77-81, 253-254
INTERPRET, 105, 206, 213-225, 254
ITERATE, 27, 84, 89, 254
LEAVE, 26-27, 84, 87-89, 254
NOP, 78, 254-255
NUMERIC, 121-122, 230, 255
PARSE, 3940, 74, 97-98, 124,

145-163, 255
PROCEDURE, 102, 255-256
PULL, 19, 181-182, 191-192, 195-196,

256
PUSH, 191, 196, 256
QUEUE, 191-194, 256
RETURN, 26, 28, 34, 83, 95, 100-102,

256-257
SAY, 12, 16, 180-181, 257
SELECT, 25, 38, 81-82, 257
SIGNAL, 77, 90-92, 116, 257-258
TRACE, 12, 241-242, 258

Integer arithmetic
Integer division, 39, 183
Integers

signed, 142
unsigned, 142

Interactive tracing, 242, 247-250
Internal procedures, 93, 95
INTERPRET instmction, 105, 206,

213-225, 254
complex statements, 216
dymanic creation and execution of

instructions, 213
examples, 217-225
handling user/file input, 222
rules, 216
speed of execution, 219, 223-224
syntax, 214
to generate macros, 221-222
with CALL, 216
with compiler, 216
with SIGNAL, 216
with VALUE, 216

Interpretive execution of data
See INTERPRET instruction

Introduction to REXX, 1-8
Invalid characters, 51
ITERATE instruction, 27, 254

DO loops, 84, 88-89
with variable, 89

Iteration, 25

Keywords, 45

conflict with commands, 115
reservation of,115

Labels, 16, 23-24, 47, 95
procedures, 27-29, 95
as targets of CALL, 47
as targets of SIGNAL, 47
case of, 90
duplicate, 47, 90, 95
type of clause, 16, 45, 58
with INTERPRET instruction, 216

Language date and version
See PARSE instruction

IASTPOS function, 125, 268-269
Leading blanks & STRIP function, 123
Leading zeros

add with RIGHT function, 126
remove with STRIP function, 123

LEAVE instruction, 254
in DO loops, 26-27, 84, 87-89, 254
with a variable, 88

LEFT function, 125, 269
LENGTH function, 38, 126, 140, 269
Lexical scoping, 101
LIFO, 192, 194-196
Limits

length of clauses, 47
length of comments, 18
length of program source line, 16-17,

49
length of variable names,19, 30

Line input
See LINEIN function

Line output
See LINEOUT function

LINEIN function, 72, 87, 165, 168, 171,
175-176, 178-179, 182, 184, 196, 269

See oZso Input and output
LINEIN

subkeyword of PARSE instruction, 146,
182, 255

LINEOUT function, 165, 168, 170, 174,
176, 187, 269-270

See cizso Input and output
LINES function, 40, 72, 87, 168, 172, 176,

179-180, 270
See c[Zso Input and output

Literal
symbol used as, 53, 275

Literal patterns, 152
Literal strings, 16-17, 19, 54

See azso Strings



spanning lines, 49
token type, 44

ocal variables, 34-35
locating characters
SUBSTR function, 38, 122
SUBWORD function, 139

logical expressions, 80
logical operators, 65
long time format
See TIME function

loops, 18-19, 25-27, 77, 82-89
active, 87-88
body, 83
control variable, 84-89
DO instruction, 82-89
repetitive, 83
speed of execution, 85-86
termination of, 18-19, 83-89

4acro language, 3, 6-7, 23
¢ail, electronic
See Electronic mail

¢antissa of exponential numbers, 228-229
¢athematical functions
ABS, 234-235, 237
DATATYPE, 41, 133, 234, 238-239,

264-265
FORMAT, 67, 232, 235, 267
MAX, 237, 270
MIN, 237, 270
SIGN, 237, 272

IAX function, 237, 270
Iessages, error
See ERRORTEXT function

licroseconds
See TIME function

4illiseconds
See TIME function

IIN function, 237, 270
Iinutes
See TIME function

lodern Programming using REX, xi, 15
Ionadic operators, 65
Ionth
See DATE function

lultiple strings
parsing of, 145

Iultiplication, 65

rAIE subkeyword
CALL instruction, 252
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SIGNAL instruction, 258
Names

of procedures, 28, 93, 95
of programs,147
of variables,19, 31-32

Negation character, 51, 62
Negation operator, 51, 64
Nesting

loops, 84
comments, 52

Newline character, 51
Node, 31
NOP instruction, 78, 254-255
Normal date format

See DATE function
Normal time format

See TIME function
NOT operator

See Negation
Notation

engineering, 255
scientific, 255

NOTREADY condition, 106, 201-202
default handler, 202
delayed handling of, 208

NOTREADY value returned by STREAM
function, 273

NOVALUE condition, 201-202
default handler, 202
raised by SIGNAL instruction, 74
usage, 74-75

Null strings
assigned to variables by parsing, 149
example, 20
in parse patterns, 153
with IASTPOS function, 125, 269
with POS function, 125, 271

Numbers, 66
See oZso Arithmetic
See oZso Mathematical functions
See cizso Conversion
arguments, 234-235
arithmetic, 228
checking with DATATYPE, 41, 234,

238-239, 264-265
comparison, 232-233
default representation, 233
D2C function, 140-141
D2X function, 143
definition, 53
fixed and floating point, 63
formatting for display, 235
in DO instmction, 234
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Numbers rco7i£J..
rounding, 67
token type, 18, 53
truncating, 230
whole, 142, 230, 233-234

NUMERIC instruction, 255
NIMERIC

DIGITS, 63, 66, 85-86, 121-122, 142,
184, 230-239

DIGITS default, 232
default presentation, 233

FORM, 255
FUZZ, 86, 255
precision, 21, 229-230
settings saved during subroutine calls,

108

Object-oriented programming, 11
OFF

subkeyword of CALL, 203, 252
subkeyword of SIGNAL, 203, 257

0N
subkeyword of CALL, 202, 206, 252
subkeyword of SIGNAL, 202-204, 257

Opening streams
See File I/O, opening files

Operators, 17-18
arithmetic, 63-65
blanks, 56
character string, 61
characters used, 51
comparison, 62-63, 65
concatenation, 65
logical, 64-65
precedence, 65
token type, 44, 56
tracing results of, 243, 258
unary, 57, 65

OPTIONS
reserved word, 115

Options, type of argument, 121
0R

bitwise, BITOR function, 64, 144,
260-261

logical exclusive, 64
logical inclusive, 64

Ordered date format
See DATE function

OTHERWISE keyword, 25, 38, 46, 48,
81-82

Output
errors during, 200

to the user, 180
Overflow, arithmetic, 4, 227
0VERIAY function, 134, 271
Overlaying of strings

See OVERLAY function

Pad character, 121
Parameters

See arguments
Parentheses

adjacent to blanks, 53
in expressions, 65
in function calls, 35
in parsing templates, 158-159

PARSE instruction, 36-37, 39, 74, 97-98,
124, 145-163, 255

in I/0, 148, 181-182
PULL option, 19, 181-182, 255
sources of input to,146-147, 255

Parsing
absolute columns, 153
comma, 159-161
examples, 162-163
general rules, 148-150
introduction to, 3940
literal patterns, 152
multiple strings, 146
null string, 153
pattern matching, 151-153
positional patterns, 153-157
procedural arguments, 159-161
regular expressions, 158
selecting words, 150-159
strings, 152
string manipulation, 161-162
subtemplates, 161
templates, 147-151
variable patterns, 157-159
variable reference, 158

Parsing templates,  3940, 147-151, 159
ARG instruction, 159, 252
PARSE instruction, 255
PULL instruction, 256

Pattern-matching in parsing, 151-153
Patterns in parsing

positional, 153-157
variable, 157-159

Pausing during execution
See Interactive tracing

Period
in compound names, 31
in numbers, 54, 228
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in parsing template, 150
valid symbol character, 51

Persistent streams, 173
Personal REX, 2, 197
Piping, 188
Portability, 4, 10-11

ASCII and EBCDIC, 62
byte ordering of numbers, 142

POS function, 38, 122, 124, 153, 271
Positional patterns

in parsing, 153-157
Power operator

See Exponentiation
Precedence of operators, 65
Precision

arithmetic, 4, 21, 63, 229-230
Prefix operators in tracing, 243-245
PROCEDURE instruction, 102, 255-256
Procedure, 27-28, 34

active, 87, 107
alternate entry points, 95
arguments, 35, 93, 159
comma, 159-161
external, 95
intemal, 95
state of, 107
termination, 95, 107

Program
defined, 199
name of, 147
retrieving lines with SOURCELINE,

206, 272-273
structure, 22-29

Prototyping, 1, 37
Pseudo-random number function,

ENDOM
PULL instruction, 19, 36, 39, 256

role in I/0, 181
PULL subkeyword of PARSE instruction,

145, 255
PUSH instruction, 191, 196, 256
pushdoun stack, 191

QUEUE instruction, 191-194, 256
Queue

See extemal data queue
QUEUED function, 195, 271

role in L/O, 195
Quotes in strings, 52

RANDOM function, 237-238, 271-272

Seed, 237
RC special variable, 101

interactive tracing, 250
set by commands,115-117
set by SYNTAX condition, 205

Read/whte pointers in I/0, 171-173
Read position in a stream, 171-172
READY value returned by S'IREAM

froction, 273
Recursion, 107
Redirection notation, 189
Regular expressions, 158
Relative position in strings, 121-122
Remainder operator, 63
Reordering strings

with TRANSIATE function, 130-131
Repeating a string with COPIES

function, 38, 127
Repetitor phrase, 83, 253
Reserved keywords,115
Reset of elapsed time

See TIME function
Residual count

See CIIAROUT function; LINEOUT
froction

RESULT special variable, 94
not set by type 2 condition handler,

207
set by RETURN instruction, 100-101
Return code,115-117
See oZso RC special variable

RETURN instruction, 26, 28, 34, 83, 95,
100-102, 256

REVERSE function, 134, 142, 272
REX

ease of use, 2,15
key characteristics, 2

REXXTRY example, 12, 213-214
RIGHT function, 126, 272
Robustness, 199
Rounding, 66-67
RXQUEUE command, 197

SRA
See Systems Application Architecture

Sage advice, 213
SAY instruction, 12, 16, 257

role in I/O, 180-181
SCIENTIFIC value for NUMERIC

FORM, 255
Script languages, 6, 7, 23
Scope of variables, 34-37,101-107
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Search order
for procedures, 96

Search path, 211
Seconds

See TIME function
Seed

for RANDOM function, 237
Seeking

in files, 171
SELECT instruction, 25, 38, 81-82, 257
Semicolons, 16, 47

end of clause, 48, 56
in IF instruction, 24
in INTERPRET instruction, 218
omission of, 47, 50

Shell Languages, 6-7
Short circuit rule, 80
SIGL special variable

set by CALL instruction, 205
set by SIGNAL instruction, 205

SIGN function, 237, 272
Sign extension, 141
Sign law, 63
SIGNAL instruction, 77, 90-92, 116,

257-258
effect on procedures, 90, 108
in control structures, 90, 92, 108
to resume execution, 206

SIGNAL ON, 203-204, 206, 257-258
See oZso Condition handling

SIGNAL OFF, 203, 257-258
Significant digits, 229-230
Signs in parsing templates, 153
Simple DO group, 79
Simple symbols, 17, 51
Single stepping

See Interactive tracing
Sorted date format

See DATE function
Source code of a program

See SOURCELINE function
SOURCE subkeyword of PARSE

instruction, 147, 255
SOURCELINE function, 206, 234,

272-273
SPACE function, 130, 273
Sparse arrays, 5
Special characters, 51

token type, 44
Special variables

RC, 116
RESULT, 116
SIGL' 205

Stack
See External data queue

Standard date format
See DATE function

Standard I/0, 71
See oZso Input and Output

Standardization, 10
State

of a condition, See CONDITION
function

returned by STREAM function, 273
saved across calls, 107-109

Statement, 9, 16, 22-23, 4546
Stem of a variable, 4, 31, 67-68, 106

assignment to, 72
effect of DROP instruction, 68, 106
used with PROCEDURE EXPOSE, 68,

106
Stepping through program

See Interactive tracing
Storage

allocation, 4-5, 36, 74
deallocation, 4

DROP instruction, 253
management, 37

STREAM function, 170-171, 174, 183,
273

Stream I/0
See Input and Output; File I/0

Streams
limitations of terminal streams,180
persistent streams, 173
transient streams, 173
terminal streams, 180

Strict comparison operators, 62-63, 120,
232

String built-in functions
arguments, 121
pad character, 121

Strings, 37-38, 119-144
built-in functions, 120
bit, 55-56
comparison of, 61-62,119-120
concatenation of, 21-22, 49,119
handling, example, 122-123
hexadecimal specification of, 54-55
length of, 122
quotes in, 52
verifying contents of, 38, 132-133, 277

STRIP function, 38, 121-122, 124, 273
Subroutines, 27-28, 93

See cIZso Procedure
arguments, 35, 93



forcing built-in or external reference,
96

multiway call of, 91
naming, 93
returning values, 94
tracing, 107
use of labels, 27-29

Subscripts, 33, 7o
Substitution

in compound symbols, 31
SUBSTR function, 38, 122, 125-126, 274
Subtemplates in parsing, 161, 252
Subtraction, 230-232
SUBWORD function, 139, 274-275
SYMBOL function, 41, 275
Symbols

assigning values to, 30
characters valid in, 30, 51
compound, 30-33
constant, 53-54
initialization, 30
simple, 30
syntatic, 56
term in expression, 57
token type, 44, 53
uppercase translation, 30
valid names, 53

Syntactic units
See Clauses

SYNTAX condition, 201-203
default handler, 202, 206

Syntax checking
See TRACE instruction

Syntax errors
See SYNTAX condition

Systems Application Architecture, 2, 8,
10, 43

Tail of a variable, 67
Templates, parsing

general rules, 147-150
in ARG instruction, 252
in PARSE instruction, 255
in PULL instruction, 256

Terminal
reading from with PULL, 18-19
writing to with SAY, 16

Terms, 56
order of evaluation, 57

Text formatting
See Formatting
See Words
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The REXX Language, 8-10, 43, 46, 173,
203

THEN, 20, 24, 77-82, 253-254
following IF clause, 77-81
following WIIEN clause, 81-82, 257
keyword, 20, 46, 48, 78

TIME function, 40, 48,151, 275
Time-of-day

See TIME function
TO subkeyword of DO instruction, 83-85,

252-253
Tokens, 17, 44, 48

delimiters, 17
numbers, 18
operators, 17-18
symbol, 17
types, 44, 53-56

Tokenization, 44, 50-58
TRACE instruction, 12, 241-250, 258

See c}Zso Interactive trace
TRACE function, 107, 249-250, 275-276

passive settings, 242-243, 246
Trace setting

See c!Zso TRACE function
See cizso TRACE instruction
preserved across procedure calls, 107,

242
Tracing, 10, 241-250

commands to external environment,
248

in procedures, 107, 242
interactive, 41, 242, 247-250
labels, 249
no pause, 248
passive, 242-247
output prefix symbols, 243-247
RC special variable, 246
turn off all, 248
turn off interactive, 248

Trailing blanks
removal with STRIP function, 149

Transient streams, 173
TRANSLATE function, 38, 72, 124,

126-131, 276
Translation

See azso Uppercase translation
position markers,130-131
with TRANSIATE function, 38, 72,

124, 126-131, 276
Trapping of conditions

See Debugging
Tine

representation of, 20, 77
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TRUNC function,  232, 235, 276
Truncating numbers, 230, 232, 235, 276

formatting for display, 235
Type of data

checking with DATATYPE, 41, 133,
234, 238-239, 264-265

Typing of data strings, 3

Unary operators, 63
Undefined variables

See Uninitialized variables
Underflow, arithmetic, 138
Uninitialized variables, 73-75

and NOVALUE condition, 74, 201-202
and SYMBOL function, 275
and VALUE function, 201

UNKNOWN value returned by STREAM
function, 273

UNTIL phrase of DO instruction, 83-86,
253

Uppercase translation
ARG instruction, 98, 159
PULL instruction, 19, 181
PARSE UPPER, 146
TRANSLATE function, 124, 276

Uppercasing of symbols, 31-32, 51
UPPER option in PARSE instruction,

146, 255
User input and output, 166-167, 180-182

VALUE function, 41, 68, 74, 105, 193,
2J6-2;M7

option of ADDRESS instruction,
251-252

option of SIGNAL instniction, 257-258
option of TRACE instruction, 258

VALUE subkeyword of PARSE
instruction, 147, 255

VAR subkeyword of PARSE instruction,
147, 255

Variable reference
in DROP instniction, 253
in parsing template, 158
in PROCEDURE instruction, 103-105,

256
Variables, 19, 67

See azso Compound
assignment, 74
compound, 4, 30-33, 67-70, 193-194
defining of, 73
dropping of, 107

dropping of compound, 75
exposing, 35
external collections, 105-106
generations of, 102, 107
getting value with VALUE function,

277
in parsing patterns, 148
in PROCEDURE instruction, 102
in subroutines, 102
length, 19
loop control, 84
names of, 31-32
parsing of, 148-149
scope of, 34-35, 101-102
setting with DO instruction, 74
setting with PARSE instruction, 19, 30,

74, 97, 148
setting with VALUE function, 68, 74,

277
simple, 4, 30, 67
special

RC, 101, 116
RESULT, 94, 100-101, 116
SIGL, 205

stem, 4, 31, 67-68
assignment, 73

subscripts, 4-5
tail, 67
testing for initialization with SYMBOL

function, 41, 275
uninitialized, 73-74
valid names, 30, 67

VERIFY function, 38, 132-133, 277
VERSION subkeyword of PARSE

instruction, 147, 255

Weekday
See DATE function

WIIEN clause, 25, 38, 81-82, 257
WIIILE phrase of DO instruction, 83-86,

253
Wildcard characters, 193
Whole numbers, 142, 230, 233-234

checking with DATATYPE, 41, 133,
234, 238-239, 264-265

where required, 234
WORD function, 38-39, 72, 135, 277
Word processing

See oZso Formatting
See also W ords
example program, 133

WORDINDEX function, 277-278
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WORDLENGTH function, 278
WORDPOS function, 136, 139, 278
Words, 135

counting in a string, 135
deleting from a string, 140
extracting from a string, 135, 139
finding in a string, 139
treatment in parsing, 148-150

WORDS function, 38, 135, 278
Write position in a stream, 171-172

XOR
bitwise, BITXOR function, 64, 144, 261

XRANGE function, 128, 278-279
X2B function, 143, 279
X2C function, 143, 279
X2D function, 143, 234, 279-280

Year
See DATE function

Zeros
adding on the left, 125, 269
removal with STRIP function, 124, 273
representation of, 229
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